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A. Program Outcome and Program SpecificOutcomes
Name of the
programme
(UG)

UG (B.Sc.)

Programme Outcomes (PO)

Program Specific Outcomes (PSO)

Students will gain

Students will be able to

PO1: knowledge and understanding
about plant diversity.

PSO1: Stewardship responsibility.

PO2: Parctical skills in the field and
laboratory experiments.

PSO2: Hands on expertise in BioSciences.

PO3: Presentation skills (oral and
writing) in life sciences.

PSO3: Entrepreneurship skill
development.

PO4: Scientific Knowledge in life
Science and fundamental metabolism
of plants.

PSO4: They will be able to clear
competitive exams like JAM, TFIR
etc.

PO5: Knowledge about biodiversity
exploration, estimation and
conservation.

PSO5: Career opportunities and Job
opportunities.

PO6: Knowledge of Pollution control.

PSO6: Self employment in various
fields.

PO7: Phytogeography of Bundel
Khand region.

PSO7: It promotes career and Job
opportunities in both Govt. and
private sectors.

PO8: Fundamental Knowledge of
Ethnobotany.

PSO8: They will be able to Qualify
Basic teaching tests.
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PO9: Fundamental Knowledge of
ecosystem ecology.

PSO9: This programme will pave the
way for further higher studies.

PO10: Basic ideas of wild life and its
conservation.

PSO10: They will become an ecofriendly civilian of this Nation.
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GOVT. MAHARAJA AUTONOMOUS P.G. COLLEGE,CHHATARPUR (M.P.)

Session: 2019-2020
(As Recommended By The Board of Studies)
B1.

Course Outcomes of all programmes offered by the Department of Botany
Name of the Programme

: B.Sc. Botany

*On completion of the courses students will be able:

S.
No
.
1.

Year- Paper
First Year
Paper-I
Diversity of
Lower
Plants

Course Content

Course Outcomes

CC1: Viruses and Prokaryotes : CO1: Students get to Know about
Viruses,
Viroids
and lower Plants
Prion.Characteristics of Viruses,
general account of TMV and T4
bacteriophage. Bacterial structure,
nutrition,
reproduction
and
economic importance. General
account
of
Mycoplasma,
Cynobacteria and Actinomycetes.
Application
of
Microbiology.
Important
crop
diseases,
their
prevention and control measures.
CC2: Algae : General characters, CO2: They get to know the Diversity
classification
and
economic within lower Plants.
importance. Important features and
l i f e history of Chlorophyceae Volvox,
Oedogoniun2,
Charophyceae-Chara,
Xanthophyceae,
Vaucheria,
Phaeophyceae-Ectocarpus.
Rhodophyceae—Polysiphonia.
CC3: Fungi : General characters, CO3: Students get to Know Basic
classification
and
economic Knowledge about Microorganisms
importance. Important features and also.
life history of Oomycetes-A/bugo,
Zygomycetes
:
Mucor,
Ascomycetes
:
Yeast,
Peziza.
Basidiomycetes
:
Puccinia,
Deuteromycetes : Alternaria. General
account of Lichens.
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CC4:
Bryophyta
:
General CO4: Basic Knowledge of Laboratory.
Characters and Classification, study of
morphology,
anatomy
and
reproduction of Hepaticopsida:
Riccia,
Marchantia;
Anthocerotopsida:
Anthoceros,
Bryopsida: Polytrichum.
CC5: Pteridophyta : Important CO5: They get to know about Lab
characters and Classification. Stelar Instruments.
organization. Morphology and anatomy
of Rhynia. Structure; anatomy and
reproduction
in
Lycopodium.
Selaginella, Equisetum and Marsilea.
2.

First Year
Paper-II
Diversity of
Higher
Plants

CC1: Gymnosperm : General
characters and Classification and
Distribution of Gymnosperms in India.
Heterospory and Origin of Seed Habit.
Diversity of Gymnosperms. Geological
Time Scale and Fossilization, types of
fossils, tools and techniques . Fossil
Gymnosperms:
Lyginopteris
and
Williamsonia.

CO1: Students get to Know about
higher Plants.

CC2: Gymnosperm : General CO2: They get to know the
account
of
Cycadodiofilicales, Diversity within higher Plants.
Bennettitales and Gnetales. General
account of Ginkgoals. Morphology,
anatomy, reproduction and life cycle Of
Cycas, Pinus and Ephedra
CC3: Tissue System. Types of
vascular bundles, apical meristem,
Classification of meristem. The Root
System : Root apical meristem.
Differentiation of primary and
secondary tissues and their role.
Anatomy of Monocot and Dicot root.
Secondary
growth
in
root.
Modification of root for Various
Functions, Interaction of root with
microbes.
CC4: The Shoot System : Shoot
apical meristem and histological
organization. Anatomy of Monocot

CO3: Students understand clear
differentiation between lower and
higher Plants.

CO4: They also get Basic idea of
distribution Pattern of Plants.
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3.

and Dicot Stem. Vascular cambium
and its functions. Secondary growth in
stem, characteristics of growth rings:
sapwood and heart wood. Secondary
Phloem, Cork Cambium and Periderm.
Anatomy of C3and C4 Plants
Anomalous Secondary growth in
Nyctanthus, erhhavia, Achyranthus,
Leptadenia, Salvadora, Bignonia and
Dracaena.
CC5: The Leaf System: Origin and
development of leaf. Diversity in size,
shape and arrangement. Internal
structure of Dicot and Monocot leaf.
Adaptations to photosynthesis and
water
stress,
senescence
and
abscission.
Second Year CC1: Taxonomy : Origin and
Paper-I
Evolution of Angiosperms: Principles
and
rules
of
Botanical
Taxonomy
Nomenclature, Museum, Herbarium
and
and
Botanical
Gardens;
Embryology Comparative account of various
of
systems
of
Classification
of
Angiosperm Angiosperms: Bentham and Hooker,
s
and Modem trends in Taxonomy
including Molecular taxonomy. APG
IV System.
CC2: Taxonomy : Terminology for
plant description in semi-technical
language: Diagnostic characteristicsand
Ranunculaceae, Brassicaceae,
Malvaceae,
Rutaceae,
Fabaceae,
Apiaceae,
Magnoliaceac,Rosaceae,Dipterocarpacea
e and Cucurbitaceae.
CC3: Taxonomy : Diagnostic
characteristics
&
Economic
Importance
to
Families
—
Rubiaceae, Asteraceae, Apocynaceae,
Solanaceae,Lamiaceae,Euphorbiaceae
.Liliaceae,Poaceae, Asclipiadaceae,
Verbenaceae, Arecaceae, Musaceae
and Orchidoceae.

CO5:They also become familiar with
local vegetation.

CO1: The Students understand
various angiospermic Plants habit.

CO2: Basic knowledge of
classification, types of classification is
Economic
one
more featureImportance
of outcome. of Families

CO3: Basics of Plants
identification is positive aspect of
our outcome.
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CC4: Embryology : Concept of flower
as a modified shoot. Structure of
Anther, Microsporogenesis and Male
Gametophyte. Structure of Pistil,
Ovules,
Megasporogenesis
and
Development of Female Geametophyte
(Embryo Sac) and its types. pollination
--Mechanism and Agencies of
Pollination, Pollen Pistil interactions
and Self incompatibility.

4.

CC5: Embryology : Double
Fertilization and triple fusion.
Development
and
types
of
endosperm and its morphological
nature, Development of Embryo in
Monocot and Dicot plants,
Polyembryony and Apomixis,
Application
of
Palynology,
Experimental
Embrylogy
including Pollen storage and test
tube
fertilization
Fruit
development and maturation,
seed structure and dispersal.
Mode of Vegetative Propagation.
Second Year CC1: Ecosystems : Structure and
Paper-II
types,
Biotic
and
Abiotic
components, Trophic levels, Food
Plant
Chain,
Food
Web,
Ecological
ecology
Pyramids, Energy Flow, Concept of
Biodiversity Biogeochemical Cycles: Gaseous
and
Liquid and Sedimentary cycles:
Phytogeogra Carbon, Nitrogen, Water, Phosphorus
phy
and Sulphur cycle.
CC2:Ecological
adaptations:
Morphological,Anatomical
and
physiological
responses
water
adaptation
(Hydrophytes
and
Xerophytes)
Temperature
adaptation (Thermoperiodism and
Vernalization),
Light
adaptation
(Heliophytes
and
Sciophytes),
Photoperiodism,
Plant
Succession: causes, trends and
processes, Types of succession —
Hydrosere and Xerosere.

CO4: Understand the Origin and
development of angiosperm Plants.

CO5: Students get to know about
reproduction and embryo
development with the help of Lab.

CO1: The students understand
Basic idea of ecology and
environment.

CO2: They also get knowledge about
the influence of environments on
Plants.
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5.

Third Year
Paper-I
Plant
Physiology
and
Biochemistr
yss

CC3: Biodiversity &. Population
Ecology : Distribution patterns,
Density, Natality, Mortality, Growth
curves, Ecotypes and Ecads :
Community Ecology: Frequency,
Density, Abundance, Cover and Life
forms. Biodiversity : Basic concept,
definition, Importance, Biodiversity of
India. Hotspots, in situ and ex-situ
conservation. Biosphere reserves,
Sancturies and National parks of
Madhya Pradesh. Endangered and
Threatened species, red data book.
CC4: Soil & Pollution : Physical and
chemical proterties, soil formation, development of
soil profile, soil classification, soil composifition,
soil factors. Enviornmental pollution, definition,
types, cacuses, and control,.Global warning, acid
rain, climate change and ozone layer and ozone
hole. Plant indicators Environmental
Protection Act, Farmer's Right and
Intellectual Property Right.
CC5:Phytogeography:
Phytogeographical regions of India.
Vegetation types of Madhya Pradesh.
Natural resources: definition and
classification.
Conservation
and
management of natural resources, Land
resource management, Water and wet
land resource management. Economic
and Ethobotany.
CC1: Plant water Relations :
Properties of water, Importance of water
in plant life, Diffusion, Osmosis &
Osmotic relation to plant cell. Water
Absorption.
Ascent
of
Sap.
Transpiration
:
Structure
&
Physiology of Stomata, Mechanism of
Transpiration, Factors affecting the rate
of Transpiration.
CC2: Plant Nutrition,Biomolecules
& Metabolism: Mineral Nutrition,
Essential Macro & Micro Nutrients
and their role, Absorption of mineral
nutrients
and
Hydroponics,
Translocation of organic solutes.

CO3: They also get to know Basic
of Biodiversity and its conservation
strategies.

CO4: They get to know about soil
features. Pollution and its control is
one more high lighting feature of
outcome.and Intellectual property
Right.

CO5: the students become familiar
with local Biodiversity.

CO1: The students become more
informed about molecular aspects
of cell internal Physiology.

CO2: The biochemical aspects of
different
physiological and metabolic
functions taking place inside a
Plants cell.
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6.

Third Year
Paper-II
Cell biology
Genetics
and
Biotechnolo
gy

Biomolecules: Structure classification
and functions of Carbohydrates Amino
Acids, Proteins and Lipids. Nitrogen
fixation,
Nitrogen
and
Lipid
metabolism.
CC3: Photosynthesis : Chloroplast,
Photosynthetic pigments, Concept
of two photosystems, Light reaction,
Red drop, Emerson's effect, Dark
reaction —Calvin cycle, Hatch &
Slack cycle, CAM cycle, Factors
affecting rate of photosynthesis &
Photorespiration.
CC4: Respiration : Mitochondria,
aerobic and anaerobic respiration,
fermentation, Respiratory coefficient,
mechanism of respiration — Glycolysis,
Kreb's cycle, Pentose Phosphate
Pathway, Electron transport system,
Factors affecting rate of respiration,
Redox potential and theories of ATP
Synthesis.
CC5:
Enzymology
&
Plant
Hormones
:
Classification,
nomenclature and characteristics of
Enzymes, Concept of holoenzyme,
apoenzyme, co-enzyme and cofactors, Mode & mechanism of
enzyme action, Factors affecting
enzyme activity.
Plant
Harmones
:
Discovery,
Structure mode of action and role of
auxins,
Gibberellins,
Cytokinin,
Abscissic Acid and Ethylene.
CC1: The cell envelops and
organelles: Techniques of cell biology,
Prokaryotic and Euka►yotic cell
structure and plasma membrane,
lipid bilayer structure, functions of
the cell wall. Structure and function of
cell organelles: Nucleus Chloroplast,
Mitochondria, Golgi bodies, ER,
Peroxisome
and
Vacuole.
Cell
signalling and cell receptors, signal
transduction.

CO3: Physiological activities and
their importance for higher studies of
Plants..

CO4: The students get to know
different Physiological stresses on
Plants.

CO5: How to increase productivity
of crops with the study of plants
hormones.

CO1: The students understand
about the basic of cell and its
inclusions.
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CC2: Chromosomal organization :
Structure
and
functions
of
Chromosome,
centromere
and
telomere. Nucleosome model, special
types of chromosomes, Mitosis and
Meiosis. Variation in chromosome
Structure : Deletion, Duplication,
Translocation and Inversion; Variation
in chromosome number, Euploidy,
Aneuploidy, DNA: The genetic
material, DNA Structure and
replication.
CC3: Genetic inheritance: Mendelism:
Law of Dominance, laws of segregation
and independent assortment; Linkage
analysis;
Interactions
of
genes.
Cytoplasmic inheritance, Mutations:
spontaneous and induced: Transposable
elements; DNA damage and repair.
CC4: Gene : Development of Genetics,
Structure of Gene, Gene verses allele
genetic code, transfer of genetic
information; Transcription, translation,
protein synthesis, t RNA, and ribosomes.
Regulation of gene expression in
prokaryotes and eukaryotes. Organic
evolution — Role of RNA in origin and
evolution.

CO2: Basic concept of genetics.

CC5: Plant Breeding : Introduction,
Methods Selection and Hybridization
(Pedigree, backcross, mass selection and
bulk method)
Biotechnology : Definition; basic
aspects of plant tissue culture; cellular
totipotency,
differentiation
and
morphogenesis Important achievemements
of biotechnology in agriculture.

CO5: They understand the
applications of biotechnology in the
field of agriculture.

CO3: Mendelism and its
importance in further studies in the
field of biosciences.

CO4: Biotechnology its variations and
applications.

Genetic engineering: Tools and
techniques of recombinant DNA
technology; cloning vectors; biology of
Agrobacterium; vectors for gene
delivery and marker genes. DNA
fingerprinting genomic and cDNA library:
Gene mapping and chromosome walking.
Biostatistics: Introduction and
application.
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7.

First Year
Botany
Practical-I
Based on
paper I & II

8.

Second Year
Botany
Practical-II
Based on
paper I & II

CC1: Algae/Fungi

CO1: They get to know how to
deal with laboratory work.

CC2: Bryophyta/pteridophyta

CO2:They learn Microscopic study.

CC3: Gymnosperms, Anatomy and
morphology

CO3: They also learn section cutting,
slide preparation.

CC1: Taxonomy,

CO1: The students understan methods
of plants identification

CC2: Embryology —

CO2: They also learn practical
knowledge of herbaria preparation.

Anther/Ovule/Placentation
CC3: Exercise based on Ecology.

Exercise based on
Phytogeography/National Parks
9.

Third Year
Botany
Practical-III
Based on
paper I & II

CC1: Exercise based on

Physiology
CC2: Exercise based on Cytology.

Exercise based on Genatic
Problem
CC3: Biochemical Test

CO3: Field work related to plant
taxonomy and plant ecology is also
good outcome of this program .
CO1: The students understand the
basic exercises related to plant
physiology.
CO2: They also get practical
knowledge of mitosis and meiosis cell
division.
CO3: They learn different types of
biochemical test such as
carbohydrates, proteins, lipids.
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GOVT. MAHARAJA AUTONOMOUS P.G. COLLEGE, CHHATARPUR (M.P.)

Session: 2019-2020
(As Recommended By The Board of Studies)
Name of the Department

: Department of botany

AcademicYear

: 2019-2020

A. Program Outcome and Program Specific Outcomes

Name of the
programme
(PG)

Programme Outcomes
(PO)
Students will gain
PO1: This program is research
oriented learni
PO2: It enhances skills in
handling scientific instruments,
planning
and
executing
biological research.

PG (M.Sc.)

PO3: It also Promotes creative
and novel ideas in biological
concepts.

PO4: It provides
entrepreneurship shill
development.
PO5: Acquire time management
and self-management skills.

Program Specific Outcomes
(PSO)
Students will be able to
PSO1: Individuals having indepth knowledge in different
branches of botany
PSO2: The students will be
qualified toface CSIR-UGC-NET,
SET, GATE, ICMR-NET, ICARNET, IFS
etc.
PSO3: Employable candidates in
careers related to teaching in
botany, especially in schools and
colleges.
PSO4: They become Hands on
expertisein life sciences and able
to do research..
PSO5: It promotes career and job
opportunities in both Govt. and
private sectors.
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GOVT. MAHARAJA AUTONOMOUS P.G. COLLEGE,CHHATARPUR (M.P.)

Session: 2019-2020
(As Recommended By The Board of Studies)
B2.

Course Outcomes of all programmes offered by the Department
Name of the Programme

: M.Sc. Botany

*On completion of the courses students will be able to:

S.
SemesterNo. Paper
1.
Semester-I
Paper-I
Biology and
Diversity of
viruses,
Bacteria and
Fungi

Course Content

Course Outcomes

CC1: Viruses: characteristics and
ultrastructurte of virions, isolation and
purification of viruses; chemical
nature, replication, transmission of
viruses; economic
importance.
CC2: Archaebacteria and Eubacteria:
General
account;
ultrastructure,
nutrition and reproduction; biology and
economic importance; cyanobacteria .
salient features
and
biological
importance
CC3: Classification of bacteria,
Actinomycetes, Mycoplasma,
Rickettsiae, Chlamydiae and their
significance
CC4: Mycology: classification and
general characters of fungi; substrate
relationship in
fungi;
cell
ultrastructure;
unicellular
and
multicellular organization; cell wall
composition;
nutrition(saprobic,
biotrophic, symbiotic); reproduction
(vegetative,
asexual,sexual),
heterothallic; parasexuality; recent
trends in
classification.

CO1: In this Paper students get to
know about Microorganism.

CC5: Phylogeny of Fungi: Phylogeny
of fungi; general account of
Mastigomycotina,
Zygomycotina,
Ascomycotina,
Basidiomycotina,

CO5: They also get to know about
the systematic use of
microorganism in agriculture field.

CO2: They get knowledge about
different diseases related to
Bacteria, Viruses and fungi.

CO3: They also get knowledge
about positive effect of Bacteria
and fungi..
CO4: The students get to know
about controlling measures related
to microorganisms.
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2.

Semester-I
Paper-II
Biology and
Diversity of
algae,
Bryophytes and
pteridophytes

Deuteromycotina; fungi in industry,
medicine and as food; fungul diseases
in plants and humans; Mycorriza; fungi
as biocontrol agents.
CC1: Algae in diversified habitats;
thallus organization; cell ultrastructure;
reproduction; criteria for classification
of algae, pigments, researve foods,
flagella; classification.
CC2:Salient
features
of
Protochlorophyta,charophyta,
chlorophyta,xanthophyta,bacillariophyt
a, phaeophyta and rhodophyta; algal
blooms; algal biofertilizers; algae as
food, feed and industrial uses.
CC3:Morphology,
structure,
reproduction and life history of
bryophyta;distribution, classification,
general accounts of marchantiales,
jungermeniales,
anthocerotales,
sphagnales,
funariales
and
polytrichales; ecological and economic
importance.
CC4:
Morphology,
anatomy,
reproduction and life history of
pteridophyta; classification, evolution
of stele, heterospory and origin of seed
habits.

Semester-I
Paper-III
Biology and
Diversity of
Gymnosperms

CC1: Introduction: Gymnosperms, the
vesseless and fruitless seed plants;
evolution of gymnsperms; complexity
of female gametophytes.
CC2: Classification of gymnosperms
and

their

distribution

in

CO2: They also get knowledge
about classification of these
groups.

CO3: they become familiar
with the identification of these
plants.

CO4:they get knowledge about
economic importance of algae.

CO5:they also get fundamental
idea of origin of land plant on
earth.

CC5: Introduction to psilopsida,
sphenopsida and pteropsida.
3.

CO1:In this paper students get
to know about some lower
plants such as algae,
Bryophytes and pteridophyetes.

India.

CO1:In this paper students get
detail knowledge of palaeobotany.

CO2: They get knowledge about
distribution of Gymnosperms
across the world.

Economic importance of gymnosperms
.
CC3: Gerenal account of
pteridospermales, cycadeoidales and
cordaitales

CO3:They become familiar
with the economic importance
of Gymnosperms plants.
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CC4:

4.

Semester-I
Paper-IV
Plant Ecology

Structure,

reproduction

interrelationships

of

ginkgoales and

coniferales.

and

cycadales,

.
CC5: Structure, reproduction and
interrelationships
of
ephedrales,
welwitschiales and gnetales
CC1: Population Ecology: Ecology &
ecosystem: Definitions, Organization
and
components, Population &
Environment; Population ecology,
density &
distribution,
Natality,
Mortality, Survivorship curves, Age
structure & pyramids, Fecundity
schedules, Life tables; Population
growth . exponential and logistic
curves; Intra specific competition and
self regulation; r-and k-strategists
CC2: Community organization:
Concepts
of
community
and
continuum; Analysis of
community
analytical and synthetic characters,
Community coefficients and indices of
diversity, interspecific association
negative and positive associations;
Concept of ecological niche; Concepts
of biodiversity; evolution
and
differentiation of species . allopatric &
sypatric speciation; ecads and ecotypes.
CC3:Ecosystem development and
stability: Temporal changes cyclic and
non
cyclic; Succession processes &
types; Mechanism of succession
facilitation, Tolerance and inhibition
models; Concept of climax persistence
resilience and resistance; Ecological
perturbation natural and anthropogenic,
Ecosystem
restoration.
CC4: Fate of energy in ecosystems:
Trophic organization and structure,
Food chains & webs; energy flow
pathways,
Ecological
efficiencies
consumption, assimilation
and
production trophic; Primary production
methods of
measurement,
Global
patterns, Limiting factors.

CO4: They get detail idea of
classification of Gymnosperms.

CO5:They get to know about
some representatives of fossil
forms .
CO1:In this paper students get
basic idea of general Geology and
phytogeography.

CO2:They learn the different
principles of ecosystem ecology .

CO3: .the students get detail
knowledge of population,
community.

CO4: The plant distribution and
biodiversity of world is one
specific feature of outcome.
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5.

Semester-II
Paper-I
Plant
Development
and
Reproduction

CC5: Fate of matter in ecosystems:
Recycling pathways; Relationship
between
energy
flow
and
recycling pathways; Nutrient exchange
and cycling; Global biogeochemical
cycles of C, N, P and S; Physical,
chemical and Biological characteristics
of soil.
CC1: Unique features of plant
development; differences between
animal and plant
development.
Organization of shoot apical meristem
(SAM);
control
of
tissue
differentiation,
especially
xylem and phloem; secretory ducts and
laticifers. Wood development in
relation to environmental factors.
CC2: Leaf growth and differentiation.
Organization of root apical meristem
(RAM);
cell fates and lineages;
vascular tissue differentiation; lateral
roots; root hairs.
Root
microbe
interaction.
CC3: Vegetative options and sexual
reproduction; flower development;
genetics of
floral
organ
differentiation; homeotic mutants in
Arabidiopsis
and
Antirrhinum;
sex determination. Structrue of
anthers, microsporogenesis, role of
tapetum,
pollen development and
gene expression.
CC4:
Male
sterility;
pollen
germination, pollen tube greet and
guidance. Pollen
storage, pollen
allergy and pollen embryos. Ovule
development, megasporogenesis;
organization of embryo sac; structure
of embryo sac cells
CC5: Flora characterisitics; pollination
mechanisms and vectors; breeding
systems;
structure of pistil; pollen
stigma interactions; sporophytic and
gametophytic selfincompatibility.
Double
fertilization.
Endosperm
development during early,
maturation and dessication stages;

CO5:they get detail knowledge
of pollution and its control.

CO1: In this paper students get to
know about plant development
and reproductive patterns.

CO2: They become familiar with
the Morphology and anatomy of
reproductive parts of plants.

CO3: They also learn about
development of flower at
molecular level.

CO4: They get to know about
the complexities of a plants life
span.

CO5: In this paper they also get
primary knowledge of phylogeny.
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embryogenesis; storage proteins of
endosperms
and
embryo.
Polyembryoni, apomixis. Dynamics of
fruit growth; biochemistry
and
molecular biology of fruit maturation.
6.

Semester-II
Paper-II
Morphology
and Taxonomy
of angiosperms

7.

CC1: Morphology of stamens and
carpels; carpel evolution. Morphology
of inferior
ovary; placentation
types and their origin
CC2: The species concept: taxonomic
hierarchy; species, genus, family and
other categories; principles used in
assessing relationships, delimitation of
taxa and
attribution of rank.
Salient features of Interantional code of
Botanical
Nomenclature..
CC3:
Taxonomic
evidence:
morphology, anatomy, palynology,
embryology, cytology,
phytochemistry, genome analysis and
nucleic acid hybridization. Relevance
of taxonomy to conservation.

CC4: Taxonomic tools: herbarium,
floras,
histological,
cytological,
phytochemical,
serological,
biochemical and molecular techniques;
Computers and GIS. Local
plant
diversity and its socio-economic
importance.
CC5:
Systems
of
angiosperm
classification:
phenetic
versus
phylogenetic systems;
cladistics
in taxonomy; relative merits and
demerits of major systems of
classification. Endemism, hot spots,
hottest hot spots; plant explorations;
invasions and introductions
Semester-II CC1: Plant Biodiversity: Major
Paper-III
Biomes of the world, Tropical rain &
Seasonal
Forests, Temperate rain
Utilization and & Seasonal forests, Boreal forests,
Conservation of Grasslands,
Deserts;
Aquatic
plant resources.
Ecosystems, wetlands, Lakes & Ponds
Streams & Rivers,
Marine
&
Estuarine habitats.

CO1: In this paper students get
idea of different higher
angiosperm plants.
CO2: They get detailed idea of
classification such as artificial,
natural and phylogenetic
classification.

CO3: They get detailed idea of
plant identification.

CO4: They become familiar with
plant herbarium and museum
techniques.

CO5: They also get to know about
the different type of field work.

CO1: In this paper students get
knowledge about plant resources.
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8.

Semester-II
Paper-IV
Cell biology of
plants

CC2: Sustainable Development:
Resource
utilization;
Status
&
Utilization of Biodiversity;
Sustainable
development
and
utilization of resources from forest,
Grassland and aquatic habitats; Food
forage, Fodder, Timber & Non-wood
forest products; Threats to quality &
quantity of Resources due to
overexploitation.
CC3: Strategies for conservation of
resources: Classifications of resources;
Principles of conservation; In-situ
conservation, sanctuaries, National
parks, Biosphere reserves for wildlife
conservation; Habitat conservation
practices of conservation for forests,
ranges, soil and water; Ex-situ
conservation, botanical gardens, field
gene banks, seed banks, in vitro
repositories, cryobanks
CC4: Pollution & Climate Change:
Air, Water and Soil pollution, Kinds,
Sources,
Quality
parameters,
Effects on structure & function of
ecosystems; Management
of
pollution; Bioremediation; Climate
changes sources, Trends & role
of
greenhouse gases, Effect of global
warming on climate, Ecosystem
processes & Biodiversity; Ozone layer
& Ozone hole.
CC5: Resource monitoring: Remote
sensing concepts & Tools, Satellite
remote
sensing basics sensors,
Visual & digital interpretation, EMR
bands and their
applications;
Indian remote sensing program;
Thematic mapping of resources;
Application of remote sensing in
Ecology & Forestry.

CO2: They also learn about
proper utilization of plant
resources .

CC1: Structural organization of the
plant cell; specialized plant cell types.
Structure
and functions of cell
wall; biogenesis; growth. Cytoskeleton:
organization and
role
of

CO1: In this paper students learn
about cell at molecular level.

CO3: How to conserve the plants
and use them as a resource.

CO4: The students become
technically sound.

CO5: They learn about different
useful techniques.
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microtubules and
motor movements.

9.

Semester-III
Paper-I
Plant
Physiology

microfilaments;

CC2: Plasma membrane: structure,
models and functions; sites for
ATPases; ion carriers, channels and
pumps;
receptors.
Structure
of
plasmodesmata, role in movement of
molecules; comparison with gap
junctions.

CO2: They also learn different
advanced techniques.

CC3: Cholorplast: structure, genome
organization, gene expression, nucleochloroplastic
interactions;
mitochondira:
structure,
genome
organization, biogenesis.
Plant
vacuoles:
tonoplast
membrane,
ATPases, trasporters, as
storage
organelle. Other cell organelles: golgi
apparatus, lysosomes, endoplasmic
reticulum
CC4: Nucleus: structure. Cell cycle:
control mechanisms; role of cyclins
and
cyclindependent
kinases;
mechanisms of programmed cell death.
Chromosome structure and packaging
of
DNA;
euchromatin
and
heterochromatin; karyotype analysis
and evolution; banding patterns;
specialized types of chromosomes
CC5: Origin, meiosis and breeding
behaviour of duplication, deficiency,
inversion
and
translocation
heterzygotes;
origin,
occurrence,
production and meiosis of
haploids,
aneuploids and euploids; Origin and
production
of
autopolyploids.
Allopolyploids;
types,
genome
constitution and analysis
CC1: Structure and functions of ATP,
Plant water relations, mechanisms of
water transport through xylem, rootmicrobe interactions in facilitating
nutrient uptake. Membrane transport
proteins.

CO3: In this paper they get a
collective knowledge of
biochemistry, metabolism and
physiology.

CO4: In this paper they get
detailed idea of plant cell
organelles.

CO5: The content of this paper
make them strong from further
research field.

CO1: The students become
more informed about molecular
aspects of cell internal
physiology.
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10.

CC2: Phloem transport; phloem
loading and unloading, passive and
active solute transport. Signal
transduction; overview, receptors
and
proteins,
phospholipids
singaling, role of cyclic nucleotides,
calcium-calmodulin
cascade.
Specific signaling mechanisms, for
example, two-component sensor
regulator system in bacteria and
plants.
CC3: Plant growth regulators and
elicitors: Physiological effects and
mechanism of action of auxins,
gibberellins, cytokinins, ethylene,
abscisic acid, brassinosteroids,
polyamines, jasmonic acid, and
salicylic acid. Hormone receptors.
CC4:
Flowering
process:
photoperiodism and its significance,
endogenous
clock
and
its
regulation. Floral induction and
development. Phytochromes and
cryptochromes, their photochemical
and biochemical properties, Role
of vernalization.
CC5: Stress physiology: Plant
responses to biotic and abiotic
stress. Water deficit and drought
resistance. Salinity stress and
resistance. Concepts of freezing,
heat and oxidative stresses
Semester-III CC1: Fundamentals of enzymology:
Paper-II
allosteric mechanism, regulatory and
active sites, isozymes, kinetics of
Plant
enzymatic catalysis, Michaelis- Menten
biochemistry
equation
and
its
significance,
and metabolism
Mechanism of enzyme action.
CC2:
Photochemistry
and
photosynthesis: General concepts,
evolution of photosynthetic apparatus,
photosynthetic pigments and light –
harvesting complexes. Photooxidation
of water, mechanism of electron and
proton transport, Carbon assimilation;
Calvin cycle, photorespiration and its
significance, C4-cycle, CAM pathway,

CO2: The students learn about
absorption, translocation and
utilization of water and other
minerals.

CO3: Comprehend the changes
during growth process
(germination to abscission).

CO4: Get an overall perception
about various physiological
processes occurring in plants.

CO5: They also learn applications
of physiology in the field of
agriculture.

CO1: The students get knowledge
about major bio chemicals.

CO2: They learn about different
metabolism path ways.
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physiological
considerations

11.

Semester-III
Paper-III
Cytogenetics
and genetics

and

ecological

CC3:
Respiration
and
lipid
metabolism: Overview of plant
respiration, glycolysis, TCA cycle,
electron transport and ATP synthesis.
Oxidative pentose phosphate pathway,
glyoxylate cycle, alternative oxidase
system.
CC4: Structure and functions of lipids,
fatty acid biosynthesis, structural lipids
and storage lipids and their catabolism.
Sulphate uptake, transport and
assimilation.
CC5: Nitrogen fixation, nitrogen and
sulphur
metabolism:
Overview,
biological nitrogen fixation, nodule
formation. Mechanism of uptake and
reduction, ammonium assimilation.
CC1: Genetics of prokaryotes and
eukaryotic; genetic recombination
in
prokaryotes,
genetic
transformation, conjugation and
transduction in bacteria. Genetics
of mitochondria and chloroplasts;
cytoplasmic male sterility
CC2: Genetic recombination and
genetic mapping in eukaryotes;
Recombination,
independent
assortment
and
crossing-over,
molecular
mechanism
of
recombination.
Chromosome
mapping, linkage groups, genetic
markers, construction of molecular
maps, somatic cell genetics- an
alternative approach to gene
mapping.
CC3: Mutations: spontaneous and
induced mutations, physical and
chemical mutagens, molecular
basis
of
gene
mutations.
Transposable
elements
in
prokaryotes
and
eukaryotes.
Mutations induced by transposons,
DNA
damage
and
repair
mechanisms.

CO3:They also learn changes in
plants during growth process.

CO4: They gain deep
understanding of many of the
chemical reaction and
structures of bio molecules
essential for life on earth.
CO5: These contents are crucial
for further studies.

CO1: Students get knowledge
of cytology and genetics in
proper way.

CO2: They understand the
concepts and importance of
mendelism.

CO3: They also learn structure
and functions of genes.
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12.

Semester-III
Paper-IV
Molecular
biology of
plants

CC4: Cytogenetics of numerical
and
structural
changes
of CO4: They get detailed idea of
chromosomes.
Euploidy, inheritance.
aneuploidy: origin, meiosis and
effect.
Cytogenetics
of
deficiencies., duplication, inversions
and translocation.
CC5:
Molecular
Cytogenetics;
Nuclear DNA content, c-value
paradox, cot curve and its
significance, restriction mapping –
CO5: They get basic idea of plant
concept and techniques, multigene
breeding
families
and
their
evolution.
Transfer
of
whole
genome,
examples from wheat and Brassica,
Arachis.
CC1: DNA structure; A, B and Z CO1: The students get knowledge
forms; transcription; plant promoters of structure of cell in relation to
and transcription factors; splicing; the functional aspects.
messenger RNA transport; ribosomal
RNA biosynthesis.
CC2: Gene structure and expression; CO2: They understand differences
genetic fine structure; cis-trans test; among prokaryotic, Eukaryotic
fine structure analysis of eukaryotes; and mesokaryotic cells.
introns and their significance; RNA
splicing; regulation of gene expression
in prokaryotes and eukaryotes.
CC3: Ribsosomes: structure and site of CO3: The students learn the
protein synthesis; mechanism of functioning of plant cell at
translation, initiation, elongation and molecular level.
termination; structure and role of
transfer RNA;
protein sorting;
targeting of proteins to organelles.
CC4: Cell cycle and apoptosis, control CO4: They learn protein synthesis
mechanisms; role of cyclins and cyclin and cell signalling.
dependent kinases; cytokinesis and cell
plate formation; mechanism of
programmed
cell
death.
DNA
replication
in
prokaryotes
and
eukaryotes.
CC5: Immunotechniques, In situ CO5: They learn crucial
hybridization
–
concepts
and properties of Geneticmaerial.
techniques, physical mapping of genes
on chromosomes. In situ hybridization
to locate transcript in cell types; FISH;
Flow cytometry.
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13.

14.

Semester-IV
Paper-I

CC1: Plant cell and tissue culture: CO1:The students understand
general introduction, history, scope, the basic concepts of genome
concept of cellular differentiation and organization in plants and
Plant cell, tissue totipotency.
molecular markers.
and organ
CC2: Techniques of tissue culture. CO2: They learn about
culture
Organ culture – meristem, anther and different techniques of plant
embryo. In vitro fertilization.
tissue culture.
CC3: Organogenesis and adventive CO3:They get basic
embryogenesis; fundamental aspects of understanding of the plant genetic
morphogenesis, somatic embryogenesis transformation methods.
and androgenesis.
Mechanisms,
techniques and utility.
CC4: Somatic hybridization, protoplast CO4: They get knowledge of
isolation, fusion and culture, hybrid applications of plant tissue culture
selection and regeneration; possibilities in the field of agriculture and
and achievements and limitations of horticulture.
protoplast research.
CC5: Application of plant tissue
culture; clonal propagation; artificial
seeds;
production
of
hybrids,
CO5: The students become
somaclones and somaclonal variation;
technically skilled.
production of secondary metabolites/
natural products; cryopreservation and
germplasm storage
Semester-IV CC1: Biotechnology; basic concepts, CO1: The students get advanced
Paper-II
principles and scope. Intellectual knowledge of plant science
Property Rights – possible ecological through this paper.
Biotechnology
risks and ethical concerns.
and genetic
CC2: Basic concepts of Recombinant CO2:They learn about
engineering
DNA technology; gene cloning – some basic advanced
principles and techniques; construction techniques of
of genomic/ cDNA libraries; choice of biotechnology.
vectors;
DNA
synthesis
and
sequencing, polymerase chain reaction.
DNA fingerprinting
CC3: Genetic engineering of plants,
aims, strategies for development of CO3:Students get knowledge
transgenics (with suitable examples); about some specific enzymes
Agrobacterium – the natural genetic and there functional role.
engineer; T-DNA and transposon
mediated gene tagging; chloroplast
transformation and its utility.
CC4: Microbial genetic manipulation;
CO4: Applications of
bacterial transformation; selection of
biotechnology in food
recombinants
and
transformants;
genetic improvements of industrial production and medical science
microbes
and
nitrogen
fixers; also a special outcome.
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fermentation technology.

15.

16.

CC5: Genomics and Proteomics;
genetic and physical mapping of genes;
molecular markers for introgression of
useful traits; artificial chromosomes;
high throughput sequencing; genome
projects; bioinformatics; functional
genomics;
microarrays;
protein
profiling and its significance.
Semester-IV CC1: A brief note on principles of
Paper-III
Botanical nomenclature, I.C.B.N.,
B.S.I. Botanical Garden and herbaria.
Plant taxonomy Phyllogency : Origin and evolution of
Angiosperms.
CC2: Types of Classification, Natural
and Phyllogenetic e.g. Bentham and
Hooker,
cronquist
Takhtajan,
Huchinson.
CC3: Study of systematic position of
floral variations and phylogency of
following orders-Ranales. Helobiales.
Amentiferac. Tubiflorae.
CC4: Role taxonomic morphological,
characteristics in solving position of
following families. Renunculaceceae,
Rutanceae. Meliaceae. Lythracene
Apiaceae, Asclepiadaceae, Asteraceale,
Convolvulanceae.
CC5: Taxonomic position and
affinities of
following families
Nyctaginaceae,
Euphorbiaceae,
Loranthaceae and Poaceae.
Semester-IV CC1: History and development of
Paper-IV
Plant Protection Science. General Idea
about the following pests:
Plant Protection 1.Insects as pests of Gram, Soyabean
and Teak
2. Weeds: Parthenium, Waterhyacinth
and Cuscuta.
3. Remote sensing in plant protectoin.
CC2: Fungi as Plant Pathogens:
General idea about causal organisms,
Symptoms and disease cycles of
following fungal diseases. collar rot,
Damping off of seedlings, Late blight

CO5: They get basic idea of
genomics and bioinformatics.

CO1: In this paper students get
idea of different higher
angiosperm plants.

CO2: They get detailed idea of
classification such as artificial,
natural and phylogenetic
classification.
CO3: They get detailed idea of
plant identification.

CO4: They become familiar with
plant herbarium and museum
techniques.

CO5: They also get to know about
the different type of field work.
CO1: This paper is directly
related with the economy of
human society.

CO2: In this paper student
learn about different plant
diseases such as bacterial, viral,
fungal and physiological.
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of Potato, Downy Mildew of Grapes,
Powdery mildew of Wheat, Smut of
Wheat, Rust of Wheat, Wilt of Arhar,
Anthracnose of Soyabean, Tikka
disease of Groundnut.
General idea about the Problems of
post harvest storage due to fungi and
insects.
CC3: General idea about causal
organism, Symptoms and disease cycle
of following diseases.
1. Bacterial Diseases. Citrus canker,
Blight of Paddy.
2. Viral diseases. Tobacco mosaic,
Yellow vein mosaic of Bhindi, Bunchy
of banana. Transmission of virus.
3. Mycoplasma Grossy shoot disease of
Sugarcane, Little leaf of Bringal.
4. Nematodes: Root knot of vegetables.
CC4: Chemical Methods of plant
protection
types
of
chemical/formulations/Application
methods and problems in environment.
Cultural methods: Sanitation, Crop
rotation and seed materials. Use of
resistance
varieties.
Legislative
methods : Plant Quarantine.
CC5: Biological Plant Protection: Use
of biological pesticides from microbes
(Fungi, Bacteria and viruses). Brief
idea of management of Insects and
Plant diseases (I.P.M.).

CO3: They learn different
controlling measures.

CO4: They learn about biological
and chemical control.

CO5: They also get basic idea of
indian agricultural system.
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GOVT. MAHARAJA AUTONOMOUS P.G. COLLEGE,CHHATARPUR(M.P.)
Name oftheDepartment
: Department of Chemistry
AcademicYear

: 2019-2020

A. Program Outcome and Program SpecificOutcomes

Name of the
programme
(UG)

UG (B.Sc.)

Programme Outcomes (PO)

Program Specific Outcomes (PSO)

Students will gain

Students will be able to

PO-1. After completing three years
degree in chemistry students would
gain a thorough knowledge of the
principles and fundamentals of
Chemical
science.
PO-2. Exposure to all branches of
chemistry with wide scope develops
critical
thinking
and
scientifictemperament.

PSO-1. Gain the knowledge of
Chemistry through theory and
practical’s.

PO-3. Along with theoretical
aspects, students employ design,
carry out, record and analyze the
results of chemical reactions.

PSO-3. Make aware and handle the
sophisticated
instruments
and
hazardous chemicals.

PO-4. Create an awareness of the
impact of chemistry on the
environment, societyand
development.
PO-5.Presentation
skills (oral &
writing) in chemicalsciences.

PSO-4. Develop research oriented
skills and prepared for higher
education(M.Sc,
Ph.D).
PSO-5. Career opportunities and
job opportunities by preparing
students for competitive exams like
JAM, UGC-CSIR NET, GATE and
UPSC etc.

PSO-2. Understand good laboratory
practices and safety.
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B1.
Course Outcomes of all programmes offered by the Department of
ChemistryName of the Programme
: B.Sc. Chemistry
*On completion of the courses students will be able:
S.
Year- Paper/
Course Comtants
No. Course Name
1.
First Year
CC1:
Paper-I
A.Mathematical Concepts : Logarithm
relations, (rule and types), use of log
Physical
table and antilog table in calculations,
chemistry
curves sketching, straight line and liner
graphs,
calculation
of
slopes.
Differentiation of functions like Kx, ex,
xn, sin x, log x; multiplication and
division in differential, maxima and
minima,
partial
differentiation.
Integration of some useful/ relevant
functions. Factorials, Probability.
B. Gaseous States and Molecular
Velocities : Critical phenomenon : PV
isotherms of ideal gases. Andrew’s
experiment, continuity of state, the
isotherms of van der Waals equations,
relationship between critical constants
and van der Waals constants.
Root mean square, average and most
probable velocities. Qualitative
discussion of the Maxwell’s distribution
of molecular velocities, collision
numbers, mean free path and collision
diameter.
CC2:
A. Liquid State :Intermolecular forces,
structure of Liquids (a qualitative
description) Liquid crystals : Difference
between liquid crystal, solid and liquid.
Classification, structure of nematic and
cholestric phases. Thermography and
seven segment cell.
B. Solid State : Definition of space
lattice, Unit cell. Laws of
crystallography-(i) Law of constancy of
interfacial angles (ii) Law of rationality
of indices (iii) Laws of symmetry,
symmetry elements in crystals lonic solid
structures, radius ration effect and
coordination number, limitations of

Course Outcomes
CO-1.
Able to apply the mathematical
concepts in simplification of
chemical formulas and equations.

CO2:
Explain the postulates of kinetic
theory of gases and derive the
kinetic gas equation. Demonstrate
the Maxwell distribution law
fordifferent molecular
velocities.
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radius rule, lattice defects. Bragg’s Law,
X-ray diffraction by crystals, structure of
Nacl, ZnS and CsCl.

2.

First Year
Paper-II

CC3:
Chemical Kinetics :Chemical kinetics
and its scope, rate of a reaction, factors
influencing the rate of a reactionconcentration, temperature, pressure,
solvent, light and catalyst. Dependence
of rate on concentration, mathematical,
characteristics of simple chemical
reactions-zero order, first order, second
and pseudo order, half-life and mean life.
Determination of the order of reaction.
Differential method. Integration method
and half life method. Study of chemical
kinetics by polarimetry and
spectrophotometery. Effect of
temperature on rate of reaction.
Arrhenius

CO-3.
Able to Measure the physical
properties such as surface tension,
viscosity by simple laboratory
experiments.
Studying the properties of crystalline
solids and different associated laws
(importantly the Bragg’s law).

CC4:
Radioactivity and Nuclear Chemistry :
Natural and artificial radioactivity,
radioactive radiations, detection and
measurement of radioactive radiations,
theory of radioactivity. Group
displacement law of soddy, radioactive
disintegration, nuclear reactions, nuclear
fission and nuclear fusion, half life
period, isotopes, isobars and isomers,
application of radiochemistry.

CO4:
Kinetics study of different chemical
reaction by polarimetry and
spectrophotometry in laboratory.
Describes the several natural and
artificial radioactive processes.
Explain the types of nuclear
reaction and its application in
nuclear reactors forenergy
production and in medical science for
human welfare

CC5:
A. Chemical Equilibrium : Law of
mass action, Equilibrium constant,
Lechatelier’s Principles.
B. Colloidal Solutions : Classification,
lyophilic and lyophobic colloids,
properties : Kinetic, optical and
electrical, coagulation, Hardy-Schulze
rule, gold number, emulsions, gets and
sols, application of colloidal.

CO-7.
Describing the effects of pressure,
temperature and concentration on
chemical equilibrium and Law of
mass action.Describe different
types of colloidal systems in
occur naturally. To learn
interactions between colloidal
particles and explain colloidal
stability and instability.

CC1:
CO1:
A. Atomic Structure :Dual Nature of Atom being most important micro
matter idea of de Broglic matter waves, particle in construction of matter,
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Inorganic
Chemistry

Heisenberg uncertainty principle, atomic
orbitals, Schrodinger wave equation,
significance of Y and Y, quantum
numbers, radial and angular wave
functions and probability distribution
curves, shapes of s, p, d orbitals. Aufbau
and Pauli exclusiton principles, Hund’s
multiplictity
rule.
Electronic
configuration of the elements, effective
nuclear charge.
B. Periodic Properies : Atomic and
ionic radii, ionization energy, electron
affinity and electronegativity-definition,
methods of determination or evaluation,
trends in periodic table and applications
in prediecting and explaining the
chemical behavior.
CC2:
A. Chemical Bonding-Part I : (A)
Covalent Bond-Valence bond theory and
its limitations, directional characteristics
of covalent bond, various types of
hybridization and shapes of simple
inorganic molecules and ions. Valence
shell electron pair repulsion (VSEPR)
theory to NH3, H3O, SF4, CIF3 and H2O,
MO theory , homo nuclear and hetero
nuclear (CO and NO)4 diatomic
molecules, multicenter bonding in
electron deficient molecules, bond
strength and bond energy.
CC3:
1. Chemical Bonding-Part II (B) Ionic
Solids-Ionic structures, radius ratio effect
and coordination number, limitation of
radius ratio rule, lattice defect,
semiconductors, lattice energy and BornHaber cycle salvation energy and
solubility of ionic solids, polarzing
power and polarisabillity of ions. Fajan’s
rule. Metalle bond-free electron, valence
bond and band theories. (C) Weak
Interactions-Hyfrogen bonding, van der
Waals forces.
2. Chemistry of Noble Gases :
Chemical properties of the noble gases,
chemistry of xenon, structure and
bonding in xenon compounds.

modern developments of its
structure is presented. Theory of
quantization of energy and duality
of matter is presented. Schrodinger
equation is the basis of quantum
chemistry that has been introduced
for simplest system hydrogen atom.

CO-2.
Describing the periodic properties of
different elements and its trend in
periods and groups.
Concepts of
valency
bond
theoryand
its limitations. Valence
shell electron pairs repulsiontheory
and their contribution in
understanding geometry of
molecules with examples.

CO3:
To explain the polar covalent bond
with help of Fajan’s rule of
polarisibility. Describing the weak
interactive forces such as hydrogen
bonding, van derwaals forces.
Familiar with noble gases with
special referenceto
xenon and their compounds.
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CC4:
1. S-Block Elements :Comparative
study Li and Mg. diagonal relationships,
salient features of hybrids, salvation and
complexation tendencies including their
function in biosystems an introduction to
alkyls and aryls.
2. p-Block Elements Part-I :
Comparative study B and Al (including
diagonal relationship) of groups 13-17
elements, compounds like hydrids,
oxides, oxyacids and halides of groups
13-16.
CC5:
p-Block Elements Part-II : Hydrides of
boron-diborane and higher boranes,
borazine, boroydrids. Fullerences,
fluorocarbons, silicates (structural
principle), trtrassulphur tetranitride, basic
properties of halogens, interhalogens and
Polyhalides.
3.

First Year
Paper-III
Organic
Chemistry

CC1:
Structure and Bonding : Hybridization,
bond lengths and bond angels, bond
energy, localized and delocalized
chemical
bond.
Aromaticity,
Antiaromaticity,
resonance,
hyperconjugation,
inductive,
electromeric, mesomeric and steric
effect.
Mechanism of Organic Reactions
:Homolytic and heterolytic bond fission.
Types of reagents-electrophiles and
nucleophiles. Types of organic reaction,
energy consideration. Reactive
intermediates (carbocations, carbanions,
free radicals, carbenes, arynes and
nitrene with examples.) Methods of
determination of reaction mechanism
(active intermediate products) isotops
effects, kinetic and stereo chemical
studies.)
CC2:
Alkanes and Cycloalkanes :IUPAC
nomenclature of branched and
unbranched alkanes, classification of
alkanes. Isomerism in alkanes, methods

CO4:
Explaining the periodic properties of
s-block elements and their oxides,
hydroxides, superoxide’s.

CO5:
To learn the Comparative study of
boron and aluminium including
diagonal relationship. Explaining
the periodic properties of p-block
elements, synthesis and properties
of boranes, borazine, fullerenes,
silicates and
tetrasulphur tetra nitride, and
interhalogen compounds.
CO1:
Gathering basic knowledge of
organic chemistry and mechanism
aspect of organic reactions.

CO2:
Describing different reaction
intermediates and
localized, delocalized chemical
bonding. Describe effect governing
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of formation (with special reference to
the stability of organic compounds.
Wurtz reaction. Kolbe reaction. CoreyHouse reaction and decarboxylation of
carboxylic acids), physical properties and
chemical reactions of alkanes,
conformation of alkanes. Mechanism of
free radical halogenations of alkanes.
Cycloalkanes-nomenclature. Methods of
gormation, chemical reaction. Baeyer
strain theory and its limitation. Theory of
stainless rings. The case of cyclopropane
ring: Banana bonds, conformation of
cycloalkanes.
CC3:
Alkenes, Cycloalkenes, Dienes :
Nomenclature of alkenes, methods of
formation- Mechanism of dehydration of
alcohols and dehydrohalgenation of alky
halides, regioselectivity in alcohol
dehydration. The Saytzeff rule. Hofmann
elimination, physical properties and
relative stabilities of alkenes.
Chemical reactions of alkenesmechanism involved in hydrogenation,
electrophillic and free radical addition.
Markownikoffs rule. Hydroborationoxidation, oxymerecuration reduction.
Epoxidation, ozonolysis. Polymerization
of alkenes. Substitution at the allylie and
propene. Methods of formation,
conformation and chemical reactions of
cycloalknes. Nomenclature and
classification of dienes : isolated,
conjugated and cumulated dienes.
Structure of allenes and butadiene,
methods of formation, polymerization.
Chemical reaction - 1.2 and 1.4 addition,
Diels-Alder reaction.
CC4:
Alkynes and Alkyl Halides :
Nomenclature structure and bonding in
alkynes. Methods of formation. Chemical
reactions, acidity of alkynes. Mechanism
of electrophillic and nucleophillic
addition
reaction.
Hydroboration
oxidation, metal-ammonia reduction,
oxidation and polymerization.
Nomenclature and classification of alkyl

CO-3.
Preparation and properties of
aliphatic, aromatic
hydrocarbons and alkyl halides
together with IUPAC
nomenclature.To learn the
preparation and properties of
alkenes,
cycloalkenes, dienes and alkynes.

CO4:
Explain different types of structural
and stereo
isomers. Learning the basic principles
of stereochemistry and its application
on organic molecules.
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4.

B.Sc. I Year
Chemistry
Practical-I

halides, methods of formation; chemiacal
reactions. Mechanism of nucleophillic
substitution reaction of alkyl halides. SN1
and SN2reaction with energy profile
diagrams. Elimination reaction
Polyhalogen compounds: methods of
preparation and properties of Chloroform
and carbon tetrachloride.
CC5:
Stereochemistry
of
Organic
compounds : Concept of isomerism,
types of isomerism. Optical isomerism
elements of symmetry, molecular
chirality, ensantionmers, stereogenic
centre, optical activity, properties of
enantiomers, chiral and achiral molecules
with
two
stereogenic
centres,
diastereomers,
threo
and erythro
diasteromers,
meso
compounds,
resolution of enentiomers, inversion,
retention and racemization.
Relative and absolute configuration,
sequence rule, D & L and R & S systems
of nomenclature, Geometrical
isomerism- determination of
configuration of geometric isomers. E &
Z system of nomenclature, geometric
ismeriesm in oximes and alicyclic
compounds.
Physical Chemistry
(A)
Any one experiment
(i)Determination of melting point
(ii)Determination of boiling point
(iii)Weighing and preparation of
solution
(B)
Any one experiment
(i)
Determination of surface
tension/percentage composition of given
liquid mixture using surface tension
method.
(ii)Determinationof
viscosity/percentage composition of
given liquid mixture using viscosity
method.
(iii) Determination of Strength
of HCL with NaOH with help of
volumetric titration.
Inorganic Chemistry
(i)Inorganic mixture analysis

CC5:
Represent organic molecules by
Fischer, Flying wedge, Sawhorse and
Newman projection formulas.

CO-1.
To learn skill of determining
melting point, boiling point,
weighing of samples, and making
of solutions for experiments.
CO-2.
Determination of surface
tension/viscosity of water.
CO-3.
Finding the Strength of HCl with
standard solution of NaOH by
volumetric titration.
CO-4.
To
analyses
the
giveninorganic mixtures
containing cations and anions
(twoeach).
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Mixture analysis for 2
cation and 2 anions
(ii)Separation of cations by paper
chromatography
Organic Chemistry (Any two)
(i)
Crystallization
(ii)
Sublimation
(iii) Detection of elements
(iv)
Identification
functional group

5.

Second Year
Paper-I
Physical
Chemistry

of

CO-5.
Hands on with paper
chromatography.
CO-6.
To learn methods of purification of
organic
compounds
like
crystallization,
sublimation.
Detection of elements by flame
test.

CO-7.
To identify the functional group in
organic compounds.
CC1:
CO1:
A. Thermodynamics : Basic concepts of Natural changes are understood
thermodynamics. First law, second law
with the help of second and third
of Thermodynamics : Need for the law.
laws of thermodynamics. Entropy
Different statements of the law, Cornot
changes in various processes and
cycle and its efficiency. Carnot theorem.
under various conditions have been
Thermodynamic scale of temperature.
discussed. Familiar with
Concept of Entropy: entropy as a state
thermochemistry, which helps to
function. Entropy as a function of P&T
predict weather particular
and T&V entropy change in physical
reactionwill
change. Clausius inequality, entropy as
occur with release or absorption of
criteria of spontaneity and equilibrium.
heat.
Entropy change in ideal gases and
mixing of gases. Nernst heat theorem,
Statement and concept of residual
entropy, evaluation of absolute entropy
from heat capacity data Gibbs and
Helmholtz functions. Gibbs function (G)
and Helmholtz function (H) as a
thermodynamic quantities. A and G as a
criteria for thermodynamic equilibrium
and spontaneity their advantage over
entropy change.
B. Thermochemistry : Standard state,
standard enthalpy of formation : Hess’s
law of heat summation and its
application. Enthalpy of neutralization.
CC2:
CO2:
Phase equilibrium : Statement and the
Students get knowledge of degree of
meaning of terms phase component and
freedom, phase components.
the degree of freedom. Thermodynamic
Explaining the derivation of Gibbs
derivation of the Gibbs phase rule. One
phase rule of phaseequilibrium.
component system : water. CO2 and S
system. Two component system : solidliquid equilibrium. Simple eutectic
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system : Bi-Cd: Pb-Ag system.
Desilverisation of lead.
Solid Solution : Systems in which
compound formation with congruent
melting point (Zn-Mg) and incongruent
melting point. (NaCl-H2O) and (CuSO4H2O) system. Freezing Mixtures :
acctone-dry ice.
Liquid_Luquid mixtures :Ideal liquid
mixtures. Raoult’s and Henry’s law.
Non-ideal system. Azeotrops : HCl-H2O
and ethanol water system.
Partial miscible liquids :Phenol-water,
trimethy lamine-water and nicotine-water
system. Lower and upper consolute
temperature. Immiscible Liquids, steam
distillation, Nernst distribution law
thermodynamics derivation, applications.
CC3:
CO3:
Electrochemistry I : Electrical
The students will be made to
transport, conduction in metals and in
understand the properties of ideal
electrolyte solutions. Specific and
and non-ideal solutions, and its
equivalent conductivity, measurement of
applications. Calculating the
equivalent conductance, effect of dilution partition coefficient for immiscible
on conductivity, migration of ions and
liquids. Familiar with different
Kohlrausch law, Arrhenius theory of
laws for ideal
electrolyte dissociation and its
solution (Raoult’s law & Henry’s
limitations. Weak and strong electrolytes. law).
Ostwald’s dilution law, Theory of strong
electrolytes. DHO theory and equation,
transport numbers, determination of
transport numbers by Hittorf method an
moving boundary method.

CC4:
Electrochemistry II : Types of
reversible electrodes: Gas-metal ion,
metal-metal ion, metal-insoluble salt
anion and redox electrodes, Electrodes,
Nerst equation of cell EMF and single
electrode potential, standard hydrogen
electrode, reference electrodes, standard
electrode potential, electrochemical
series and its significance.
Electrolytic and Galvanic cells,
reversible and irreversible cells,
conventional representation of

CO4:
Understand the Origin and
development of animals.And the
Lamarckism, Neo-Lamarckism and
Darwinism.
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electrochemical cells. Concentration cell
with and without transport, liquid
junction potential, application of
concentration cells, valancy of ions,
solubility product and activity
coefficient, potentiometric titration.
Definition of pH and pK, determination
of pH using hydrogen, quinhydrone and
glass electrodes by potentiometric
methods.
Buffers : mechanism of buffer action,
Henderson-Hazal equation, hydrolysis of
salts.
CC5:
CO5:
Surface Chemistry : Adsorption,
Design process for removal of toxic
adsorption and absorption, types of
compounds from industrial
adsorption, adsorption of gases and
wastewater. Studying, how catalyst
liquids in solid adsorbent. Freundlich and alter new path for chemical
Langmuir adsorption isotherms, surface
reactions.Student learns
area and determination of surface area.
fundamental and applied aspects of
Catalusis : characteristics of catalyzed
surface chemical processes;
reactions, classification of catalysis,
theories of molecular
application of catalysts, miscellaneous
adsorption/desorption and surface
examples.
complexation.
6.

Second Year
Paper-II
Inorganic
Chemistry

CC1:
Chemistry of Elements of First
Transition Series : Characteristic
properties of d-block elements.
Properties of the elements of the first
transition series, their binary compounds
such as Carbides, Oxides and Sulphides.
Complexes illustrating relative stability
of their oxidation states, co-ordination
number and geometry.

CO1:
General group trends of first, second
and third series of transition elements
with special reference to electronic
configuration, color, variable valence,
magnetic and catalytic properties, and
ability to formcomplexes.

CC2:
Chemistry of Elements of Second and
Third Transition Series :General
Characteristic, comparative treatment
with their 3d-analogues in respect of
ionic radit, oxidation states, magnetic
behavior, spectral peoperties and
stereochemistry.
CC3:
A. Co-ordination Compounds :
Werner’s co-ordination theory and its
experimental verification, effective
atomic number concept, chelates,

CO2:
The transition elements include the
important metals iron, copper and
silver. Iron and titanium are the
most abundant transition elements.
Many catalysts for industrial
reactions involve transition elements.
CO3:
The students will be able to explain
the fundamental concepts in
coordination chemistry of transition
metals. Study of different types of
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7.

Second Year
Paper- III
Organic
Chemistry

nomenclature of co-ordination
compounds, isomerism in co-ordination
compounds, valence bond theory of
transition metal complexes.
B. Oxidation and Reduction :Use of
redox potential data : analysis of redox
cycle, redox stability in water : Forest,
latimer and Pourbaix diagrams.
Principles involved in the extranction of
elements.

valances and bonding between
metal-ligand in
coordinationcomplexes.
Know the meaning of various terms
involved in co- ordination chemistry.

CC4:
A. Chemistry of Lanthanide Elements
: Electronic structure, oxidation states,
ionic radill and lanthanide contraction,
complex formation, occurrence and
isolation, lanthanide compounds.
B. Chemistry of Actinides : General
features and chemistry of actinides,
chemistry of separastion of Np. Pu and
Am from U, similarities between the
later actinides and the later lanthaides.

CO4:
To understand Werner’s
formulation of complexes and
identify the types of valences.
Explain the properties of f-block
elements, lanthanide contractionits causes and consequences,
actinide contraction, differences
between lanthanides and
actinides.

CC5:
A. Acids and Bases : Arrhenius,
Bronsted-Lowry, the Lux-Flood, solvent
system and Lewis concepts of acids and
bases.
B.Non-aqueous Solvents : Physical
properties of a solvent, types of solvents
and their general characteristics,
reactions in non-aqueous solvents with
reference to liquid NH3 and liquid SO2.

CO5:
To understand the strength of an
acid (or base) as determined by the
percent of ionization in solution.
Identify strong and weak; acids and
bases. Identify acid/base conjugate
pairs and their relative strengths.
Understand the process of autoionization of water and what is
meant by acidic, basic, and neutral.
Determine the
pH of different solution.
CO-1. Students learn
electromagnetic spectrum and their
order. UV/Vis spectroscopy is
routinely used in analytical
chemistry for the quantitative
determination of different analytes.
Hook’s law and its application in
infrared spectroscopy for
determination of vibrational
frequency of
infrared active molecules.

CC1:
Electromagnetic Spectrum :
Absorption spectra
Ultraviolet (UV) absorption
spectroscopy-absorption laws (Beer
Lambert Law), Molar absorptivity,
Presentation and analysis of UV spectra.
Types of electronic transitions, Effect of
conjugation. Concept of chromophone
and auxochrome. Bathochromic,
hypsochromic, Hyperchromic and
hypochromic shifts. UV spectra of
conjugated enes and enones. Infra red
(IR) absorption spectroscopy-Molecular
vibrations, Hooks law, selection rules,
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intensity and position of IR bands,
Measurement of IR spectrum, finger
print region, characteristic absorption of
various functional groups and
interpretation of IR spectra of simple
organic compounds.
CC2:
CO-2. To learn different methods
A-Alcohots :Classification and
for synthesis of alcohols and
nomenclature. Monohydric alcoholsphenols. Pinacol-pinacolone
Nomenclature, methods of formation,
rearrangement mechanism. Method
reduction of aldehydes ketones,
of preparation of glycerol and some
carboxylic and esters. Hydrogen
of its chemical reactions.
bonding, acid nature and reactions of
Electrophilic aromatic substitution
alcohols.
reaction of phenols. Mechanism of
Dihydric alcohols-nomenclature,
Fries rearrangements, Claisen
methods of formation, chemical reactions rearrangements, Gatermann
of vicinal glycots, oxidative cleavage
synthesis, Houben-Hoesche
{Pb(OAc)4 and HIO4} and pinacolreaction and ReimerTeiman
pinacolone rearrangement. Trihydric
reaction.
alcohols-Nomenclature, methods of
formation, Chemical reactions of
glycerols.
B. Phenols : Nomenclature, structure
and bonding. Preparations of phenols,
Phusical properties and acidic character,
comparative acidic strength of alcohols
and phenols, resonance stabilization of
phenoxide ions. Reactions of phenolsElectrophillic aromatic substitution,
acylation and carboxylation. Mechanism
ofFires rearrangement, Claisen
rearrangement, Gatermann synthesis,
Hauben-Hoesche reaction, Lederer
Manasse raction and Reimer Teiman
reaction.
CC3:
CO-3. To aware of different
Aldehydes and ketones :Nomenclature,
methods for synthesis of aldehydes
structure of the carbonyl group.
and ketones. Describing the
Synthesis of aldehydes and ketones with
mechanism of nucleophile addition
particular reference to the synthesis of
to carbonyl groups and
aldehydes acid chlorides, synthesis of
severalnamed
aldehydes and ketones using 1.3
reactions following similar
dithianes, synthesis of ketones from
mechanism.
nirtilles and from carboxylic acids.
Physical properties. Mechanism of
nucleophilic additions to carbonyl group
with particular emphasis on benzoin,
aldol Perkin and Knoevenagel
condensations. Condensdation with
ammonia and its derivatives. Witting and
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Mannich reaction. Use of acetals as
protecting groups, Oxidation of
aldehydes, Baeyer-Villiger oxidation of
ketones, Cannizaro reaction, MPV,
Clemmensen, Wolf Kischner, LiAlH4and
NaBh4 reductions. Halogenation of
enolizable ketones. An introduction to
alfa, beta unsaturated aidehydes and
ketones.
CC4:
CO-4. To explain the synthetic
A. Carboxylic Acids :Nomenclature,
methods of carboxylic acids,
structure and bonding, physical
derivatives of Carboxylic acids,
properties and acidity of carboxylic
nitro compounds, aliphatic and
acids. Effects of substituents on acid
aromatic amines. Synthesis of dyes
strength. Preparation of carboxylic acids
and its application in chemical and
and reactions of carboxytlic acids. Hellpharmaceutical industry. Familiar
Volhard-Zelinsky reaction. Synthesis of
with scope of organic compounds
acid chlorides, esters and amides.
in medicinal
Reduction of carboxylic acids.
chemistry.
Mechanism of decarboxylation. Methods
of formation and chemical reactions of
halo acids, hydroxyl acids, Malic,
Tartaric and citric acids. Methods of
formation and chemical reactions of
unsaturated monocarboxylic acids.
Dicarboxylic acids-Methods of formation
and effect of heat and dehydrating
agents.
B. Ether : Nomenclature of ethers and
methods of their formation. Physical
properties and chemical reactions.
Cleavage and auto oxidation, Ziesels
method.
CC5:
Organic compounds of Nitrogen :
Preparation of nito-alkanes and nitroarene. Chemical reactions of nitroalkanes. Mechanism of nucleophilic
substitution in nitro-arenes and their
reductions in neutral acidic and alkaline
media.
Halonitroarenes ; reactivity, structure
and nomenclature of amines, physical
properties, stereochemistry of amines,
separation of mixture primary, secondary
and tertiary amines. Structural features
effecting basicity of amines. Amine as
phase transfer catalyst. Preparation of
alkyl and aryl amine (reduction of nitro
compounds, nitriles), reductive
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8.

B.Sc. II Year
Chemistry
Practical-II

amination of aldehydic and ketonic
compounds. Gabriel-Phthalamide
reaction. Hoffmann-Bromamide reaction.
Reactions of Amines. Electrophilic
aromatic substitution in aryl amines,
reactions of amines with nitrous acids.
Synthetic trans formations of aryl
diazonium salts, Azo coupling.
Inorganic Chemistry
(i)Analysis of inorganic mixture
containing five radicals with at least on
interfering redical.
(ii)Determination of acetic acid in
commercial vinegar using NaOH.
(iii)Redox titrations.
(iv)Estimation of hardness of water by
EDTA.
Physical Chemistr
(i)Determination of transition
temperature of given substance by
thermometric method.
(ii)To determine the enthalpy of
neutralization of strong acid, strong base.
(iii)Verification of Beer’s-Lambert law.
(iv)To study the phase diagram of two
component system by cooling curve.
Organic Chemistry (Any two)
(i)Identification of an organic compound
through the functional group analysis,
determination of melting
point and preparation of suitable
derivatives.
(ii)Use of Paper chromatography/Thin
layer chromatography : determination of
R1values, separation and
identification of organic
compounds.
a. Separation of green leaf pigments
(spinach leave may be used)
b. Separation of dyes.

9.

Third Year
Paper-I
Physical
Chemistry

CC1 :
A. Elementry Quantum Mechanics
:Black-body radiation. Plank’s radiation
law, photoelectric effect, heat capacity of
solids, Bohr’s model of hydrogen atom
(no derivation) and its defects. Compton

CO-1. To find out the inorganic
mixture containing cations and
anions with one interferingradical.
CO-2. Determination of acetic acid
in commercial vinegar
using NaOH.
CO-3. To find out the concentration
of unknown solution using
oxidation-reduction reaction
methods.
CO-4. To estimate the hardness of
water by EDTA
titration.
CO-5. To find out the transition
temperature of given substance by
thermometric method.
CO-6. Finding the enthalpy of
neutralization of strong
acid-strong base.
CO-7. To find out concentration of
unknown solution by
spectrophotometer and verify the
Beer’s-Lambert law.
CO-8. To study the phase diagram
of two component system by
cooling curve.
CO-9. To identify the given organic
compound through
functional group analysis, melting
point determination and derivative
synthesis.
CO-10. To hands on with paper
chromatography/thin layer
chromatography and identify the
given organic
compounds.
CO1:
To differentiate between classical and
quantum mechanicsTo study the
postulates of quantum mechanics and
the quantum mechanical model of the
hydrogen atom..
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effect. De-Broglie hypothesis, the
Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle.
Sinusoidal wave equation. Hamiltonian
operator. Schrodinger wave equation and
its importance, physical interpretation of
the wave function, postulates of quantum
mechanics, particle in a one-dimensional
box.
B.Molecular orbital theory : Basic
ideas-criteria for forming M.O. from
A.O., construction of M.O.’s by LCAOH2 ion, calculation of energy levels from
wave functions, physical picture of
bonding and antibonding wave functions,
concept of o, o*, , * orbitals and their
characters. Hybrid orbitals- sp.sp2, sp3 :
calculation of coefficients of A.O.’s used
in these hybrid orbitals.
Introduction to valence bond of H2 ion,
comparison of M.O. and V.B. models.
CC2:
CO2:
Spectroscopy : Introduction –
To study valence bond theory and
Electromagnetic radiation regions of the
its limitation. To describe
spectrum, basic features of different
linear combination of atom
spectrometers, statement of the Born
molecular orbital theory.
Oppenheimer approximation, degree of
freedom.
Ratational Spectrum :Diatomic
molecules. Energy levels of a rigid rotor
(semi-classical principles), selection
rules, spectral intensity, distribution
using population distribution (MaxwellBoltzmann distribution) determination of
bond length, qualitative description of
non-rigid rotor, isotope effect.
Vibration Spectrum : Infra-red
spectrum : Energy levels of simple
harmonic oscillator, selection rules, pure
vibrational spectrum, intensity,
determination of force constant and
qualitative relation of force constant and
bond energies, effect of an harmonic
motion and isotope on the spectrum, idea
of vibrational frequencies of different
functional groups.
CC3 :
Raman Spectrum : Concept of
polarizability, pure rotational and pure
vibrational Raman spectra of diatomic

CO3:
To study the principle and
applications of rotational,
vibrational, Raman, electronic
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molecules, selection rules.
spectroscopy. To learn the basics of
Electronic Spectrum : Concept of
UV spectroscopy and determined
potential energy curves for bonding and
the absorption maximum for di-ene
antinonding moleculer orbitals,
and α-βunsaturated
qualitative description of selection rules
carbonyls.
and Frank-Condon principles. Qualitative
description of
and n M.O. their
energy levels and the respective
transition.
UV Spectroscopy : Electronic
excitation, elementary idea of
instrumental used. Application to organic
molecules. Woodward-Fieser rule for
determining max of enes, polyenes and
, unsaturated carbonyl compounds.
CC4 :
Photochemistry : Interaction of
radiation with matter, difference between
thermal and photochemical processes..
Laws of photochemistry: Grothus-Draper
law, Stark-Einstein law, Jablonski
diagram depictiong various processes
occurring in the excited state, qualitative
description of fluorescence.
Phosphorescence, non-radioactive
processes (internal conversion,
intersystem crossing). Quantum yield,
photosensitized reactions energy transfer
processes (simple examples.)
CC5 :
Physical Properties and Moleculer
Structure : Optical Activity.
Polarisation (Clausius-Mossotti
equation). Orientation of dipoles in an
electric field, dipole moment. Induced
dipole moment measurement of dipole
moment, temperature method and
refractive method, dipole moment and
structure of molecules, magnetic
properties paramagnetism, diamagnetism
and ferromagnetism..
10.

Third Year
Paper-II
Inorganic
Chemistry

CO4:
To study the principle and
applications of rotational,
vibrational, Raman, electronic
spectrum. To learn the basics of
UV spectroscopy and determined
the absorption maximum for di-ene
and α-βunsaturated
carbonyls.
.

CO5:
To study the fundamentals of
photochemistry and different
photochemical laws.To learn
different methods for
determinationof
dipole moment and studies
paramagnetic, diamagnetic and
ferromagnetic substances.

CC1:
CO1:
1. Hard and Soft Acids and Bases
To analyze property of hard-soft
(HSAB) : Introduction – Classification
acids and bases. Describe about;
of hard and soft acid-base, Hard and soft
why some compounds is more
acid-base concept of Pearson,
stable than other? Why some ores
Application of hard-soft acid base theory, are found frequently in the earth
crust? ,To learn about properties and
Symbosis, acid-base strength and
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hardness and softness; Theoritical basis
of hardness and softness, electronic
theory, -bonding theory and
Dragowayland theory, electronegativity
and hardness and softness, limitation of
hard soft acid-base concept.
2. Silicones and Phosphazenes :
Introduction – silicones methods of
preparation, classification. Properties and
application (uscs). Phosphazenes
(Phosphonitrilic chloride)-Methods of
preparation and properties. Structure of
triphosphazenes. Some other
Phosphazenes and uses of phosphazenes.
CC2:
1. Metal Ligand Bonding in Transition
Metal Complexes : IntroductionLimitations of valence bond theory,
crystal field theory, crystal field splitting
of d-orbitals, d-orbital splitting and
stabilization energy in octahedral,
tetrahedral and square planar complexes:
factors affectiong the crystal fild
parameters. Applications of crystal field
theory and likitations of crystal feld
theory.
2. Thermodynamic and Kinetic
Aspects of Metal Complexes :
Introduction – Thermodynamic aspects
of metal complexes, factors aggecting
thermodynamic stability of complexes,
kinetic aspects of metal complexes,
stabilization reactions of square planer
complexes and factors aggectiong the
rate of substitution reactions in square
planar complexes.
CC3:
Magnetic Properties of Transition
Metal Complexes :Introduction – Types
of magnetic behavior, diamagnetism,
Paramagnetism, Ferromagnetism,
Antiferromagnetism, Ferrimagnetis.
Origin and calculation of magnetism.
Methods of determining magmetic
susceptibility-Guoy. Bhatnagar Mathur.
Quincke’s Curic and Nuclear magnetic
Resonance method. Magnetic moment;
L-S coupling, Determination of ground
state term symbol. Correction of 5 and
eff values. Values. Orbital contribution

application of compounds of
silicone and phosphorous generally
termed
as silicones and phosphazenes.

CO2:
To study the valence bond theory
and its limitation in explaining
bonding between metal and ligand
in transition metal complexes. To
explain the splitting of degenerate
d-orbitals in presence of ligands in
context ofcrystal field theory.

CO3:
To learn thermodynamic and kinetic
stability of metal complexes with
special emphasis on square planar
complexes.To explain about
magnetic behavior of metal
complexes and
differentmethods for
magnetic susceptibility. To find out
the calculated value of spinonly
and
orbitalmagneticmoments
and
itscomparison with
experimental values.
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to magnetic moments and application of
magnetic moment data for 3d-metal
complexes.
CC4:
A. Electronic Spectra of Transition
Metal Complex : Introduction – Type of
electronic transition. Selection rules for
d-d transition; sprctroscopic ground
states-Notations, Spectroscopic states
and spectroscopic ground states in
complexes: Spectrochemical series Orgal
energy level diagram-Uses in octahedral
and tetrahedral complexes having d1 to d9
states: Electronic spectrum of
[Ti(H2O)6]3+ complex ion.
B. Organometallic Chemistry :
Introducion – Nomenclatur and
Classification of Organometallic
compounds. General methods of
Preparation: Alkyl and ary
organometallic compounds of
Lithium_Preparation. Properties. Bond
nature and application; Organometallic
compounds of Al. Hg, Sn and TiPreparation. Properties. Bond nature and
applications.
CC5:
A. Bio-Inorganic Chemistry :
Introduction – Essential and trace
elements in biological processes.
Biological function of the bio-elements.
Availability of bio-metals and bio-nonmetals: Metalloporphyrins. Haemoglobin
structure and biological functions.
Myoglobin-mechanism of oxygen
transfer through haemoglobin and
myoglobin: Relation between
haemoglobin and myoglobin and
chemical reaction of haemoglobin and
myoglobin, Biological role of alkali and
alkaline earth metal ions with special
reference to Ca2+ : Nitrogen fixation.
B. Metal Nitrosyl Complex
:Nitrosylating agents. Synthesis,
Structure, Properties and Bonding. A.
Bio-Inorganic Chemistry : Introduction
– Essential and trace elements in
biological processes. Biological function
of the bio-elements. Availability of bio-

CO4:
Student learns about electronic
spectra of transition metal
complexes and selection rule for dd transition. Orgel diagramme for
octahedral andtetrahedral
complexes.

CO5:
Students learn different methods for
the synthesis of organometallic
complexes of Li, Al, Hg, Sn and Ti
and their use as reagent in
organicsynthesis.
Students learn about the different
organometallic
compounds occur naturally like
haemoglobin, myoglobin and their
mechanism of oxygen transfer in
human body.
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11.

Third Year
Paper- III
Organic
Chemistry

metals and bio-non-metals:
Metalloporphyrins. Haemoglobin
structure and biological functions.
Myoglobin-mechanism of oxygen
transfer through haemoglobin and
myoglobin: Relation between
haemoglobin and myoglobin and
chemical reaction of haemoglobin and
myoglobin, Biological role of alkali and
alkaline earth metal ions with special
reference to Ca2+ : Nitrogen fixation.
B. Metal Nitrosyl Complex
:Nitrosylating agents. Synthesis,
Structure, Properties and Bonding.
CC1:
Spectroscopy :Nuclear Magnetic
Resonance Spectroscopy – Proton
Magnetic Resonance (lHNMR)
Spectroscopy. Nuclear Shielding and dissheilding, chemical shift and molecular
structure, spin-spin coupling and
coupling constant, region of signals,
Explanation of PMR spectra of simple
organic molecules like ethyl bromide,
ethanol, acctaldehyde, 1, 1, 2 tribromo
ethane, ethylacctate, toluene and
acetophenone. Applications of UV, IR
and PMR spectroscopy for simple
organic compounds.
CC2:
(A) Organo-Metallic compounds :
Organomagnesium compounds Grignard
reagent, preparations, structure and
chemical reactions. Organozine
compounds-Preparations and chemical
reactions. Organolithium compoundsPreparations and chemical reactions.
(B) Organo sulphur compounds :
Nomemclature, structural characteristics.
Thiol, thio-ether, sulphonic acid
sulphonamide andsulphaguanidinemethods of preparations and chemical
reactions.
(C) Organic synsynthesis by enolates
:Acidity of hydrogen, alkylation of
diethyl malonate and ethyl acetoacetate,
synthesis of ethylacetoacetate – Claisen
condensation Keto-enol tautomerism in
ethylacetoacetate. Alkylation of 1.3
dithiane. Alkylation and acetylation of

CO1:
Students learn the nuclear magnetic
resonance spectroscopy and its
application in characterization of
Organiccompoundstogetherwith
UVandIR spectroscopy.

CO2:
Students learn preparation of
organomagnesium (Grignard
reagents), organozinc, organosulphur
compounds and some chemical
reactions.
Students get exposure to synthesis of
several organic compounds involving
enolates intermediates.
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enamine.
CC3:
(A) Carbohydrates : Classification and
nomenclature. Monosaccharides,
mechanism of osazone formation, inter
conversion of glucose into fructose.
Ascending and descending series in
aldose. Configuration of
monosaccharides. Stereo isomers of
erythro and threo sugars. Conversion of
glucose into mannose. Glycosides,
determination of the size of the ring of
monosaccharides. Ring structure of D(+)
glucose. Mechanism of mutarotation.
Structureof ribose and deoxyribose.
Desaccharides-introductory idea of
maltose, sucrose and lactose (Excluding
structures) Polysaccharides-introductory
idea of starch and cellulose (Excluding
structures)
(B) Fat, Oil and Detergents : Natural
fat, edible and industrial oil of plant
origin. Normal fatty acids, glycerides.
Hydrogenation of unsaturated oil.
Saponification value, iodine value and
acid value. Synthetic Detergents : Alkyl
and aryl sulphonate.
CC4:
A. Amino Acid, Peptide. Protein and
nucleic acid, Classification of amino
acids, structure and stereo chemistry.
Acid base behaviour, isoelectric point
and electrophoresis. Preparations and
chemical reactions of alpha amino acids.
Nomenclature and structure of peptide
and proteins. Classifications of proteins,
determination of peptide structure, end
group analysis, selective hydrolysis of
peptides, peptide synthesis, solid phase
peptide synthesis. Structure of peptide
and proteins, level of proteins structure,
denaturation of proteins.
Nucleic Acids : Constitution of nucleic
acids, ribonucleoside and ribonucleotide.
Double helix structure of DNA.
B. Sytnthetic dyes : Colour and
constitution (electronic concept).
Classification of dyes-Methyl orange,

CO3:
Students learn about carbohydrates,
their natural occurrence and some
synthesis in laboratory.
Students learn about oil and fat.
Methods of hardening of oil/fat.
Saponification value, iodine value,
acid value and their importance

CO4:
Students learn about some
biomolecules like amino
acid, nucleic acid (DNA/RNA),
peptide and proteins.
Synthesis of various dyes and their
industrial application.
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Congored, Malachite green, crystal
violet, Phenolphthalein. Fluoroscein.
Alizarine and indigo- Chemical study
and synthesis.
CC5:
and specific chemical reactions with
reference to electrophillic substitutions.
Reaction mechanism of nucleophillic
substitution in pyridine derivatives.
Comparison of basicity between
pyridine, piperidine and pyrrole.
Introductory idea about five-and sixmembered condensed hetercyclic
compounds. Indole, Quinoline and
isoquinoline preparations and chemical
properties (Fischer-Indole synthesis,
Skraup’s synthesis. Bischer Napiaralsky
synthesis). Electrophillic substitution
reactions of Indole. Quinoline and
Isoquinoline.

CO5:
Some common heterocyclic
molecules found in drug molecules
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12.

B.Sc III Year
Chemistry
Practical-III

The practical's work will be based on
theory syllabus and the candidates will
be required to show the knowledge of the
following :I. Study of Museum Specimens and
slides relevant to Invertebrates Studied in
theory.
2. Mounting
(a) Prawn statocyst
(b) Pila: Ctenidium /redula /osphradium
(c) Earthworm: Septa! nephridia
(d) Mouth parts of insects.
3. Dissection/ demonstration
(a) Earthworm: Digestive System,
Nervous System, Reproductive System
(b) Prawn: Nervous System, Appendages
(c) Pila: Nervous System
4. Exercise related to frog and Chick
embryology.
5. Exercise/ spotting related to cell
biology.
(a) Squash preparation of onion root tip
(b) Stages of mitotic and meiotic cell
division
(c) Special types of Chromosomes

CO1:
To determine the mass of an ion in a
pure compound by Gravimetric
analysis.
CO2:
To synthesize some square planar and
octahedral complexes.
CO3:
To find out the amount of dissolved
oxygen in water (in ppm).
CO4:
To determine the velocity constant of
hydrolysis of methyl acetate/ethyl
acetate catalyzed by HCl.
CO5:
To determine the partition coefficient
of iodine between carbon tetra
chloride and water.
CO6:
To verify the Jobs method and find
out the progress of complex
formation.
CO7:
To analyze the pH-metric and
conductometric titration methods.
CO8:
Separation of binary mixture of
organic compounds: separation,
identification and preparation of
derivatives.
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GOVT. MAHARAJA AUTONOMOUS P.G. COLLEGE,CHHATARPUR(M.P.)
Name oftheDepartment
AcademicYear

: Department of Chemistry
: 2019-2020

B. Program Outcome and Program SpecificOutcomes

PG (M.Sc.)

PO-1.Course
provides
advanced
knowledge of chemical science which
improves the basic concepts and research
oriented
skill.

PSO-1. Individuals having in- depth
knowledge in different streams of
chemistry.

PO-2. It enhances skills in handling
scientific instruments, planning and
executing.

PSO-2. They become Hands on expertise
in chemical sciences and able to do
research.

PO-3.
Determinemolecular structure
by using UV, IR,NMR
Andmassspectroscopic techniques.

PSO-3.
Introduce
advanced
techniques and ideas required
in
developing
area
of
Chemistry.

PO-4. It also Promotes creative and novel
ideas in chemical science.
PO-5. Acquire time management and selfmanagement skills.

PO-6. Solve the reaction mechanisms and
assign the final product.

PSO-4. Employable candidates in careers
related toteaching,pharceutical industry,
and research organization ofgovernment
and private sectors.
PSO-5. Students ready to pursue Ph.D
andother research programme.
PSO-6. The students will be qualified to
face CSIR-UGC- NET, SET, GATE,
ICMRNET etc.
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GOVT. MAHARAJA AUTONOMOUS P.G. COLLEGE,CHHATARPUR(M.P.)
B2.

Course Outcomes of all programmes offered by the Department
Name of the Programme

: M.Sc. Chemistry

*On completion of the courses students will be able to:
S.
No.
1.

SemesterPaper/
Course
Name
Semester-I
Paper-I
Code
MCH401:
Inorganic
chemistry

Course Contants

Course Outcomes

CC1:
Stereochemistry and Bonding in Main Group
Compounds :
VSEPR, Walsh diagram (triatomic and penta-atomic
molecules), dπ-pπ bond, Bent rule and energetics of
hybridization, some simple reactions of covalently
bonded molecules.
CC2:
Metal-Ligand Equilibrium in Solution
Stepwise and overall formation constants and their
interaction, trends in stepwise constant, factors
affecting the stability of metal complexes with
reference to the nature of metal ion and ligand. Chelate
effect and its thermodynamic origin, determination of
binary formation constants by potentiometry and
spectrophotometry.
CC3:
Reaction Mechanism of Transition Metal Complexes
Energy profile of a reaction, reactivity of metal
complex, inert and labile complexes, kinetic application
of valence bond and crystal field theories, kinetics of
octahedral substitution, acid hydrolysis, factors
affecting acid hydrolysis, base hydrolysis, conjugate
base mechanism, direct and indirect evidences in
favour of conjugate mechanism, anion reactions,
reactions without metal ligand bond cleavage.
Substitution reactions in square planar complexes, the
trans effect, mechanism of the substitution reaction.
Redox reaction, electron transfer reactions, mechanism
of one electron transfer reactions, outer sphere type
reactions, cross reactions and Marcus-Hush theory,
inner sphere type reactions.

CO1:
Demonstrate an understanding of
VSEPR theory

CO2:
Illustrate the reaction mechanism
involved in formation of
transition metal complexes in
context of
crystal field theory

CO3:
Demonstrate an understanding of
the basic principles of acid-base
chemistry and non-aqueous
solvents.

CC4:
Metal-Ligand bonding
Limitationofcrystalfieldtheory,molecularorbitaltheoryfo
rbondinginoctahedral,
tetrahedralandsquareplanarcomplexes,πbondingandmolecularorbitaltheory.
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CC5:
HSAB Theory : Classification of acids and bases as
hard and soft; HSAB principle,
theoreticalbasisofhardnessandsoftness;Lewisacidbasereactivityapproximation; donor and acceptor
numbers, E and C equation; applications of
HSABconcept.

2.

Semester-I
Paper-II
Code MCH402:
Organic
chemistry

CC1:
Nature of Bonding in Organic Molecules
Delocalized chemical bonding-conjugation, cross
conjugation, resonance hyperconjugation, bonding in
fullerences, tautomerism. Aromaticity in benzenoid and
non-benzoid compounds, alternate and non-alternate
hydrocarbons. Huckel's rule, energy. Level of πmolecular orbitals, annulenes, anti-aromaticity, homoaromaticity, PMO approach. Bonds weaker than
covalent-addition compounds, crown ether complexs
and cryptands, inclusion compounds, catenanes and
rotaxanes.
CC2:
Stereochemistry
Strain due to unavoidable crowding Elements of
symmetry, chirality, molecules with more than one
chiral center, threo and ertythro isomers, methods of
resolution, optical purity, enantiotopic and
diastereotopic atoms, groups and faces, stereospecific
and stereoselective synthesis, Asymmetric synthesis.
Optical activity in the absence of chiral carbon
(biphenyls, allenes and spirane chirallity due to helical
shape. Stereochemistry of the compounds containing
nitrogen, sulphur and phosphorus.
CC3:
Conformational analysis and linear free energy
relationship
Conformational analysis of cycloalkanes, decalines,
effect of conformation on reactivity, conformation of
sugars.

CO1:
Acquire the skills for correct
stereochemical
assignment and interpretation in
rather simple organic molecules.
CO2:
Students formulate their own
reasoned opinions in the
mechanistic side of organic
chemistry.

Generation, structure, stability and reactivity of
carbocations, carbanions, free radicals, carbenes and
nitrenes. The Hammett equation and linear free energy
relationship, substituents and reaction constants, Taft
equation.
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CC4:
Reaction Mechanism : Structure and Reactivity
Type
of
mechanisms,
types
of
reactions,
thermodynamic and kinetic requirements, kinetic and
thermodynamic control, Hammond's postulate, CurtirHammett principle. Potential energy diagrams,
transition states and intermediates, methods of
determining mechanisms, isotopeseffects.

3.

Semester-I
Paper-III
Code MCH
- 403:
Physical
chemistry

CC5:
Aliphatic Nucleophilic Substitution
The SN2, SN1 mixed SN1 and SN2 and SET
mechanism. The neighboring group mechanism,
neighboring group participation by p and s bonds,
anchimeric assistance.
CC1:
Introduction to Exact Quantum Mechanical Results
Schrödingerequationandthepostulatesofquantummecha
nics.Discussionofsolutions
oftheSchrödingerequationtosomemodelsystemsviz.,part
icleinabox,theharmonic oscillator, the rigid rotor, the
hydrogen atom and heliumatom.
CC2:
Approximate Methods
The variation theorem, linear variation principle.
Perturbation theory (First order and nondegenerate).
Applications of variation method and perturbation
theory to the Helium atom.

CO1:
Student identifies thermodynamic
property of any system and applies
it to varioussystems.
CO2:
Acquire the knowledge of phase
equilibrium for various systems.
CO3:
Get knowledge about basicand
advanced
quantum mechanical approach.

Molecular Orbital Theory
Huckel theory of conjugated systems bond and charge
density calculations. Applications to ethylene,
butadiene, cyclopropenyl radical cyclobutadiene etc.
Introduction to extended Huckel theory.
CC3:
Angular Momentum
Ordinary angular momentum, generalized angular
momentum, eigenfucntions for angular momentum,
eigenvalues of angular momentum operator using
ladder operators addition of angular momenta, spin,
antisymmetry and Pauli exclusion principle.
CC4:
Classical Thermodynamics
Brief resume of concepts of laws of thermodynamics,
free energy, chemical potential and entropies. Partial
molar free energy, partial molar volume and partial
molar heat content and their significance.
Determinations of these quantities. Concept of fugacity
and determination of fugacity. Non-ideal systems :
Excess function s for non-ideal solutions. Activity,
activity coefficient, Debye Huckel theory for activity
coefficient fo electrolytic solutions; determination of
activity and activity coefficients; ionic strength.
Application of phase rule to three component systems;
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second order phasetransitions.

4.

Semester-I
Paper-IV
Code MCH404: Group
theory &
Spectroscop
yI

CC5:
Statistical Thermodynamics
Concept of distribution, thermodynamic probability and
most probable distribution. Ensemble averaging,
postulates of ensemble averaging. Canonical, grand
canonical
and
micro-canonical
ensembles,
corresponding distribution laws (using Lagrange's
method of undetermined multipliers). Partition
functions-translation, rotational, vibrational and
electronic partition functions, Calculation of
thermodynamic properties in terms of partition.
Application of partition functions. Fermi-Dirac
Statistics, distribution law and applications to metal.
Bose-Einstein statistics distribution Law and
application to helium.
CC1:
Symmetry and Group theory in Chemistry
Symmetry elements and symmetry operation, definition
of group, subgroup. Conjugacy relation and classes.
Point symmetry group. Schonfilies symbols,
representations of groups by matrices (representation
for the Cn, Cnv, Cnh, Dnh group to be worked out
explicity). Character of a representation. The great
orthogonality theorem (without proof) and its
importance. Character tables and their use;
spectroscopy. Derivation of character table for C2v and
C3v point group Symmetry aspects of molecular
vibrations of H2O molecule.
CC2:
Microwave Spectroscopy
Classification of molecules, rigid rotor model, effect of
isotopic substitution on the transition frequencies,
intensities, non-rigid rotor. Stark effect, nuclear and
electron spin interaction and effect of external field.
applications.
CC3:
Infrared-Spectroscopy
Review of linear harmonic oscillator, vibrational
energies of diatomic molecules, zero point energy,
force constant and bond strengths; anharmonicity,
Morse potential energy diagram, vibration-rotation
spectroscopy. P.Q.R. branches, Breakdown of
Oppenheimer approximation; vibrations of polyatomic
molecules. Selection rules, normal modes of vibration,
group frequencies, overtones, hot bands, factors
affecting the band positions and intensities, far IR
region, metal ligand vibrations, normal co-ordinate
analysis.

CO1:
Acquire a basic idea of different
electromagnetic regions and
instrumentation of various
modern spectroscopic
instruments.
CO2:
Describe molecular spectroscopy
as an important Tool to illustrate
molecularstructure
and its
characteristics.
CO3:
Demonstrate an understanding of
the rotational,
vibrational and electronic
spectroscopy of diatomic and
polyatomic molecules.
CO4:
Become familiar with working
and methods of
modern spectrometers and its
utility in industrial and research
laboratories.
CO5.
Student determines the symmetry
operations of any small and
medium sized molecule and
applies point group theory.
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5.

Semester-I
Paper –V:

Code
MCH 405 (a):
Mathemati
cs
of chemist

CC4:
Raman Spectroscopy
Classical and quantum theories of Raman effect. Pure
rotational, vibrational and vibrational-rotational Raman
spectra, selection rules, mutual exclusion principle,
Resonance Raman spectroscopy, coherent anti stokes
Raman spectroscopy (CARS).
CC5:
Electronic Spectroscopy
Molecular Spectroscopy
Energy levels, molecular orbitals, vibronic transitions,
vibrational progressions and geometry of the excited
states, Franck-Condon principle, electronic spectra of
polyatomic molecules. Emission spectra; radio-active
and non-radioactive decay, internal conversion, spectra
of transition metal complexes, charge-transfer spectra.
Photoelectron Spectroscopy
Basic principles; photo-electric effect, ionization
process, Koopman's theorem.
CC1:
Vectors
Vectors, dot, cross and triple products etc. gradient,
divergence and curl, Vector Calculus.
Matrix Algebra
Addition and multiplication; inverse, adjoint and
transpose of matrices.
CC2:
Differential Calculus
Functions, continuity and differentiability, rules for
differentiation, applications of differential calculus
including maxima and minima (examples related to
maximally populated rotational energy levels, Bohr's
radius and most probable velocity from Maxwell's
distribution etc.).
CC3:
Integral calculus
Basic rules for integration, integration by parts, partial
fractions and substitution. Reduction formulae,
applications of integral calculus.
Functions of several variables, partial differentiation,
co-ordinate transformations (e.g. Cartesian to spherical
polar).

CO-1.
Students able to solve
problems related to matrix,
vector and differential and
integralmethods.
CO-2.
Students can have idea about
probability, permutation and
combination method.

CC4:
Elementary Differential equations
First-order and first degree differential equations,
homogenous, exact and linear equations. Applications
to chemical kinetics, secular equilibria, quantum
chemistry etc. second order differential equation and
their solutions.
CC5:
Permutation and Probability
Permutations and combinations, probability and
probability theorems average, variance root means
square deviation examples from the kinetic theory of
gases etc., fitting (including least squares fit etc with a
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general polynomial fit.

6.

Semester-I
Paper V:
Code
MCH 405(b):
Biology for
chemist

CC1:
Cell Structure and Functions
Structure prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells, intracellular
organelles and their functions, comparison of plant and
animal cells. Ove4rview and their functions,
comparison of plant and animal cells. Overview of
metabolic processes-catabolism and anabolism. ATP the biological energy currency. Origin of life-unique
properties of carbon chemical evolution and rise of
living systems. Introduction to bio-molecules, building
blocks of bio- macromolecules.
CC2:
Carbohydrates
Conformation of monosaccharides, structure and
functions of important derivatives of mono-saccharides
like glycosides, deoxy sugars, myoinositol, amino
sugars. N- acetylmuramic acid, sialic acid disaccharides
and polysaccharides. Structural polysaccharides
cellulose and chitin. Storage polysaccharides-starch and
glycogen.
Structure
and
biological
function
of
glucosaminoglycans
of
mucopolysaccharides.
Carbohydrates of glycoporteins and glycolipids. Role
of sugars in biological recognition. Blood group
substances. Ascorbic acid.
CC3:
Lipid
Fatty acids, essential fatty acids, structure and function
of triacylglycerols, glycerophospholipids,
sphingolipids, cholesterol, bile acids, prostaglandins.
Liproproteins-compositiion and function, role in
atherosclerosis. Properties of lipid aggregates-micelles,
bilayers, liposomes and their possible biological
functions. Biological membranes. Fluid mosaic model
of membrane structure. Lipid metabolism-b- oxidation
of fatty acids.
CC4:
Amino-acids, Peptides andProteins
Chemical and enzymatic hydrolysis of proteins to
peptides,
amino
acid
sequencing.
Secondarystructureofproteins.forceresponsibleforholdin
gofsecondarystructures.a- helix, -b-sheets, super
secondary structure, triple helix structure of collagen.
Tertiary structure of protein-folding and domina
structure.
Quaternary
structure.
Amino
acid
metabolism-degradation and biosynthesis of amino
acids,
sequence
determination
:
chemical/enzymatic/mass
spectral,
racemization/detection. Chemistry of oxytocin and
tryptophan releasing hormone(TRH).

CO-1.
Student understand
fundamental concept of
livingsystem.
CO-2.
Student learns the mechanism of
biological
cycle,micro/macroelementinvolv
edinphysiologyof
human system and its role
played in living cycle.
CO-3.
Student gets the brief idea
about lipids, amino- acids and
nucleic acids.
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7.

Semester-I
Practical

CC5:
Nucleic Acids
Purine and pyrimidine bases of nucleic acids, base
pairing via Hbounding. Structure of ribonucleic acids
(RNA) and deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA), double helix
model of DNA and forces responsible for holding it.
Chemical and enzymatic hydrolysis of nucleic acids.
The chemical basis for heredity, an overview of
replication of DNA, transcription, translation and
genetic code. Chemical synthesis of mono and
trinucleoside.
(Duration: 6-8 hrs in each branch)
Practical examination shall be conducted separately for
each branch.

Inorganic Chemistry
Quantitative and quantitative Analysis
Chromatography
Preparation
Record
Viva Voce
Qualitative and Quantitative Analysis
a)

Less common metal ions : Ti, Mo, w, Ti, Zr,
Th, V, U (two metal ionsin
cationic/anionicforms).

b) Insoluble- Oxides, sulphates andhalides.
c)

SeparationanddeterminationoftwometalionsCu
-Ni,Ni-Zn,Cu-Feetc. involving volumetric and
gravimetricmethods.

Chromatography Separation of cations and anions by

CO-1.
Identify various ions present in
water andmixture of salt.
CO-2.
8
Estimate the ions present in the
8
sample by different techniques.

8
CO-3.4
5
The students
separate and
identify the ions by
chromatography.

CO-4.
Separate and analyze the different
component mixtures of simple
organic compounds.
CO-5.
Purify
theorganiccompounds
by
using recrystallization
and distillationtechniques.

Paper Chromatography.
Preparations
Preparation of selected inorganic compounds and their
studies by I.R. electronic spectra, Mossbauer, E.S.R.
and magnetic susceptibility measurements. Handling of
air and moisture sensitive compounds.

1. VO(acac)2
2. TiO(C9H8NO)2H2O
3. cis-K[Cr(C2O4)2(H2O)2]
4. Na[Cr(NH3)2(SCN)4]

CO-6.
Independently perform
synthesis of simple organic
compounds.
CO-7.
Explain the principle behind the
experiments performed in the
laboratory.
CO-8.
Plan and perform experiments
and interpret experimental
results.

5. Ni(acac)2
CO-9.
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6. K3[Fe(C2O4)3]

Determine the rate of reaction
and kinetics of the reaction.

7. Prussian Blue, Turnbull's Blue.
Organic Chemistry
Qualitative Analysis
Organic Synthesis
Record
Viva Voce

CO-10.
Able to determine the electrolytic
12 dissociation.

12
4
5

Qualitative Analysis
Separation, purification and identification of
compounds of ternary mixture (one liquid and one
solid) using TLC and columns chromatography,
chemical tests. IR spectra to be used for functional
group identification.
Organic Synthesis
Acetylation : Acetylation of cholesterol and separation
of cholesteryl acetate by column chromatography.
Oxidation : Adipic acid by chromic acid oxidation of
cyclothexaneol Grignard reaction : Synthesis of
triphenylmethanol from benzoic acid The Products may
be Characterized by Spectral Techniques.

Physical Chemistry
Error Analysis and Statistical Data Analysis
Chemical Kinetic
Solution
Record
VivaVoce
5

8
9
4

Error Analysis and Statistical Data Analysis
Errors, types of errors, minimization of errors
distribution curves precision, accuracy and
combination; statistical treatment for erro analysis,
student 't test, null hypothesis, rejection criteria. F & Q
test; linear regression analysis, curve fitting.
Calibration of volumetric apparatus, burette, piette and
standard flask. Adsorption To study surface tensionconcentration relationship for solutions (Gibbs
equation). Phase Equilibria

i.

Determinationofcongruentcompositionandtem
peratur5eofabinarysystem (e.g.
diphenylamine-benzophenonesystem).

ii.

Determinationofglasstransitiontemperatureofgi
vensalt(e.g.,CaCl2) conductometrically.

iii.

Toconstructthephasediagramforthreecompone
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ntsystem(e.g.chloroform- aceticacid-water).
Chemical Kinetics
i.

Determination of the effect of (a) Change of
temperature (b) Charge of
concentrationofreactantandcatalystand(c)Ionic
strengthofthemediaonthe velocity constant of
hydrolysis of an ester/ionicreaction.

ii.

Determination of the velocity constant of
hydrolysis of an ester/ionic reaction in
micellarmedia.

iii.

Determination of the velocity constant for the
oxidation of iodide ionsby hydrogen peroxide
study the kinetics as an iodine clockreactions.

iv.

Flowingclockreactions(Ref:ExperimentsinPhy
sicalChemistryby Showmaker)

v.

Determination of the primary salt effect on the
kinetics of ionic reaction and
testingoftheBronstedrelationship(iodideioniso
xidisedbypersulphateion).

vi.

Oscillatoryreaction.

Solution
Determination of molecular weight of non-volatile and
electrolyte/electrolyte by cryoscopic method and to
determine the activity coefficient of an electrolyte.
Determination of the degree of dissociation of weak
electrolyte and to study the deviation from ideal
behaviour that occurs with a strong electrolyte.
8.

Semester-II
Paper-I
Code
MCH –
406;
Inorganic
chemistry-II

CC1:
Electronic Spectral Studies of Transition Metal
Complexes :
Spectroscopic ground states, correlation. Orgel and
Tanabe-Sugano diagrams for transition metal
complexes (d1-d9 states), Selection rule for electronic
spectroscopy. Intensity of various type electronic
transitions. Calculations of 10Dq, B and β parameters,
charge transfer spectra.

CO1:
Student knows the concepts
related to transition metal
complexes; their electronic
spectra, magnetic
properties and the metal
complexes, metal cluster
(structure, properties).
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CC2:
Magnetic Properties of Transition Metal Complexes
Anomalous magnetic moments, Quenching of Orbital
contribution. Orbital contribution to magnetic moment,
magnetic exchange coupling and spin crossover.
CC3:
Metal π-Complexes
Metal carbonyl, structure and bonding, vibrational
spectra of metal carbonyls for bonding and structural
elucidation, important reactions of metal carbonyls;
preparation, bonding structure and important reaction
of transition metal nitrosyl, dinitrogen and dioxgen
complexes; tertiary phosphine as ligand.
CC4:
Metal Clusters
Higher boranes, carboranes, metalloboranes and
metallo-carboranes compounds with metal metal
multiple bonds.
CC5:
Optical Rotatory Dispersion and Circular Dichroism
Linearly and circularly polarized lights; optical rotatory
power and circular birefringence, elipticity and circular
dichroism; ORD and Cotton effect, Faraday and Kerr
effects; Assignment of electronic transitions;
applications of ORD and CD for the determination of
(i) absolute configuration of complexes and (ii)
isomerism due to non-planarity of chelate rings.

9.

Semester-II
Paper-II
Code MCH
- 407;
Organic
chemistry-II

CC1:
Aromatic Electrophilic Substitution
The arenium ion mechanism, orientation and reactivity,
energy profile diagrams. The ortho/para ratio, ipso
attack, orientation in other ring systems. Quantitative
treatment of reactivity in substrates and electrophiles.
Diazonium coupling, Vilsmeir reactiion, GattermanKoch reaction
Aromatic Nucleophilci Substitution
The SNAr SN1, benzyne and SN1 mechanism,
Reactivity effect of substrate structure, leaving group
and attacking nucleophile. The Von Richte. SommeletHauser, and Smiles rearrangements.
CC2:
Free Radical Reactions
types of free radical reactions, free radical substitution
mechanism, mechanism at an aromatic substrate,
neighbouring group assistance. Reactivity for aliphatic
and aromatic substrates at a bridgehead. Reactivity in
the attacking radicals. The effect of solvents on
reactivity. Allylic halogenation (NBS), oxidation of
aldehydes to carboyxlic acids, auto- oxidation, coupling
of alkynes and arylation of aromatic compounds by
diazonium salts, Sandmeyer reaction. Free radical
rearrangement. Hunsdiecker reaction.

CO2:
Student understands the term &
principal of optical rotatory
dispersion
and
circular
dichroism, Faraday and kerr
effects also the application
related toit.

CO1:
The student should be able to
comprehend the structure reactivity
pattern of reactive intermediates
involved in organic reactions.
CO2:
Comprehend the orbital
interactions and orbital symmetry
correlations of various pericyclic
reactions.
CO3:
Student can write mechanism of
organic reactions involving
reactive intermediates and
concerted process.
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10.

Semester-II
Paper-III
Code MCH408;
Physical
Chemistry-II

CC3:
Addition Reactions
Mechanistic and stereochemical aspects of addition
reactions involving electrophiles, nucleophiles and free
radicals, regio-and chemoselectivity, orientation and
reactivity.
Addition
to
cyclopropane
ring.
Hydrogenation of double and triple bounds,
hydrogenation of aromatic rings. Hydroboration,
Michael reaction, sharpless asymmetric epoxidation.
CC4:
Addition to Carbon-Hetero Multiple bonds
Mechanismofmetalhydridereductionofsaturatedandunsa
turatedcarbonylcompounds, acid esters and nitriles.
Addition of Grignard reagents, organozinc and
organolithium reagents to carbonyl and usaturated
carbonyl compounds. Witting reaction. Mechanism of
condensation reactions involving enolates-Aldol,
Knoevenagel, Claisen, Mannich, Benzoin, Perkin and
Stobbe reactions. Hydrolysis of esters and amides,
ammonolysis of esters.
Elimination Reactions
The E2, E1 and E1 cB mechanisms and their spectrum.
Orientation of the double bond. Reactitivty-effects of
substrate structures, attacking base, the leavign group
and the medium. Mechanism and orientation in
pyrolytic elimination.
CC5:
Pericyelic Reactions
Molecularorbitalsymmetry,Frontierorbitalsofethylene,1,
3-butadiene,1,3,5-hexatriene
and
allyl
system.
Classification of periycyclic reactions. WoodwardHoffmann correlatino diagrams. FMO and PMO
approach. Electrocyclic reactions-conrotatory and
disrotatory motions, 4n 4n+2 and allyl systems.
Cycloadditions-antarafacial and suprafacial additions,
4n and 4n+2 systems, 2+2 addition of ketenes, 1,3
dipolar cycloadditions and cheleotrpic reactions.
Sigmatropic
rearrangements-suprafacial
and
antarafacial shifts of H, sigmatropic involving carbon
moieties,
3,3and
5,5
sigmatropic
rearrangements.Claisen,CopeandazaCoperearrangements.Fluxionaltautomerism.
Ene reaction.
CC1:
Chemical Dynamics
Methods of determining rate laws, collision theory of
reaction rates, steric factor, activated complex theory,
Arrhenius equation and the activated complex theory;
ionic reactions, kinetic salt effects, steady state kinetics,
kinetic and thermodynamic control of reactions,
treatment of unimolecular reactions. Dyamic chain
(hydrogen-bromine reaction, pyrolysis of acetaldehyde,
decomposition of ethane), photochemical (hydrogenbromine and hydrogen-chlorine reactions) and
homogenous catalysis, kinetics of enzyme reactions,
general features fo fast reactions, study of fast reactions

CO1:
Student know how to write
equation representing
electrochemical cell, explain
various over potential involved
during the operation of the cell.
Debye-Huckel-Onsager treatment
and itsextension.
CO2:
Student understood the chemical
reaction takes place in system,
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by flow method, relaxation method, flash photolysis ad
the nuclear magnetic resonance method, dynamics of
unimolecular reactiosn (Lindemann Hinshelwood and
Rice-Ramsperger-Kassel- Marcus (RRKM) theories for
unimolecular reactions).
CC2:
Surface Chemistry
Adsorption
Surface tension, capillary action, pressure difference
across curved surface (Laplace equation), vapour
pressure of droplets (Kelvin equation), Gibbs
adsorption isotherm, estimation of surface area (BET
equation), Surface films on liquids (Electro-kinetic
phenomenon).
Micelles
Surface active agents, classification of surface active
agents, micellization, hydrophobic interaction, critical
micellar concentration (CMC), factors affecting the
CMC of surfactants, counter ion binding to micelles,
thermodynamics of micellization-phase separation and
mass action models, solublization, micro emulsion,
reverse micelles.
CC3:
Macromolecules
Polymer-definition, types of polymers, electrically
conducting, fire resistant, liquid crystal polymers,
kinetics
of
polymerization,
mechanism
of
polymerization. Molecular mass, number and mass
average molecular mass, molecular mass determination
(Osmometry, viscometry, diffusion and light scattering
methods), sedimentation, chain configuration of
macromolecules, calculation of average dimension of
various chain structures.
CC4:
Non Equilibrium Theromodynamics
Thermodynamic criteria for non-equilibrium states,
entropy production and entropy flow, entropy balance
equations for different irreversible processes (e.g., heat
flow, chemical reaction etc.) transformations of the
generalized fluxes and forces, non equilibrium
stationary
states,
phenomenological
equations,
microscopic reversibility and Onsager's reciprocity
relations, electrokinetic phenomena, diffusion, electric
conduction.

surrounding also polymerization
and
characterization of polymer,
micelles.

CC5:
Electrochemistry
Electrochemistry of solutions. Debye-Huckel-Onsager
treatment and its extension, ion solvent interactions.
Debye-Huckel-Jerum mode. Thermodynamics of
electrified interface equations. Derivation of electro
capillarity, Lippmann equations (surface excess),
methods of determination. Structure of electrified
interfaces.
Overpotentials, exchange current density, derivation of
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Butler Volmer equation, Tafel plot. Quantum aspects of
charge transfer at electrodes-solution interfaces,
quantization
of
charge
transfer,
tunneling.
Semiconductor interfaces-theory of double layer at

11.

Semester-II
Paper-IV
Code
MCH409;
Spectrosco
pic
-II and
Diffraction
methods

12.

Semester-II
Paper-V
CODE
MCH-

CC1:
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy
Nuclear spin, nuclear resonance, saturation, shielding
of magnetic nuclei, chemical shift and its
measurements, factors, influencing chemical shift,
deshielding, spin-spin interactions, factors influencing
coupling constant "j" Classification (AXB, AMX,
ABC, A2B2 etc.). spin decoupling; basic ideas about
instrument, NMR studies of nuclei other than protin13C, 19F and 31P. FT NMR, advantages of FT NMR.
CC2:
Nuclear Quadrupole Resonance Spectroscopy
Quadrupole nuclei, quadrupole moments, electric field
gradient, coupling constant, splitting. Applications.
CC3:
Electron Spin Resonance Spectroscopy
Basicprinciples,zerofieldsplittingandKramer'sdegenerac
y,factorsaffectingthe'g' value. Isotropic and anisotropic
hyperfine coupling constants, spin Hamiltonian, spin
densities and Mc Connell relationship, measurement
techniques,applications.
CC4:
X-rayDiffraction
Bragg condition, Miller indices, Laue Method, Bragg
method, Debye Scherrer method of X-ray structural
analysis of crystals, index reflections, identification of
unit cells from systematic absences in diffraction
pattern, Structure of simple lattices and X-ray
intensities, structure factor and its relation to intensity
and electron density, phase problem. Description of the
procedure for an X-ray structure analysis, absolute
configuration of molecules.
CC5:
Electron Diffraction
Scattering intensity vs. scattering angle, Wierl equation,
measurement technique, elucidation of structure of
simple gas phase molecules. Low energy electron
diffraction and structure of surfaces.
Neutron Diffraction
Scattering of neutrons by solids measurement
techniques, Elucidation of structure of magnetically
ordered unit cells.
CC1:
Introduction to computers and Computing
Basic structure and functioning of computer with a PC
as
illustrative
example.
Memory
I/Odevices.SecondarystorageComputerlanguages.Opera
tingsystemswithDOSasan

CO-1.
Student got the idea about
nuclear magnetic resonance
spectroscopy, shielding,
chemical shift and its
measurement,instrumentation.
CO-2.
Student

canexplain
theprinciples
and applications of
electron spin
resonancespectroscopy
and
nuclear
quadrupoleresonancspect
roscopy (isotropic and
anisotropic hyperfine
couplingconstants).
CO-3.
Student easily explains the idea
of x-ray diffraction, structure
analysis, miller indices, and
Bragg
method.

CO-1.
Student understand fundamental
of computer, and know the
elementary idea of programming
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410;
Computer
for chemists

13.

Semester-II
Practical

exampleIntroductiontoUNIXandWINDOWS.Principles
ofprogrammingAlogrithms andflow-charts.
CC2:
Computer Programming in FORTRAN/C/BASIC
(the language features are listed here with reference to
FORTRAN. The instructor may choose another
language such as BASIC or C the features may be
replaced appropriately). Elements of the compute
language. Constants and variables. Operations and
symbols Expressions. Arithmetic assignment statement.
Input and output Format statement. Termination
statements. Branching statements as IF or GO TO
statement.
LOGICAL variables. Double precession variables.
Subscripted variables and DIMENSION. DO statement
FUNCTION AND SUBROUTINE. COMMON and
DATA
statement (Student learn the programming logic and
these language feature by hands on experience on a
personal computer from the beginning of this topic.)
CC3:
Programming in Chemistry
Developing of small computer codes using any one of
the languages FORTRAN/C/BASIC involving simple
formulae in Chemistry, such as Van der Waals
equation. Chemical kinetics (determination of Rate
constant) Radioactive decay (Half Life and Average
Life). Determination Normality, Molarity nd Molality
of solutions. Evaluation Electronegativity of atom and
Lattice Energy from experimental determination of
molecular weight and percentage of element organic
compounds using data from experimental metal
representation of molecules in terms of elementary
structural features such as bond lengths, bond angles.
CC4:
Use of Computer programmes
Operation of PC. Data Processing. Running of standard
Programs and Packages such as MS WORD, MS
EXCEL -special emphasis on calculations and chart
formations. X-Y plot. Simpson's Numerical Integration
method. Programmes with data preferably from
physical chemistry laboratory.
CC5:
Internet
Application of Internet for Chemistry with search
engines, various types of files like PDF, JPG, RTF and
Bitmap. Scanning, OMR, Web camera.
(Duration: 6-8 hrs in each branch)
Practical examination shall be conducted separately for
each branch.

Inorganic Chemistry
Chromatography

in BASICS/FORTRAN.
CO-2.
Student can make program for
computing
various problems of chemistry.
CO-3.
Student knows about usage of
internet.

CO-1.
Identify various ions present in
alloys .
CO-2.
12 and anion
Separation of cations
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by column chromatography
and
Preparation
12
ion
exchange
methods.
Record
4
Viva Voce
5
Chromatography Separation of cations and anions by CO-3.

Column Chromatography : Ion exchange.
Preparations
Preparationofselectedinorganiccompoundsandtheirstudi
esbyI.R.electronicspectra, Mossbauer, E.S.R. and
magnetic susceptibility measurements. Handling of air
and moisture sensitivecompounds.
1.

[Co(NH3)6][Co(NO2)6]

2.

cis-[Co(trien)(NO2)2]Cl.H2O

3.

Hg[Co(SCN)4]

4.

[Co(Py)2Cl2]

5.

[Ni(NH3)6]Cl2

6.

Ni(dmg)2

7.

[Cu(NH3)4]SO4H2O

Organic Chemistry
Organic Synthesis
Quantitative Analysis
Record
Viva Voce

Prepare and characterize various
complexes and analyze the
samples thoroughly.
CO-4.
Independently perform two or
more step organic synthesis.
CO-5.
Identify the synthesized
compounds by TLC and purify it
by column chromatography.
CO-6.
Extract, identify and characterize
the compounds isolated from
natural products.
CO-7.
Student able to perform
experiment
using
conductometry, potentiometry,
pH-metry
and
polarimetry
methods.

12
12
CO-8.
4 Student can analyses the graph
5 and interpret it.

Organic Synthesis
Aldol condensation Dibenzal acetone from
benzaldehyde. Sandmeyer reactuion : p- Chlorotoluene
from p-toluidine. Acetoacetic ester Condensation :
Synthesis of ethyl-n- butylacetoacetate by A.E.E.
condensation. Connizzaro reaction : 4Chlorobenzaldehyde as substrate. Friedel Crafts
reaction : b-Benzoyl propionic acid from succinic
anhydride and benzene. Aromatic electrophilic
sustitutions : Synthesis of p-nitroaniline and pbromoaniline. The Products may be Characterized by
Spectral Techniques.
Quantitative Analysis
Determination of the percentage or number of hydroxyl
groups in an organic compound by acetylation method.
Estimation of amines/phenols using bromate bromide
solution/or acetylation method. Determination of iodine
and Saponification values of an oil sample.
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Determination of DO, COD and BOD of water sample.

Conductometry
Potentiometry/pH metry
Polarimetry
Record
Viva Voce

8
9
8
4
5

Conductometry
i.

Determinationofthevelocityconstant,orderofthe
reactionandenergyof
activation
for
saponification of ethyl acetate by sodium
hydroxide conductometrically.

ii.

Determinationofsolubilityandsolubilityproduct
ofsparinglysolublesalts(e.g.
PbSO4,
BaSO4)conductometrically.

iii.

Determination of the strength of strong and
weak
acid
in
a
givenmixture
conductometrically.

iv.

to study of the effect of solvent on the
conductance of AgNO3/acetic acid and to
determine the degree of dissociation and
equilibirum constant in differentsolvents and
in their mixtures (DMSO, DMF, dioxane,
acetone, water) and to test the validity of
Debye-Huckel-Onsagertheory.

v.

Determinationoftheactivitycoefficientofzincio
nsinthesolutionof0.002M zinc sulphate using
Debye Huckel's limitinglaw.

Potentiometry/pH metry
1.

Determination of strengths of halides in a
mixturepotentiometrically.

2.

Determination of the valency of mercurous
ionspotentiometrically.

3.

Determinationofthestrengthofstrongandweakac
idsinagivenmixtureusinga
potentiometer/pHmeter.

4.

Determination of temperature dependence of
EMF of acell.

5.

Determinationoftheformationconstantofsilver-
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ammoniacomplexand stoichiometry of the
complexpotentiometrically.
6.

Acid-base titration in a non-aqueous media
using a pHmeter.

7.

Determination of activity
coefficient ofelectrolytes.

8.

Determinationofthedissociationconstantofaceti
cacidinDMSO.DMF,acetone and dioxane by
titrating it withKOH.

9.

Determinationofthedissociationconstantofmon
obasic/dibasicacidbyAlbert- Sderjeantmethod.

and

activity

10. Determinationofthermodynamicconstants,DG,
DS,andDHforthereactionby e.m.f. method. Zn
+ H2SO4 -> ZnSO4 + 2 H
Polarimetry

14.

Semester-III
Paper-I
Code 501Applicat
ion
ofspectrosco
py

1.

Determinationofrateconstantforhydrolysis/inve
rsionofsugarusinga polarimeter.

2.

Enzyme kinetics-inversion ofsucrose.

CC1:
Vibrational Spectroscopy
Symmetry and shapes of AB2, AB3, AB4, AB5 and AB6,
mode of bonding of ambidentate ligands, nitrosyl,
ethylenediamine and diketonato complexes, application
of resonance Raman spectroscopy particularly for the
study of active sites of metalloproteins.

CO-1.
Student knows the vibrational,
electronic spin, Mossbauer,
electronic spectroscopy.
CO-2.
Student able to illustrate the
structure and interpret the graph of
various spectroscopic methods.

CC2:
Electron Spin Resonance Spectroscopy
Hyperfine coupling, spin polarization for atoms and
transition metal ions, spin-orbit coupling and
significance of g-tensors, application to transition metal
complexes (having one unpaired electron) including
biological systems and to inorganic free radicals.
CC3:
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance of Paramagnetic
Substances in Solution
The contact and Pseudo contact shifts, factors affecting
nuclear relaxation, some applications including
biochemical systems, an overview of NMR of metal
nuclide with emphasis on 195Pt and 119Sn NMR.
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CC4:
Mössbauer Spectroscopy
Basic principles, spectral parameters and spectrum
display. Application of the technique to the studies of
(1) bonding and structures of Fe+2 and Fe+3
compounds including those of intermediate spin, (2)
Sn+2 and Sn+4 compounds nature of M-L bond,
coordination number, structure and (3) detection of
oxidation state and inequivalent MB atoms.
CC5:
Electronic Spectroscopy:
Electronic Spectral Studies for d1– d9 systems in
octahedral, tetrahedral and square planer complexes.
15.

Semester-III
Paper-II
Code -502;
Photochemis
t ry

CC1:
Photochemical Reactions
Interaction of electromagnetic radiation with matter,
types of excitations, fate of excited molecule, quantum
yield, transfer of excitation energy, actinometry.
CC2:
Determination of Reaction Mechanism
Classification, rate constants and life times of reactive
energy state determination of rate constants of
reactions. Effect of light intensity on the rate of
photochemical reactions.
Types of photochemical reactions-photo dissociation,
gas-phase photolysis.

CO-1.
Student knows about the
chemical reaction which takes
place in presence of light.
CO-2.
Student knows the photochemical
reaction involved in alkenes,
aromatic compounds, carbonyl
compounds and some
miscellaneous photochemical
reactions.

CO3:
Photochemistry of Alkene
Intramolecular reactions of the olefinic bondgeometrical
isomerism,
cyclisation
reactions,
rearrangement of 1,4- and 1,5-dienes.
Photochemistry of Aromatic Compounds
Isomerisations, additions and substitutions.

16.

Semester-III
Paper-III
Code -503;
Environmen

CC4:
Photochemistry of Carbonyl Compounds
Intramolecular reactions of carbonyl compoundssaturated, cyclic and acyclic, b,g unsaturated and a, b
unsaturated
compounds,
cyclohexadienones.
Intermolecular cyloaddition reactions-dimerisations and
oxetane formation.
CC5:
Miscellaneous Photochemical Reactions.
Photo-Fries reactions of annelid's, Photo-Fries
rearrangement. Barton reaction. Singlet molecular
Oxygen reaction. Photochemical formation of smog.
Photodegration of polymers. Photochemistry of vision.
CC1:
Atmosphere
Atmospheric layers, Vertical temperature profile,
heat/radiation budget of the earth atmosphere systems.
Properties of troposphere, thermodynamic derivation of

CO-1.
Aware with environmental
chemistry and its scope in present
scenario.
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tal chemistry

lapse rate. Temperature inversion. Calculation of
Global mean temperature of the atmosphere. Pressure
variation in atmosphere and scale height.
Biogeochemical cycles of carbon, nitrogen, sulphur,
phosphorus, oxygen. Residence times.
Atmospheric Chemistry
Sources of trace atmospheric constituents : nitrogen
oxides, sulphurdioxide and other sulphur compounds,
carbon oxides, chlorofluorocarbons and other halogen
compounds, methane and other hydrocarbons.
Tropospheric Photochemistry
Mechanism of Photochemical decomposition of NO2
and formation of ozone. Formation of oxygen atoms,
hydroxyl, hydroperoxy and organic radicals and
hydrogen peroxide. Reactions of hydroxyl radicals with
methane and other organic compounds. Reaction of OH
radicals with SO2 and NO2. Formation of Nitrate
radical and its reactions. Photochemical smog
meteorological conditions and chemistry of its
formation.

CO-2.
Know about the atmosphere and
different layer and composition.
CO-3.
Understand the different pollutant
and its effect, also about global
warming and green house
chemistry.

CC2:
Air Pollution
Air pollutants and their classifications. Aerosolssources, size distribution and effect on visibility,
climate and health.
Acid Rain
Definition, Acid rain precursors and their aqueous and
gas phase atmospheric oxidation reactions. Damaging
effects on aquatic life, plants, buildings and health.
Monitoring of SO2 and NO2. Acid rain control
strategies.
Stratospheric Ozone Depletion
Mechanism of Ozone formation, Mechanism of
catalytic ozone depletion, Discovery of Antarctic
Ozone hole and Role of chemistry and meteorology.
Control Strategies.
Green House Effect
Terrestrial and solar radiation Spectra, Major green
house gases and their sources and Global warming
potentials. Climate change and consequences.
Urban Air Pollution
Exhaust emissions, damaging effects of carbon
monoxide. Monitoring of CO. Control strategies.
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CC3:
Aquatic Chemistry and Water Pollution
Redox chemistry in natural waters. Dissolved oxygen,
biological oxygen demand, chemical oxygen demand,
determination of DO, BOD and COD. Aerobic and
anaerobic reactions of organic sulphur and nitrogen
compounds in water acid-base chemistry of fresh water
and sea water. Aluminum, nitrate and fluoride in water.
Petrification. Sources of water pollution. Treatment of
waste and sewage. Purification of drinking water,
techniques of purification and disinfection.
CC4:
Environmental Toxicology
Toxic heavy metals : Mercury, lead, arsenic and
cadmium. Causes of toxicity. Bioaccumulation, sources
of heavy metals. Chemical speciation of Hg, Pb, As,
and Cd. Biochemical and damaging effects.
Toxic Organic Compound : Pesticides, classification,
properties and uses of organochlorine and ionospheres
pesticides detection and damaging effects.
Polychlorinated biphenyls : Properties, use and
environmental continuation and effects.
Polynuclear Aromatic Hydrocarbons : Source,
structures and as pollutants.
CC5:
Soil and Environmental Disasters
Soil composition, micro and macronutrients, soil
pollution by fertilizers, plastic an metals. Methods of
re-mediation of soil. Bhopal gas tragedy, Chernobyl,
three mile island, Minimtata Disease, Sevoso (Italy),
London smog.
17.

Semester-III
Paper-IV
Code -602;
Polymer
Chemistry
(Optional
paper I)

CC1:
Basics
Importance of polymers. Basic concepts : Monomers,
repeat units, degree of polymerization Linear, branched
and network polymers. Classification of polymers.
Polymerization : condensation, addition/radical chainionic and co-ordination and copolymerization.
Polymerization conditions and polymer reactions.
Polymerization in homogeneous and heterogeneous
systems.

CO-1.
The students will become
familiar with the basic concepts
of polymers, mechanism and
kinetics of
polymerization,polymerizationte
chniques,and molecular
weightdetermination.
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CC2:
Polymer Characterization
Polydispersion-average molecular weight concept.
Number, weight and viscosity average molecular
weights. Polydispersity an molecular weight
distribution. The practical significance of molecular
weight. Measurement of molecular-weights. Endgroup, viscosity, light scattering, osmotic and
ultracentrifugation methods.

CO-2.
This knowledge would help the
students to synthesize polymers
and mechanism involved in it.

CC3:
Analysis and testing of polymers
Chemical analysis of polymers, spectroscopic methods,
X-ray diffraction study. Microscopy. Thermal analysis
and physical testing-tensile strength. Fatigue, impact.
Tear resistance, Hardness and abrasion resistance.
CC4:
Inorganic Polymers
A general survey and scope of Inorganic Polymers
special characteristics, classification, homo and hetero
atomic polymers.
Structure, Properties and Applications of
a.

Polymers based on boron-borazines, boranes
andcarboranes.

b.

Polymers based
polymetalloxanes
silazanes.

on Silicon, silicone's
andpolymetallosiloxanes,

CC5:
Structure, Properties and Application of

18.

Semester-III
Paper-V
Code 604:
Heterocy
clic
chemistr
y
(Optiona
l
paper II)

a.

Polymers
based
on
Phosphazenes,Polyphosphates

Phosphorous-

b.

Polymers based on Sulphure-Tetrasulphur
tetranitride and relatedcompounds.

c.

Co-ordination and metal chelatepolymers.

CC1:
Nomenclature of Heterocycles
Replacement and systematic nomenclature
(HantzsMCH-Widman system) for monocyclic fused
and bridged heterocycles.
Aromatic Heterocycles
General chemical behaviour of aromatic heterocycles,
classification (structural type), criteria of aromaticity
(bond lengths, ring current and chemical shifts in 1H
NMR-spectra. Empirical resonance energy,
delocalization energy and Dewar resonance energy,
diamagnetic susceptibility exaltations). Heteroaromatic
reactivity and tautomerism in aromatic heterocycles.

CO-1.
Student can easily explain the
chemistry involved in hetero
atoms, their nomenclature,
reactivity, stability and different
kind of aliphatic and aromatic
rings.
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CC2:
Non-aromatic Heterocycles
Strain-bond angle and torsional strains and their
consequences in small ring heterocycles. Conformation
of six-membered heterocycles with reference to
molecular geometry, barrier to ring inversion,
pyramidal inversion and 1,3-diaxial interaction. Atereoelectronic effects anomeric and related effects,
Attractive interactions-hydrogen bonding and
intermolecular nucleophilic electrophilic interactions.
Heterocyclic synthesis-princples of heterocyclic
synthesis involing cyclization reactions and
cycloaddition reactions.
CC3:
Small Ring Heterocycles
Three-membered and four-membered heterocyclessynthesis and reactions of azirodines, oxiranes,
thiranes, azetidines, oxetanes and thietanes.
Benzo-Fused Five-Membered Heterocycles
Synthesis and reactions including medicinal
applications of benzopyrroles, bezofurans and
benzothiophenes.
CC4:
Meso-ionic Heterocycles
General classification, chemistry of some important
meso-ionic heterocycles of type-A and B and their
applications.
Six-Membered Heterocycles with one Heteroatom
Synthesis and reactions of pyrylium salts and pyrones
and their comparison with pyridinium & thiopyrylium
salts and phridones. Synthesis and reactions of
quionlizinium and benzopyrylium salts, coumarins and
chromones.
CC5:
Six Membered Heterocycles with Two or More
Heteroatoms: Synthesis and reactions of diazones,
triazines, tetrazines and thiazines. Seven-and LargeMembered Heterocycles: Synthesis and reactions of
azepines, oxepines, thiepines, diazepines, thiazepines,
azocines, diazocines, dioxocines and dithiocines.

19.

Semester III
Practical

Heterocyclic Systems Containing P, As, Sb and B
Heterocyclic rings containing phosphorus :
Introduction, nomenclature, synthesis
andcharacteristics of 5- and 6-membered ring
systemsphosphorinaes, phosphorines, phospholanes and
phospholes. Heterocyclic rings containing As and Sb :
Introduction, synthesis and characteristics of 5- and 6membered ring system. Heterocyclic rings containing B
: Introduction, synthesis reactivity and spectral
characteristics of 3- 5- and 6- membered ring system.
(Duration: 6-8 hrs in each branch)
Practical examination shall be conducted separately for
each branch.

CO-1.
Students able to separate the three
component mixture one
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Inorganic Chemistry
Quantitative determinations of a three component
mixture
12
Chromatographic Separations
12
Record
04
Viva Voice
05
Total
33
Quantitative determinations of a three component
mixture :
One Volumetrically and two gravimetrically
a.

Cu+2, Ni+2, Zn+2

b.

Cu+2, Ni+2, Ag+1

Chromatographic Separations
a.

Cadmium and zinc

b.

Zinc and magnesium.

c.

Thin-layer/paper chromatography-separation
of nickel, manganese, cobalt and zinc.
Determination of Rf values.

Organic Chemistry
Multi-step Synthesis of Organic Compounds 12
Paper Chromatography
12
Record
04
Viva Voice
05
Total
33
Multi-step Synthesis of Organic Compounds
The exercise should illustrate the use of organic
reagents and may involve purification of the products
by chromatographic techniques. Prepreparation in
steps:
Benzophenone
→
Benzpinacol
→
Benzpinacolone
Beckmann
rearrangement
:
Benzanilide from benzene, Benzene →Benzophenone
→ Benzphenone oxime → Benzanilide, Benzilic acid
rearrangement : Benzilic acid from benzoin, Benzoin
→Benzil → Benzilic acid Synthesis of heterocyclic
compounds Skraup synthesis : Preparation of quinoline
from aniline, Fisher Indole synthesis : Preparation of 2phenylindole from phenylhydrazine, Enzymatic
synthesis Enzymatic reduction : reduction of ethyl
acetoacetate using Baker's yeast to yield enantiomeric
excess of S (+) ethyl-3-hydroxybutanoate and
determine its optical purity. Biosynthesis of ethanol
from sucrose. Synthesis using microwave Alkylation of

volumetrically and two
gravimetrically.
CO-2.
Students familiar with the
chromatrographic
separation
technique (thin layer and paper
chromatography).
CO-3.
Student able to separate and
analyses binary water soluble
and insoluble mixture.
CO-4.
Students can prepare various
organic compounds by multi step
synthesis method.
CO-5.
Determine concentration and rate
constant enthalpy of activation,
entropy of activation unknown
solutions by chemical kinetic
methods.
CO-6.
StudentcandeterminethepKaofani
ndicator,
stability constant of
ferricisothicoyanation complex
ion in solution and ionic
strength by
spectroscopicmethods.
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diethyl malonate with benzyl chloride. Synthesis using
phase transfer catalyst. Alkylation of diethyl malonate
or ethyl acetoacetate with an alkylhalide.
Paper Chromatography
Separation and identification of the sugars present in
the given mixture of glucose, fructose and sucrose by
paper chromatography and determination of RF values/
Physical Chemistry
Spectroscopy
13
Chemical Kinetics
12
Record
04
Viva Voice
05
Total
34
Spectroscopy
I.

Determination of pKa of an indicator (e.g.
methyl red) in (a) aqueous and (b) micellar
media.

II.

Determination of stoichiometry and stability
constant of Ferricisothicoyanation complex
ion in solution.

III.

Determination of rate constant of alkaline
bleaching of Malachite green and effect of
ionic strength on the rate of reaction.

Chemical Kinetics
I.

Determination of rate constant and formation
constant of an intermediate complex in the
reaction of Ce(IV) and Hypophosphorous acid
at ambient temperature.

II.

Determination of energy and enthalpy of
activation in the reaction of KMnO4 and
benzyl alcohol in acid medium.

III.

Determination of energy of activation of and
entropy of activation from a single kinetic run.

IV.

Kinetics of an enzyme micellar catalyzed
reaction.
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20.

Semester-IV
Paper-I
CodeMCH
511:
Applicati
on of
spectrosc
opy-II

CC1:
Ultraviolet and Visible spectroscopy Various electronic
transitions (185-800 nm) Beer-Lambert law, Effect of
solvent on electronic transitions, ultraviolet bands for
carbonyl compounds, unsaturated carbonyl compounds,
dienes, conjugated polyenes, Fieser Woodward rules
for conjugated dienes and carbonyl compounds,
ultraviolet spectra of aromatic compounds. Steric effect
in biphenyls.
CC2:
Infrared Spectroscopy Characteristic vibrational
frequencies of alkanes, alkenes, alkynes, aromatic
compounds, alcohols, ethers, phenols and amines.
Detailed study of vibrational frequencies of carbonyl
compounds (ketones, aldehydes, esters, amides, acids,
anhydrides, lactones, lactams and conjugated carbonyl
compounds). Effect of hydrogen bonding and solvent
effect on vibrational frequencies, overtones,
combination bands and fermi resonance.

CO-1.
Understandprincipleandinstrume
ntation, working and
applications of NMR, 13 C
NMR andmass
spectroscopy.
CO-2.
Able to understand about
instrumentation, Fieser
Woodward rule, Beer–Lambert
law of ultraviolet and visible
spectroscopy and in vibrational
spectroscopy
overtones, Fermi resonance and
combination bands.

CC3:
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance of Paramagnetic
Substances in Solution The contact and Pseudo contact
shifts, factors affecting nuclear relaxation, some
applications including biochemical systems, an
overview of NMR of metal nuclide with emphasis on
195
Pt and 119Sn NMR.
CC4:
Carbon-13 NMR Spectroscopy General considerations,
chemical shift (aliphatic olefinic, alkyne, aromatic,
heteroaromatic and carboynl carbon), coupling
constants. Two dimension NMR spectroscopy-COSY,
NOESY, DEPT, HMBC and HMQC techniques.
CC5:
Mass Spectrometry Introduction ion production E1, C1
FD, ESI and FAB, factors affecting fragmentation, ion
analysis, ion abundance Mass spectral fragmentation of
organic compounds, common functional groups,
molecular ion peak, metastable peak. Me Lafferty
rearrangement. Nitrogen rule. High resolution mass
spectrometry. Structure elucidation of simple molecules
using UV – Visible, IR, NMR and mass spectral
techniques.
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21.

Semester-IV
Paper-II

CC1:
Solid State Reactions

Code- MCH512:Solid
statechemist
ry

Generalprinciples, experimental procedure, coprecipitation as a precursory to solid state reactions,
kinetics of solid state reactions.

CO-1.
Student can describe the
principles concerning solid state
structures, defects found in lattice
of solids.

CC2:
Crystal
Defects
and
Non-Stoichiometry
Perfect and imperfect crystals, intrinsic and extrinsic
defects-point defects, line and plane defects, vacanciesSchottky detects and Frenkel defects. Thermodynamics
of Schottky and Frenkel defect formation, colour
centres, non-stoichiometry and defects.

CO-2.
Student knows the unique
optical, electrical, magnetic,
thermal and mechanical
properties of solids that are not
present for compounds in
solution or in the
gas phase.

CC3:
Electronic Properties and Band Theory
Metals insulators and semiconductors, electronic
structure of solidsband theory band structure of metals,
insulators and semiconductors, Intrinsic and extrinsic
semiconductors, doping semiconductors, p-n junctions,
super conductors. Optical properties-Application of
optical and electron microscopy. Magnetic PropertiesClassification of materials : Effect of temperature
calculation of magnetic moment, mechanism of ferro
and anti ferromagnetic ordering super exchange.

CO-3.
Student knows importance and
contemporary applications of solid
state science in our society.

CC4:
Organic Solids
Electrically conducting solids. organic charge transfer
complex, organic metals, new superconductors.
CC5:
Liquid Crystals:
Types of liquid crystals: Nematic, Smectic,
Ferroelectric, Antiferroelectric, Various theories of LC,
Liquid crystal display, New materials

22.

Semester-IV
Paper-III
Code-

CC1:
Metal Ions in Biological Systems
Bulk and trace metals with special reference to Na, K,
Mg, Ca, Fe, Cu, Zn, Co, and K+/Na+ pump.

CO-1.
Students will be able to
understand the importance of
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MCH 513:
Biochemistr
y)

Bioenergetics and ATP Cycle.
DNA polymerisation, glucose storage, metal complexes
in transmission of energy; chlorophyll's, photosystem I
and photosystem II in cleavage of water.

biomolecules.

Transport
and
Storage
of
Dioxygen
Heam proteins and oxygen uptake structure and
function of haemoglobin's, mygolobin, haemocyanms
and hemerythrin, model synthetic complexes of iron,
cobalt and copper.

Recall DNA & RNA, Proteins
enzymes its classification
nomenclature

CO-2.

CC2:
Electron Transfer in Biology
Structure and function of metal of proteins in electron
transport processes cytochrome's and ion-sulphure
proteins, synthetic models.
Nitrogen fixation
Biological nitrogen fixation, and its mechanism,
nitrogenase, Chemical nitrogen fixation.
CC3:
Enzymes
Introduction and historical perspective, chemical and
biological catalysis, remarkable properties of enzymes
like catalytic power, specificity and regulation.
Nomenclature and classification, extraction and
purification. Fischer's lock and key and Koshalnd's
induced fit hypothesis, concept and identification of
active site by the use of inhibitors, affinity labeling and
enzyme modification by site-directed mutagenesis.
Enzyme kinetics, Michael's-Menten and Lineweaver
Burk plots, reversible and irreversible inhibition.
Mechanism of Enzyme Action
Transition-state theory, orientation and Steric effect,
acid-base catalysis, covalent catalysis, strain or
distortion. Examples of some typical enzyme
mechanisms for chemotrypsin, ribonuclease, lysozyme
and carboxypeptidase.
Kinds of Reactions Catalysed by Enzymes
Nucleophilic displacement on a phosphorus atom,
multiple displacement reactions and the coupling of
ATP cleavage to endergonic processes. Transfer of
sulphate, addition and elimination reactions, enolic
intermediates in Isomerisations reactions, b-Cleavage
and
condensation,
some
isomerization
and
rearrangement
reactions.
Enzyme
catalyzed
carboxylation and decarboxylation.
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CC4:
Co-Enzyme Chemistry
Cofactors as derived from vitamines, coenzymes,
prosthetic groups, apoenzymes. Structure and
biological functions of coenzyme A, thiamine
pyrophosphate, pyridoxal phosphate, NAD+, NADP+,
FMN, FAD, lipoic acid, vitamin B12. Mechanisms of
reactions catalyzed by the above cofactors. Enzyme
Models
Host-guest chemistry, chiral recognition and catalysis,
molecular recognition, molecular asymmetry and
prochirality Biometric chemistry, crown ether,
cryptates. Cyclodextrins, cyclodextrion-based enzyme
models, clixarenes, ionospheres, micelles synthetic
enzymes or synzymes.
Biotechnological Applications of Enzymes
large-scale prodcution and purification of enzymes,
techniques and methods of immobilization of enzymes,
effect of immobilization on enzyme activity,
application of immobilized enzymes, use of enzymes in
food and drink industry-brewing and cheese-making,
syrups from cron starch, enzymes as targets for drug
design. Clinical uses of enzymes, enzyme therapy,
enzymes and recombinant DNA Technolog.
CC5:
Biological Cell and its Constituents
Biological cell, structure and functions of proteins,
enzymes, DNA and RNA in living systems. Helix coils
transition.
Bioenergetics
Standard free energy change in biochemical reactions,
exergonic, endergonic. Hydrolysis of ATP, synthesis of
ATP from ADP.
Biopolymer Interactions
Forces involved in biopolymer interactions.
Electrostatic charges and molecular expansion,
hydrophobic forces, dispersion force interactions.
Multiple equilibrium and various types of bidning
processes in biological systems. Hydrogen ion titration
curves.
Cell
Membrane
and
Transport
of
Ions
Structure and functions of cell membrane, ion transport
through cell membrane, irreversible thermodynamic
treatment of membrane transport. Nerve conduction.
23.

Semester-IV
Paper-IV
CodeMCH 514:
organic
synthesis

CC1:
Disconnection Approach
An introduction to synthons and synthetic equivalents.
Disconnection approach, functional group interconversions, the importance of the order of events in
organic synthesis, one group C-X and two group C-X
disconnections, chemoselectivity, reversal of polarity,
cyclisation reaction, amine synthesis. Protection of

CO-1.
Studentcan understand retrosynthesis method for the logical
dissection of complex organic
molecules, able to predict
synthons and reagents and can
solve the problem based on retro
synthesis.
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groups, chemo, region and stereo selectivity.

CC2:
One Group C-C Disconnections
Alcohols and carbonyl compounds, regioselectivity,
alkene synthesis, use of acetylenes and aliphatic Nitro
compounds in organic synthesis.
Two Group C-C Disconnections
Diels-Alder Reaction, 1,3-difunctionalised compounds,
a-b- unsaturated carbonyl compounds, control in
carbonyl condensations, 1,5-difunctionalised
compounds. Micheal addition and Robinson annelation.

CO-2.
Student able to deal with various
reagents and organic reactions in
organic synthesis.

CC3:
Oxidation
Introduction, Different oxidative processes.
Hydrocarbons-alkenes, aromatic rings, saturated C-H
groups (activated and unactivated) Alcohols, diols,
aldehyde's, ketones, ketals and carboxylic acids.
Amines, hydrazines, and sulphides. Oxidations with
ruthenium tetraoxide, iodobenzene diacetate and
thallium. (III) Nitrate.
Reduction
Introduction, Different reductive processes. Alkanes,
alkenes, alkynes, and aromatic rings. Carbonyl
compounds-aldehydes, ketones, acids and their
derivatives. Epoxides. Nitro, nitroso, azo and oxime
groups. Expoxide, Nitro, Nitroso, azo and oxime
groups. Hydrogenolysis.
CC4:
Organometallic Reagents
Principle, preparations, properties and applications of
the following in organic synthesis with mechanistic
details. Group I and II metal organic compounds Li,
Mg, Hg, Cd, Zn and Ce Compounds.
CC5:
Synthesis of some complex molecules:
Application of the above in the synthesis of following
compounds:
Canphor, longifoline, cartisone, reserpine, vitamin D,
juvabion, aphidicolin and fredericamycin.
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24.

Semester-IV
Paper-V
Code MCH 515:
Chemistry
of natural
products

CC1:
Terpenoids and Carotenoids
Calcifications, nomenclature, occurrence, isolation,
general methods of structure determination, isoprene
rule.
Structure
determination,
stereochemistry,
biosynthesis and synthesis of the following
representative molecules : Citral, Geraniol Terpeneol, Menthol, Farnesol, Zingiberene, Santonin,
Phytol, Abietic acid and -Carotene.
CC2:
Alkaloids
Definition, nomenclature and physiological action,
occurrence, isolation, general methods of structure
elucidation, degradation, classification based on
nitrogen heterocyclic ring, role of alkaloids in plants.
Structure, stereochemistry, synthesis and biosynthesis
of the following : Ephedrine , (+)- Coniine, Nicotine,
Atropine, Quinine and Morphine.

CO-1.
Acquire the skill of relating all
the
biomolecules/natural
products and propose synthetic
routes.
CO-2.
Student knows about the
definition, occurrence,
nomenclature and classification of
plant pigments, alkaloids, steroids
terpenoids and carotenoids.

CC3:
Steroids
Occurrence, nomenclature, basic skeleton, Diel's
hydrocarbon and stereochemistry, Isolation, Structure
determination and synthesis of Cholesterol, Bile acids,
Androsterone, Testosterone, Estrone, Progesterone,
Aldosterone, Biosynthesis of Steroids.

CC4:
Plant Pigments
Occurrence, nomenclature and general methods of
structure determination. Isolation and synthesis of
Apigenin, Luteolin Quercetin, Myrcetin, Quercetin 3glucoside, Vitexin, Diadzein, Aureusin, Cyanidin7arabinoside, Cyanidin, Hirsutidin, Biosynthesis of
flavonoids: Acetate pathway and Shikimic acid
pathway.
Prophyrins
Structure and synthesis of Haemoglobin and
Chlorophyll.
CC5:
Prostaglandin
Occurrence, nomenclature, classification, biogenesis
and physiological effects. Synthesis of PGE2 and
PGF2a.
Pyrethroids and Rotenones
Synthesis and reactions of Pyrethroids and Rotenones.
(For structure elucidation, emphasis is to be placed on
the use of spectral parameters wherever possible).
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25.

Semester IV
Practical

(Duration: 6-8 hrs in each branch)
Practical examination shall be conducted separately for
each branch.
Inorganic Chemistry
Max Marks - 33
Preparation
12
Spectrophotometric Determinations
Flame Photometric Determinations 12
Record
04
Viva Voice
05
Total
33
Preparation
Preparation of selected inorganic compounds and their
study by IR, electronic spectra,
and magnetic
susceptibility measurements. Handling of air and
moisture sensitive compounds involving vacuum lines.
Selection can be made from the following :
1.
2.
3.

Sodium amide. Inorg. Synth., 1946, 2, 128.
Atomic absorption analysis of Mg and Ca.
Synthesis of trichlorodiphenylantimony (V)
hydrate. Inorg. Synths., 1985, 23, 194
4. Sodium tetrathionate Na2S4O6.
5. Metal complex of dimethyl sulfoxide :
CuCl2.2DMSO J.Chem. Educ., 1982, 59, 57.
6. Synthesis of metal acethylacetonate : Inorg.
Synths, 1957, 5, 130, 1963, 1, 183.
7. Cis and Trns [Co(en)2CI2]+.
8. Determination of Cr (III) complex.
[Cr(H2O)6]NO3.3HO,. Inorg. synths., 1972,
13, 184.
9. Preparation and use of Ferrocene. J. Chem.
Edu. 1966, 43, 73; 1976, 53, 730.
10. Preparation of [Co(phenathroline-5,6
quinone)].
Spectrophotometric Determinations / Spectroscopic
identification of recorded spectra like IR, NMR, ESR
and Mass
a.
b.
c.
d.

CO-1.
Ability to quantitatively separate
binary mixtures if ions in solution
and estimation by volumetric,
colorimetric
or
gravimetric
methods.
CO-2.
Ability to separate binary mixture
by ion- exchange methods.
CO-3.
Ability to prepare
complex
compounds.

inorganic

CO-4.
Student cans expertise the
estimation of reducing sugar,
amino group, phenolic group
and ester
volumetrically.
CO-5.
Student
can
perform
the
estimation of vitamin A, drug and
antibiotics colorimetrically.
CO-6.
Student can expertise preparation
of TLC plates, activation and
identification of compounds,
dyes, food additives, food
colours, amino acids, sugar,
pesticides and herbicides.

Manganese/Chromium in steel sample.
Nickel by extractive spectrophotometric
method.
Fluoride/nitrite/phosphate.
Copper-Ethylene diamine complex : Sloperatio method.

Flame Photometric Determinations
a.
b.
c.

Sodium and potassium when present together.
Lithium/calcium/barium/strontium.
Cadmium and magnesium in tap water.
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Organic Chemistry
Max Marks - 33
Multi-step Synthesis of Organic Compounds12
Spectroscopy/Spectrophotometric Determinations12
Record
04
Viva Voice
05
Total
33
Multi-step Synthesis of Organic Compounds
The exercise should illustrate the use of organic
reagents and may involve purification of the products
by chromatographic techniques. Photochemical
reaction Benzophenone -> Benzpinacol _>
Benzpinacolone Beckmann rearrangement :
Benzanilide from benzene Benzene -> Benzophenone > Benzphenone oxime -> Benzanilide Benzilic acid
rearrangement : Benzilic acid from benzoin Benzoin ->
Benzil -> Benzilic acid Synthesis of heterocyclic
compounds Skraup synthesis : Preparation of quinoline
from aniline Fisher Indole synthesis : Preparation of 2phenylindole from phenylhydrazine. Enzymatic
synthesis Enzymatic synthesis Enzymatic reduction :
reduction of ethyl acetoacetate using Baker's yeast to
yield enantiomeric excess of S (+) ehtyl-3hydroxybutanoate and determine its optical purity.
Biosynthesis of ethanol from sucrose. Synthesis using
microwave Alkylation of diethyl malonate with benzyl
chloride. Synthesis using phase transfer catalyst.
Alkylation of diethyl malonate or ethyl acetoacetate
with an alkylhalide.
Spectroscopy
Identification of organic compounds by the analysis of
their spectral data (UV, IR, PMR, CMR & MS)
Spectrophotometric (UV/VIS) Estimations/isolation of
the following (any one compound)
Spectroscopic estimation
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Amino acids
Proteins
Carbohydrates
Ascorbic acid
Aspirin
Caffeine

Isolation
1.
2.
3.
4.

Casein from milk
Lycopine from tomato
Piperine from black pepper
Caffeine from tea leaves
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5.

26.

Semester IV
ProjectWork

Lactose from milk

CO-1.
Student learns working within a
small team to achieve a common
research goal.
CO-2.
Carry out the project based on the
use of instrumental methods.
CO-3.
Can search the literature for the
project.
CO-4.
Students can handle instruments
for analysis and discuss their
experiment results.
CO-5.
Students know specification of
instrumental techniques and
interpretation data.
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DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER
APPLICATION
Govt.Maharaja P.G.College, CHHATARPUR

(Autonomous Status)
B.Sc./B.Com./B.A. COMPUTER APPLICATION
Curriculum & Syllabi

CURRICULUM & SYLLABI FOR UNDER GRADUATE
PROGRAM LEADING TO BACHELOR DEGREE
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GOVT. MAHARAJA AUTONOMOUS P.G. COLLEGE,CHHATARPUR (M.P.)
Department of Higher Education, Government of Madhya Pradesh
Yearly Syllabus for Undergraduates
As Recommermded by H E the Governor of Madhya Pradesh
Session 2019-2020 onwards
B.Sc../B.Com/B.A. (Computer Application)
A. Program Outcome and Program Specific Outcomes

Name of the
programme (UG)

Programme Outcomes (PO)

Program Specific Outcomes (PSO)

Students will gain

Students will be able to

UG
PO1:
(B.Sc../B.Com/B.A..) Courses a this programme provide
an
opportunity
to
undergo
Professional Courses like MBA,
CA, ICWA, ICS etc., and also
ensures bright future in the IT
fields,
Software,
Banks,
Companies, BPOs and KPOs..

PSO1:
This Programme curriculum will
make the students become efficient
in
office
automation
with
computers and computer software
applications.

PSO2:
Understanding basic concepts of
accountancy,
principles
of
accountancy and accounting cycle to
maintain accounts of trading & nontrading organizations.
PSO3:
PO3:
This course facilitates the students
To give hands on to students while
to go for professional courses like
developing real life IT application
MBA, CA, ICWA, LLB etc.,
as part of the study.
PO2:
Students will able to learn the latest
trends in various subjects of
computers
&
information
technology.

PO4:
To train graduate students in basic
computer technology concepts and
information
technology
applications.

PSO3:
The students sill have an
opportunity to get hands-on work
experience through internship in
Corporate Sector.

PO5:
PSO4:
Programme
includes
various Ability to analyze, design, develop
accounting courses, enables the and
maintain
the
software
students to gain theoretical application with latest technologies
knowledge and improves problem
solving ability of the students
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PO6:
Business oriented applications
like Ms-Office, Tally, DBMS,
Web Technology will enable the
students to start their own Small
Scale software business.
PO7:
Use research-based knowledge and
research methods for analysis and
interpretation of data, and synthesis
of the information to provide valid
conclusions
PO8:
Understand and apply computing,
management principles to manage
multidisciplinary projects

PSO5:
Inculcate
employability
and
entrepreneur skills among students
who can develop customized
solutions for small to large
Enterprises.
PSO6 :
Getting working knowledge of
generally
accepted
auditing
procedure, techniques and skills.

PSO8 :
Developing knowledge about cost
ascertainment and fixation of selling
price and cost control.
PSO9 :
Obtaining the knowledge of various
provisions of Income Tax Act and
their applications in computations of
taxable income of an individual
under different heads of income.
PSO10 :
Inculcating different skills for
analysis and interpretation of
financial data to understand financial
health of an organization and ensure
that resources are being used to
achieve the organizations objectives.
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GOVT. MAHARAJA AUTONOMOUS P.G. COLLEGE,CHHATARPUR (M.P.)
Department of Higher Education, Government of Madhya Pradesh
Yearly Syllabus for Undergraduates
As recommermded by H E the Governor of Madhya Pradesh
Session 2019-2020 onwards
B.Sc../B.Com/B.A. (Computer Application)
B1.

Course Outcomes of all programme offered by the Department of Computer Application

*On completion of the courses students will be able:
S.
YearNo. Paper
1.
First Year
Paper-I

Course Content

Course Outcome

CC-1
CO1:Introduction to Computer System:Understanding the concept of
(1) Block Diagram of Computer
input and output devices of
Fundament
(2) Components: Mother board , Computers and how it works and
als of
processor, main memory, cache recognize the basic terminology
Computer
memory, hard disk
used in computer programming
and
(3) Input devices , Output devices
Software
(4) External storage devices : Floppy CO2:disk, CD ROM , DVD, USB drives
Understand
the
process
(5) Type of Software :- System management
policies and
Software , Application Software
scheduling of processes by CPU
(6) System Software:- operating System
(7) Utility Programs :- Anti-virus, disk CO3:cleaning,
Defragmentation
,Students will create
documents
Compression and decompression of that demonstrate proficiency in
files
the use of word processing,
(8) Application Software :- Examples of spreadsheet,
database,
and
Commercial software with brief presentation applications.
introduction
(9) Programming Languages :- Low- CO4:Level
Language,
Assembly Analyze and synthesize business
Language , Middle Level Language information and systems to
and Higher Level Language ,
facilitate evaluation of strategic
(10)
Compile
Interpreter alternatives.
,Assemble , Difference between
Compiler & Interpreter
CO5:Know the theory behind and the
CC-2
(1) Operating system :- Definition , basic use of network testing,
monitoring and management
Functions of Operating System
(2) CUI , GUI , Types of operating instruments and systems.
system like Single user, Multiuser
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(3) Real time , Time sharing and
Batch processing
(4) Multiprocessing,
Multiprogramming , Multitasking
, Distributed Processing
(5) Elementary idea of various
common
Operating
System
prevalent round the world
(6) MS Windows: - An Introduction
and its features.
(7) Desktop , taskbar , files and
folder, start menu operations
(8) My
Computer,
Network
neighborhood, Recycle-bin ,
Windows explorer
(9) Creating, Copying , Moving and
deleting files, setting wall paper
(10)
Changing the mouse pointer ,
paint , notepad , understanding
the OLE features
CC-3
(1) Introduction to MS-Word :Advantages of word Processing ,
Creating , Saving and Editing a
document : Selection , Deleting ,
Replacing Text ,Copying text to
another file
(2) Insert,
Formatting
Text
and
Paragraph , Using the Font ,Dialog
Box, Paragraph Formatting using
Bullets
and
Numbering
in
Paragraphs ,Use of Smart Art,
Checking Spelling , Line spacing,
Margins ,Space before and after
paragraph
(3) Mail merge , Customizing the ribbon
(4) Introduction to MS-Excel: - Entering
Information: - Numbers, Formula,
Edition Date in a cell, Excel
Functions, Using a Rang with SUM.
Moving and Copying data, Inserting
and Deleting Row and Columns in
the worksheet, Using the Format
Cells , Dialog Box , Using chart
wizard to create a chart
(5) Introduction to MS-Power Point :Introduction to Power Point
Presentation,
Slide
Show,
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Formatting , Creating a Presentation,
Inserting Smart Arts, Adding
Objects, Applying Transitions ,
Animation effects , Adding Tables ,
Charts and Media Files.
CC-4
(1) Decision
Support
System
:Importance of Decision Support
System , Limitation ,Characteristics
of DSS
(2) Decision Support and Structure of
Decisions Making Decision Support
and Repetitiveness of Decision , DSS
users
(3) Expert System :- Support for
Decision Making phases, Support for
the intelligence Phase
(4) Support for the Design Phase,
Support for the choice Phase ,
Decision Support and Alternation
Concepts of Decision Making
(5) Management Information System :Introduction Role of IT, MIS
Characteristics and Application Ares
(6) Business and Technology trendsspecialization , Management by
methodology , Decentralization ,
Internationalization etc.
CC-5
(1) Internet :- Meaning, Definitions,
History, Internet protocols, TCP/IP,
FTP, HTTP,
(2) URL, Internet Browsers, WWW
Consortium, Search engines
(3) Introduction to Internet Security
terminology-network security ,
firewall
(4) Cryptography,
Password,
Biometrics,
Digital
Signature,
Digital Certificate
(5) Business Application of Internet, email, UseNet, Newsgroup, telnet.
(6) Intranet, extranet, E-ticketing,
Chatting.
(7) E-Banking and its benefits :- Smart
Card, E-cash , Online financial
Services Stock trading,
(8) E- Broking, E-business Model, Do92

2.

it-Yourself model , Made-to-Order
model
(9) Information
Service
Model,
Emerging hybrid models
First Year
CC-1
Paper-II
(1) Importance and advantages of DTP,
DTP Software and Hardware,
Desktop
(2) Commercial DTP Packages, Page
Publishing
Layout Programs, Introduction to
and
Word Processing, Commercial DTP
Multimedia
Packages, Difference between DTP
Software and Word Software
CC-2
(1) Types of Graphics , Uses of
Computer Graphics Introduction to
Graphics Programs , Font and
Typefaces,
(2) Types of Fonts, Creation of Fonts
(photographer),
Anatomy
of
Typefaces, Printers , Types of
Printers used in DTP,
(3) Plotter, Scanner.
CC-3
(1) History and versions of PageMaker,
Creating a New Page, Document
setup Dialog Box,
(2) Paper size, Page Orientation ,
Margins, Different Methods of
Placing text and Graphics in a
document ,
(3) Master
Page,
Store
Editor,
Formatting of text, Indent Leading,
Hyphenation,
Spelling
Check,
Creating Index, Text Wrap, Position
(Superscript/Subscript),Control
palette

CO1:Create a range of business
documents using desktop
publishing software.
CO2:Have a basic understanding of
the core concepts of computer
graphics.
CO3:Create Documents and
Templates, add text into
documents using various
methods, and apply different
formatting styles to characters
and paragraphs.
CO4:formulate a working definition
of interactive multimedia;
CO5:demonstrate the use of
animation, digitized sound,
video control, and scanned
images;

CC-4
(1) History, Multimedia Elements ,
Text, Images, Sound, Animation and
video Text ,
(2) Concept of Plain Text and
Formatted Text , RTF & HTML text,
Importance
of
graphics
in
Multimedia , Image Capturing
Methods,
(3) Scanner, Digital Camera, SoundSound and its effect in Multimedia,
Analog
and
Digital
sound,
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Animation, Basics ,
(4) Principles and use of Animation,
Video, Basics of Video and Digital
Video
CC-5
(1) Features of Multimedia , Overview
of Multimedia , Multimedia
Software Tools,
(2) Multimedia Authoring-Production
and Presentation , Graphic File
Formats,
(3) MIDI-Overview
,
Concepts
Structure of MIDI, MIDI Devices ,
MIDI Messages.
3.

Second
Year
Paper-I
Internet
and ECommerce

CC-1
(1) Internet : Evolution , Concepts ,
Growth of Internet, ISP, ISP in India
, Types of Connectivity, Dial-up ,
leaded line, DSL, Broadband, RF,
VSAT etc, Methods of sharing of
interconnection, use of Proxy server
(2) Internet Services :- USENET,
GOPHER,WAIS,ARCHIE
and
VERONIC, IRC, Concept of search
Engines, Search engines types,
searching the web, web servers,
TCP/IP and other main protocols
used on the web.
(3) E-mails :- Concepts of e-mail
protocols ,POP and WEB Based Email, merits, address, Basics of
Sending & Receiving , E-mail
Protocols, Mailing List , Free E-mail
services , e-mail servers and e-mail
client programs

CO1:Describe the infrastructure for Ecommerce.
CO2:Analyze the impact of Ecommerce on business models
and strategy.

CC-2
(1) Introduction to E-Commerce :Emergence
of
the
internet,
Commercial use of the internet
Emergence of world wide web ,
(2) Advantages and Disadvantages of
E-commerce, Transition to ECommerce
opportunities
for
industries
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CC-3
(3) Models :- Business models for Ecommerce , Models based on
Relationship of Transaction parties :B2C, B2B, C2C, C2B
(4) Models based on the Relationship of
Transaction types , Brokerage Model
, Aggregator Model, Inform diary
Model,
(5) Community Model, Value chain
Model , Manufacturer Model,
Advertising Model, Subscription
Model, Affiliate Model
CC-4
(1) E-Marketing
versus
Traditional
Marketing :- Identifying web presence
Goals, Browsing Behavior Model ,
(2) Online Marketing , E-advertising,
Internet Marketing Trends, EBranding and E-marketing strategies

4.

Second
Year
Paper-II
Relational
Database
Manageme
nt System

CC-5
(1) E-security :- Information System
Security, security on the internet , Ebusiness risk management issues,
information security environment in
India
(2) E-payment system :-Digital Payment
requirements, Digital token based epayments systems,
(3) properties of Electronic cash, risk
and
e-payment
systems
and
designing e-payment systems.
(4) Secure Business, Web store , Online
payment , internet Banking, Security
–Ecommerce,
security
issues,
Cryptography, Digital Signature &
Authentication Protocol ,
(5) Digital Certificates, Online Security
, Secure Electronic Transaction
(SET)
CC-1
(1) Evolution of Database Technology ,
File-Oriented System , Database
System , Client Server Platforms,
Database Planning, Management
Control , Risks and Cost of database ,
Logical
and
Physical
data
representation

CO1:Describe
the
fundamental
elements of relational database
management systems.
CO2:Improve the database design by
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CC-2
(1) Database Development Life Cycle
(DDLC), Principles of Conceptual
Database
Design,
Objects
Specialization,
Generalization,
Relationship, Cardinality, Attributes,
Attributes, Relational, Relational
data Model:- Fundamental Concepts
(2) Normalization
Process
(1NF,2NF,3NF,BCNF,4NF),Transfo
rming Conceptual Model to a
Relational Model.
CC-3
(1) Relation
Algebra,
Relational
implementation
with
SQL,
Introduction , Data Definition
Language(DML),
Data
Control
Language (DCL). Transaction Control
Language (TCL), Schema and table
definition,
SQL
functions:
Mathematical
functions,
Group
Functions,
View
definition
:Introduction , Command to create a
View
CC-4
(1) Physical,
Storage
media,
Disk
performance Factors Data storage
format file origination and addressing
methods implementing,
(2) Mangling the Data base environmentDatabase administration and control ,
DBA functions, goals, integrity,
security and recovery
CC-5
(1) Introduction to SQL: component of
SQL, DDL, DML, Query Language ,
DCL, TCL, SCL etc. Invoking sql*Plus.
The oracle data types two dimensional
matrix creating, Inserting, updating ,
deleting, operations, the many faces of
SELECT command,
(2) creating tables using query, inserting
data using query , modifying the
structure of tables, renaming tables,
dropping tables, dropping columns,
logical operators, range searching ,
pattern matching , use of alias, oracle
functions ,assessing data from multiple
tables,

normalization.
CO3:Perform PL/SQL programming
using
concept
of
Cursor
Management, Error Handling,
Package and Triggers.
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5.

Third Year
Paper-I
Web
Designing

(3) set operations: Union, Insert sect,
Minus
Data
Constraints:I/O
constraints, Business Rule constraints,
Grouping data from tables, Joins:-EquiJoin, Self-join, Sub-Queries, View
sequences, Synonyms, use of save point
,ROLLBACK & COMMIT Commands,
creating user accounts, granting
permission, revoking permission
CC-1
(1) Web page overview, Elements of
web page , Types of Site ,personal
sites, Small business sites, large
business sites , online business sites,
Educational
institution
sites,
Government site,
(2) Blogs, twitter, Matching format to
audience,
creating
guidelines,
creating a site structure , writing for
the web, download time, methods
for creating pages,
(3) publishing a site, addressing a web
site , Absolute & relative addresses,
URL Static and dynamic websites
CC-2
(1) Head content, adding a title Body
content, Paragraph breaks, Line
breaks , Horizontal lines, Fonts and
text ,
(2) Text color, Heading , Aligning text,
Lists, Background color.
CC-3
(1) About HTML editors, Net beans ,
Dream
viewer,
the
editing
environment ,
(2) effective page design, Uniform style,
finding design ideas, Heading , Lists ,
using white space, splitting the text,
colors and background, creating pages
with save As.
CC-4
(1) Frames and tables, animation effects,
creating forms, images, image
formats for the web obtaining
images, image size, editing images
,thumbnails, images and text, rollover
images.
(2) Navigation, types of hyperlinks,
navigation bars, linking to external

CO1:Be able to use the HTML
programming language.
CO2:Be
able
to
Design Programs.

use

the

CO3:Forms and validations for your
website. Setting up page layout,
color schemes, contract, and
typography in the designs.
CO4:Use knowledge of HTML and
CSS code and an HTML editor
to create personal and/or
business websites following
current professional and/or
industry standards.
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sites, email links, creating image
maps, image maps in action, site
maps , three-click navigation, site
linkage

6.

Third Year
Paper-II
Digital
Marketing

CC-5
(1) CSS: creating and editing cascading
style sheets, adding sound-types of
sound files, linking to sound files,
embedding sound files, video, analog
video.
(2) Digital video, webcams, animation,
downloading
animations,
flash
publishing , testing transferring to the
web, registering a site , marketing a
site , maintaining a site , Domain
names , web hosting.
CC-1
(1) Digital marketing Understanding the
marketing
process,
Increasing
Visibility, Types of visibility,
Examples of visibility,
(2) Visitor
Engagement,
Bringing
Targeted Traffic, Inbound, Outbound,
Understanding conversion process,
Retention Types of Retention,
Performance
Evaluation,
Tools
Needed
CC-2
(1) Understanding Internet, Difference
between Internet & web ,
(2) Understanding websites and domain
names, extensions, web server & Web
hosting ,
(3) different types of web servers,
planning and conceptualizing a
website, building website using CSS
in class
CC-4
(1) Marketing on social networking
websites, viral marketing and its
importance ,
(2) Face book marketing , Twitter
Marketing , LinkedIn Marketing ,
Google Plus Marketing , Video
Marketing , Interest Marketing
CC-5
(1) Introduction to SEO and its
importance , Google Ad words
overview , Understanding Ad words

CO1:Analyze
the
confluence
of marketing, operations, and
human resources in real-time
delivery.
CO2:Demonstrate the understanding
of Digital marketing and media
concepts.
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7.

Algorithm,
creating
search
campaigns, creating Ads, Tracking
performance
/Conversion
,
Optimizing
search
campaigns,
Creating Display Campaign.
First Year
MS-Word
Computer
1 Create a Document and apply different
Application
Editing
Practical-I
Options.
Based on
2 Create Banner for you college
paper I &
3 Design a Greeting Card using Word
II
Art for different festivals
4 Create your Biodate and use page
borders and shading
5 Create a document and insert header
and footer, page title etc
6 Implement Mail Merge
7 Insert a table into a document
8 Create a Document and apply different
formatting options

CO1:work with the basic features of
Word create a new document.
CO2:work with a document.
CO3:select and work with text in a
document.
CO4:use a range of font formatting
techniques.
CO5:format paragraphs.
CO6:work effectively with features
that affect the page layout of
your document.
CO7:create and modify tables
CO8:insert and work with clip art and
pictures
CO9:use the Mail Merge Wizard to
perform mail merges
CO10:- print a document
MS-Excel
CO1:1 Design your class Time table
customize the formatting of
2 Prepare a Mark Sheet of your class charts in Excel .
subjects
3 Prepare a Salary Slip of employee
CO2:
4 Prepare a bar chart & pie Chart for -create and use labels and names
analysis of election Results
in a workbook.
5 Prepare a generic Bill of a Super
Market
CO3:6 Work on the following exercise on a create summaries in your
workbook
spreadsheets using subtotals.
(1) Copy an existing sheet
(2) Rename the old sheet
CO4:(3) Insert a new sheet into an Create, open and view a
existing workbook
workbook.
(4) Delete the rename sheet
CO5:7 Prepare an Attendance sheet of 10
students for any 6 subjects of your Save and print workbooks.
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syllabus. Calculate their total
attendance, total percentage of
attendance of each student &
average of attendance
8 Create a Worksheet on students list
of any 4 Faculties and perform
following
(1) Sort data by Name
(2) Filter data by class
(3) Subtotal of no. of students by
class
MS Power Point
1 Design
a Presentation of your
institute using auto content wizard,
design
template
and
blank
Presentation
2 Design a Presentation illustrating
inserting of Pictures , word Art and
Clipart
3 Design a Presentation learn how to
save it in different format, copying
and opening an existing presentation
4 Design a presentation illustrating
insert of movies , animation and
sound
5 Illustrate use of custom animation
and slide transition (using different
effects)
6 Design a presentation using charts
and tables of the obtained in class
7 Illustrate use of macro in text
formatting in your presentation
PageMaker
1 Create a Greeting Card For New
Year
2 Create a Visiting Card
3 Create your Resume
4 Create an advertisement for job
well-known firm
5 Create a Newspaper report
6 Create a document by importing
Graphic image from Clip art
7 Create a Wedding card
8 Type a document using Story Editor
9 Input a text from word Document
into a Page Maker Document
10 Create a document on Importance of
Text Wrap, applying proper font size

CO6:Enter and edit data.

CO1:Identify the names and functions of
the PowerPoint interface.

CO2:Create, edit,
presentations.

save,

and

print

CO3:Format presentations.

CO4:Add a graphic to a presentation.

CO5:Create and manipulate simple slide
shows with outlines and notes.

CO6:Create slide presentations that
include text, graphics, animation,
and transitions.

CO1:
Understand the basic concept of
printing process
CO2:
Know about various versions,
concepts
and
applicationof
Adobe Page Maker
CO3:
Understand the steps of creating
a publication
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8.

Second
Internet and E-Commerce
Year
1 To Set and Change Computer name
Computer
2 To Set and Change work group
Application
name
Practical-II
3 To Include web-site in your favorite
Based on
4 To un-hide pop –up block
paper I &
5 To Show default workgroup name
II
6 To Set Default workgroup name
7 To Set Default gateways
8 To identify IP address
9 To Set URL as home page
10 To Set IP address and subnet mask
11 To view network connection
12 To Change font size of web content
13 To view the coding of web page
14 To enable/disable firewall
15 To turn on and turn off automatic
updates
16 To create e-mail account
17 To send e-mail
18 To add name in address book

1

2
3
4
5

6
7
8

9
10
11
12

13

SQL
Create table for student information
like name, age, add, phone , class,
college etc using
Create table command
Insert data into tables using both
types of insert commands
Add another column into data base
using modify command
Select particular type of data using
select command using like ,
functions etc
Create another table from old table
Run commands like DROP table,
ROLLBACK, EDIT ,DESC,/, etc
Apply nested queries by joining two
tables & select particular data item
from both tables
Arrange columns data item in
ascending or descending order
Create view & Indexes on table
Join table using join command
Create client table with following
fields-cid, cname, cadd, city state
and insert 10 records
Create
customer
table
with
following fields-cust_id, cust_nmae,

CO1:Understand the basic concepts
and technologies used in the
field of management information
systems;

CO1:Understand
the
PL/SQL
architecture and write PL/SQL code
for procedures, triggers, cursors,
exception handling etc.

CO2:Learn and apply Structured
query language (SQL) for
database definition and database
manipulation.
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14

15

16

17
18

19

9.

Cust_add, city, state and insert 10
records and apply the following
constraints *NOT NULL, *Primary
key, *check constraint, *Unique
Select two fields from the table
using following clauses *order by,
*Distinct.
Select fields from the table and
apply oracle functions like ,*AVG(
),*MAX( ),*MIN ( ),*COUNT( ),
*ABS( ), *POWER( ) , *ROUND( )
Apply the WHERE clause on Client
(cid,cname, salary, cadd , city, state)
table with
1 SELECT
2 DELETE
3 TO insert data into some other
table
Create a table and apply ALTER
TABLE command on the table
Retrieve client information like
cust_id,cust_name
,city
for
customers where field city=Delhi or
Baroda
Create tables and relate them by
using foreigh key and reference
table

Third Year Web Designing
Computer
(1) Create a time table of your class
Application (2) Create a mark list of university
Practicalexamination
III
(3) Create a website for an automobile
Based on
company (add images and sounds) AN
paper I &
FMCG
II
(4) Create a dynamic website for an
educational institution
(5) Create a website of computer
products(add proper animation)
(6) Create an online application form for
admission process
(7) Create a website for online marketing
(8) Create a web page with information on
the following topics:
(1) Your Name
(2) Address
(3) Date of Birth
(4) Hobbies
(5) Favorite pastime

CO1:insert a graphic within a web
page.
CO2:Create a link within a web page.
CO3:Create a table within a web page.
CO4:Insert heading levels within a
web page.
CO5:Insert ordered and unordered
lists within a web page.
CO6:
-Use cascading style sheets.
CO7:Create a web page.
CO8:Publish a web page.
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(6) Ideals
(7) Favorite Music
(8) Favorite Films
(9) Create an HTML document with the
paragraph using <P> ,
<H1>,<STRONG> for the first word of
every sentence.
(10) Create an HTML document to
describe Unordered and Ordered list
and their features
(11) Create a Web page for the following
WELCOME TO ABC UNIVERSITY
STUDENTS DETAILS
S. S B S Marks
N N R E
O A A M
M N
E C
H
M M M
1 2 3

(12) Create an HTML document to
include an image. Use the width and
height attribute of the <Img> tag to
• Increase the image size by
100%
• Increate the image size by 50%
• Change the width-to-height
ratio to 2:1
(13) Create a Link for each of the
following;
• Index.html , located in the files
directory
• Index.html , located in the text
subdirectory of the files
directory
• A link to the president’s email
address
(Http://www.dhsgsu.nic.in)
• An FTP link to the file named
README in the pub directory
of ftp:cdrom.com
(14) Specify the HTNL tags to
accomplish the following:
• Insert a framed web page with
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the first from extending 300
pixels across the page from the
left side
• Insert an ordered list that will
have numbering by lowercase
roman numerals
• Insert a scrollable list in a form
that will always displays four
entries of the list
• Insert an image map into a page
using an image and map with
name=”hello” as the image
map, and have “hello” be the alt
text.
(15) Create a home page of your own
using HTML tags
(16) Using the tags of HTML forms,
create a form to reserve ticket in the
southem railways in the source and
destination places are given.
(17) Write an HTML document to
provide a form that collects names and
telephone numbers
(18) Write basic step for hosting a webs
site
Digital Marketing
(1) Create SEO keywords for improving
Google Page Rank of your college
(2) Monitor traffic on your website using
Google Analytics
(3) Using search Engine Submission
improve online recognition and
visibility of your website
(4) Design a blog for the regular activities
of your college
(5) Link different site using cross linking
(6) Use On page optimization for your web
site
(7) Use off page optimization for your web
site
(8) Design a website for decreasing the
loading time of a website
(9) Design Back link for your website
(10) Design out Bound Link for your
website

CO1:Measure the impact of a social
media campaign in terms of a
specific marketing objective
CO2:Explain the Basic Components of
On-Page
and
Off-Page
Optimization
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C. Program Outcome and Program SpecificOutcomes

Name of the
programme
(UG/PG)

UG (B.Sc.)

Programme Outcomes (PO)

Program Specific Outcomes (PSO)

Students will gain

Students will be able to

PO1: This programme makes learners
aware of the history of the discipline
of Computer Scienceand understand
the conceptual underpinnings of the
subject.
PO2: This programme makes learners
aware of the history of the discipline
of Computer Science
and understand the conceptual
underpinnings of the subject.
PO3: The program also empowers the
graduates to appear for various
competitive examinations or
choose the post graduate programme
of MSc Computer Science .
PO4: Understand the nature of the
software development process,
including the need to provide
appropriate documentation.
PO5: Understand standard techniques
for solving a problem on a computer,
includingprogramming techniques and
techniques for the representation of
information.

PSO1: Be able to analyses a problem,
construct alternate approaches to its
solution and evaluate themerits and
demerits of each.
PSO2:Be aware of the history of the
discipline of Computer Science and
understand the conceptual
underpinnings of the subject.
PSO3:Understand the nature of the
software development process,
including the need to provide
appropriate documentation.
PSO4:Be able to program fluently in
one or two programming languages.
PSO5:Understand the major
programming paradigms and be able
to learn a new programming
language in a fairly short time.
PSO6:Understand standard
techniques for solving a problem on a
computer, including programming
techniques and techniques for the
representation of information.
PSO7:Understand the basic theory of
computer architectures, including
computer hardware and
networking.
PSO8:Understand the importance
and the nature of operating systems
and compilers.
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PSO9:Understand how information
technology affects society, business
and the individual, both from a
technical and from an ethical andlegal
point of view.
PSO10:Recognize the need for lifelong learning and development.

B1.Course Outcomes of all programmes offered by the Department ofComputer Science
Name of the Programme

: B.Sc. Computer Science

*On completion of the courses students will be able:
S.
YearNo. Paper

Course Name

Course Outcomes
CO1:Describe the usage of computers and why computers are
essential components in business and society

CO2: Understanding the concept of input and output devices of
Computers and how it works and recognize the basic terminology
used in computer architecture.

1.

First Year
Paper-I

Fundamentals of CO3:Identify categories of programs, system software and
applications. Organize and work with files and folders.
Computer
CO4:Solve common business problems using appropriate
Information Technology applications and systems.

CO5:Bridge the fundamental concepts of computers with
the present level of knowledge of the students.

CO1:To develop a greater understanding of the issues involved in
programming language design and implementation .
CO2: Develop their programming skills
2.

First Year
Paper-II

Programming in
C
CO3:Declaration of variables and constants.

CO4:Understand operators, expressions and preprocessors.
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CO5: Understand arrays , it's declaration and uses.
CO6: Design programs using Functions, Pointers , Structures and
Unions in C language.
CO6: Write a program using File Handling.

CO1:Understand the features of C++ supporting object oriented
programming.

CO2: Understand how to produce object-oriented software using
C++.

3.

Second
Year
Paper-I

Object Oriented
Progtamming
concepts using
C++

CO3:Understand how to apply the major object-oriented concepts
to implement object oriented programs in C++, encapsulation,
inheritance and polymorphism.

CO4: Understand advanced features of C++ specifically stream
I/O, templates and operator overloading.
CO5:Understand different object modelling techniques and
analysis like Generalization , Aggregation and Metadata.

CO6:Write programs for handling runtime errors using exception.
CO1:Select appropriate data structures as applied to specified
problem definition.

CO2:Implement operations like searching, insertion, and deletion,
traversing mechanism etc. on various data structures.

4.

Second
Year
Paper-II

Data structures

CO3:Implement Linear and Non-Linear data structures.
CO4: Implement appropriate sorting/searching technique for
given problem.

CO5:Design advance data structure using Non- Linear data
structure.

CO5: Determine and analyze the complexity of given Algorithms.

5.

Third Year
Paper-I

Database
Management
Syatem

CO1: Describe a sound introduction to the discipline of database
management systems.

CO2:Explain the features of database management systems and
Relational database.

CO3:Design conceptual models of a database using ER modeling
model of data and usage of Relational Algebra.
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CO4: Introduce the concepts of basic SQL as a universal
Database language.

CO5:Make use of Concurrency control, Backup & recovery for
large or huge of databases.

CO1: know about functions and services of operating system.

CO2: Aware about different CPU scheduling algorithms.

6.

Third Year
Paper-II

Operating
System
Concepts

CO3:Get familiar with different memory management techniques.
CO4: Understand different disk and drum scheduling algorithms
as well as deadlock concepts..
CO5:Get introductory knowledge about android operating system.

CO1: Develop their programming skills.

7.

First Year

Computer
Science
Practical-I
Based on paperII

CO2: Be familiar with programming environment with C
Program structure.

CO3: Declaration of variables and constants.
CO4: Understand operators, expressions and preprocessors.
CO5: Understand arrays , it's declaration and uses.

CO1: Explore polymorphism using Function and Operator
Overloading.

8.

Second
Year

Computer
Science
Practical-I
Based on paperI

CO2: Write programs for handling runtime errors using
exception.

CO3: Understand the concepts of pointers in C++.
CO4: Understand the different aspects of hierarchy of classes and
their extensibility.
CO5: Write Reusable , Extensible and Robust programs in C++.

CO1: Understand features and data types in SQL server.
Computer Science

9.

Third Year

Practical-III
Based on paper
I

CO2:Create and manipulate databases for various applications.
CO3:Use procedures and trigger for performing complex
operation on databases.
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CO4:Handle errors using exception handling concepts.
CO5:On completion of the course, students are able to develop
database management system using features and services provided
by MS SQL Server.
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Department of Geology
Govt.Maharaja P.G. Autonomous College, Chhatarpur (M.P.)471001
Name of the Department: GEOLOGY
A. Program Outcomes and Program Specific Outcomes

Name of the
programme
(UG/PG)

Programme Outcomes (PO)
Students will gain

PO1: Students gain
knowledge and develop skills
over geological sciences.

UG(B.Sc.)
PO2: Communicate scientific
information through effective
formal and informal methods
generally used in sciences.

PO3: Characteristics of
geological sciences and
correlate from other sciences

PO4: Understand and be
aware of relevant theories,
paradigms, concepts and
principles of Geology.
PO5: Apply the knowledge
of geology to understand the
complex Geological
Processes and phenomenon.

Program Specific Outcomes
(PSO)
Students will be able to
PSO1: Understand the applied
Geological Sciences or Physical
Geology, Crystallography and
Mineralogy, Petrology, Structural
Geology, Stratigraphy and
Paleontology, Economic and
applied Geology.
PSO2: Explain the origin of the
Earth and universe through the
various concepts, Age of the Earth,
Plate tectonics, Continental drift
theory,
Isostassy,
Denudation
Possess and Geomorphic concept,
Cycle of Erosion, and development
of land forms for example rive,
wind ground water, glaciers and
oceans through the geological time
scale
PSO3: To understand of various
type of Crystals, Minerals and their
Optical
Properties,
origin
distribution
and
economic
importance of Minerals
PSO4: To study of various type of
rocks and their classifications
texture and structure of rocks and
distribution of rocks in India
PSO5: To understand of Structural
Geological maps, Unconformity,
Deformation of rocks, folds, faults ,
Joints, lineation
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PO6: Presentation skills (oral
& writing) in geological
sciences.

PO7: Acquire the skills in
handling scientific
instruments, planning and
performing in laboratory
experiments.

PSO6: To study of stratigraphic
correlation, geological time scale,
Historical geology of
India. To understand of fossil
records, geological distribution and
importance
PSO7: Knowladge of Economic
Minerals deposits, process of
economic mineral formation, basic
concept of mining geology and
mineral exploration, engineering
geology , remote sensing and photo
geology and groundwater

PO8: Acquire knowledge and
love towards the Geological
Sciences

PSO8: Entrepreneurship skill
development

PO9: Understands the
complex geological studies
and behavioral pattern of
various geological fields.

PSO9: Hands on expertise in
basic laboratory and field
techniques of Geological sciences
that understand during further
studies.

PO10: Develop competence
in basic sciences and in the
content of the specific courses
that constitute the principal
knowledge of their degree.
PO11: students devolve his
currier in field of geological
sciences and get appropriate job

PO12: Geological Sciences are
contributes to safe of Our Earth
Planet, environment and reduce
Disaster, Climate Change
Impact, Global Warming and
sustainable Development of
water, energy and industry for
nation building

PSO10: Career and job
opportunities in the field of
Geological Sciences

PSO11: They will be able to
clear competitive exams and find
good job like IIT-JAM, CEEB
(JNU), UPSC and State PSC,
ONGC, GSI, IIRS,ISRO, DRDO,
MECL, GAIL INDIA, COAL
INDIA, DST, Wadiya Institute of
Himalayan Geology etc.
PSO12: Contributes the
knowledge for Nation building.
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PG (M.Sc.)

PO1: This program is research
oriented learning covering various
subjects of geological sciences.

PSO1: Individuals having in-depth
knowledge in different branches of
geology.

PO2: Gain knowledge about
applied fields like Mining
Geology, Mineral exploration,
remote sensing and Photo
geology, Hydrogeology and
Environmental geology,
Engineering Geology and
statistical techniques for data
analysis in Geology.
PO3: It enhances skills in
handling scientific instruments,
planning and executing
Geological research.

PSO2: The students will be qualified
to face CSIR-UGC-NET, SET,
GATE, MPPSC, UPSC, IFS etc.

PO4: It also Promotes creative
and novel ideas in geological
sciences.

PSO4: They become Hands on
expertise in geological sciences and
able to do research.

PO5: Acquire time management
and self-management skills.

PSO5: It promotes career and job
opportunities in both Govt. and
private sectors.

PSO3: Employable candidates in
careers related to teaching in geology,
especially in colleges UG and PG
classes.

B1. Course Outcomes of all programmes offered by the Department of Geology
Name of the Programme: Geology
*On completion of the courses students will be able:
S. No.
Year- Paper
Name of course
Course Outcomes

First Year
Paper-I
1.

Geodynamics and
Geomorphology

CO-1. Describe uniformitarian and
catastrophic hypotheses of origin of the Solar
system.
CO-2. Describe internal structure and
composition of the Earth.
CO-3. Give an account of various diastrophic
movements and relate with plate tectonics.
CO-4. What is volcanic activity? Describe
various types of volcanoes
CO-5. Give an account of geological processes
involving in erosion and creation of
landforms..
CO-6: Classify and describe landforms in a
variety of environmental settings
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2.
First Year
Paper-II

3.

Second Year
Paper-I

4.

B.Sc. second
Year Paper-II:

Crystallography
and Mineralogy

Petrology

Structure Geology

CO-1. Identify crystal’s structural system,
symmetry class and morphological forms
present in the given symmetry class.
CO-2. Describe laws of crystallography
CO-2. Describe laws of crystallography.
CO-3. Describe in general physical properties
of the given mineral group.
CO-4. Describe physical and optical properties
of the given mineral.
CO-5. Explain, knowledge of mineralogy leads
to understand Petrology.
CO-6. Detail write-ups on isomporphism,
polymorphism, pseudomorphism, and solid
solution.
CO-1. Define and classify rocks on the basis of
origin
CO-2. Explain how primarily originated rocks
gives rise to secondary e.g. sedimentary and
metamorphic.
CO-3. Describe how the processes of weathering
and erosion not only change surface features of the
earth but also give rise new rock types.
CO-4. Describe how texture and structure help to
discriminate origin of rock types.
CO-5. Give an account of kinds of metamorphism
and give metamorphic mineral zones of politic
metamorphic rocks.
CO-6. List and describe in general metamorphic
facies.
CO-7. Describe sedimentation processes and
explain sedimentary provenance and basin.
CO-9. Describe various sedimentary textures of
clastic and non-clastic rocks.
CO-10. What are molasses and flysch sedimentary
facies.
CO-1. Describe various stage of rock deformation.
CO-2. Describe stress and strain. How structural
paragenesis is determined?
CO-3. Describe how geological history of an area
synthesizes.
CO-4. Give classification and describe various
types of folds and their recognition criteria.
CO-5. Describe faults on the basis of geometrical
pattern.
CO-6. Give classification of joints and describe
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5.

B.Sc. 3rd Year
Paper-I

Paleontology and
Stratigraphy

joints of tectonic origin.
CO-7. How do you interpret tectonic setup of a
region based on structural record of the area?
CO-8. Explain effects of structures on outcrop
pattern.
CO-9. Give an account of linear and planar
structures and describe secondary foliations.
CO-10. Give an account of primary and secondary
lineation.
CO-1. Define fossil, ichnofossil and index fossils.
CO-2. Describe processes of fossilization.
CO-3. Application of fossils in establishing age of
the rock unit and correlation with other area.
CO-4. Use of fossils in finding mineral deposits.
CO-5. Ability to identify and description of
morphology of the fossils in laboratory works.
CO-6. Give an account of various stratigraphic
units.
CO-7. Give an account of criteria of stratigraphic
correlation.
CO-8. Give stratigraphic column, distribution in
India, fossil content and economic importance of a
given geological formation.
CO-9. Describe stratigraphy and distribution of
rock units containing coal horizons.
CO-10. Describe stratigraphy and distribution of
rock units containing hydrocarbon in it.

6.

B.Sc. 3rd Year
Paper-II:

Earth Resources
and Applied
Geology

CO-1. Give an account of formation of mineral
deposits and their occurrences.
CO-2. Give distribution, composition and minerals,
mode of occurrences uses of a give metallic
mineral.
CO-3. Give composition, mode of occurrences and
distribution in India of a mineral given in
curriculum.
CO-4. Describe basins of fossil fuel in Indian.
CO-5. Give an account of geological
considerations in various civil engineering projects.
CO-6. Give an account of ground water
distribution, aquifers and groundwater recharging.
CO-7. Describe various surface and sub-surface
mining methods.
CO-8. Give an account of mining terminology.
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CO-9. Describe types of aerial photographs.
CO-10. Describe elements of photo interpretation.

B2. Course Outcomes of all programmes offered by the Department
Name of the Programme : M.Sc. Geolology
*On completion of the courses students will be able to:

S. No.

Semester- Paper Course Name

1.
Semester-I
Paper-I

2.

Semester-I
Paper – II

3.

Semester-I
Paper – III

Course Outcomes

CO-1. Describe seismic waves and their propagation
in different mediums
Geodynamics
CO-2. Explain internal structures of the Earth.
CO-3. Give an account of types and causes of
volcanic eruptions.
CO-4. Describe various volcanic landforms
CO-5. Describe paleomagnetism and its importance
in geology.
CO-6. Give concept of isostasy and isostatic models.
CO-7. What is continental drift? Discuss various
theories of continental drift.
CO-8. Describe ocean floor spreading and give a
note on arch-trench system.
CO-9. What is plate tectonics, add a note on plate
boundaries and discuss origin of Himalayas
CO-1. How do you correlate response of rocks with
Structural
stress system?
Geology
CO-2. How do you analyse different strains, pure
shear and simple shear in progressive deformation.
CO-3. What are the elements of folded structures
and how are these forms basis for geometric
classification as well as genetic understanding?
CO-4. Discuss brittle failure, Mohr’s diagram under
various conditions, elements of faulting, and
mechanism of faulting.
CO-5. Linear planar fabrics in rocks, their types and
relation to major structures, petrofabric analyses.
CO-6. Show different stress conditions of
emplacement of igneous plutons.
CO-7. Discuss tectonic framework of Indian
subcontinent plate.
Geomorphology CO-1. Discuss various principles of geomorphology
and add a note on cycle of erosion.
CO-2. What is landslide? Give measures of landslide
mitigation.
CO-3. Give an account of drainage patterns and their
importance in deducing structural and lithology of
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the area.
CO-4. Give an account of landforms of glacial
erosion; add a note on glacio-fluvial activities.
CO-5. Describe landforms of arid desert in respect
of erosion and deposition work of wind.
CO-6. Describe features of karst areas in view of
erosion activities.
CO-7. What are the characteristics of emergence and
submergence of coastline? Give an account of coast
topography resulting from erosion.
CO-8. Describe various morphometric measures to
study watershed of a region or basin.

4.

Semester-I
Paper – IV

Mineralogy and
Geochemistry

CO-1. Explain role of chemical bonding understand
formation of minerals.
CO-2. Give a classification of minerals as per their
origin.
CO-3. Describe properties of minerals in hand
specimen.
CO-4. Give a classification of minerals on the basis
of optical behavior.
CO-5. Discuss various properties of minerals
observed under microscope.
CO-6. Give geochemical classification of elements
as given by Victor Goldschmidt.
CO-7. Describe the concept of geochemical cycle
commenting biotic and abiotic pathways.
CO-8. Comment on nutrient biogeochemical cycle
detailing carbon, nitrogen and hydrogen cycles.

5.

Semester-II
Paper-I

Igneous and
Metamorphic
Petrology

CO-1. Explain crystallizing phase equilibrium of
multi component magma system.
CO-2. Explain evolution of magma by different
processes takes place from origin to emplacement.
CO-3. Give an outline of classification of igneous
rocks commenting especially given by IUGS.
CO-4. Intrusive forms of igneous rocks and
comment on their creation.
CO-5. How textures are significant in explaining
cooling history.
CO-6. Describe petrogenesis of a given rock type.
CO-7. Discuss grades of metamorphism.
CO-8. Explain metamorphic reaction principle in
delineating mineral zones.
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CO-9. Discuss metamorphic facies and facies series.
CO-10. Describe progressive metamorphism of
pelite litho unit.
CO-11. Describe thermal metamorphism of impure
carbonate rocks.

6.

7.

Semester-II
Paper-II

Semester-II
Paper-III

Sedimentology

Stratigraphy of
India

CO-1. Explain various sedimentary processes
involving origin of sediment.
CO-2. Describe primary sedimentary structures and
their role in paleo current analyses.
CO-3. Give classification of common sediment and
describe a class.
CO-4. Describe clastic and non-clastic textures of
sedimentary rocks.
CO-5. Give an account of statistical measures of
sediment particles analyses.
CO-6. Explain diagenesis.
CO-7. Give an account of sedimentary environment
detailing any one.
CO-8. Discuss role of heavy minerals in sedimentary
provenance analyses.
CO-9. Describe tectonic framework of
sedimentation.
CO-1. How the rocks have been classified in
geological sequences in lithostratigraphic units in
terms of chronostratigraphic divisions?
CO-2. What are major boundaries in geological time
scale? Discuss the events related to the boundaries.
CO-3. Discuss the litho-tectonic features of
Dharwar, Bastar, Singhbhum, Bundelkhand and
Aravalli Cratons their phases of evolution as
fundamental platform and Supracrustal sequences in
the economic importance.
CO-4. Discuss Easternghat Mobile Belt and Satpura
Mobile Belt; and their lithostratigraphic features.
CO-5. Explain the stabilization of cratons after
Archaean time and sedimentation of Proterozoic
basin such as Cuddapah, Kurnool, Vindhyans etc.
CO-6. Discuss the Mesozoic history such as:
distribution and stratigraphy of Triassic of Spiti,
Jurassic of Cutch(Kachchh) and Cretaceous of South
India. Bagh beds. Lameta Beds. Deccan Traps.
CO-7. Describe the permo-triassic Boundary
problem.
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8.

Semester-II
Paper-IV

Palaeobiology

9.

Semester-III
Paper-I

Photogeology
and Remote
Sensing

10.

Semester- III
Paper-II

Engineering
Geology

CO-8. Discuss the Palaeoclimate, classification ,
distribution and stratigraphy of the Gondwana Super
Group
CO-9. Cenozoic history: Tertiary of Assam, its
economic importance.
CO-10. Explain the Siwaliks and its vertebrate fossil
records.
CO-11. Describe the K-T Boundary problem.
CO-1. Give an account of morphology,
classification, evolution, and geological history of a
given invertebrate class.
CO-2. Give classification of vertebrates and an
outline of general characteristics.
CO-3. Give an account of succession of vertebrate
life through geologic time.
CO-4. Discuss evolution of human.
CO-5. Give morphology, uses and geological history
of foraminifers.
CO-6. Give an account of plant life through geologic
ages.
CO-7. Give distribution of flora during Gondwana
time.
CO-1. Explain relief and tilt displacement, Vertical
Exaggeration and distortions.
CO-2. Describe how we take measurements of
scales, distance, area, and height from aerial
photographs.
CO-3. Describe how we prepare photogeologic
maps.
CO-4. Explain the elements of photo-interpretation
of aerial photographs.
CO-5. What is EMR? Explain how EMR interact
with different kinds of bodies on the earth.
CO-6. Write an essay on Indian Remote Sensing
mission.
CO-7. Give an account of geogrpahical information
system.
CO-8. Write in detail on multi spectrum sensor.
CO-9. Give detail note on thematic mapper.
CO-10. Discuss application of photo-geology and
remote sensing in the study of geologic features
CO-1. Give an account of engineering properties of
rocks and describe these are determine.
CO-2. Give an account of pros and cons of civil
engineering in fold, fault, and joint affected areas.
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11.

Semester-III
Paper–III

Ore Geology

12.

Semester-III
Paper–IV

Mineral
Exploration

CO-3. Discuss geological considerations for
tunneling grounds.
CO-4. Explain geological considerations for
construction of highways.
CO-5. Write notes on dam and its parts and types of
dam.
CO-6. What are geological consideration for the
selection of a dam site and Reservoir?
CO-7. Write detail note on grouting.
CO-8. Give an account of types of bridge and
geological considerations for the sites.
CO-9. Explain why lining of a canal is required?
CO-10. Give an account of causes, effects, and
preventing measures of landslide.
CO-11. Give comment on consideration of civil
engineering in seismic areas.
CO-12. Discuss geo hazards its mitigation and
management
CO-1. Discuss the relation of magma to mineral
deposit. Geological thermometers. Ore genesis.
Control of ore deposit. Paragenesis and zoning in
mineral deposits
CO-2. Distinguish how a particular mineral deposit
formed by magmatic, hydrothermal, sedimentary,
oxidation-reduction, metamorphic or by another
processes.
CO-3. Describe processes of hydrothermal deposits,
both cavity filling and replacement.
CO-4. Describe a given process of formation of
mineral deposit.
CO-5. Discuss origin, mode of occurrence,
association, uses and Indian occurrences of the ore
of Iron, Manganese, Chromium, Nickel, Copper,
Lead, Zinc, Aluminium, Tin, Tungsten and Gold.
CO-6. Describe origin, mode of occurrence,
association , specification and grades for Uses in
industries
CO-7. Describe Indian occurrences of the
nonmetallic minerals – Mica, asbestos, Barite,
Graphite, Gypsum, Minerals used in fertilizers and
cement Industries.
CO-1. Explain ore guide criteria to locate a deposit.
CO-2. Describe control of ore deposits especially
by moving hot solutions.
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13.

Semester-IV
Paper-I

Fuel Geology

CO-3. Discuss methods of geological exploration:
exploratory grids, pits, trenches, well logging in
evaluation of deposits.
CO-4. What is sampling? Discuss steps taken for the
assessment of deposits.
CO-5. Give an account of various techniques of
mineral exploration.
CO-6. Describe methods of geochemical
exploration.
CO-7. Describe magnetic method of geophysical
exploration.
CO-8. Describe resistivity method of mineral
exploration.
CO-9. Explain geochemical exploration and
geochemical cycle
CO-10. Discuss mobility of elements, path finder
elements, mode of occurrences of trace elements,
primary, dispersion patterns, Syngenetic and
Epigenetic Diffusion.
CO-11. Describe sampling technique for
geochemical exploration.
CO-1. Describe origin of coal and physicochemical
characterization : proximate and ultimate analysis
CO-2. Discuss rank and varieties of coal.
CO-3. Explain microscopic Ingredients and
Microscopic Constituents (Lithotypes, Maceral, and
Microlithotypes).
CO-3. Discuss Indian and International
Classification of Coal.
CO-4. Give in details preparation of coal for
Industrial purpose (Washing), Carbonization(Coke
Manufacturing ), Gasification and Hydrogenation,
Briquetting of Coal
CO-5. Discuss the Geological Features of Coal
Seams
CO-6. Give in detail geology of the productive coal
fields of India
CO-7. Discuss methods of Coal Prospecting and
estimation of coal reserves.
CO-8. Give in elementary idea about Coal Mining
Methods and Coal Bed Methane.
CO-9. Give in Details origin migration and
accumulation (oil- traps) of Petroleum and Natural
Gas in India.
CO-9. Describe the Geology of the Productive Oil
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Fields of India and also discuss oil and gas position
in India.
CO-10. Give in details Atomic Minerals: mode of
Occurrences, association and distribution in India.
CO-11. Discuss methods of prospecting, productive
horizons in India, Nuclear Power Station of the
country and future prospects.

14.

15.

Semester-IV
Paper-II

Semester-IV,
Paper-III:

Mining and
Mineral
Dressing

Hydrogeology

CO-1. Give an account of mining terminology.

CO-2. Write notes on mine-supports, subsidence,
mine ventilation, pumping of mine water.
CO-3. What is ocean bottom mining? How is it
operated?
CO-4. Describe one of the drilling methods.
CO-5. Describe long wall method of coal mining.
CO-6. What strip mining? Describe opencast
mining of coal.
CO-7. Give an account of primary crushers.
CO-8. Give an account of grinding mills.
CO-9. Describe various industrial screening.
CO-10. Describe different methods of particles
separation.
CO-1. Discuss hydrological cycle and its
importance.
CO-2. What is precipitation? Discuss its different
types.
CO-3. Explain vertical distribution of water in the
crust with diagram.
CO-4. Discuss porosity, permeability, specific yield
and specific retention.
CO-5. What is aquifer? Describe their various types.
CO-6. Describe Darcy’s Law.
CO-7. Describe Theis Equation of non-equilibrium
condition.
CO-8. Describe physical and chemical
characteristics of groundwater.
CO-9. Discuss about water contaminants and
pollutants.
CO-10. Describe salt water intrusion in coastal
aquifers and its remedial measures.
CO-11. Explain the role of Radio Isotopes in
hydrological studies.
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16.

Semester-IV,
Paper-IV

Environmental
Geology

CO-12. Explain water harvesting and watershed
management.
CO-13. Give in detail about natural and artificial
recharge of groundwater.
CO-1. How to identify impact by urbanization on
water resources and pollution of water resources?
CO-2. What is environmental impact of
industrialization and energy resources development?
CO-3. Explain mining and pollution.
CO-4. What is the importance of environmental
development; conservation of natural system and
environmental engineering to regain ecosystem?
CO-5. Assessment of Anthropogenic impact on
natural resources.
CO-6. What are various natural hazards?
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Name of the Department

: Department of Geology

Academic Year

: 2019-2020

D. Program Outcome and Program Specific Outcomes
Name of the
programme
(PG)

Programme Outcomes (PO)

Program Specific Outcomes (PSO)

Students will gain

Students will be able to

PO1: This program is research oriented PSO1: Individuals having in-depth
learning covering various subjects of knowledge in different branches of
geological sciences.
geology.
PG (M.Sc.)

PO2: Gain knowledge about applied
fields like Mining Geology, Mineral
exploration, remote sensing and
Photo geology, Hydrogeology and
Environmental geology, Engineering
Geology and statistical techniques for
data
analysis in Geology.
PO3: It enhances skills in handling
scientific instruments, planning and
executing Geological research.
PO4: It also Promotes creative and
novel ideas in geological sciences.

PO5: Acquire time management and
self-management skills.

PSO2: The students will be qualified
to face CSIR-UGC-NET, SET,
GATE, MPPSC, UPSC, IFS etc.

PSO3: Employable candidates in
careers related to teaching in geology,
especially in colleges UG and PG
classes.
PSO4: They become Hands on
expertise in geological sciences and
able to do research.
PSO5: It promotes career and job
opportunities in both Govt. and
private sectors.
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B1.

(Session: 2019-2020)
Course Outcomes of all programmes offered by the Department of Geology
Name of the Programme

: M.Sc. Geology

*On completion of the courses students will be able:

S.
Semester- Paper
No.
1.
First Semester
Paper-I
Geodynamics

Course Content

Course Outcomes

CO-1. Describe seismic
waves and their propagation
in different mediums
CO-2.
Explain
internal
structures of the Earth.
CO-3. Give an account of
types and causes of
volcanic eruptions.
CC2:- Volcanism: Types and causes of CO-4. Describe various
volcanic eruptions. World distribution of volcanic landforms
volcanoes, Migration of volcanoes, Palaeo- CO-5.
Describe
magnetism.
paleomagnetism and its
importance in geology.
CC3: Isostasy: Development of the CO-6. Give concept of
concept, Isostatic anomalies, Isostatic isostasy and isostatic models.
models,
Evidence
.
Geosynclines: CO-7. What is continental
Discuss
various
Classification
and
evolution
of drift?
theories
of
continental
drift.
Geosyncline, causes of subsidence and
CO-8.
Describe
ocean
floor
upliftment.
spreading and give a note
on arch-trench system.
CC4: Continental drift: Development of
CO-9.
What
is
plate
the concept, Taylor's and Wegner's
tectonics, add a note on plate
theories of continental drift. Evidences of
boundaries and discuss origin
continental drift and polar wandering.
of Himalayas
Sea floor spreading. Morphological
features of ocean floor.
CC1:Earth's
surface
features.
Seismology: seismic waves, intensity and
isoseismic lines, earthquake belts,
Earthquake zones of India, Seismograph,
causes of Earthquake. Internal structure
of the Earth.

CC5 Concept of plate tectonics. Types of
plate boundaries, features of convergent
and divergent boundaries. Ophiolite
suites, Arc-Trench system, volcanic
mountain chain. Triple junctions and
their stability. Causes of plate motion.
Origin of the Himalayas.
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2

First Semester
Paper-II
Structural Geology

CC1:- Rock failure: Mechanical principles
of rock deformation, factors controlling
behavior of material. Concept of stress and
strain analysis in two and three dimensions.
Progressive deformation. Mohr circles.
Symmetry concept in deformation.
Unconformities: types and recognition .

CC2:- Geometry of folds surface: Single
and
multi-layered.
Super-imposed
folding . Classification of folds. Types of
folds . Recognition of folds . Effects of
folds on outcrops .
CC3: Geometry of faults. Classification
and types of faults. Slips, Separation,
Recognition of faults. Causes of
faulting.
CC4: Origin, kinds and their relation to
other structures: Fractures and joints,
Lineation, Foliation, rock cleavages and
schistosity.
CC5 : Mechanics of folding and faulting.
Tectonic Fabrics. Magma Tectonics :
Emplacement of Plutons, Origin of Ring
Dykes and Cone Sheets.
3

First Semester
Paper-III
GEOMORPHOLOGY

CC1:- Concept of Geomorphology
principles and their significance. Cycle of
erosion, Davis' and Plank’ cycle of
erosion. Slope forming processes:
Landslides, Soil creep and Solifluction.

CC2:- Fluvial Agency: Types of rivers,
Valley development – Base level and its
varieties, graded streams, Cross profiles
of valleys. Classifications of valleys.
Drainage Patterns and their significance.
Erosion landforms and depositional
landforms of streams.
CC3: Glaciers: Types of Glaciers,
Regimen of Glaciers, nourishment of
glaciers, wastage of glaciers. Major
features resulting from glacial erosion
and glacial deposition. Glacio-fluvial
features. Eolian Agency, Topographic
effects of wind erosion. Landforms of

CO-1. How do you correlate
response of rocks with
stress system?
CO-2. How do you analyse
different strains, pure
shear and simple shear in
progressive deformation.
CO-3. What are the elements
of folded structures and how
are these forms basis for
geometric classification as
well
as
genetic
understanding?
CO-4. Discuss brittle failure,
Mohr’s
diagram
under
various conditions, elements
of faulting, and
mechanism of faulting.
CO-5. Linear planar fabrics
in rocks, their types and
relation to major structures,
petrofabric analyses.
CO-6. Show different stress
conditions of
emplacement of igneous
plutons.
CO-7.
Discuss
tectonic
framework of Indian
subcontinent plate.
CO-1.
Discuss
various
principles of geomorphology
and add a note on cycle of
erosion.
CO-2. What is landslide?
Give measures of landslide
mitigation.
CO-3. Give an account of
drainage patterns and their
importance in deducing
structural and lithology of
the area.
CO-4. Give an account of
landforms of glacial erosion;
add a note on glacio-fluvial
activities.
CO-5. Describe landforms
of arid desert in respect of
erosion and deposition work
of wind.
CO-6. Describe features of
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aeolian deposition. Piedmonts and
piedmont problems. Arid cycle of
erosion.
CC4: Karst Topography: Important
areas of Karst. Conditions essential for
development
of
Karst,
features
characteristic of karst region. Origin of
Limestone caverns. Karst geomorphic
cycle. Marine erosion. Topographic
feature resulting from marine erosion
and marine depositions. Classification of
coasts.

karst areas in view of erosion
activities.
CO-7.
What
are
the
characteristics of emergence
and
submergence
of
coastline? Give an account of
coast topography resulting
from erosion.
CO-8.
Describe
various
morphometric measures to
study watershed of a region
or basin.

CC5 Morphometric Analysis of Terrain
and its significance. Morphometric
analysis of drainage basin and its
significance.
Statistical
correlation
methods
for
interpretation.
The
organization of drainage system.
4

First Semester
Paper-IV
MINERALOGY AND
GEO CHEMISTRY

CC1:- Atomic structure, mineralogical
properties and mode of occurrence of the
following : i. Sulfides: (AX, A2X, and AX2 Types), Oxides
(XO, X2O, XO2 X2O3 and XY2O4 types)
ii. Sulfates (anhydrous and hydrous) and, iii.
Carbonates (calcite, aragonite, and dolomite
groups). Classification of silicate structures.
Isomorphism, Polymorphism, Exsolution .

CC2:- Atomic structure, chemistry,
physical, and optical properties of the
following rocks forming mineral
groups:
Feldspar,
Feldspathoid,
Pyroxene, Amphibole, Mica and
Zeolite.
CC3: Atomic structure, chemistry,
physical and optical properties of the
following rock forming mineral
groups: Garnets, Olivine, Quartz and
its varieties, Epidote, Chlorite, and
Aluminosilicates
(Kyanite,
Sillimanite and Andalusite), Precious
and Semi-Precious Stones .

CO-1. Explain role of
chemical bonding understand
formation of minerals.
CO-2. Give a classification of
minerals as per their origin.
CO-3. Describe properties of
minerals in hand specimen.
CO-4. Give a classification
of minerals on the basis of
optical behavior.
CO-5. Discuss various
properties
of
minerals
observed under microscope.
CO-6. Give geochemical
classification of elements as
given
by
Victor
Goldschmidt.
CO-7. Describe the concept
of
geochemical
cycle
commenting
biotic
and
abiotic pathways.
CO-8. Comment on nutrient
biogeochemical
cycle
detailing carbon, nitrogen and
hydrogen cycles.

CC4: Principles of optics, Double
refraction, Optical classification of
minerals, Birefringence, Determination
of Refractive Index, Uniaxial and
Biaxial Indicatrix, Determination of
interference colours and interference
figures, Optic Sign .
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5

First Semester
Practical

CC5 Geochemical classification of elements,
Radioactive decay scheme of U-Pb, Rb-Sr, KAr, & Sm Nb, Laws of Thermodynamics,
Concept of geochemical cycle, Principles of
ionic substitutions in mineral, Composition of
the Earth
CC1:- STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY

CC2:-MINERALOGY
GEOMORPHOLOGY
6

Second Semester
Paper-I
INGNEOUS AND
MEATAMORPHIC
PETROLOGY

AND

CO-1. Explain crystallizing
phase equilibrium of multi
component magma system.
CO-2. Explain evolution of
magma by different processes
takes place from origin to
emplacement.
CO-3. Give an outline of
CC2:- Classification of igneous rocks classification of igneous
including IUGS system. Reaction principle. rocks commenting especially
Reaction Series. Textures of igneous rocks given by IUGS.
and interpretation of crystallisation CO-4. Intrusive forms of
history. Layered igneous structures. igneous rocks and comment
on their creation.
Petrographic provinces.
CO-5. How textures are
significant in explaining
CC3: Origin of Granite: Magmatic and
cooling history.
granitisation processes. Petrogenesis,
CO-6. Describe petrogenesis
Petrography and Indian occurrences of
of a given rock type.
Basalt, Andesite, Carbonatite, Alkaline,
CO-7. Discuss grades of
and Ultra Mafic Rocks
metamorphism.
CO-8. Explain metamorphic
CC4: Agents of metamorphism. Kinds of
reaction
principle
in
metamorphism, Types of metamorphism.
delineating mineral zones.
Metamorphic differentiation. Structures
CO-9. Discuss metamorphic
and Textures of metamorphic rocks.
facies and facies series.
Concept
of
metamorphic
zones,
CO-10.
Describe
Metamorphic zones in contact aureoles.
progressive metamorphism
of pelite litho unit.
CC5 Metamorphic grades, facies and facies CO-11. Describe thermal
series. Facies classification. Metasomatism metamorphism of impure
and their types. Origin and types of carbonate rocks.
Migmatites.Metamorphism of carbonates,
Pelites, mafic rocks . Charnoickites and
Khondalites .
CC1:- Origin of Magma. Factors affecting
Magma composition. Evolution of Magma
by Differentiation and Assimilation. Phase
Equilibria of Monary (Silica), Binary
(Mixed and Eutectic) and Ternary (Ab –
An – Di), (Fo – Fa – Silica) Silicate
Systems.
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7

Second Semester
Paper-II
SEDIMENTOLOGY

CO-1.
Explain
various
sedimentary
processes
involving origin of sediment.
CO-2. Describe primary
sedimentary structures and
their role in paleo current
analyses.
CO-3. Give classification of
sediment
and
CC2:- Origin, classification and significance common
describe
a
class.
of primary, secondary and organic sedimentary
structures. Palaeocurrent significance in quality CO-4. Describe clastic and
textures
of
assessment. Classification of sandstone and non-clastic
sedimentary
rocks.
limestone. Dolomite
CO-5. Give an account of
CC3: Textures of sedimentary rocks and
statistical
measures
of
their genetic significance. Granulometric
sediment
particles
analyses.
analyses of clastic particles, statistical
CO-6. Explain diagenesis.
measure and interpretation of nature of
CO-7. Give an account of
sediments. Diagenesis.
sedimentary
environment
detailing any one.
CC4: Elements and types of depositional
CO-8. Discuss role of heavy
environments: Continental (Fluvial,
minerals in sedimentary
lacustrine,
aeolian
and
glacial),
provenance analyses.
Transitional and marine environments,
CO-9. Describe tectonic
Evaporates,
and
Volcano-clastic
framework
of
sediments.
sedimentation.
CC1:- Processes of sedimentation. Fluid
flow, origin of sediments. Modes of
transport of sediments. Stoke’s Law of
sediments.
Classification
and
nomenclature of the common sediments
(rudites,
arenites
and
argillites).
Classification of sedimentary rocks.

CC5 Provenance and mineral stability.
Concept and types of sedimentary
provenance. Heavy minerals: their
separation and utility in the provenance
analyses.
Tectonic
framework
of
sedimentation (Kay’s classification of
tectonic elements). Cyclothem .
8

Second Semester
Paper-III
STRATIGRAPHY OF
INDIA

CC1:- Criteria for the Stratigraphic
classification and correlation. Litho-,
Bio- and Chrono- stratigraphic units.
Magneto-stratigraphy.
Sequence
Stratigraphy. Geological time-Scale.
Orogenic
cycles
in
the
Indian
Stratigraphy . Tectonic framework of
India . Geological Column of the Indian
Stratigraphy.

CC2:- Tetonic framework of India
Geological Column of the Indian
Stratigraphy. Ice-ages in the Indian
Stratigraphy: Precambrian, PermoCarboniferous and Pleistocene ice ages,
their evidences. Archaean (Azoic) History
of India: Distributions and stratigraphy
of the Archaeans of South India, Madhya
Pradesh, Rajasthan, Jharkhand and
Orissa.

CO-1. How the rocks have
been classified in geological
sequences
in
lithostratigraphic units in
terms of chronostratigraphic
divisions?
CO-2. What are major
boundaries in geological time
scale? Discuss the events
related to the boundaries.
CO-3. Discuss the lithotectonic
features
of
Dharwar,
Bastar,
Singhbhum, Bundelkhand
and
Aravalli Cratons their phases
of evolution as fundamental
platform and Supracrustal
sequences in
the economic importance.
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CC3: Precambrian (Proterozoic) History
of India: Distribution and stratigraphy
of the Cuddapah and Vindhyan Super
Groups
.
Palaeozoic
history:
Distributions and stratigraphy of Salt
Range and Spiti. Origin and age of
Saline Formation. Precambrian –
Cambrian Boundary problem .
CC4: Mesozoic history : Distribution and
stratigraphy of Triassic of Spiti, Jurassic
of Cutch (Kachchh) and Cretaceous of
South India. Bagh Beds. Lameta Beds.
Deccan Traps. Permo – Triassic
Boundary problem.
CC5
Palaeoclimate,
classification,
distribution and stratigraphy of the
Gondwana Super Group . Cenozoic
history : Tertiary of Assam, its economic
importance. Siwaliks and its vertebrate
fossil record. K-T Boundary .

9

Second Semester
Paper-IV
PALAEOBIOLOGY

CC1:- Modes of fossilization, uses of
fossils, Classification, evolution, geological
history of : Trilobites, Graptolites,
Echinoids and Corals.

CC2:- Classification, evolution, geological
history of the following: Brachiopoda,
Gastropoda,
Lamellibranchia
and
Cephalopoda.
CC3: Succession of the Vertebrate Life
through the geological time. Evolutionary
history of Human, Elephant and Horse.
CC4: Micropaleontology: Classification,
separation of microfossils. Application of
microfossils in fossil fuel exploration,

CO-4. Discuss Easternghat
Mobile Belt and Satpura
Mobile Belt; and their
lithostratigraphic features.
CO-5.
Explain
the
stabilization of cratons after
Archaean
time
and
sedimentation of Proterozoic
basin such as Cuddapah,
Kurnool, Vindhyans etc.
CO-6. Discuss the Mesozoic
history such as: distribution
and stratigraphy of Triassic of
Spiti,
Jurassic of Cutch(Kachchh)
and Cretaceous of South
India. Bagh beds. Lameta
Beds. Deccan Traps.
CO-7. Describe the permotriassic Boundary
problem.
CO-8.
Discuss
the
Palaeoclimate, classification ,
distribution
and
stratigraphy
of
the
Gondwana Super Group
CO-9. Cenozoic history:
Tertiary of Assam, its
economic importance.
CO-10. Explain the Siwaliks
and its vertebrate fossil
records.
CO-11. Describe the K-T
Boundary problem.

CO-1. Give an account of
morphology, classification,
evolution, and geological
history
of
a
given
invertebrate class.
CO-2. Give classification of
vertebrates and an outline of
general characteristics.
CO-3. Give an account of
succession of vertebrate life
through geologic time.
CO-4. Discuss evolution of
human.
CO-5. Give morphology, uses
and geological history of
foraminifers.
CO-6. Give an account of
plant life through geologic
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Morphology and geological history of
foraminifera.
CC5 Concept of Palaeobotany and
Palynology. Plant life through ages.
Characteristic
features
of
Lower
Gondwana flora. Characteristic features
of Upper Gondwana flora.
10

Second Semester
Practical

ages.
CO-7. Give distribution of
flora during Gondwana
time.

CC1:- Petrology

CC2:- Palaeontology and Stratigraphy

11

Third Semester
Paper-I
PHOTOGEOLOGY
AND REMOTE
SENSING

CC1:- Introduction to aerial photography.
Multi-spectral photography. Types of aerial
photos. : Geometric principles of photographsrelief and tilt displacement, Vertical
Exaggeration
and
Distortions.
Taking
Measurements from Aerial Photographs:
Scales, Distance, Area and Height.
CC2:- Preparation of Photo-geologic Maps.
Mosaic
controlling
factors
of
aerial
photograph. Scale, flight plan, area, purpose
time and season of photography. Introduction
to overlap, sidelap, drift, crab, fiducial marks.
Elements of Interpretation of Aerial
Photographs
CC3: Electro-Magnetic Spectrum. Space
platforms. Reflectance of Minerals,
vegetation, rocks and water. Elementary
idea about active and passive sensors.
Introduction to IRS mission,
CC4: Multi-Spectral Scanners (MSS).
Thematic Mappers (TM); Linear Imaging
self scanning (LISS). Elementary idea
about image processing. Concept of
Geographic information system (GIS).
CC5 Application of Photo Geology and
Remote Sensing in the Study of
Geomorphology, Lithology and Structural
Features and Hydrogeology Studies.

12

Third Semester
Paper-II
ENGINEERING
GEOLOGY

CC1:- Importance of geology in civil
engineering . Merits and demerits of civil
engineering in folds, Faults, and joints
affected area. Engineering properties of
rocks.

CO-1. Explain relief and tilt
displacement,
Vertical
Exaggeration and distortions.
CO-2. Describe how we
take
measurements
of
scales, distance, area, and
height
from
aerial
photographs.
CO-3. Describe how we
prepare
photogeologic
maps.
CO-4. Explain the elements
of photo-interpretation of
aerial photographs.
CO-5. What is EMR?
Explain how EMR interact
with different kinds of
bodies on the earth.
CO-6. Write an essay on
Indian
Remote
Sensing
mission.
CO-7. Give an account of
geogrpahical
information
system.
CO-8. Write in detail on multi
spectrum sensor.
CO-9. Give detail note on
thematic mapper.
CO-10. Discuss application
of photo-geology and remote
sensing in the study of
geologic features
CO-1. Give an account of
engineering properties of
rocks and describe these are
determine.
CO-2. Give an account of
pros and cons of civil
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CC2:- Tunnel: Terminology and Types.
Geology Considerations for Tunnelling in
different Grounds. Lining of Tunnels.
Highways-Geological considerations for
construction of highways.
CC3: Dam and its parts. Types of dam.
Geological consideration for the selection
of a dam site and Reservoir. Problems
related to failure of Dams. Grouting..
CC4: Bridge: Types and
considerations.
Canals:
considerations and lining

Geological
Geological

CC5 Landslide: causes, effects, and
prevention.
Consideration
of
civil
engineering in seismic areas. Geo-hazards:
mitigation and management.

13

Third Semester
Paper-III
ORE GEOLOGY

CC1:- Relation of magma to mineral
deposits. Geological thermometers. Ore
genesis. Control of ore deposits.
Paragenesis and zoning in mineral
deposits.

CC2:- Processes of Mineral Deposits:
Magmatic
concentration,
Contact
Metasomatism,
Hydrothermal
and
Volcano genetic deposits.
CC3: Processes of Mineral Deposits:
Sedimentary, Placer, Residual, and
Oxidation & Supergene Enrichment. Ore
Microscopy : Textures and Structures of
Ores.
CC4: Origin, mode of occurrence,
association, uses and Indian occurrences
of the ores of Iron, Manganese,
Chromium, Nickel, Copper, Lead, Zinc,
Aluminium, Tin, Tungsten, and Gold.

engineering in fold, fault, and
joint affected areas.
CO-3. Discuss geological
considerations for tunneling
grounds.
CO-4. Explain geological
considerations
for
construction of highways.
CO-5. Write notes on dam
and its parts and types of
dam.
CO-6. What are geological
consideration for the selection
of a dam site and Reservoir?
CO-7. Write detail note on
grouting.
CO-8. Give an account of
types of bridge and geological
considerations for the sites.
CO-9. Explain why lining of
a canal is required?
CO-10. Give an account of
causes,
effects,
and
preventing
measures
of
landslide.
CO-11. Give comment on
consideration
of
civil
engineering in seismic areas.
CO-12. Discuss geo hazards
its mitigation and
management
CO-1. Discuss the relation of
magma to mineral deposit.
Geological
thermometers.
Ore genesis. Control of ore
deposit. Paragenesis and
zoning in mineral deposits
CO-2. Distinguish how a
particular mineral deposit
formed
by
magmatic,
hydrothermal, sedimentary,
oxidation-reduction,
metamorphic or by another
processes.
CO-3. Describe processes of
hydrothermal deposits, both
cavity
filling
and
replacement.
CO-4. Describe a given
process of formation of
mineral deposit.
CO-5. Discuss origin, mode
of
occurrence,
association, uses and Indian
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occurrences of the ore of Iron,
Manganese,
Chromium,
Nickel, Copper, Lead, Zinc,
Aluminium, Tin, Tungsten
and Gold.
CO-6. Describe origin, mode
of occurrence, association ,
specification and grades for
Uses in industries
CO-7.
Describe
Indian
occurrences
of
the
nonmetallic minerals – Mica,
asbestos, Barite, Graphite,
Gypsum, Minerals used in
fertilizers
and
cement
Industries.
CO-1. Explain ore guide
CC1:- Geological exploration: (orecriteria to locate a deposit.
guides) for mineral prospecting. Methods
CO-2. Describe control of
of geological exploration: exploratory
ore deposits especially by
grids, pits, trenches, well logging in
moving hot solutions.
evaluation of deposits.
CO-3. Discuss methods of
geological
exploration:
CC2:- Sampling types and methods.
exploratory
grids,
pits,
Assaying by channel sampling and placer
trenches,
well
logging
in
sampling, underground mining sampling.
evaluation
of
deposits.
Calculation
of
ore
reserves.
CO-4. What is sampling?
Classification of reserves .
Discuss steps taken for the
assessment of deposits.
CC3: Classification and principles of
CO-5. Give an account of
geophysical methods: - Electrical methods and
various techniques of mineral
Magnetic methods.
exploration.
CO-6. Describe methods of
CC4: Gravity methods: Earth’s gravity
geochemical exploration.
fields, regional and local gravity
CO-7. Describe magnetic
anomalies, Interpretation of gravity
method
of
geophysical
anomalies for mineral deposits. Seismic
exploration.
methods: Elastic properties of rocks,
CO-8. Describe resistivity
types of elastic waves (P, S, L waves),
method
of
mineral
Refraction and reflection methods.
exploration.
Yime-distance relation for horizontal
CO-9. Explain geochemical
interface.
exploration and geochemical
cycle
CC5
Geochemical
Exploration:
CO-10. Discuss mobility of
Geochemical cycle mobility of elements,
elements,
path
finder
path
finder
elements,
mode
of
elements,
mode
of
occurrence of trace elements, primary
occurrences
of
trace
elements,
dispersion patterns. Syngenetic and
primary, dispersion patterns,
epigenetic diffusion. Sampling technique
Syngenetic and Epigenetic
for geochemical exploration,
Diffusion.
CO-11. Describe sampling
technique for geochemical
exploration.
CC5 Origin, Mode of Occurrence,
Association, Specification and Grades for
Uses
in
Industries
and
Indian
occurrences of the non-metallic minerals
- Mica, Asbestos, Barites, Graphite,
Gypsum. Minerals used in Fertilizers
and Cement Industries.

14

Third Semester
Paper-IV
MINERAL
EXPLORATION
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15

Third Semester
Practical

CC1:- Photogeology, Remote sending and
Engineering Geology

CC2:- Ore Geology and Mine

16

Fourth Semester
Paper-I
FUEL GEOLOGY

CC1:- Origin of Coal. Physico-Chemical
Characterization: Proximate and Ultimate
Analyses Rank, and Varieties of Coal.
Macroscopic Ingredients and Microscopic
Constituents (Maceral, Lithotypes and
Microlithotypes) .

CC2:Indian
and
International
Classification of Coal. Preparation of
Coal for Industrial Purpose (Coal
Washing), Coal Carbonization (Coke
Manufacturing), Coal Gasification and
Coal Hydrogenation, Briquetting of
Coal.
CC3: Geological Features of Coal Seams.
Geology of the productive coal fields of
India. Methods of Coal Prospecting.
Estimation of Coal Reserve. Elementary
idea about Coal Mining Methods. Coal
Bed Methane.
CC4:
Origin,
Migration
and
Accumulation (oil-traps) of Petroleum
and Natural Gas. Kerogene. Geology of
the Productive Oil Fields of India.
Position of Oil and Natural Gas in India.
CC5 Atomic minerals: mode of
occurrence, association and distribution
in India. Methods of Prospecting,
Productive Horizons in India, Nuclear
Power Stations of the Country and Future
Prospects .

CO-1. Describe origin of coal
and
physicochemical
characterization : proximate
and ultimate analysis
CO-2. Discuss rank and
varieties of coal.
CO-3. Explain microscopic
Ingredients and Microscopic
Constituents
(Lithotypes,
Maceral,
and
Microlithotypes).
CO-3. Discuss Indian and
International Classification
of Coal.
CO-4. Give in details
preparation of coal for
Industrial
purpose
(Washing),
Carbonization
(Coke Manufacturing ),
Gasification
and
Hydrogenation, Briquetting
of Coal
CO-5.
Discuss
the
Geological Features of Coal
Seams
CO-6. Give in detail geology
of the productive coal fields
of India
CO-7. Discuss methods of
Coal
Prospecting
and
estimation of coal reserves.
CO-8. Give in elementary
idea about Coal Mining
Methods and Coal Bed
Methane.
CO-9. Give in Details origin
migration and accumulation
(oil- traps) of Petroleum and
Natural Gas in India.
CO-9.
Describe
the
Geology of the Productive
Oil Fields of India and also
discuss oil and gas position
in India.
CO-10. Give in details
Atomic Minerals: mode of
Occurrences, association and
distribution in India.
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17

Fourth Semester
Paper-II
MINING AND
MINERAL
DRESSING

18

Fourth Semester
Paper-III
HYDROGEOLOGY

CO-11. Discuss methods of
prospecting,
productive
horizons in India, Nuclear
Power Station of the country
and future prospects.
CC1:- Mining terminology, mine supports, CO-1. Give an account of
subsidence, shaft and shaft sinking. mining terminology.
Breaking of rocks. Percussion and Rotary CO-2. Write notes on minedrilling methods.
supports, subsidence, mine
ventilation, pumping of mine
water.
CC2:- Alluvial mining and open-cast
CO-3. What is ocean bottom
mining. Underground mining (other
mining? How is it operated?
than coal mining) : Stoping methods,
CO-4. Describe one of the
open stopes, timbered stopes, shrinkage
drilling methods.
stopes, slicing system and caving. Mine
CO-5. Describe long wall
atmosphere: mine ventilation, pumping
method of coal mining.
of mine water.
CO-6. What strip mining?
Describe
opencast mining
CC3: Coal mining methods: Board and
of
coal.
Pillar methods, Long Wall methods.
CO-7. Give an account of
Strip mining. Haulage and winding.
primary crushers.
CO-8. Give an account of
CC4:
Mineral
Dressing:
Physical
grinding mills.
properties of minerals utilized in mineral
CO-9.
Describe
various
dressing. Crushers:
Primary and
industrial screening.
secondary crushers. Grinding mills. Rod
CO-10. Describe different
mills, ball mills, autogenous mills.
methods
of
particles
separation.
CC5 Industrial screening: types of
screens. Gravity separation. Heavy medium
separation.
Magnetic
separation. Froth Floatation technique
of separation of sulfide ores.
CO-1. Discuss hydrological
cycle and its importance.
CO-2. What is precipitation?
Discuss its different types.
CO-3.
Explain
vertical
distribution of water in the
crust with diagram.
CO-4. Discuss porosity,
CC2:- Geological factors governing the permeability, specific yield
occurrence of ground water. Porosity, and specific retention.
permeability, specific yield, specific retention, CO-5. What is aquifer?
hydraulic conductivity, storage coefficient, Describe their various types.
CO-6. Describe Darcy’s Law.
aquifers and their classification
CO-7.
Describe
Theis
CC3: Groundwater flow: confined,
Equation
of
non-equilibrium
unconfined, steady, unsteady, and radial
condition.
flow. Forces causing flow. Darcy’s Law.
CO-8. Describe physical
Water level fluctuations: causative
and chemical characteristics
factors
and
their
measurements.
of groundwater.
Methods of pumping test and analysis of
CO-9. Discuss about water
test data.
CC1:- Distribution of water: surface and
subsurface. Introductory idea to type & age of
water. Hydrological cycle. Precipitation
and its types. Ground water: Origin,
importance, occurrences and subsurface
reservoirs. Hydrostratigraphic units.
Water table contour maps.
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CC4: Ground water quality: Physical
characteristics: turbidity, colour, tastes,
odour,
temperature
and
specific
conductivity. Chemical characters: TDS
and suspended solids, pH value,
hardness, heavy metals and dissolved
gases. Biological characteristics. Water
contaminants and pollutants.

19

Fourth Semester
Paper-IV
ENVIRONMENTAL
GEOLOGY

CC5 Salt water intrusion in coastal aquifers,
remedial measures. Radio isotopes in
hydrogeological studies. Water harvesting.
Wetland management. Consumptive and
conjunctive use of surface and ground water.
Concept of watershed management. Natural
and artificial recharge of ground water
CC1 Concept of Environmental geology.
Classification of environment. Ecological
perspectives of the environment. Global
warming.

CC2:- Impact assessment of degradation
and contamination of surface water and
ground
water
quality
due
to
industrialization and urbanization . Soil
profiles, soil types and soil quality
degradation due to irrigation, use of
fertilizer and pesticides .
CC3: Wetlands: Classification, natural
and artificial wetlands, problems of
reclamation of wetlands, use of wetlands.
Water logging problems. Desertification
and Degradation of land . Antidesertification measures
CC4: Causes of floods, flood hazards and
management.
Impacts
of
mining
activities
on
the
environment.
Environmental management in mining.
Effects of earthquakes, Seismic hazards
and
management.
Environmental
pollution due to industries, energy
resources, urbanization.

contaminants and pollutants.
CO-10. Describe salt water
intrusion in coastal aquifers
and its remedial measures.
CO-11. Explain the role of
Radio
Isotopes
in
hydrological studies.
CO-12.
Explain
water
harvesting and watershed
management.
CO-13. Give in detail about
natural and artificial
recharge of groundwater.

CO-1. How to identify
impact by urbanization on
water resources and pollution
of water resources?
CO-2.
What
is
environmental impact of
industrialization and energy
resources development?
CO-3. Explain mining and
pollution.
CO-4.
What
is
the
importance of environmental
development; conservation of
natural
system
and
environmental engineering to
regain ecosystem?
CO-5.
Assessment
of
Anthropogenic impact on
natural resources.
CO-6. What are various
natural hazards?

CC5
Earth’s
natural
hazardous
processes and its impact on environment:
volcanic activity, landslides and coastal
hazards.
Environmental
problems
related to dams and reservoirs.
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20

Fourth Semester
Practical

CC1:- Fuel Geology, Mining and Mineral
Dressing

CC2:- Hydrogeology+Optional paper
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DEPARTMENT OF INDUSTRIAL
MICROBIOLOGY
Govt.Maharaja P.G.College,CHHATARPUR
(Autonomous Status)

B.Sc. INDUSTRIAL MICROBIOLOGY
Curriculum & Syllabi
CURRICULUM & SYLLABI FOR UNDER GRADUATE
PROGRAM LEADING TO BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DEGREE
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GOVT. MAHARAJA AUTONOMOUS P.G. COLLEGE,CHHATARPUR (M.P.)
Name oftheDepartment
: Department of Industrial Microbiology
AcademicYear

: 2019-2020

E. Program Outcome and Program Specific Outcomes

Name of the
programme
(UG)

Programme Outcomes (PO)

Program Specific Outcomes (PSO)

Students will gain

Students will be able to

UG (B.Sc.)
PO1: Techniques used in industrial
production of alcohol.

PSO1: Students learn to appreciate
the history and fundamental concepts
of varied groups of microorganism
and properties of bio
macromolecules. Concepts of
Biosafety and biological hazards are
introduced.

PO2: Phenol coefficient test.

PSO2: Exposed to with cultivation
techniques and control of
microorganisms, and also to
introduction to varied applications..

PO3: Evaluation of sterilization
techniques.

PO4: Temperature relation with
microorganism- TDT, TDP.
PO5: Techniques used in industries –
Citric acid fermentation.

PO6: UV-survival curve

PO7: Enzyme production and
determination of its activity

PSO3: Students will be able to
classify microorganisms and
understand the basics of bioenergetics
and learnt about different analytical
techniques to estimate biomolecules.
PSO4: Students learn the impact of
microorganisms in all environments
and their applications in Food and
Dairy Industry.
PSO5: Understand the major
programming paradigms and be able
to learn a new programming
language in a fairly short time.
PSO6: Begin to understand the role of
microbes in causing several common
diseases, production of fermented
foods. Students gain insights into
microbial evolution and ecology..
PSO7: Students achieve a basic
understanding of nutrient transport,
metabolics processes and its
regulation.
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PO8: Validation techniques of
instruments and immobilization
process.

PO9: Produce and analyze the
microbial products at laboratory
level

PO10: Conduct the basic research
with these microorganisms and
perform the diagnostic procedures
required in food, milk and
pharmaceutical industries.

PO11: Understand microorganisms
and their relationship with the
environment,

PSO8: Students study techniques in
different aspects of Industrial
microbiology and fermentation
processes and are made aware of their
commercial and economic aspects.
PSO9: As an applied component, the
students are exposed to the
biotechnology applications of
microorganism and overview of
recombinant DNA technology which
aids in the same.
PSO10: Learners can understand the
basis of biological genetic
information and the mechanism of
genetic exchange in bacteria,
fundamentals and advances in
Virology and basic concepts of rDNA
technology
PSO11: Students conceptualize
virulence factors of pathogens and the
intricate molecular mechanisms in
causing diseases, exposed to methods
in Diagnostic microbiology. They are
introduced to basic concepts of
Immunology.
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B1.Course Outcomes of all programmes offered by the Department of Industrial Microbiology
Name of the Programme

: B.Sc. Industrial Microbiology

*On completion of the courses students will be able:
S.
Year- Paper
No.
1.
First Year
Paper-I

Course Contants

Course Outcomes

CC1:
CO1:
History And Scope :Microbial taxonomy – concepts and
History :- Spontaneous generation and
techniques for identification.
Biogenesis; scope and application of
101Microbiology in human welfare:
Fundamenta Development of Microbiology:- Contribution
ls of
of A. V. Leeuwenhock. Alexander Fleming.
Louis Pasteur, Robert Koch and Edward
Industrial
Microbiolo Jenner;
gy
CC2:
&Techniqu Diversity Of Microbial World A :CO2:
es
Three kingdom and Whittaker's five
Concept related to extremophilic
kingdom system of classification.
microbes and archea.
General Characteristics and structure of
Eubacteria- Morphology, structures external
and internal to cell wall.
Bacteria with unusual Properties:Archaeobacteria, Cyanobacteria,
Mycoplasma and Acti nomycetes.
CO3:
CC3:
Diversity Of Microbial World B
Characters and significance of algae
Introduction to Fungi: Classification, general and fungi.
characteristics, reproduction and economic i
m portance.
Introduction to Virus, Classification, general
characteristics, structure and reproduction:
T4, [MV. Pox Virus, Prions, Virions,
Virusoid and Viriods
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CC4:
MICROBIAL TECHNIQUES :Microscopy: History, Principle, Construction
and Application of Bright field Microscopy,
Dark field Microscopy, Phase contrast,
Fluorescent Microscopy and electron
Microscopy, sofware in microscopy.
Instrumentation: Principle, construction and
application of Autoclave, Hot air oven,
incubator, B. 0. 1). incubator, laminar Air
Flow, Colorimeter, Spectrophotometer, pH
meter, centrifugation and
chromatography(TLC)
CC5:
Microbiological Methods :Media Preparation; Concept of sterilization
and disinfection; types of culture; Pure
culture
techniques; Nature of dyes,physical and
chemical theories of staining, principle,
procedure and
application of simple staining,negative
staining, differential staining.Enrichment
culture and micromanipulator: Maintenance
and preservation of pure cultures.
2.

First Year
Paper-II
102Microbial
Biochemistr
y and
Immunolog
y

CC1:
Carbohydrates :Classification ; Chemical structure and
properties of monosaccharides,
oligosaccharides and polysaccharides.
CC2:
Lipids And Nucleic Acid :Saturated and unsaturated fatty acids;
structure, classification, properties and
functions of lipids. Structure and properties
of purines and pyrimidines, structure and
types of nucleic acids.
CC3:
Proteins :Structure, classification and properties of
amino acids, classification and properties of
proteins, primary, secondary and tertiary
structures of proteins.

CO4:
Characters and significance of virus.

CO5:
Understand the concept of microbial
metabolism.

CO1:
Structure and properties of
Biomolecules.

CO2:
Transport and energy metabolism
nucleic acid.

CO3:
Declaration of variables and constants.

CC4:
Enzymes :Classification of enzymes, coenzymes and
CO4:
cofactors, mechanism of enzyme action,
Metabolism of carbohydrates, lipids,
competitive and non competitive inhibitions, amino acid, nucleotide.
allosteric regulation of enzymes, isoenzymes,
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factors affecting enzyme action.

3.

Second
Year
Paper-I
IBM 201Microbial
Physiology
&
Metabolism

CC5:
Immunology:History & Scope of immunology, antigenstypes of antigens, antigenic determination,
determinants of antigenicity. Antibodiesnature, function, structure of
immunoglobulin, types of Ig and abnormal
immunoglobulins. Production of vaccines &
Monoclonal antibodies. Antigen-antibody
reactions-precipitation, agglutination,
neutralization, opsonisation.
limmunodiffusion, immtmoelectrophoresis,
ELISA.
CC1:
Microbial Growth:Delinition of growth. Mathematical nature
and expression of growth, Generation time,
Growth curs c in Bacteria, Measurement of
Growth (cell number, cell mass and cell
constituent). Effect of en's ironment on the
microbial growth, (temperature, pH and
Oxygen), Continous culture ti■ ilchronous
culture and Batch culture.
CC2:
Membrane Transport Process:Different models of cell membrane,
Biochemical properties of cell membrane,
function of cell membrane. Types of cellular
transport( diffusion, gaseous exchange,
osmosis, plasmolysis, active & passive
transport, group translocation).
CC3:
Bacterial Photosynthesis And Fueling
Reactions:Classification of photosynthetic
bacteria(Oxygenic & anoxygenic
photosynthetic bacteria), Photosynthetic
structure, Photosynthetic pigments,
Photosynthetic electron transport system.
Mechanism of Photosynthesis(Cyclic& Non
cyclic).

CO5:
Metabolic pathways and Bioenergetics.

CO1:
Concept of bioenergetics.

CO2
Signal transduction and signalling
molecules.

CO3:
Anabolism and catabolism with
example.
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CC4:
Metabolic Pathways:Respiratory Pathways(Glycolysis, Entner
Daudoroff pathway, Pentose phosphate
pathway. Krebs cycle). Calvin Cycle,
substrate level& oxidative phosphorylation,
Fermentation process & products.

4.

Second
Year
Paper-II
202Microbial
Genetics
And
Molecular
Biology

CC5:
Microbial Assimilation And Bioenergetics:Assimilation of Ammonia, Nitrogen and
sulphate Methanogens and methylotrophs,
Principles of
Bioenergetics. G.
endergonic and
exergonic reaction, oxidation reduction
reaction,Edoxpotential.
CC1:
Dna replication and protein synthesis:Types and mechanism of DNA Replication;
DNA topology; DNA Replication in
prokaryotes and eukaryotes, Protein
synthesis.
CC2:
Gene regulation in prokaryotes and
eukaryotes:Oberon concept- Lac and trp; Britten
Davidson model of gene expression.
CC3:
Mutation:Types of multation: Molecular basis;
Mutagenic agents DNA damage andrepair
mechanism: A uxotrophs-, Prototrophs and
ame's test.
CC4:
Genetic Recombination In Bacteria:lransfOrmation. Transduction and
Conjugation, Genetic mapping,
extrachromosomal genetic material: Plasmid,
cosmid, transposon, overlapping gens, silent
genes.
CC5:
Recombinant Dna Technology:Isolation of DNA; Enzymes used in
recombinat DNA Technology; Use of

CO4:
Vital Processes in Microorganism with
catabolic path ways.

CO5:
Bioenergetics.

CO1:
Genome organization and vocabulary
and nucleic acid organization.

CO2:
Gene regulations in bacteria, virus and
eukaryotes.

CO3:
DNA modifications, damage and
repair.

CO4:
Genetic recombination with allen gene.

CO5:
Genetically modified microorganism
by recombinant techniques.
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vectors:- PI3R322, Pl.:(' 8 phage vectorsM.13,k , Cosmid, phagemic. Ti plasmid,
SV40; Gene doting in prokaryotes:Southern
and western blotting,
rDNA products; Insulin, Interferons and
Immunotoxins.
5.

Third Year
Paper-I
301 :
Fermentatio
n
Technology
And
Biostatistics

CC1:
CO1:
Principle Of Fermentation :Principals in upstream process in
Primary and secondary screening of
fermentation industries..
industrially important microorganisms ;
Strain improvement
mutation. recombination and protoplasmic
fusion; development of inoculum for
industrial lermentation: types of fermentation
media — saccharine materials, starchy
materials, cellulosic materials. nitrogenous
materials, enhancers and precursors.
CC2:
Design And Types Of Fermentor:Structure of a batch fermentor ; Types of
fermentor ; Batch ; Continuous ; Stirred tank
; Fluidized bed and Solid State fermenter ;
computer control of fermentation process.
CC3:
Recovery Process :Downstream Processing — intracellular and
extracellular product recovery ( Physical and
Chemical methods ) ; Cell disruption method
, solvent extraction and purification ; Product
recover) by whole broth processing.
CC4:
Biosafety Measures :(imeniment regulations of recombinant DNA
Research ; Quality control regulations ;
Hazardous industrial waste ; mycotoxin
hazards ; Regulation for disposal of biohazardous materials ; Biopatents in
industries; Biosafety in laboratories and
industries (Dairy and Food, Pharmaceutical,
Agricultural and Beverages).

CO2:
Design of fermentor.

CO3:
Formation of new product by microbial
down streaming process.

CO4:
Bio safety rules and regulations in the
field of microbiology.
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CC5:
Biostatistics And Bioinformatics:A. Biostatistics : Principle of Biostatistics;
Classification of Data; Tabulation and
Graphical representation; Measures of
Central Tendency- Mean, Mode, Medianmerits and demerits; Measure of Dispersion
Range; Mean Deviation variance and
Standard Deviation.

6.

B. Bioinformatics: Basic Organization of
computer; Computer Hardware; Software,
Bit, Byte, Computer Memory, Binary Code,
Binary System; Introduction to
Bioinformatics, Database and application of
Bioinformatics.
CC1:
Third Year
Biofertilizers And Biopesticides :Paper-II
Biofertilizer :- Industrial production of
Rhizohium, Azotobacter, Cyanobacteria,
302:
Agricultural Mycorrhizae — VA M and phosphate
solubilizing bacteria
,
Environmen Biopesticides :- Production of bacterial ,
viral and fungal biopesticides, microbial
tal and
warfare on plants.
Industrial
Microbiolo
CC2:
gy
Bioremediation And Bioleaching :Management of Industrial waste- textile,
pharmaceutical and dairy industry.
Management of agricultural waste.
Management of Municipal waste- Primary,
Secondary and Tertiary treatment
Microorganisms in Composting.,
Bioleaching of copper and gold.
CC3:
Metabolites Production :Industrial production of organic acids,
enzymes (amylase and protease), solvents
(acetone, enthanol and glycerol) Vitamins
(1312 and riboflavin), Antibiotics (Penicillin
and Streptomycin)
CC4:
Food And Dairy Microbiology :Microbial role in production of bread,

CO5:
Importance of bio statistics and bio
informatics in microbiology.

CO1:
Method of sampling, investigation and
examination of food.

CO2:
Industrial production by microbes.

CO3:
Industrial production of chemicals
antibiotics by micro organism.

CO4:
Production of food and dairy product
by micro organism.
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cheese, butter, yoghurt, cultured buttermilk,
condensed and dry milk products, Indian
fermented foods.
CC5:
Biofuel And Microbial Foods :Biofuel :-Microorganism used, fermentation
condition, recovery, production and uses of
hydrogen. ethanol and biogas.

CO5:
Bio fuel, SCP, masroom production.

SCP :- Production of SCP (Algae and
Bacteria); Product quality, merits and
demerits. .
Mushroom :- Production ( long and short
method ) and harvesting.
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Name of the Department

: Department of Physics

A. Program Outcome and Program Specific Outcomes

Name of the
program
(UG/PG)

Program Outcomes (PO)

Program Specific Outcomes (PSO)

Students will gain

Students will be able to

UG (B.Sc.)

PO1: knowledge and understanding
about various branches of physics

PSO1: Stewardship responsibility.

PO2: Practical skills and knowledge
of laboratory experiments.

PSO2: Hands on expertise in Physics

PO3: Presentation skills (oral and
writing)

PSO3: Entrepreneurship skill
development.

PO4: Scientific Knowledge in physics PSO4: They will be able to clear
competitive exams like, JEST JAM,
TFIR and PG entrance exams of
various top universities
PO5: Knowabout importance of
PSO5: Career opportunities and Job
physics and it's connection with
opportunities.
society
PO6: Knowledge of various
electronic devices

PSO6:Self-employment in various
fields.

PO7:Fundamental knowledge of
mathematics
PO8: Fundamental Knowledge of
Quantum Mechanics

PSO7: It promotes career and Job
opportunities in both Govt. and
private sectors.
PSO8: They will be able to Qualify
Basic teaching tests.

PO9: Fundamental Knowledge of
Electromagnetism

PSO9: This program will pave the
way for further higher studies.

PO10: Basic ideas of modern physics

PSO10: They will become
aresponsible civilian of this Nation.
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B1.

Course Outcomes of all programs offered by the Department of Physics
Name of the Program

S.
No
.
1.

: B.Sc. Physics

Year- Paper

Course Content

Course Outcomes

First Year
Paper-I
Mathematical
Physics ,
Mechanics and
Properties of
matter

CC O1: Mathematical Physics Addition,
subtraction and product of two vectors; Polar
and axial vectors and their examples from
physics; Triple and quadruple product (without
geometrical applications); Scalar and vector
fields; Differentiation of a vector; Repeated
integral of a function of more than one
variable; Unit tangent vector and unit normal
vector; Gradient, Divergence and Curl;
Laplacian operator; Idea of line, surface and
volume integrals; Gauss', Stokes' and Green's
Theorems.

CO1: Students get basic
knowledge of mathematics
and also know how to use
mathematical tools to solve
physics problems

CC O2:
Mechanics Position, velocity CO2: Understand the basic
and acceleration vectors. Components of Newtonian mechanics and
velocity and acceleration in different able to apply it's law
coordinate systems. Newton's Laws of motion
and its explanation with problems, various
types of forces in nature (explanation),Pseudo
Forces (e.g. Centrifugal Force), Coriolis force
and its applications. Motion under a central
force,
Derivation
of
Kepler's
laws.
Gravitational law and field, Potential due to a
spherical body.Gauss & Poisson'sequation of
Gravitational self-energy. System of particles,
Centre of mass and reduced mass ;Rutherford
scattering . Elastic and inelastic collisions.
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CC O3:
General Properties of Matter
Elastic
moduli
and
their
relations,
Determination of Y of rectangular thin bar
loaded at the centre; Torsional oscillations,
Torsional rigidity of a wire, to determine n by
torsional oscillations. Surface Tension, Angle
of Contact, Capillary Rise Method; Energy
required to raise a liquid in capillary tube;
Factors affecting surface tension; Jeager's
method for Determination of surface tension;
Applications of Surface Tension. Concept of
Viscous Forces and Viscosity; Steady and
Turbulent Flow, Reynolds's number; Equation
of
Continuity;
Bernoulli's
Principle;
Application of Bernoulli's equation - (i) Speed
of Efflux (ii) Venturimeter(iii) Aspirator
Pump(iv) Change of plane of motion of a
spinning ball.

CO3: Students are familiar
with general properties of
matter like elasticity ,
viscosity etc.

CC O4: Oscillations
Concept of Simple, Periodic & Harmonic
Oscillation with illustrations; Differential
equation of harmonic oscillator; Kinetic and
potential energy of Harmonic Oscillator;
Oscillations of two masses connected by a
spring; Translational and Rotational motion,
Moment of Inertia and their Product, Principal
moments and axes, Theorem of parallel and
perpendicular axes, Motion of Rigid Body,
Euler's theorem.

CO4:This course provide
deeper understanding of
physical properties of
matter

CC O5: Relativistic Mechanics:
CO5:Students are able to
Michelson-Morley
experiment
and
its explane and understand the
outcome; Postulates of Special Theory of physics behind nature
Relativity;
Lorentz
Transformations.
Simultaneity and order of events; Lorentz
contraction; Time dilation; Relativistic
transformation of velocity, frequency and
wave number; Relativistic addition of
velocities; Variation of mass with velocity.
Doppler effect.Four dimensional momentum
vector, Covariance of equations of physics.
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Earlier Developers in physics up to 18th
century: contributions of arybhatt, Archimedes,
Nicolus Copernicus, Galileo galilei, Huygens,
Robert hooke.

2.

First Year
Paper-II
Thermodynamic
s and statistical
physic

CCO1: Thermodynamics-I
CO1: Students get
Reversible and irreversible process, Heat Know about law
engines, Definition of efficiency, Carnot's thermodynamics
ideal heat engine, Carrot's cycle, Effective way
to increase efficiency, Carnot's engines and
refrigerator, Coefficient of performance.
Second law of thermodynamics, Various
statements of Second law of thermodynamics,
Carrot's theorem, Claussius Clapeyron's
equation, Carnot's cycle and its applications.
Steam engine, Otto engine, Petrol engine,
Diesel engine.

to
of

CC O2: Thermodynamics-II
CO2: They get to know
Concept of entropy, Change in entropy in the use of thermodynamics
adiabatic process, Change in entropy in principals in daily life
reversible cycle. Principle of increase of
entropy, Change in entropy in irreversible
process. T-S diagram, Physical significance of
Entropy, Entropy of a perfect gas, Kelvin's
thermodynamic scale of temperature, The size
of a degree, Zero of absolute scale, Identity of
a perfect gas scale and absolute scale. Third
law of thermodynamics, Zero point energy,
Negative temperatures (not possible), Heat
death of the universe. Relation between
thermodynamic
variables
(Maxwell's
relations).
CC O3: Statistical Physics-I
Description of a system: Significance of
statistical approach, Particle-states, Systemstates,
Microstates and Macro-states of a system,
Equilibrium states, Fluctuations, Classical &
Statistical Probability, The equi-probability
postulate, Statistical ensemble, Number of
states accessible to a system, Phase space.

CO3:Students understand
the connection between
thermodynamics
and
statistical physics
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Micro Canonical Ensemble, Canonical
Ensemble, Helmholtz free energy, enthalpy,
first law of thermodynamics, gibbs free
energy, grand Canonical Ensemble.
CC O4: Statistical Physics-II
Statistical Mechanics: Phase space, The
probability of a distribution, The most
probable distribution and its narrowing with
increase in number of particles, MaxwellBoltzmann statistics, Molecular speeds,
Distribution and mean, r.m.s. and most
probable velocity, Constraints of accessible
and inaccessible states. Quantum Statistics:
Partition Function, Relation between Partition
Function and Entropy, Bose-Einstein statistics,
Black-body radiation, The Rayleigh-Jeans
formula, The Planck radiation formula, FermiDirac statistics, Comparison of results,
Concept of Phase transitions.

CO4: They know about
different
types
of
ensembles in statistical
physics

CC O5: Contributions of Physicists
CO5:They know about
S.N. Bose, M.N. Saha, Maxwell, Clausius, basic idea of classical and
Boltzmann, Joule, Wien, Einstein, Planck, quantum statistical
Bohr, Heisenberg,Fermi, Dirac, Max Born,
Bardeen.
3.

Second Year
Paper-I
Optics

CC O1: Geometrical Optics
CO1: The Students know
Reflection and reflection Fermat's Principle, about different types of
Refraction at a spherical surface, Aplanatic electromagnetic spectrum
points and its applications, Lens formula,
Combination of thin lenses and equivalent
focal length. Dispersion and dispersive power,
chromatic
aberration
and
achromatic
combination, different types of aberration
(qualitative) and their remedy. Need for
multiple lenses in eyepieces, Ramsden and
Huygens eye-piece.
CC O2: Interference of light
CO2: The students know
The principle of superposition, two slit about
transverse
and
interference, coherence requirement for the longitudinal waves
sources, optical path retardations, Lateral shift
of fringes. Rayleigh refracto meter and other
applications, Localised fringes, thin films,
interference by a film with two non-parallel
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reflecting surfaces, Newton's rings. Haidinger
fringes (Fringes of equal inclination),
Michelson interferometer, its application for
precision determination of wavelength,
wavelength difference and the width of
spectral lines. Intensity distribution in multiple
beam interference, Fabry¬Perot interferometer
and Etalon.
CC O3: Diffraction
CO3:They know about
Fresnel's theory of half period zone, Zone properties of waves like
plate. Diffraction at straight edge, rectilinear reflection ,
propagation. Diffraction at a slit, phasor
diagram and integral calculus methods.
Diffraction at a circular aperture. Rayleigh
criterion of resolution of images. Resolving
power of telescope and microscope.
Diffraction at N-parallel slits, Intensity
distribution,
Plane
diffraction
grating,
Resolving power of a grating and comparision
with resolving power prism and of a fabry
parot etalon.

CC O4: Polarisation
CO4: Un They know
Transverse nature of light waves, Polarization about Polarization and
of electromagnetic waves, Plane polarised light diffraction
- production and analysis, Description of
Linear, circular and elliptical polarisation.
Propagation of electro magnetic waves in
anisotropic media, uniaxial and biaxial
crystals, symmetric nature of dielectric tensor,
Double refraction, Hygen's principle, Ordinary
and extraordinary refractive indices, Fresnel's
formula, light propagation in uniaxial crystal,
Nicol prism, Production of circularly and
elliptically
polarized
light,
Babinet
compensator and applications, Optical rotation,
Optical rotation in liquids and its measurement
through Polarimeter.
CC O5: Fibre Optics and Laser
CO5: Students get to know
Principle of fiber optics, attenuation: pulse basic idea of optical fiber
dispersion and step index and parabolic index and laser
fibres. A brief history of lasers, characteristics
of laser light, Einstein prediction, relationship
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between Einstein coeffients (qualitative
discussion) pumping scheme, resonators, ruby
laser, He-Ne laser, applications of lasers,
principle
of
holography,
photodiodes,
phototransisters and photomultipliers.
CO6:Students Know about
optical instruments
4.

Second Year
Paper-II
Electrostatics
,Magneto statics
and
Electrodynamics

CC O1: Electrostatics
Fundamental's of Electrostatics, Gauss's law
and its application for finding E for symmetric
charge distributions. Capacitors, conducting
sphere in a uniform electric field, point charge
in front of a grounded infinite conductor.
Dielectrics, parallel plate capacitor with a
dielectric, dielectric constant, polarization and
polarization vector P, relation between
displacement vector D, E and P. Molecular
interpretation of Claussius-Mossotti equation.
Laplace
and
poissson
equations
in
electrostatics and their applications; Energy of
system of charges, multiple expression of
scalar potential; method of images and its
applitation. potential and field due to a dipole,
force and torque on a dipole in an external
electric field.

CO1:
The
students
understand Basic idea of
and
principals
of
electrostatics and magneto
statics

CC O2: Magnetostatics
CO2: They also
Force on a moving charge, Lorentz force knowledge
about
equation and definition of B, force on a current and electricity
straight conductor carrying current in a
uniform magnetic field, torque on a current
loop, magnetic dipole moment, angular
momentum and gyromagnetic ratio, Biot and
Savart's law, calculation of H for simple
geometrical situations such as Solenoid,
Anchor ring. Ampere's Law, xB = µ0J, .B =
0. Field due to a magnetic dipole, free and
bound currents, magnetization vector (M),
relationship between B, H and M. Derivation
of the relation XM = J for non-uniform
magnetization.
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get
the

CCO3: Current Electricity and Bio CO3:They also understand
Electricity
the working of cyclotrons ,
Steady current, current density J, non-steady transformer ,generator etc
currents and continuity equation, Kirchoff's
laws and analysis of multiloop circuits, growth
and decay of current in LR and CR circuits,
decay constants, LCR circuits. Mean and RMS
values of A.C., AC circuits, complex numbers
and their applications in solving AC circuits
problems, complex impedance and reactance,
series and parallel resonance. Q-factor, power
consumed by an A.C. circuit, power factor, Y
and
networks and transmission of electric
power. Electricity observed in living systems,
Origin of bioelectricity.
CCO4: Motion of Charged Particles in
Electric and Magnetic Fields
E as an accelerating field, electron gun,
discharge tube, linear accelerator. E as
deflecting field - CRO, Sensitivity of CRO.
Transverse B field; 180° deflection, Mass
spectrograph and velocity selector, Curvatures
of tracks for energy determination for nuclear
particles; Principle and working of Cyclotron.
Mutually perpendicular and parallel E & B
fields; Positive ray parabolas, Discovery of
isotopes, Elements of Mass Spectrographs,
Principle of magnetic focusing (lenses)

CO4: They know how the
electric and magnetic field
combine
and
become
electromagnetic field

CC O5: Electrodynamics
CO5:They also know
Electromagnetic induction, Faraday's Laws, about
electromagnetic
Electromotive force, Integral and differential spectrum and its properties
forms of Faraday's laws, Self and mutual
inductance, Transformers, Energy in a static
magnetic field, Maxwell's displacement
current, Derivations of Maxwell's equations,
Electromagnetic field energy density. Poynting
vector, Vector and scalar protentionals;
Electromagnetics field Tensors, Fresnel's
relations. Rayleigh scattering. Electromagnetic
wave equation, Plane electromagnetic waves in
vacuum and dielectric media, Reflection at a
plane boundary of dielectrics, Fresnel's Laws,
Polarization by reflection and total internal
reflection, Waves in a conducting medium,
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Reflection and refraction by the ionosphere.

5.

Third Year
Paper-I
Quantum
mechanics and
spectroscopy

CC O1: Quantum Mechanics I
CO1: The students know
Particles and Waves: Photoelectric effect. about dual nature of light
Black body radiation. Planck's radiation law, and matter
Stefan Boltzmann law, Wien's displacement
law and Rayleigh-Jean's law. Compton effect.
De Broglie hypothesis. Wave particle duality.
Davisson-Germer experiment. Wave packets.
Concept of phase and group velocity. Two slit
experiment with electrons. Probability. Wave
amplitude and wave functions. Heisenberg's
uncertainty principle with illustrations. Basic
postulates and formalism of Schrodinger's
equation.
Eigenvalues.
Probabilistic
interpretation of wave function. Equation of
continuity. Probability current density.
Boundary conditions on the wave function.
Normalization of wave function.

CC O2: Quantum Mechanics II
CO2: The know how
Time independent Schrodinger equation: One classical physics converts
dimensional potential well and barrier. in Quantum mechanics
Boundary conditions. Bound and unbound
states. Reflection and transmission coefficients
for a rectangular barrier in one dimension.
Explanation of alpha decay. Quantum
phenomenon of tunneling. Free particle in onedimensional box, eigen functions and eigen
values of a free particle. One-dimensional
simple harmonic oscillator, energy eigenvalues
from Hermite differential equation, wave
function for ground state. Particle in a
spherically symmetric potential. Rigid rotator.
Particle in a three dimensional box, Angular
Momentum, properties of Pauli spin matrices.
CCO3: Atoms in electric and magnetic
fields:
Quantum numbers, Bohr model and selection
rules. Stern-Gerlach experiment. Spin as an
intrinsic quantum number. Incompatibility of
spin with classical ideas. Orbital angular
momentum. Fine structure. Total angular

CO3:They know about
basic
principles
of
quantum mechanics and
nuclear physics
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momentum. Pauli exclusion principle. Many
particles in one dimensional box. Symmetric
and anti-symmetric wave functions. Atomic
shell model. Spectral notations for atomic
states. Spin-orbit coupling, L-S and J-J
coupling. Zeeman effect. Continuous and
characteristic X-rays. Mossley's law.

CC O4: Molecular Spectroscopy
Various types of spectra. Rotational spectra.
Intensity of spectral lines and determination of
bond distance of diatomic molecules. Isotope
effect. Vibrational energies of diatomic
molecules. Zero point energy. Anharmonicity.
Morse potential. Raman effect, Stokes and
anti-Stokes lines and their intensity difference.
Electronic
spectra.
Born-Oppenheimer
approximation.
Frank-Condon
principle,
singlet and triplet states. Fluorescence and
phosphorescence. Introduction to Laser Raman
spectroscopy. Elementary concept and
applications of NMR and EPR.

CO4: They know about
atomic spectroscopy and
the behaviour of spectral
lines in external fields

CCO5: Nuclear Physics and Elementary
Particles
Basic properties of nucleus: Shape, Size, Mass
and Charge of the nucleus. Stability of the
nucleus and Binding energy. Alpha particle
spectra — velocity and energy of alpha
particles. Geiger-Nuttal law. Nature of beta ray
spectra. The neutrino and its physics. Energy
levels and decay schemes. Positron emission
and electron capture. Selection rules. Beta
absorption and range of beta particles. Kurie
plot. Nuclear reactions, pair production. Qvalues and threshold of nuclear reactions.
Nuclear reaction cross-sections. Examples of
different types of reactions and their
characteristics. Compound nucleus, Bohr's
postulate of compound nuclear reaction, Semi
empirical mass formula, Shell model, Liquid
drop model, Nuclear fission and fusion
(concepts). Classification of elementary
particles and their interactions; Conservation
laws; Quark Structure of hadrons; Elementary

CO5:They know about
molecular
spectroscopy
and phenomenon of Raman
effect
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ideas about unification of forces.

6.

Third Year
Paper-II
Solid state
physics and
electronic
devices

CC O1: Solid state Physics-1
CO1:
The
students
Crystal Structure and bonding: Crystalline and understand about crystal
amorphous solids. Translational symmetry. structure and properties
Lattice and basis. Unit cell. Reciprocal lattice.
Fundamental types of lattices (Bravias
Lattice). Miller indices Lattice planes. Simple
cubic. Face centered cubic. Body centered
cubic lattices. Laue and Bragg's equations.
Determination of crystal structure with X-rays,
X-ray spectrometer. Ionic, covalent, metallic,
van der Waals and hydrogen bonding. Band
theory of solids. Periodic potential and Bloch
theorem. Kronig-Penny model (Qualitative).

CC O2: Solid state Physics-2
CO2: They know about
Lattice structure and properties: Dulong Petit, electrical , mechanical
Einstein and Debye theories of specific heats properties of solids
of solids. Elastic and atomic force constants.
Dynamics of a chain of similar atoms and
chain of two types of atoms. Optical and
acoustic modes. Electrical resistivity. Specific
heat of electron. Wiedemann-Franz law. Hall
effect. Response of substances in magnetic
field, dia-. para- and ferromagnetic materials.
Classical Langevin theory of dia and
paramagnetic domains. Curie's law. Weiss'
theory of ferromagnetism and ferromagnetic
domains. Discussion of BH hysteresis. Super
conductivity, Meissner' s effect, Josephson
junction effect and high temperature
superconductivity.
CC O3: Semiconductor devices-1
Electronic devices: Types of Semiconductors
(p and n). Formation of Energy Bands, Energy
level diagram. Conductivity and mobility.
Junction formation, Barrier formation in p-n
junction diode. Current flow mechanism in
forward
and
reverse
biased
diode
(recombination), drift and saturation of drift
velocity. Derivation of mathematical equations
for barrier potential, barrier width. Single p-n

CO3:They know about
phenomenon
of
superconductivity
and
superconductor materials
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junction device (physical explanation, current
voltage characteristics and one or two
applications).
Two
terminal
devices.
Rectification. Zener diode. Photo diode. Light
emitting diode. Solar cell. Three terminal
devices. Junction field effect transistor (JFET).
Two junction devices. Transistors as p-n-p and
n-p-n. Physical mechanism of current flow.
Characteristics of transistor.

CC O4: Semiconductor devices-2
CO4: They know about
Amplifiers (only bipolar junction transistor). semiconductor devices and
CB, CE and CC configurations. Single stage it's use
CE amplifier (biasing and stabilization
circuits), Q-point, equivalent circuit, input
impedance, output impedance, voltage and
current gain. Class A, B, C amplifiers
(definitions).
RC
coupled
amplifiers
(frequency response). Class B push-pull
amplifier. Feedback amplifiers. Voltage
feedback and current feedback. Effect of
negative voltage series feedback on input
impedance. Output impedance and gain.
Stability, distortion and noise. Principle of an
Oscillator, Barkhausen criterion, Colpitts, RC
phase shift oscillators. Basic concepts of
amplitude, frequency and phase modulations
and demodulation.
Digital Electronics : Boolean Identities, DeMorgan's law, Logic gate and truth tables;
simple logics Circuits; Thermistors , solar
cells. Concepts of Microprocessors and digital
computer
CC O5: Nano materials
CO5: They know the
Nanostructures: Introduction to basics of digital electronics
nanotechnology, structure and size dependent
properties. 3D, 2D, 1D, OD nanostructure
materials and their density of states, Surface
and Interface effects. Modelling of quantum
size effect. Synthesis of nanoparticles - Bottom
Up and Top Down approach, Wet Chemical
Method.
Nanolithography.
Metal
and
Semiconducting nanomaterials.
Essential
differences in structural and properties of bulk
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and nano materials (qualitative description).
Naturally occurring nano crystals. Applications
of nanomaterials.
7.

8.

9.

First Year
Physics
Practical-I
Based on paper I
& II

Second Year
Physics
Practical-II
Based on paper I
& II

Third Year
Physics
Practical-III
Based on paper I
& II

Practical-I
Based on Paper I & II

Practical-II
Based on Paper I & II

Practical-III
Based on paper I & II

CO1: They get to know
how
to
deal
with
laboratory work.
CO2:They learn various
properties
of
matter
through practical
CO3:They also learn about
the measuring instruments
CO1:
The
students
understand the practical
related to optics
CO2:They also understand
about
telescope
and
microscope
CO3:They also understand
the
waves
and
it's
parameters
through
experiments
CO1:
The
students
understand
about
the
various networks theorems
CO2: They also get
practical knowledge of
various electronics devices
CO3:They
also
get
knowledge of CRO
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Name of the Department

: Department of Physics

B. Program Outcome and Program Specific Outcomes

Name of the
program (PG)
PG (M.Sc.)

Program Outcomes (PO)
Students will gain

Program Specific Outcomes (PSO)
Students will be able to

PO1:Knowledge of Solve the
problem and also think methodically,
independently and draw a logical
conclusion.

PSO1: Individuals having in-depth
knowledge in different branches
physics

PO2:Students Create an awareness of
the impact of Physics on the society,
and development outside the scientific
community
PO3:They have knowledge to
Demonstrate, solve and an
understanding of major concepts in all
disciplines of physics
PO4: It provides entrepreneurship
skill development.

PSO2: The students will be able to
qualified CSIR-UGC-NET, SET,
GATE, JEST ,TIFR etc.

PO5:They acquired time management
and self-management skills.

PSO5: They are able to get job in
both Govt. and private sectors.

PSO3: Employable candidates in
careers related to teaching in physics,
especially in schools and colleges.
PSO4: They become Hands on
expertsin physics and able to do
research.
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Course Outcomes of all programs offered by the Department
Name of the Program

: M.Sc. Physics

*On completion of the courses students will be able to:

S.
No.
1.

SemesterPaper
Semester-I
Paper-I
Mathematical
Physics

Course Content

Course Outcomes

CC 01:
Differential equations: Recursion
relation, generating functions
and orthogonality of Bessel
functions of first and second kind,
Hermite, Legendre, Associate
Legcndre
and
Laguerre
Polynomials.Curvilinear
coordinate system with specific cases
of Cartesian, Cylindrical, and
Spherical coordinate systems.

CO1:Students become familiar
with scalar , vectors and tensor
quantities , differential equations
and polynomials

CC 02:
CO2: Know how to deal with
Integral
transforms.
Fourier different types of coordinate
integral. Fourier transform and systems
inverse
Fourier
transforms.
Fourier transform of derivatives.
Convolution theorem. Elementary
Laplace
transforms.
Laplace
transform
of
derivatives.
Application to a damped harmonic
oscillator.
CC 03:
CO3:They get knowledge of
Green's
functions:
Non- complex
numbers,
complex
homogenous boundary value integrations
problems, Green's function for one
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dimensional problems, eigen
function expansion of Green's
function,
Fourier
transform.
Method of constructing Green's
function, Green's function for
electrostatic
boundary
value
problems
and
quantummechanical scattering problem.

2.

Semester-I
Paper-II
Classical
mechanics

CC 04:
Complex variables: analyticity of
complex
functions.
Cauchy
Riemann
equations.
Cauchy
theorem. Cauchy integral formula.
Taylors, Maclaurin,
Laurent
series & mapping. Theorem of
residues. Simple cases of contour
integration. Jordan's
lemma
Integrals
involving
multiple
valued functions(Branch points).

CO4:Understand various types of
transformations and able to solve
the problems of Laplace and fourier
transform

CC 05:
Computer oriented numerical
methods : Errors in number
representation, Iterative method to
find the roots of an equation,
Bysection method, Fake position
method, Pivoting method, GaussSeidan iterative method. Least
square
approximation
of
functions,
Trigonometrical
functions
Numerical
differentiation and integration,
Trapezoidal rule, Simpson rule.

CO5:Mathematics and physics are
complimentary to each other and
this
course
improve
the
mathematical skills of students ,
which is necessary for physics

CC 01:
CO1: knowledge about the basic
Newtonin mechanics of one and Newtonian mechanics
many
particles
systems:
Conservation laws, Constrains
their classification, Principle of
virtual
work;
D'Almbert's
principle
in
generalized
coordinates,
The
Lagrange's
equation
from
D'Almbert's
principle. Configuration space,
Hamilton's principle deduction
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from
D'Almberts
principle,
Generalized
momenta
and
Lagrangian formulation of the
conservation
theorems,
Reduction to the equivalent
one body problem; the equation of
motion and first integrals, the
differential equation for the
orbit.
CC 02:
CO2: Become able to understand
The e qu at i ons of canonical and apply Hamiltonian and
transformation and generating Lagrangian formulation
functions; The Hamilton- Jacobi
Action and Angel variables.
Poisson’s
brackets;
simple
algebraic properties of Poisson’s
brackets. The equation of motion
in Poisson’s Brackets notation.
Poisson theorem; principle of
least action. The Kepler problem,
Inverse central force field,
Rutherford scattering.
CC 03:
CO3:They get knowledge about
Theory of small oscillations, rigid body and it's properties like
Equations of motion, Eigen moment of inertia and inertia tensor
frequencies and general motion,
normal modes and coordinates,
Applications to coupled pendulum
and linear triatomic molecule,
Rotating coordinate systems.
Acceleration in rotating frames.
Coriolis force and its terrestrial
astronomical
applications,
Elementary treatment of Eulerian
co- ordinates and transformation
matrices. Angular momentum
inertia tensor. Eular
equations of motion for a rigid
body. Torque free motion for a
rigid body.
CC 04:
CO4:Learn the concept of relativity
Symmetries of space and time. and understand how things will
Invariance
under
galilion change when velocity tend to speed
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transformation, Covariant four- of light
dimensional formulation, 4 Vectors and 4 - scalers.
Relativistic generalization of
Newton's laws, 4 - momentum and
4 - force, variance under Lornetz
transformation
relativistic
mechanics. Covariant Lagrangian,
covariant Hamiltonian, Examples.
CC 05:
CO5:Gain deeper understanding of
Inverse square law, field and central forces and solve problems
potentials : Law of gravitational related to central force
and
electrostatic
forces.
Gravitational, electrostatic fields
and potentials, Lines of forces and
equipotential surfaces, Fields and
potentials
of
dipole
and
quardrupole,
Potential
and
intensity due to a charge
distribution in the form of
spherical shell.
3.

Semester-I
Paper-III
Quantum
mechanics-l

CC 01:
CO1:
Basic Postulates of quantum Understand how mathematical tools
Mechanics,
equation
of are used in quantum mechanics
continuity,
Normality,
orthogonality
and
closure
properties of eigen functions,
expectation values and Ethrentest
theorems, solution of Schrodinger
equation for one dimensional (a)
potential well (b) potential step
and (c) Potential barrier.
CC 02:
CO2: They are able to solve the
Linear vector space, concept of quantum mechanical problems like
Hibert space, bra and ket notation harmonic oscillator ,1D box
for state vector, representation of
state vectors and dynamical
variables by matrices and unitary
transformation (Translation and
rotation), creation and annihilation
operators, matrices for x and p.
Heisenberg uncertainty relation
through
operators
(Schwartz
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inequality).
CC 03:
Solution of Schrodinger equation
for (a) linear harmonic oscillator
(b) hydrogen - like atom (c)
square well potential and their
respective application to atomic
spectra, molecular spectra and
low
energy
nuclear
states
(deutron).

CO3:Outline the postulates of
quantum mechanics and understand
the various operators and its uses in
quantum mechanics

CC 04:
CO4: Make connections between
Angular momentum in quantum classical and Quantum mechanics
mechanics, The total angular
momentum
operators,
commutation relation, Ladder
operators and their eign values,
Eigen values and Eigen function
of L2 and Lz in term of spherical
harmonics,
Clebsch-Gordan
coefficient : Properties and
evalutation.
CC 05:
CO5:solving the problems by the
Time
independent-perturbation help of perturbation theory like
theory : stationary perturbation Zeeman ,Paschanbach effects
theory for non degenerate and
degenerate cases (upto first order
correction) Application of nondegenerate perturbation theory to
Normal He atom, perturbed
Harmonic oscillator, Zeeman
effect. Application of degenerate
perturbation theory to first order
Stark effect in hydrogen atom.

4.

Semester-I
Paper-IV
Electronic
devices

CO6:
Point out the role of quantum
mechanics in the development of
physics
CC 01:
CO1:
Transistors: JFET, BJT, MOSFET Acquires a clear understanding
and
MESFET,
structure about semiconductor materials
derivations of the equations for I172

V
characteristics
under
different condition, microwave
devices, tunnel diode, transfer
electron devices (Gunn Diode),
avalanche transits time devices,
Impatt diodes and parametric
devices.
CC 02:
Photonic devices: radiative and
non-radiative transitions, optical
absorption, bulk and. thin film
photo conductive devices (LDR),
diode Photo detectors, Solar cell
(open circuit voltage and short
circuit current, fill factor), LED
(high frequency limit, effect of
surface
and
indirect
recombination current, operation
of LED), semi-conductors; diode
lasers (conditions for population
inversion in active region, light
confinement factor, optical gain
and threshold current for lasing
CC 03:
Memory Devices: Read Only
Memory (ROM) and Random
Access Memory(RAM).Types of
ROM:
PROM,
EPROM,
EEPROM and EAPROM, Static
and dynamic RAMs (SRAM &
DRAM), characteristics of SRAM
and DRAM.Hybrid Memories :
CMOS and NMOS memories,
Nonvolatile RAM, ferro-electric
memories, charge coupled devices
(CCD),
storage
devices:
Geometry and organization of
magnetic (FDD & HDD) and
Optical (CD-ROM, CD-R, CDR/W, DVD) Storage devices.

CO2:
Understandabout
other
materials which is used in devices.
Like piezoelectric , polymers etc

CO3: .Acquires a comparative
understanding between voltage and
current controlled devices

CC 04:
CO4:
Electro-optics, Magneto-optic and Know about memory devices and
Acousto-optic effects, materials it's functioning
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properties related to get these
effect, important ferro electric,
liquid crystal and polymeric
materials for these devices,
piezoelectric, electrostrictive and
magnetostrictive
effects.
Important
materials for these
properties and their applications
in sensors and actuator devices,
acoustic delay lines, piezoelectric
resonators and filters, high
frequency piezoelectric devicessurface, acoustic wave devices,

CC 05:
Introduction
to
operational
amplifiers and IC :
Introduction Op. Amp Block
diagram representation of a typical
Op. Amp. Schematic symbols,
Analysis of a typical Op. Amp
circuit
Integrated
circuits
manufactures Designations for
IC”s Development of IC”s. SSI.
MSI, LSI and VLSI packages.

5.

Semester-II
Paper-I
Quantum
Mechanics -ll

CO5:Learn about Optoelectronic
devices and it's uses in modern
material science applications
CO6:Get some idea of integrated
circuits

CC 01:
CO1: Learn the detailed theory of
Approxmination
method
for perturbation and apply this on
bound states : Variation method problems
and its application to ground state
helium, Zero point energy of one
dimensional harmonic oscillator,
Ground state of hydrogen atom,
Deutron
problem,
WKB
Approximation
method,
connection
formulac
for
penetration
of
a
barrier,
Applications of WKB method to
probability of penetration a
barrier. Theory of alpha decay.
(Geiger-Nuttle
law)
with
applications to potential well.
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CC 02:
Time dependant perturbation
theory: Methods of variation of
constants
and
transition
probability, adiabatic and sudden
approximation, wave equation for
a system of charged particles
under the influence of external
electromagnetic field, absorption
and induced emission, Einstein’s
A and B coefficients and
transition probability.

CO2:
Understand various approximation
method and it's used in quantum
mechanics like wkb method ,
variations methods

CC 03:
CO3: List out the effect of of
Theory of Scattering, Physical relativity on quantum mechanics
concepts, scattering amplitude,
scattering cross section. Born
Approximation and partial waves,
scattering by perfectly rigid
sphere, complex potential and
absorption,
scattering
by
spherically symmetric potential,
identical particles with spin,
Pauli's spin matrices.
CC 04:
CO4: Acquired basic knowledge of
Schrödinger’s
relativistic field theory
equation (Klein-Gordon equation),
Probability and current density,
Klein - Gordon equation in
presence of electromagnetic field,
hydrogen atom, short comings of
Klein-Gordon equation, Dirac’s
relativistic equation for free
electron, Dirac’s Matrices. Dirac’s
relativistic
equation
in
electromagnetic field, negative
energy
states
and
their
interpretation hydrogen atom,
hyperfine splitting.
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CC 05:
CO5: Learn the phenomenon of
Quntization of fields (Second scattering and solve it's practical
Quantization) :
Introduction, and numerical problems
classical approach to field theory,
Relativistic
Laragian
and
Hamiltonian of a charged particle
in an EM field, The lagrangian
and Hamiltonian formulations.
Quantum equation for the field,
Second quantization, Quantization
of non relativistic Schrodinger
qequation.

6.

Semester-II
Paper-II
Statistical
mechanics

CO6:After completing this course
students have a great understanding
of quantum mechanics
CC 01:
CO1: Understanding the laws and
Foundation
of
statistical applications of thermodynamics
mechanics, specification of states
of a system contact between
statistics and thermodynamics,
classical ideal gas entropy of
mixing
and
Gibb’s
paradox.Microcanonical
ensemble, phase space, trajectories
and density of states, Liouville
theorem, canonical and grand
canonical ensembles, partition
function, calculation of statistical
quantities, energy and density
fluctuations.
CC 02:
CO2: Students are able to solve
Statistics of ensembles, statistics numerical as well as theoretical
of indistinguishable particles, problems of thermodynamics
density matrix, Maxwell -Boltzmann, Fermi Dirac and
BoseEinstein
statistics,
properties of ideal Bose gases,
Bose — Einstein condensation,
properties of ideal Fermi gas,
electron gas in metals, Boltzman
transport equation.
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CC 03:
Cluster expansion for a classical
gas, virial equation of state, mean
field theory of Ising model in 3,2
and 1 dimension. Exact solution
in one-dimension.

CO3:Find out
the connection
between
thermodynamics
and
statistical physics and also the need
of statistical physics

CC 04:
CO4: Describe various types
Thermodynamics
fluctuation statistics ,( Maxwell Boltzmann ,
spatial
correlation
Brownian Fermi Dirac and Bose Einstein)
motion,
Langevin
theory,
fluctuation dissipation theorem,
the
Fokker-Planck
equation,
Onsager reciprocity relations
CC 05:
CO5:
Production and measurement of Understand the basic concepts of
Low temperature : Production of ensembles in statistical physics
low temperature, Approach to
absolute zero by adiabatic
demagnetization, Measurement of
low temperature.
Phase transition
– Phase
transition of I & II kind, Critical
exponent, theory of Yang and Lee.

7.

Semester-II
Paper-III
Electrodynamics and
plasma
physics

CO6:
See how
the
thermodynamic
variable change at the microscopic
level
CO7: Understand effects of low
temperature on the gases and learn
about the production of low
temperature
CC 01:
CO1: Outline the basic principles
Review of Basics of electrostatics of electrostatic and ,magneto static
and magnetostatics (electric field,
Gauss’s
law, Laplaces and
Poisson equations, method of
images, Biot-Sawart law, Ampere
law, Maxwell's equations, scalar
and vector potentials, gauge
transformation, Lorentz gauge,
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Coulomb Gauge, Solution of
Maxwell equations in conducting
media radiations by moving
charges,
retarded
potentials,
Lienard Wiechrt potentials, fields
of charged particles in uniform
motion, fields of arbitrarily
moving charge particle.
CC 02:
CO2:Learn how the electric and
Fields of an accelerated charged magnetic field become combined
particles at low velocity and high and make electromagnetic field
velocity, Angular distribution of
power radiated, Review of four
vector and Lorentz transformation
in
4-dimensional
spaces,
Invariance of electric charge,
Relativistic
transformation
properties of E and H fields.
Electromagnetic fields tensor in 4dimensional Maxwell equation,
Four Vector current and potential
and their invariance under Lorentz
transformation, covariance of
electrodynamics. Langragian and
Hamiltonian for a relativistic
charged particle jn External EM
field; motion of charged particles
in electromagnetic fields, uniform
and non- uniform E and B fields.
CC 03:
Elementary concept of occurrence
of plasma. Gaseous and solid state
plasma. Production of gaseous and
solid state plasma. Plasma
parameters. Plasma confinement
pinch effect instability in a
pinchedplasma
column.
Electrical neutrality in a plasma.
Debye screening distance. Plasma
oscillations:
Transverse
oscillations
and
longitudinal
oscillations.

CO3:Developunderstanding about
Electromagnetic waves and how
it's properties change in different
mediums
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CC 04:
CO4: Point out the effect of
Domain
of relativity on electrodynamics
Magnetohydrodynamics
and
plasma
Physics
:
Magnetohydrodynamic equations,
magnetic hydro-static pressure
hydrodynamic waves: Magnetosonic and Alfven waves, particle
orbits and drift motion in a
plasmas, Experimental study of
Plasma, the theory of single and
double probes.
CC 05:
CO5: Understand the working of
Rediation plasma : Rediation various types of waveguides,
emited by exited atoms and ions, coaxial cables
Bremsstrahlung
radiation
Cyclotron and Betatron emission,
Cherenkov radiation, Effect of
impurities,
Recombination
radiation, Black body radiation.

CO6: Gets some elementary idea
about the plasma state of matter

8.

Semester-II
Paper-IV
Atomic and
molecular
physics

CC 01:
Quantum states of one electron
atom. Atomic orbitals. Hydrogen
spectrum, Paulis principle,
Spectra of alkali elements, Spin
orbit interaction and line structure
of alkali Spectra . Methods of
molecular quantum mechanics,
Thomas Fermi statistical model,
Hartree and Hartree fock method,
Two electron system. Interaction
energy in L-S and J-J coupling,
hyperfine structure (qualitative),
CC 02:
Types of molecules. Diatomic
linear. Symmetric top, asymmetric
top
and
spherical
top

CO1: Learn the models of atomic
Structure , hydrogen spectrum

CO2:Solve the problems of 1
electron system ( hydrogen atom )
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molecules. Rotational spectra of
diatomic molecules as a rigid
rotator, Energy level and Spectra
of non-rigid rotator, intensity of
rotational lines,
CC 03:
Vibrational energy of diatomic
molecule, diatomic molecule as a
simple harmonic oscillator,
Energy levels and spectrum,
Morse potential energy curve,
Molecules as vi brat ing rotator,
Vibration spectrum of diatomic
molecule
PQR
branches, IR
spectrometer (qualitative)

CO3:Understand
the
various
coupling scheme LS and JJ and
effect of these on energy level
splitting

CC 04:
Introduction to ultraviolet, visible
and infra-red spectroscopy, Raman
spectroscopy: Introduction, pure
rotational and vibrational spectra,
Techniques and instrumentation,
Photo electron spectroscopy,
elementary
idea
about
photoacoustic spectroscopy and
Mossbauer
spectroscopy
(principle).
CC 05:
Radioactivity
:
Introduction,
Successive
disintegration,
Different types of radioactive
equilibrium Radioactive dating,
Units used in radioactivity.
line
broadening
mechanisms(general ideas).

CO4: Effect of external fields on
spectral lines like Zeeman and
Paschen back effect

CO5:They get basic idea about
various molecular spectroscopic
techniques

CO6: Know the contribution of Mr
C.V Raman and understand the
Raman spectroscopy
CO7: Get basic idea about
electronic spectroscopy
9.

Semester-III
Paper-I
Condensed

CC 01:
CO1: Students understand the types
Crystral Structure :
of crystals it's structure
Bravis lattice in two and three
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matter
physics -l

dimension,
simple
crystal
structures: Hexagonal close
packed structure, Diamond
structure, zinc blende structure,
sodium
chloride
structure
cesium chloride structure.
CC 02:
CO2:Get knowledge about the
Crystal diffraction by X-Ray :
electrical, magnetic , optical
Reciprocal lattice, Reciprocal properties of solids
lattice of bcc and fcc lattice.
Relation between crystal lattice
axes and crystal reciprocal lattice
axes.
Bragg
diffraction.
condition in terms of reciprocal
lattice vector, Brillouin Zones.
CC 03:
CO3:Understand the phenomenon
Elastic properties of solids :
of superconductivity and properties
Stress and strain components, of superconductor materials
elastic compliance and stiffness
constants, elastic energy density
reduction of number of elastic
constants,
elastic
stiffness
constants for isotropic body,
elastic constant for cubic isotropic
bodies, elastic waves, waves in
(100)
direction,
experimental
determination of elastic constants.
CC 04:
CO4: Outline the properties of the
Lattice vibration and phonons material at microscopic level
:
Lattice dynamic of a diatomic liner
lattice.
Lattice
vibrational
spectrum.The concept of Phonons
momentum of phonon Inelastic
scattering
of
photons
by
phonons.Inelastic scattering of
neutrons by phonons. Inelastic
scattering of x-Ray.
CC 05:
CO5:Buildthe concept of reciprocal
Thermal Properties and band lattice
theory of solids :
Anharmonicity, thermal expansion,
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thermal conductivity, equation of
state of solids, grusneisen constant.
Band theory, classification of
solids,concepts of effective mass.
Fermi surfaces, anomalous skin
effect, De Hass van alphen effect,
cyclotron resonance, magneto
resistane.

10.

Semester-III
Paper-II
Nuclear and
particle
physics

CO6: Learn how to use of Fermi
Dirac statistics in condensed matter
physics
CO7: Students learn about various
models for understanding of
specific heat of solids like debye ,
Einstein models
CO1: List out the basic structure
and and properties of nuclei

CC 01:
Nuclear
Interaction
Nuclear Reaction :
Nuclear forces, Exchange and
tensor forces, Meson theory of
Nuclear force, Low-energy n-p
scattering and Spin dependence
of n-p forces. Direct and
Compound
nuclear
reaction
mechanisms, reciprocity theorem.

CC 02:
CO2:Understand various models
Accelerators
of
charged and stability of nuclei
Particles :
Study of cyclotron, phase
stability, frequency modulated
cyclotron
(Synchrocyclotron)
magnetic induction accelerator
(Betatron), Electron Synchrotron
and linear accelerator (Linac)
CC 03:
CO3: Gain deeper understanding
Nuclear Models :
of various types of decay and its
Liquid drop model, Bohar uses
Wheeler's theory of nuclear
fission, Shell model, Spin orbit
Interaction, Magic numbers, spin
and angular momenta of nuclear
ground state, nuclear quadrupole
moment.
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CC 04:
CO4: They get understanding about
Nuclear Decay and elementary thermonuclear energy and its
particles :
importance
 Decay, general features of  ray
spectrum, Fermi theory of  decay,
selection rules, parity in  decay,
miltiple
radiation,
internal
conversion, nuclear isomerism.
CC 05:
CO5: Understand the 4fundamental
Elementary particle:
forces of nature
Classification of elementary
particles,
fundamental
interaction,
parameters
of
elementary particles. Symmetry
and conservation laws, symmetry
schemes of elementary particles
SU (3)
CO6: Provide basic idea of various
elementary particles
and it's
classification and properties
CO7: Give some idea about models
of high energy physics
11.

Semester-III
Paper-III
Digital
Electronics

CC 01:
CO1: Recall the laws of Boolean
Number system :
algebra and solve some problems
(Binary,
Octal,
Decimal, like K map
hexadecimal) and conversion
between
them.
Boolean
arithmetic, signed and unsigned
binary numbers, 1's Complement,
2's Complement.
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CC 02:
CO2:Know about sequential and
Codes :
combinational circuits
BCD, Gray, ASCII, EBCDIC,
Demorgans theorem, Gate : OR,
AND NOT, NOR, OR, NAND,
XOR, XNOR, Boolean algebra,
Karnaugh map, adder and
subtractor circuit design.

CC 03:
CO3:Understand the working of
Multiplexer,
demultiplexer, digital circuits like adder , counter ,
encoder,
decoder,
parity flip flop
checker and generator, Flip
flops: R-S,D, J-K, J-K Master
Slave flip flop, race around
condition registers, shift register
(left and right shift)
CC 05:
CO4: Make Understanding about
Counters :
digital devices like microprocessor
asynchronous (ripple) counter, and integrated circuits
synchronomous
(parallel)
counter, MOD-5 counter and
MOD-10 counter, BCD counter,
up down counter. Shift Register
counter, Ring Counter.
CC 05:
CO5:Converts digital to analog and
Digital to analog conversion :
analog to digital
(Binary
weighted
register
method, R-2R ladder network
method, complete DAC structure.
Analog to digital converters
(Stair case of counter method,
single slope, equal slop,
successive approximation ADC)

12.

Semester-III
Paper-IV
Atomic and
molecular

CO6: After completing this course
students have good understanding
of digital electronics and it's
applications
CC 01:
CO1: Understand the symmetry in
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance molecular structure ex- spherical
Spectroscopy :
top, linear molecules
Concept of Nuclear Magnetic
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physics

resonance
spectroscopy,
interaction between nuclear spin
and magnetic field, population of
energy level, relaxation processes,
spin-spin interaction and spin-spin
coupling between two and more
nuclei (qualitative)
CC 02:
CO2: Understand the NMR and
Electronic Spectra of Diatomic ESR techniques and its applications
Molecules :
Frank
condon
principles,
dissociation and pre-dissociation
and pre-dissociation energy. BornOppenheimer-approximation,
vibrational coarse structure of
electronic
spectra
(bands
Progression and sequence)

CC 03:
CO3:Provide some idea of
Raman Spectra :
Mössbauer spectroscopy
Raman Effect quantum theory of
Raman
effect,
Molecular
Polarisability in Raman effect,
Vibrational Raman Spectra of
diatomic molecular, application of
Raman and infrared spectroscopy
in the structure determination.
CC 04:
Mossbauer spectroscopy :
Mossbauer effect, principles of
Mossbauer spectroscopy, recoil less
emission of gamma emission, line
width and resonance absorption,
application
of
Mossbauer
spectroscopy (Isomer shift, Quadra
pole splitting, magnetic field
effect).
13.

Semester-IV
Paper-I
Condensed
matter
physics -ll

the

CO4: After completing this course
students get a deeper understanding
of atomic and molecular physics
which have wide applications.

CC 01:
CO1: Understand different types of
Super conductivity :
defects and its effects on materials
Concept of super conducting
state, persistent current, critical
temperature, Meissner effect.
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Thermodynamics of the super
conducting transition. London
equation and penetration depth,
coherence, coherence length. Type
I and Type II superconductors,
B.C.S.
theory
of
super
conductivity.
AC
and
DC
Josephson
effects,
josephson
Tunneling.
CC 02:
Magnetism :
Weiss theory of ferromagnetism
Heisenberg model and molecular
field theory, Domain and Bloch
wall energy, Spin waves and
mangnons, Curie Weiss law for
susceptibility, ferri and anti
feromagnetism.

CO2:Get deeper understanding of
magnetism in solids and classifying
material on the basis of magnetic
properties

CC 03:
Imperfection in crystals :
Imperfection in atomic packing,
point defects, interstitial Schottky
and Frenkel defects, lattice
vacancies
colour
centres,
explanation of experimental facts,
line defects, edge and screw
dislocation, mehanism of plastic
deformation in solids, stress and
strain fields of screw and edge
dislocation, elastic energy of
dislocation, slip and plastic
deformation. Shear strength of
single crystal, burgers vector,
stress fields around disslocation.

CO3: Explore the concept of
superconductivity , also
know
properties and advantages of
superconductor materials

CC 04:
CO4: Learn about nano materials ,
Thin Film : Study of surface methods
of
preparing
nano
topography by multiple beam materials
interferometer, conditions for
accurate determination of step
height and thickness (Fizeu
frings) Electrical conductivity of
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thin films. Expression for
electrical conductivity of thin
films, Hall coefficient, quantum
size effect in thin film.

CC 05:
CO5: Provide the knowledge of
Definition and properties of nano thin films its applications
structured material , different
method of preparation of nano
materials,
plasma
enhanted
chemical
vapour
deposition,
electro deposition. Structure of
single wall carbon nano tubes
(Classification, Chiral vector Cn,
Translational vector 1, Symmetry
vector R, Unit Thermal and
Properties.

14.

Semester-IV
Paper-II
Laser Physics

CC 01:
Basic Principal of Laser :
immoduction to laser, spontaneous
and stimulated emission, Einestein
coefficients . Idea of light
amplification. Population inversion,
laser pumping schemes for two and
three level system with linshold
condition for laser oscillation.

CO6: After completing this course
the get great understanding of
condensed matter physics
CO1: Students get understanding
on basic properties of light

CC 02:
CO2:Learn the fundamental principles of
Properties of Laser Beams and laser
Resonators : Properties of
Laser,Temporal
coherence,
spatial atherence, directionality and
monochromatic of laser beam,
resonators, vibrational mode of
resonators laser amplification,
open resonator.
CC 03:
CO3:They gets
Types of Lasers : Solid State properties of laser
lasers i.e. Ruby Laser, Nd- Yag

know

about
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Laser, Semiconductor laser, Gas
laser ie. Carbon dioxide Laser, HeNe laser, Basic idea of liquid laser,
Dye laser and chemical laser i.e.
HCL mod HF lasers.
CC 04:
CO4: Learn various types of laser and
Application
of
Lasers
: it's working
Holography and its principle,
theory
of
holograms,
reconstruction
of
image,
characteristics
of
Holographs,
Applications of laser in chemistry
and optics, laser in industry i.e.
laser balding, Hole driling, laser
cutting. application of lasers in
medicine.
CC 05:
CO5: Gain fundamental idea of
Basic idea about non linear optics : nonlinear optics
Harmonic generation second and
third harmonic generation, phase
matching, optical mixing ,
parametric generation of light selffocusing of light.
CO6: Provide the knowledge of
holography and its application
CO7: After completing they know the
importance and wide applications of laser

15.

Semester-IV
Paper-III
Computer
programming
and
informatics

CC 01:
CO1: Understand different machine
Conceptual
framework
of language
computer languages (Algorithm,
Flowcharts) Need of structured
programming.
Top-down,
bottom-up
and
modular
programming
design.
Introduction to C languagesbasic structure of C Program.
Character set, keyword and
identifiers, C data types, variable
and data type declaration. Various
operators like arithmetic relational,
logical assignment, conditional
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increment
operators,
expression
precedence.

and
decrement
Evaluation
of
and
operator

CC 02:
CO2:Able to develop algorithm
Input and output statement,
control statement (If, If-else, if
nested if-else statements, switch,
while Do... While and for
statement) Simple C programs
like search of prime number
between given range of numbers
finding the smallest and largest
of three numbers, sum of
algebraic series factorial of given
number, roots of a quadratic
equation, binary to decimal and
decimal to binary conversion etc.
CC 03:
CO3: Outline about concept of computer
Functions : need of functions, languages
calling the functions by value and
by reference, category of functions
: no argument no return, argument
but not return, argument with
return. Recursion. One and two
dimensional
arrays
String
handling functions likes print f ( ),
strepy ( ), STrlen ( ), Strcmp ( )
etc. Simple programs using user
define functions arrays and string
functions.
CC 04:
CO4: They learn about
Network : Terminals- Dumb programming techniques
Terminals,
smart
terminals,
intelligent terminals. Types of
Network : According to ragne :
LAN, MAN, WAN Client Server,
According to topologies : Bus,
Ring, Star, Mesh, Network.
Internet History of Internet
Service
Provider
(ISP)
Introduction to type of internet
account shell/ AC, TCP UP A/c.

various
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Types of connectivity-Dialup,
Leased lines, IP Address-Class A,
Class-B, Class-C, Domain Name
address. URL absolute and
relative.
CC 05:
CO5: After completing this course
Web enabled technology (Email students develop good programming skills
and HTML) : Web Browser :
Internet Explorar, Netscape
Navigator Station and Dynamic
Webb page introduction to HTML
Tags :
<HTML>, <TITLE>, <HEAD>,
<BODY>
<P>, <BR>, <ALIGN>, <I>, <B>,
<DIV>, <PRE>, and their
attributes.
<IMG>, <a> and their attributes.
Ordered and Unordered list tages.
1234
16.

Semester-IV
Paper-IV
Digital
Electronics /
Material
science

CC 01:
CO1: Learn about the various
Communication Electronics : modulation techniques
Amplitude
modulation
generation
of
AM
waves,
demodulation of AM waves,
DSBSC modulation, Generation of
DSBSC wave, coherent detection
of
BSBSC
waves,
SSB
modulation,
generation
and
detection of SSB waves, vestigial
sideband modulation.
CC 02:
CO2: Learn about the satallite
Propagation of Waves : Ground communication
Waves, sky wave, space wave,
propagation, maximum usable
frequency, skip distance, virtual
height, fading of signals, Satellite
communication :orbital satellite,
geostationary satellites, orbital
pattern, look angles, orbital
spacing, satellite system, link
modules.
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CC 03:
CO3:Understand
Microwave : Advantages and and it's working
disadvantages of microwave
transmission, loss in freespace,
Propagation
of
microwaves, atmospheric effects
on propagation, Fresnel Zone
problem, used in microwave
communication systems.

microprocessor

CC 04:
CO4: After completing this course
Microprocessors and Micro students have deepar understanding
Computers : Microprocessor of communication
and Architecture : Intel 8086,
Microprocessor
architecture
modes of memory addressing,
8086/8088 Hardware specification
: Pin-outs and pin functions, clock
generator (8284A) Bus buffering
and latching, Bus timing. Ready
and wait state, Minimum mode
versus maximum mode.

CC 05:
Programming
the
Microprocessors : Addressing
modes : Date addressing modes,
program
memory
addressing
modes, stack memory- addressing
modes. Instruction set : data
movement Instruction, Arithmetic
and login instructions, program
control
instructions.
Programming example : Simple
assembly language programs,
table handling, direct table
addressing, searching a table, a
table using pseudo ops

CO5: In the
another optional
subject material science students
understand about manufacturing
techniques of materials

CO6: They get know the properties
of different materials and it's used
in industry
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CO7: This course is basically
research oriented
17.

Semester-I
Practical

Practical-I

CO1: They understand interference
polarization.
CO2: Measurement
constant h.

of

plank

CO3: find out the ridberg constant.

18.

Semester-I
Practical

Practical-II

CO1: They learn about diode and
transistor.
CO2:Design of regulated power
supply.
CO3:Students understand various
network theorems.

19.

Semester-II
Practical

Practical-I

CO1: Determine the electronic
charge.

CO2: They
understand
principle of biot-severt.

the

CO3: find out the resolving power
of optical instruments.

20.

Semester-II
Practical

Practical-II

CO1: Study the characteristics of
FET and MOSFET.

CO2:Understand the logic gates
and flip-flop
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CO3:They learn oscillator and
rectifier circuits.

21.

Semester-III
Practical

Practical-I

CO1: They are able to measure the
electrical
resistivity
of
semiconductor
material
by
experiments.
CO2: Students find the band gap of
semiconductor materials.

CO3: The understand hall effect.

22.

Semester-III
Practical

Practical-II

CO1: Understand the multivibrator
circuit

CO2: Understand about operational
amplifier based circuit.

CO3:
Students
learn
about
combinational and sequential logic
circuit.
23.

Semester-IV
Practical

Practical-I

CO1: Investigate the magnetic
properties of materials.

CO2: Understand the Michelsonmorley experiment.

CO3: Understand
diversion.

24.

Semester- IV
Practical

Practical-II

laser

beam

CO1: They are able to design a
circuit on bread board.
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CO2:
They
learn
about
microprocessor(8085, 8086)

CO3: Students are able to design
program and run on computer.
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GOVT. MAHARAJA AUTONOMOUS P.G. COLLEGE,CHHATARPUR(M.P.)
Name oftheDepartment

: Department of Zoology

AcademicYear

: 2019-2020

F. Program Outcome and Program SpecificOutcomes

Name of the
programme
(UG)
UG (B.Sc.)

Programme Outcomes
(PO)
Students will gain

Program Specific Outcomes
(PSO)
Students will be able to

PO1: Students gain knowledge and
develop skill over animal sciences.

PSO1: Understand the nature and
basic concepts of cell biology,
genetics, taxonomy, physiology,
biochemistry.

PO2: Communicate scientific
information through effective formal
and informal methods, generally used
in sciences.

PSO2: Explain the origin of life with
Darwinism and Neo- Darwinism.

PO3: Compare and contrast the
characteristics of animals that
differentiate them from other forms of
life.

PSO3: Ability to connect and apply
the knowledge to other disciplines
and to integrate knowledge into their
personal and professional lives

PO4: Understand and be aware of
relevant theories, paradigms, concepts
and principles of zoology.

PSO4:Understand the applications of
Zoology in Agriculture, Medicine and
daily life.

PO5: Apply the knowledge of
Zoology to understand the complex
life processes and phenomenon.

PSO5:Analyze the relationships
among animals with their ecosystems.

PO6: Presentation
skills (oral
& writing) in life sciences.

PSO6:Entrepreneurship skill
development.

PO7: Acquire the skills in handling
scientific instruments, planning and
performing in laboratory experiments.

PSO7: Hands on expertise in
Biological sciences.

PO8: Develops empathy and love
towards the animals

PSO8:Career and job opportunities.

PO9: Understands the complex
evolutionary processes and behavioral
pattern of various animals.

PSO9:They will be able to clear
competitive exams like IIT-JAM,
CEEB (JNU), TIFR, etc.
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PO10: Develop competence in basic
sciences and in the content of the
specific courses that constitute the
principal knowledge of their degree.

PSO10:Contributes the knowledge
for Nation building.
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B1.

Course Outcomes of all programmes offered by the Department of Zoology
Name of the Programme

: B.Sc. Zoology

*On completion of the courses students will be able:
S.
No.

1.

Year- Paper/
Course Name

First Year
Paper-I
Invertebrate

Course Contents

CC1:
1. Elementary knowledge of
Zoological Nomenclature and
International Code.
2. Classification of Lower
Invertebrates (According to Parker
and Haswell 7th edition) (i. Protozoa
ii. Porifera iii. Coelenterata iv.
Platyhelminthes v.
Nemathelminthes)
3. Classification of Higher
Invertebrates (According to Parker
and Haswell 7th edition) (i. Annelida
ii. Arthropoda iii. Mollusca iv.
Echinodermata v. Hemichordata)
CC2:
1.Protozoa: Type study of
Plasmodium.
2. Protozoa and Diseases.
3. Porifera: Type study of Sycon
4. Coelenterata: Type study of
Obelia.
5. Corals and Coral Reef formation.
CC3:
1. Helminthes : Type study of
Fasciola hepatica
2. Pathogenic symptoms of
Nematodes and disease.
3. Annelida: Type study of
Earthworm (Pheretima)
4. Coelom and Metamerism in
Annelida.
5. Structure and significance of
Trochophore larva.

Course Outcomes

CO1:
To classify lower and higher
invertebrates

CO2:
To classify Phylum, Protozoa,
Porifera, and Coelenterata
with their taxonomic keys.

CO3:
To describe type study and
general characteristics of
Nemathelminths and
Annelida.
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2.

First Year
Paper-II
Cell Biology
and
Development
al Biology

CC4:
1. Arthropoda: Type study of Prawn
(Palaemon).
2. Larval forms of Crustacea.
3. Different types of mouth parts in
insects.
4. Insects as Vectors of human
diseases.
5. Molluscs: Type study of Pila (An
Apple Snail).

CO4:
To explain the general
characters of Arthropoda and
metamorphosis in insects and
their type study.

CC5:
1. Echinodermata: External features
and water vascular system of Star
fish (Asterias).
2. Life history of Star fish
3. Larval forms of Echinoderms.
4. Hemichordata: Type study of
Balanoglossus
5. Affinities of Balanoglossus.

CO5:
To explain the Mollusca with
type study of Pila.To describe
the external features and life
history of starfish, the type
study and affinities of
Balanoglossus.

CC1:
1. History of Cell Biology, Cell
theory.
2. Prokaryotic and Eukaryotic Cells.
3. Structure and functions of Plasma
membrane.
4. Structure and functions of Golgi
body, Endoplasmic reticulum,
Lysosomes.
5. Structure and functions of
Mitochondria. Ribosome, Centriole.

CO1:
To describe History, Structure
and Morphology of
Prokaryotic and Eukaryotic
cell and functions of different
cell organelles.

CC2:
1. Structure and functions of Nucleus
and Nucleolus.
2. Structure and functions of typical
Chromosome.
3. Basic concept of Chromatin and
Heterochromatin.
4. Structure and functions of
Lampbrush and Polytene
Chromosome.
5. Cell cycle, Mitotic and Meiotic
cell division.

CO2:
To Describe nucleus,
chromosome, and cell cycles
and its regulation.

CC3:
1. Gametogenesis
2. Fertilization
3. Parthenogenesis

CO3:
To understand the basic
concepts of developmental
biology i.e. Gametogenesis,
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3.

4. Regeneration.
5. Stem cells sources, types and their
uses.

Fertilization.

CC4:
Development of Frog:
1. Cleavage.
2. Blastulation.
3. Fate map construction.
4. Gastrulation and formation of
three germinal layers.
5. Structure of Tadpole Larva

CO4:
To explain the different stages
of Frog development.

CC5:
Development of Chick:
1. Cleavage.
2. Blastulation.
3. Fate map construction
4. Gastrulation
5. Development of chick embryo
upto formation of primitive streaks.
6. Extra embryonic membranes in
chick

CO5:
To explain the different stages
of Chick development.

CC1:
1. Origin of Chordates,
Classification of phylum Chordata
Vertebrates
up to orders according to Parker and
and Evolution Haswell (Latest edition).
2. Urochordata: Type study of
Herdmania.
3. Cephalochordata: Type study of
Amphioxus, Affinities of Amphioxus
4. Comparison between Petromyzon
and Myxine.
Second Year
Paper-I

CO1:
To describe the origin and
classification of phylum
Chordata with their type
study.

CC2:
1. Comparative account of
integuments and its derivatives of
Vertebrates.
2. Comparative account of limbs and
girdles of Vertebrates.
3. Comparative account of digestive
system of Vertebrates.
4. Comparative account of
respiratory system of Vertebrates.

CO2:
Understand thecomparative
accounts of different systems
(integuments, respiratory,
circulatory, and excretory) of
vertebrates.

CC3:
1. Comparative account of aortic
arches and heart of Vertebrates.

CO3:
To describe the, heart, brain,
urogenital, and placentation in
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2. Comparative account of brain of
mammals.
Vertebrates.
3. Comparative account of urogenital
system of Vertebrates.
4. Sense organs (eye & ear) of
mammals.
5. Placentation in mammals.

4.

Second Year
Paper-II
Animal
Physiology
and
Biochemistry

CC4:
1. Origin of life: Modem concepts
only.
2. Lamarckism, Darwinism, De
Vries’ theory.
3. Modem synthetic theories of
evolution.
4. Adaptation and Mimicry
5. Micro, macro and mega evolution.

CO4:
Understand the Origin and
development of animals, and
the Lamarckism, NeoLamarckism and Darwinism.

CC5:
1. Fossils, methods of fossilization,
determination of age of fossils.
2. Study of extinct forms: Dinosaurs
and Archaeopteryx.
3. Zoogeographical distribution.
4. Evolution of man.
5. Geological time scale and Insular
fauna.
CC1:
Nutrition and Metabolism
1. Physiology of digestion in
Mammals.
2. Protein Metabolism: Deamination,
Decarboxylation. Transamination of
amino acids and Ornithine cycle.
3 Carbohydrate metabolism:
Glycogenesis. Gluconeogenesis,
Glycogenolysis, Glycolysis, and
Citric acid cycle.
4. Lipid Metabolism-Beta oxidation
of fatty acids.
CC2:
Respiration, Excretion and Immune
System
1. Mechanism and Physiology of
respiration in mammals (transport of
gases, chloride shift).
2. Physiology of Excretion- urea and
urine formation in mammals.
3. Osmoregulation and excretory

CO5:
To aware the students for
Paleontology i.e. Fossils and
its significance. Understand
the Zoogeographical realms.

CO1:
Develop understanding for the
fundamental concepts of
physiology of digestion and
metabolism

CO2:
Understand the fundamentals
of physiology of respiration
and excretion.Understand the
basic concepts of immune
system.
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product.
4. Innate and acquired immunity,
immune cells and lymphoid system,
immune response: cellular and
humoral immunity.

5.

Third Year
Paper-I
Genetics

CC3:
Regulatory Mechanisms of Enzymes
and role of Vitamins
1. Thermoregulation.
2. Definition, nomenclature and
classification of enzymes.
3. Mechanism and regulation of
enzyme action.
4. Co-enzymes
5. Vitamins
CC4:
Neuromuscular Co-ordination
1. Types of neurons.
2. Physiology of nerve impulse
conduction.
3. Types and structure of Muscles.
4. Theory of muscle contraction and
its biochemistry.

CO3:
Describe the mechanism and
role of enzymes and vitamins.

CC5:
Endocrine system
1. Structure and functions of
Pituitary gland.
2. Structure and functions of Thyroid
gland.
3. Structure and functions of Adrenal
gland.
4. Structure and functions of
Parathyroid, Thymus and Islets of
Langerhans.
5. Physiology of Male and female
Sex hormones.

CO5:
Develop basic understanding
of endocrine system and its
interactions with other
systems

CC1:
Hereditary and Genetic Material
1. Mendel’s law of hereditary.
2. Variations- sources and types.
3. Structure, molecular organization
and function of DNA and RNA and
types of RNA.
4. DNA replication in Prokaryotes.
5. Nucleosome (Solenoid model).

CO1:
Explain Mendalism expanding
Mendel’s Laws.

CO4:
To explain the physiology of
nerve impulse conduction and
muscles contraction.
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6.

Third Year
Paper-II
Ecology and

CC2:
Gene Expression
1. Genetic Code.
2. Transcription in Prokaryotes.
3. Translation in Prokaryotes.
4. Gene expression: Regulation of
protein synthesis and Lac Operon
model.
5. Split gene, overlapping gene, and
pseudo-gene.
CC3 :
Linkage and Chromosomal
aberration
1. Linkage and crossing over. Types
and significance.
2. Sex determination: Chromosomal
and genetic balance theory.
3. Sex linked inheritance
(Haemophilia, Colour blindness).
4. Structural and numerical changes
in chromosomes.
5. Mutation: Types and Mutagens.

CO2:
Explain the process of gene
expression and applications.

CC4 :
Human Genetics
1. Human Karyotype.
2. Human Genome Project.
3. Multiple allele and inheritance of
blood group.
4. Autosomal and Sex Chromosome
Syndromes in Human.
5. Genetic diseases in Human: Sickle
cell anemia, Albinism and
Thalassemia.

CO4:
Understanding the Human
Genome Project and various
genetic disorders.

CC5 :
Genetic Engineering
1. Recombinant DNA technology
and Gene Cloning.
2. Polymerase chain reaction.
3. Blotting- Southern, Northern and
Western.
4. DNA finger printing.
5. Gene therapy and Genetic
Counseling.

CO5:
Understanding the basic
concepts of genetic
engineering including gene
therapy.

CC1:
Concept of Ecology
1. Abiotic and biotic factors,
Component of ecosystem.

CO1:
Describe the basic principles
of ecology, including
population ecology,

CO3:
Describe the linkage, sex
determination, and
chromosomal aberrations.
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Applied
Zoology

2. Energy flow in ecosystem: Food
chain, Food web and Pyramids.
3. Biogeochemical cycle: Carbon,
Oxygen, Nitrogen, Phosphorus
4. Population Concept:
Characteristics of population.
Factors affecting Population growth.
5. Community: Characteristics of
community

community ecology, and
ecosystem functions.

CC2:
Habitat Ecology
1. Fresh water habitat.
2. Marine habitat
3. Terrestrial habitat.
4. Ecological division of India.
5. Biodiversity: Natural resources
and their conservation with special
reference to forests.

CO2:
Describe the interrelationships between land,
sea, the atmosphere and the
living things that occupy these
environments.

CC3:
Wild Life and Environment
1. Wild life Protection Act, National
Parks and Sanctuaries of Madhya
Pradesh.
2. Endangered species of India.
3. Types of pollution: Air, water,
soil, thermal and noise pollution.
4. Urbanization and effect of human
population on environment

CO3:
Describe the wildlife, wildlife
protection acts of MP and
other environmental
challenges across the India.

CC4:
Aquaculture
I. Prawn culture: Culture of fresh
water prawn , methods of prawn
fishing , preservation and processing
of prawns
2. Pearl culture and pearl industry.
3. Frog culture.
4. Major carp culture: Management
of ponds, preservation and
processing of fishes.
5. Maintenance of Aquarium.

CO4:
To describe fresh water,
marine and estuarine fisheries
and understand important
factors for sustainable
aquaculture.

CC5:
Economic Entomology
1. Sericulture: Species of silkworm,
life history of Bombyxmori,
Sericulture Industry in India.

CO5:
Understanding the basic
concepts of sericulture,
apicultures and lac culture in
India as well as in World.
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2. Apiculture: Life cycle of honey
bee, methods of bee keeping,
products of bees, enemies of bees.
3. Lac culture: Lifecycle of lac insect
and host plant of lac insects.
4. Common pests: Stored grains:
Sitophilus oryzae and
TriboliumCastaneum, Vegetable
pest: Piers brassicae and
Dacuscucurbitae.
5. Biological control of insect pests.
7.

First Year
Zoology
Practical-I

The practical's work will be based on
theory syllabus and the candidates
will be required to show the
knowledge of the following :I. Study of Museum Specimens and
slides relevant to Invertebrates
Studied in theory.
2. Mounting
(a) Prawn statocyst
(b) Pila: Ctenidium /redula
/osphradium
(c) Earthworm: Septalnephridia
(d) Mouth parts of insects.
3. Dissection/ demonstration
(a) Earthworm: Digestive System,
Nervous System, Reproductive
System
(b) Prawn: Nervous System,
Appendages
(c) Pila: Nervous System
4. Exercise related to frog and Chick
embryology.
5. Exercise/ spotting related to cell
biology.
(a) Squash preparation of onion root
tip
(b) Stages of mitotic and meiotic cell
division
(c) Special types of Chromosomes

CO1:
The practical knowledge of
various invertebrate animals
through Museum Specimens
and Slides.
CO2:
To learn the mounting and
dissection of animals (Prawn,
Pila, and Earthworm).
CO3:
To understand the animal
embryology by studying
different stages of Frog and
Chick embryo.
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8.

Second Year
Zoology
Practical-II

1. Demonstration of commercially
available species of locally available
Fishes (Computer simulation
technique).
2. Study of museum specimens
(Vertebrates)
3. Study of specimens of
evolutionary importanceviz living
fossils, connecting links, extinct
animals, and fossils: (Limulus,
Latimeria, Dianosaurs, Archeoptetyx,
Peripatus, Asiatic chital etc.).
4. Osteology: Limbs and girdles of
Frog, Varanus, Pigeon and Rabbit.
5. Detection of Protein,
Carbohydrate and Lipid / Study of
Human salivary enzyme activity
inrelation to pH.
6. Hematological Experiment- RBC
and WBC counting / Blood
grouping/ Estimation of
Hemoglobin.
7. Histological study of various
endocrine glands: T.S. of Thyroid,
T.S. of Pituitary gland ,T.S. of
Adrenal gland , T.S. of Testis, T.S.
of Ovary.
8. Histological study of Digestive
and Visceral organs: T.S of Stomach,
T.S of Intestine, T.S of Pancreas T.S.
of Liver, T.S of Lungs and L.S. of
Kidney.

CO1:
Demonstrate local fishes and
Museum Specimens
(Vertebrates).
CO2:
To understand the Evolution
through various Museum
Specimens.
CO3:
To learn the skeleton
structures (girdles) of Frog,
Pigeon, Rabbit, andVaranus.
CO4:
To understand the biochemical
detection of Biomacromolecules in given
mixture.
CO5:
To perform the basic
hematological and histological
experiments.
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9.

Third Year
Zoology
Practical-III

The practical's work will be as per
theory syllabus and the candidates
will be required to show the
knowledge of the following:
1. Study of fresh water, marine and
terrestrial fauna, Major carps,
Common stored grain pest and
vegetable pest
2. Water analysis: Dissolve Oxygen,
pH, Hardness, Turbidity.
3. Study of ecosystems and
establishment and maintenance of
Aquarium, population pyramids.
4. Study of instruments: Centrifuge,
Electrophoresis, DNA finger
printing, pH meter, Colorimeter,
Spectrophotometer.
5. Wild life: Endangered species,
National Parks and Sanctuaries of
M.P.
6. Life cycle of silkworm, Honey bee
and Lac insects.
7. Problems related to genetics

CO1:
To understand the marine,
fresh water and terrestrial
fauna.
CO2:
To analyze the chemical
properties of water.
CO3:
To learn the various biological
tools and techniques used in
laboratory research.
CO4:
To understand the biodiversity
of MP.
CO5:
The basic understandings of
Silk, Lac, and Honey
production in India.
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GOVT. MAHARAJA AUTONOMOUS P.G. COLLEGE, CHHATARPUR (M.P.)
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Name oftheDepartment
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AcademicYear : 2019-2020
G. Program Outcome and Program SpecificOutcomes

Name of the
programme
(PG)
PG (M.Sc.)

Programme Outcomes
(PO)
Students will gain

Program Specific Outcomes
(PSO)
Students will be able to

PO1: Gain knowledge about applied PSO1: Individuals having in-depth
fields like sericulture, fisheries, knowledge in different branches of
apiculture, poultry and dairy farms Zoology
along with tissue preparation,
molecular and statistical techniques.
PO2: This program
oriented learning.

is

research PSO2: The students will be qualified
to face CSIR-UGC-NET, SET,
GATE, ICMR-NET, ICAR-NET, IFS
etc.
PO3: It enhances skills in handling PSO3: Employable candidates in
scientific instruments, planning and careers related to teaching in
executing biological research.
Zoology, especially in schools and
colleges.
PO4: It also Promotes creative and PSO4: They become Hands on
novel ideas in biological concepts.
expertise in life sciences and able to
do research.
PO5: Acquire time management and PSO5: It promotes career and job
self-management skills.
opportunities in both Govt. and
private sectors.
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B2.

Course Outcomes of all programmes offered by the Department
Name of the Programme

: M.Sc. Zoology

*On completion of the courses students will be able to:

S.
No.
1.

SemesterPaper/
Course
Name
Semester-I
Paper-I
Biosystematic
s, Taxonomy
and evolution

Course Contents

Course Outcomes

CC1:
Definition and basic concepts
ofbiosystematics taxonomy and classification.
History of Classification, Trends in
biosystematics: Chemotaxonomy
cytotaxonomy and molecular taxonomy,
Dimensions of speciation and taxonomic
characters. Species concepts: species
category, different species concepts,
subspecies and other infra-specific categories.
Theories of biological classification:
hierarchy of categories.

CO1:
Develops thorough
understanding of basic
concepts of
Biosystematics,
Taxonomy, and
Classifications.

CC2:
Taxonomic Characters – Different kinds.
Origin of reproductive isolation, biological
mechanism of
geneticincompatibility.Taxonomic
procedures: Taxonomic collections
preservation,curetting, process of
identification.Taxonomic keys,different types
of keys, their merits and demerits.
International code of Zoological
Nomenclature (ICZN): Operative principles,
interpretation and application of important
rules: Formation of Scientific names of
variousTaxa.

CO2:
Becomes familiar with
newer trends in
taxonomy such as
chemotaxonomy,
cytotaxonomy and
molecular systematics.
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2.

Semester-I
Paper-II
Structure and
Function of
Invertebrates

CC3:
Taxonomic categories. Evaluation of
biodiversityindices. Evaluation of Shannon.
Weiner Index. Evaluation of Dominance
Index. Similarity and Dissimilarity Index.

CO3:
Becomes familiar with
the International name
of zoological
nomenclature.Understa
nding the various
indices i.e.
Biodiversity,
Dominance and
Dissimilarity indices.

CC4:
Concepts of evolution and theories of
organicevolution. Neo Darwinism and
populationgenetics:
A- Hardy-Weinberg law of genetic
equilibrium. B. A detailed account of
destabilizing forces:
i- Natural selection, ii- Mutation, iii- Genetic
Drift, iv- Migration, v- Meiotic Drive.
Trends in Evolution Molecular Evolution a)
Gene evolution b) Evolution of gene families
c) Assessment of molecular variation
CC5:
Origin of higher categories Phylogenetic
gradualism and punctuatedequilibrium. Major
trends in the origin of highercategories. Micro
and macro evolution. Molecular population
genetics Pattern of changes in nucleotide and
amino andsequence. Ecological significance
of molecular variations (genetic
polymorphism) Genetic & Speciation
Phylogenetic and biological concept
ofspecies. Patterns and mechanism of
reproductiveisolation.
Modes of speciation (allopatry &sympatry)
Origin and Evolution & Economically
important microscopes and animals.

CO4:
Develops a deeper
understanding about the
probable concepts of
Molecular evolution,
Biochemical and
genomic evolution and
origin of Higher
categories.

CC1:
Origin ofmetazoan Organization ofCoelomAcoelomatesPseudo coelomates, Coelomates
Locomotion. Amoeboid, Flagellar and ciliary
movement inprotozoa Hydrostatic movement
inCoelenterata Annelida and Echinodermata

CO1:
Describe basis of
metazoan origin and
classification.

CO5:Describe the
detailed explanations of
the processes of
evolution by mutation,
migration, genetic drift
(Hardy-Weinberg),
non-random mating,
and natural
selection.Describe the
Isolating mechanisms,
modes of speciation,
Biological &
Evolutionary Species
concept.
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CC2:
Nutrition and Digestion, Patterns of Feeding
and digestion in lower metazoan, Mollusca,
Echinodermata Filter feeding in Polychaeta.
Respiration - Organs of respiration: Gills,
lungs and trachea, respiratory pigments.
Mechanism of respiration. Mouth Parts in
Insects.

CO2:
Describe different
physiological body
processes of
invertebrates.

CC3:
Excretion in lower invertebrates. Excretion in
higher invertebrates. Mechanism of
Osmoregulation.

CO3:
Describe the
mechanism of excretion
and osmoregulation in
higher invertebrates.

CC4:
Nervous system.
1. Primitive Nervous systems-Coelenterata
andEchinodermata.

CO4:
Describe the primitive
and advanced nervous
systems of
invertebrates.

2. Advanced nervous system inAnnelida,
Arthropoda(Crustacea and Insecta) and
Mollusca (Cephalopoda)
CC5:
1. Invertebrates larval forms andtheir
evolutionarysignificance.
a) Trematoda and Cestoda

CO5:
Describe Larval forms
of invertebrates.

b) Larval forms ofCrustacea
c) Larval forms ofMollusca
d) Larval forms ofEchinodermata.
2. Structure affinities and life history of the
following minor Phyla
a) Rotifera

Describe characteristics
and significance of
Minor Phyla.

b) Entoprocta
c) Phoronida
d) Ectoprocta
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3.

Semester-I
Paper-III
Quantitative
biology,
biodiversity
and wildlife

4.

Semester-I
Paper-IV
Biomolecules
and
Structural
Biology

CC1:
CO1: Introduction to
Quantitative biology, Distribution of the data biostatistics and
in biology – mean mode and median measures descriptive statics.
of dispersion : range, mean deviation, IQD,
standard deviation and coefficient of variation
Chi square test, - Normal distribution, Experimental designing and sample theory.
CC2:
Probability distribution, properties and
probability theory, -Completely randomized
design and randomized blockdesign,Analysis ofvariance, Co-relation- types
ofcorrelation Karl Pearson, coefficient
correlation, Regression

CO2:
Explain probability,
correlation, and
regression.

CC3:
Biodiversity - concept and principle of
biodiversity, causes for the loss ofbiodiversity
conservationmethods,- Medicinal uses of
forest plant

CO3:
Get a thorough
understanding about the
basic types of
biodiversity,
biodiversity in India

CC4:
Wildlife of India, types of wildlife - Values of
wildlife positive and negative, Wildlife
protection Act Conservation of wildlife in
India Endangered and threatened species

CO4:
Acquire theoretical
expertise in strategies
for the conservation of
nature and biodiversity.

CC5:
Wildlife and conservation - National Parks
and Sanctuaries,- Project Tiger,- Project GirLion and Crocodile breedingproject wildlife
in M.P. with references to Reptiles, Birds and
mammals Biospheres reserves.

CO5: Understand of
Conservation will help
protection of wildlife in
India.Understand the
role of National parks,
Sanctuaries, and Project
Tigers in wildlife
conservation in MP and
India.
CO1:
Acquires a clear
understanding about pH
and acid base balance
and biological
importance of body
buffers, and study of
bio-macromolecules.

CC1:
Chemical Foundation of biology - pH, pK,
acids bases, buffers, weakbonds, Free energy,
resonance, isomerisation- Acid soluble pool
of living tissues. Amino acids,
monosaccharides, oligosaccharides,
nucleotides,peptides. Nanoparticles
Biomaterials
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5.

Semester-II
Paper-I
General and
Comparative
Animal
Physiology
and
Endocrinolog

CC2:
Primary, Secondary, tertiary and quaternary
structures of proteins, protein folding and
denaturation DNA & RNA: Double helical
structure of DNA, Structure of RNA, role of
RNA in gene expression DNA replication,
recombination and repair; Functional
importance of lipid storage and membrane
lipids Membrane channels and pumps

CO2:
Acquires a comparative
understanding of
various degree
structures of Proteins
and Nucleic Acids
(RNA and DNA).

CC3:
Basic concepts of metabolism: Coupled and
interconnecting reactions of metabolism
cellular energy resources and ATPsynthesis
Glycolysis and gluconeogenesis, Citric acid
cycle Oxidative phosphorylation: Protein and
it’s regulation Fatty acid metabolism:
Synthesis and degradation of fatty acids

CO3:
Get a thorough
knowledge of
metabolism of
carbohydrates and fatty
acids.

CC4:
RNA synthesis andsplicing Biosynthesis of
aminoacids Biosynthesis of nucleotides
Biosynthesis of membrane lipids and steroids
Protein synthesis

CO4:
Get a thorough
understanding of
biosynthesis of biomacromolecules.

CC5:
Enzymes: Terminologies, classification and
basics of enzymekinetics Mechanism of
enzyme catalysis:
Regulation of enzymereaction; Concept of
free energy and thermodynamic principles in
biology; Energy rich bonds, compound and
biological energy transducers.

CO5:
Understand the
biosynthesis various
Bio-macromolecules.
Understand the concept
and reaction kinetics of
Enzymes.

CC1:
Respiratory pigments through different
phylogenicgroups; Transport of oxygen and
carbon dioxide in blood and bodyfluids;
Regulation ofrespiration; Physiology of
impulse transmission through nerves
andsynapses;
Autonomicnervoussystem,neurotransmittersa
ndtheirphysiological functions.

CO1:
Understand the detailed
concepts of respiration,
the functioning of
nerves and the roles of
neurotransmitters.
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CC2:
Patterns of nitrogen excretion in different
animalgroups; Comparative physiology
ofdigestion; Osmoregulation in different
animalgroups; Thermoregulation in
homeotherms, poikilotherms andhibernation;
Physiology of pregnancy, placental hormones,
pregnancy diagnosistests, parturition and
breast andlactation

CO2:
Describe the
comparative physiology
of Digestion, Excretion,
and osmoregulation,
and physiology of
pregnancy and
responsible hormones..

CC3:
Comparative study ofmechanoreception;
Comparative study ofphotoreception;
Comparative study ofphonoreception ;
Comparative study ofchemoreception ;
Comparative study of equilibriumreception

CO3:
Understand the
different type receptors
in animals i.e.
Photoreception,
Phonoreception, and
Chemoreception.

CC4:
Bioluminescence as means of communication
amonganimals; Pheromones and other similar
chemicals as means of communicationamong
animals; Chromatophores and regulation of
their function amonganimals; Hormones, their
classification and chemicalnature;
Mechanisms of hormoneaction

CO4:
Describe the various
means of
communication among
the animals.

CC5:
Phylogeny of endocrine glands (pituitary,
pancreas, adrenal,thyroid); Ontogeny of
endocrineglands; Neuroendocrinesystem ;
Hormone receptors ; signal transaction
mechanisms; Hormones and reproduction
a- Seasonal breeders, b- Continuous breeders

CO5:
Understand the basis of
phylogeny and
ontogeny of endocrine
glands and
neuroendocrine
coordination, and role
of hormones in
reproduction and
breeding.
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6.

Semester-II
Paper-II

CC1:
Populations and their characters.
Demography: Life tables, generation time,
Population
reproductivevalue. Population growth:
Ecology and
Growth of organisms with non-overlapping
Environmenta generations, stochastic and time lag models of
l Physiology
population growth, stable age distribution.
Population regulation: Extrinsic and intrinsic
mechanisms.
CC2:
Adaptations: Levels of adaptions, significance
of bodysize. Aquatic environments: Fresh
water, marine, shores and estuarine
environments. Eco-physiological adaptations
to fresh water environments. Ecophysiological adaptations to
marineenvironments. Eco-physiological
adaptations to terrestrial environments.
CC3:
Environmental limiting factors. Inter and
intra-specific relationship. Predatory- prey
relationship, predator dynamics, optimal
foraging theory (patch choice, diet choice,
prey selectivity, foragingtime). Mutualism,
evolution of plant pollinator interaction.
CC4:
Environmental pollution and human health.
Conservation management of natural
resources. Environmental impactassessment.
Sustainable development.

CC5:
Concept of homeostasis. Endothermic and
physiological mechanism of regulation of the
body temperature.
Physiological response to oxygen deficient
stress. Physiological response to
bodyexercise. Meditation, yoga and
theireffects.

CO1:
Understanding of
distribution and
abundance of
individuals in wild
populations, stochastic
and time lag models of
population growth.
CO2:
Understand the
different level of Ecophysiological
adaptations to fresh
water, marine and
terrestrial
environments.
CO3:
Describe various types
of inter and
intraspecific
relationship among the
animals.

CO4:
Understand the
environmental risk to
human health along
with natural resource
conservation and
management.
CO5:
Understand the
scientific importance of
physical exercise,
Meditation, and Yoga
to human health.
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7.

Semester-II
Paper-III
Tools and
Techniques in
Biology

CC1:
Microscopy, principle &applications Light
microscope and phase contrastmicroscope
Fluorescencemicroscope;
Electronmicroscope; Confocalmicroscopy;
General Principle and applicationsof
Colorimeter,
Spectrophotometer, Ultracentrifuge,
Flamephotometer Beer and Lambert’slaw.
Microbiologicaltechniques
Media Preparation andsterilization,
Inoculation and growthmonitoring.
Microbialassays.
Microbialidentification(cytologicalstainingme
thodsforbacterialandfungal strains) Use of
fermenters
CC2:
Computeraidedtechniquesfordatapresentation
dataanalysis,statistical techniques. Cryotechniques, Cryopreservation of cells, tissues,
organs andorganisms. Cryosurgery Cryotomy,
Freeze fracture and freezedrying. Separation
techniques. Chromatography, principle type
andapplicants. Electrophoresis, Principles,
types and applications PAGE and agarose gel
electrophoresis. Organelle separation
bycentrifugation.
CC3:
Radioisotope and main isotope techniques
inbiology. A) Sample preparation for
radioactivecounting
B) Autoradiography.
Immunologicaltechniques- Immunodiffusion
(Single &Double).
ImmunoelectrophoresisTechniques immune
detection, Immunocyto /histochemistry
Immunoblotting, immunodetection,
immunofluroscence. SurgicaltechniquesOrgan ablation (eg.
Ovariactomy,adrenalectomy),
Perfusiontechniques. Stereotaxy,
Indwellingcathethers, Biosensors.

CO1:
Understand basic
knowledge of some
advance techniques and
its potential application
in microbiology and
life sciences.

CO2:
Explain the concepts of
Microscopy,
Spectrophotometry and
basic Microbiology
handlings, and the basic
concepts of
cryopreservation and
cryosurgery.

CO3:
Describe various
Autoradiography
techniques,
Immunological
techniques, Surgical
techniques, perfusion
techniques.
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8.

Semester-II
Paper-IV
Molecular
Cell Biology
and Genetics

CC4:
Histologicaltechniques- Principles of
tissuefixation, Microtomy, Staining,
Mounting Histochemistry.
Cell culturetechniques- Design and
functioning of tissue culturelaboratory
Culture media, essential components
andPreparation Cell viabilitytesting.
CC5:
Cytologicaltechniques- Mitotic and meiotic
chromosome preparations from insects
andvertebrates. Chromosome banding
techniques (G.C.Q. R.banding),
Flowcytometry. Molecular
cytologicaltechniquesIn situ hybridization (radio labelled and nonradio labelled methods) FISH,
Restrictionbanding, Molecular
biologytechniques- Southernhybridization,
Northernhybridization. DNASequencing.
Polymerase chain reaction(PCR).

CO4:
Describe various
separation and
immunological
techniques. Explain
various techniques used
in Cell Culture.

CC1:
Biomembrane- Molecular composition
arrangement and functional consequences.
Transport across cell membrane diffusion
active transport, pumps, uniports, symports
and antiports, Micro filaments and
microtubules structure and dynamics, - Cell
movements intracellular transport, role of
kinesis and dynein.
CC2:
Cell-Cellsignaling- Cell surface receptors,
Second messengersystem,- Signaling from
plasma membrane tonucleus, Gap junctions
and connexius, Integrins.

CO1:
Explain the molecular
structure and function
of cell membrane and
its transport systems.

CC3:
Cell – Cell adhesion and communicationCa++ dependant homophilic cell-cell adhesion
Ca++independent homophilic cell.
Celladhesion, Gap junctions and connexius,
Genome organization, hierarchy
inorganization,Chromosomal organization of
genes and non-coding DNA.

CO3:
Explain the cell
adhesion and
communications.
Understand the
chromosomal
organization within the
cell.

CO5:
Describe the basic
principle of
chromosome banding,
cytological techniques,
and Molecular biology
techniques.

CO2:
Understand the basic
concepts of Cell
Signaling.
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9.

Semester-III
Paper-I
Comparative
Anatomy of
Vertebrates

CC4:
Sexdetermination- Sex determination in
Drosophila, - Sex determination inmammals
Basic concept of dosage compensation,
Cytogenetic of humanchromosomes, - Human
genome project (HGP) purpose 2 implicate

CO4:
Describe the sex
determination in insects
and mammals.Get the
importance of HGP and
its implications for
betterment of human
health.

CC5:
Genetic Diseases and Genomics- Human
genetherapy, Prenatal diagnosis &
geneticcounselling, - Genetic screening, Structural Genomics, Functional Genomics, Gene libraries, Transgenic animals &
theirapplications.
CC1:
1. Origin of Chordata : Concept
ofProtochordata

CO5:
Describe the genetic
disorders and use of
gene therapy and
disease diagnosis.

2. Development,structureandfunctionsofinte
gumentandits derivatives
(glands, scales, feathers andhairs)
3. Respiratorysystem:Charactersofrespirator
ytissue,externalandinternal respiration,
Comparative account of
respiratoryorgans.

CO1:
Explain the origin of
Chordata.
Describe the
comparative anatomy
of Integument,
Respiratory, Digestive,
and Urogenital systems.

4. Comparative account of Digestive
System.
CC2:
1. Evolution ofheart.
2. Evolution of aortic arches and
portalsystems.
3. Blood circulation in various
vertebratesgroups.

CO2:
Explain the evolution
of heart and circulatory
system in
vertebrates.Describe the
anatomy of sense
organs and nervous
system of vertebrate
animals.

4. Comparative account of jaw suspensorium
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and vertebralcolumn.

CC3:
1. Evolution of urogenital system
invertebrates.

CO3:
Describe the lateral line
system and
electroreception.

2. Comparative account of organs of
olfaction andtaste.
3. Comparative anatomy of brain and spinal
cord(CNS).
4. Comparative account of peripheral and
autonomic nervoussystem.
CC4:
1. Comparative account of lateral
linesystem.

CO4:
Understand the flight
and aquatic adaptations
in birds and mammals.

2. Comparative account ofelectroreception.
3. Flight adaptations invertebrates.
4. Aquatic adaptations in birds andmammals.
CC5:
CO5:
1. Origin, evolution general organization and Understand the origin,
evolution and
affinities ofOstracoderms.
comparative
2. Generalorganization,specialized,generaliz characteristics of
various animals groups
edanddegeneratedcharactersof
i.e. Ostracoderms,
Cyclostomes.
Cyclostomes,
Gnathostomes, etc.
3. Origin, evolution general organization of
earlyGnathostomes.
4. GeneralaccountofElasmobranchi,Holocep
hali,DipnoiandCrossoptergii
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10.

Semester-III
Paper-II
Limnology

CC1:
1. Limnology – Definition, historical
development and scope of Limnology.
2. Types of freshwater habitats and their
ecosystem –
(a) Ponds, Streams and rivers.
(b) Lakes – Origin and classification.
3. Morphometry – Use of various
morphometric parameters and Zonation.

CO1:
History and
development of
Limnology. Early
freshwater investigation
and their types.

CC2:
Physico – Chemical Characteristics.
1. Light and Temperature(a) Light as an ecological parameter in
freshwater.
(b) Temperature- Radiation,
Stratification and Heat Budget.
2. Dissolved Solids – Carbonate, Bicarbonates
Phosphate and Nitrate.
Physico – Chemical characteristics of
freshwater with special reference to different
parameters- Turbidity, dissolved gases
(Oxygen, Carbon dioxide, Hydrogen
Sulphide), Seasonal changes in dissolved
gases and pH.

CO2:
Describe the physical
and chemical features
of fresh water.

CO3:
1. Study of Biota
(a) Phytoplankton, Zooplankton and
their inter-relationship.
(b) Aquatic insects, birds and their
environmental significance.
2. Ecological classification of aquatic fauna
higher aquatic plants and their significance.

CO3:
Understand the flora
and fauna of fresh
water.

CC4:
1. Methods of water quality testing BOD and
COD.
2.Sewage-Definition, composition and its
treatment.
3. Bioindicators Aquatic flora and fauna in
relation to water quality in an aquatic
environment.

CO4:
Analyse the quality of
water, through BOD,
COD, and bioindicators
such as flora and fauna.
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11.

Semester-III
Paper-III
EcoToxicology

CC5:
1. Causes of pollution of Aquatic Resources,
their management and conservation.
2. Resource Conservation Aquatic pollution,
control, legislation, regulation on discharge of
industrial effluents and domestic wastes in
rivers and reservoirs.
3. Use and misuse of inland waters.

CO5:
Understand the cause of
water pollution and
resource conservation
for the balanced
sustainable ecosystem.

CC1:
1. GeneralprinciplesofenvironmentalBiology
withemphasisontheir ecosystems.

CO1:
Understand the
principle of ecosystem
with biotic and abiotic
factors along with
ecological energetics.

2. Abiotic and biotic factor ofecosystems.
3. Communities of the environment, their
structure andsignificance.
4. Energy flow in environment :
Ecologicalenergetic
CC2:
1. Productivity, Production andanalysis.

CO2:
Describe sources and
fates of chemicals in
2. Recycling and reuse technologies for solid the environment.
Present and explain
and liquid wastes and their role in
mechanisms for adverse
environmental conservation.
effects of chemicals.
3. Remotesensing–
basicconceptandapplicationsofremotesensi
ng techniques in
environmentalconservation.
4. Environmental indicators and their role in
environmentalbalance.
CC3:
1. Kinds of environmental pollution due to
pollutants and theirmethods.
2. Radioactive compounds and their impact
on theenvironment.
3. Vehicular exhaust pollution: causes
andremedies.

CO3:
Estimate the risk for
adverse effects of a
chemical on different
biological organization
levels based on
knowledge about the
toxicity, degradability,
and bioavailability of
the chemical.
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4. Noisepollution

CC4:
1. Toxicology - basic concepts, Principles
and various types of toxicologyagents.
2. Toxicity testing principles, hazards, risk
and their controlmethods

CO4: Independently
carry out, and present
orally and in writing,
classification and
labelling of chemicals
dangerous for the
environment.

3. Food toxicants and their controlmethods.
4. Public Health Hazards due to
environmentaldisasters.
CC5:
1. Pesticides, typesnature and their effects on
ourenvironment.
2. Important heavy, metals and their role
inenvironment.

CO5:
Understand the various
hazardous
agrochemicals and their
alternatives.

3. Agrochemical use and misuse alternatives.
4. Occupational Health Hazards and
theircontrol.
12.

Semester-III
Paper-IV

CC1:
1. Aquaculture: history, definition, scope &
importance.

Aquaculture
2. Fishery resources of India in general &
Madhya Pradesh in particular.

CO1:
Understand the history
and scope of
Aquaculture with
various resources of
fisheries in MP and
India.

3. Abiotic & biotic factors of water necessary
for fish life.
4. Ecological characteristics of lakes & rivers.
5. General ecological characteristics of
reservoirs of India.
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CC2:
1. Fish culture: - Mono, Poly, mixed and
composite Fish culture.

CO2:
Understand the
ecological
characteristics of
2. Fresh water prawn culture and its prospects reservoirs in India
Understand the pattern
in India.
and economical
3. Culture of Mussels, clams, oysters & pearl importance of the
aquaculture of different
culture.
animals.
4. Sewage fed fish culture, paddy cum fish
culture
5. Frog culture.
CC3:
1. Fish breeding in natural conditions, bundh
breeding, hypophysation&stripping.
2. Transport of live fish & seed.

CO3:
Get the knowledge of
available resources for
starting the aquaculture
startup.

3. Different types of crafts & gears used for
fish catching.
4. Plankton- its definition, culture
&identification.
5. Common weeds of fish ponds and methods
of their eradication.
CC4:
1. Fresh water fish farm engineering: selection
of site, construction of fish farm & soil
chemistry.
2. Designing, layout & construction of
different types of fish ponds.
3. Setting and management of fresh water
aquarium.

CO4:
Taught farm
engineering and the
management of the
fresh water aquarium
The overall aim of the
course is to give the
students the necessary
basic information about
fishery and
aquaculture.

4. Preservation & processing of fish.
5. By products of fish Industry & their utility.
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CC5:
1. Water pollution, its effects on fisheries and
methods of its abatement.
2. Common fish diseases & their control.

CO5:
Discuss important
factors for performing a
sustainable fishery and
a sustainable
aquaculture.

3. Biochemical composition and nutritional
value of fish.
4. Fisheries economics and marketing.
5. Fisheries managements and extension.
13.

Semester-IV
Paper-I

CC1:
1. Introduction :

Animal
Behaviour
and
Neurophysiolo
2.
gy

Ethology as a branch ofbiology.
Animal psychology, classification of
behavioural patterns, analysis of
behaviour (ethogram)
Reflexes and complex behaviour.

CO1:
Demonstrate
knowledge of key
concepts in animal
behaviour.

3. Perception of the environment:
mechanical, electrical, chemical,
olfactory, auditory andvisual.
4. Evolution and ultimate
causation:Inheritance behaviour
andrelationships.
CC2:
1. Neural and hormonal control of
behaviour.
2. Genetic and environmental components in
the development ofbehaviour.

CO2:
Describe the
importance of
evolutionary origins of
various behaviours.

3. Motivation: Drive, timing and interaction
of drives, physiological basis of
motivation, hormones and motivation,
aggregation.
4. Communication: Chemical, visual, light
and audio, evolution of language
(primates).
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CC3:
1. Ecological aspects of behaviour: Habitat
selection, food selection, optimal foraging
theory, anti-predator defences, aggression,
homing territoriality, dispersal,
hostparasiterelations.

CO3:
Understanding and
identify behaviours in a
variety of taxa.

2. Biological rhythms: Circadian and
circannual rhythms, orientation and
navigation, migration of fishes, turtles and
birds.
3. Learning and memory: Conditioning,
habituation, insight learning, association
learning reasoning.
CC4:
1. Reproductive behaviour. Evolution of sex
and reproductive strategies, mating
systems, courtship, sexual selection.
Parentalcare.

CO4:
Understand the
different ways of
communication
between animal groups.

2. Social behaviour. Aggregations, schooling
in fishes, flocking in birds, herding in
mammals, group selection, kin selection,
altruism, reciprocal altruism, inclusive
fitness, social organization in insects
andprimates.
CC5:
1. Thermoregulation: Homeothermic
animals, poikilotherms&Hibernation.
2. Receptor physiology a comparative study
Mechano receptor
Photo receptor
Phono receptor
Chemo receptor
Equilibriumreceptor
3. Bioluminescence

CO5:
Discuss the ecological
and biological aspects
of behaviour.
Understand the
reproductive and social
behaviour of animals.
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14.

Semester-IV
Paper-II
Gamete
Biology,
Development
and
Differentiatio
n in
Vertebrates

CC1:
1. Comparative account of differentiation of
gonads in Mammals andinvertebrate.
2. Spermatogenesis:Morphologicalbasisinro
dentsandinanyinvertebrates. Gamete
specific gene expression andgenomics

CO1:
Discuss the production
of gonads and life cycle
of the gametes,
Biochemistry of Semen
and Fertilization.

3. BiochemistryofSemen:Semencomposition
and formation assessmentofsperm
function.
4. Fertilization: Prefertilization events
Biochemistry of fertilization
postfertilization events.
CC2:
1. Ovarion follicular growth and
differentiation: morphology,
endocrinology, molecular biology
oogenesis and vitellogenesis, ovulation
and ovum transport in mammals.

CO2:
List the types of
characteristics that
make an organism ideal
for the study of
developmental biology.

2. Biology of sex determination and sex
differentiation a comparativeaccount.
3. Multiple ovulation and embryo transfer
technology: in vitro oocytematuration,
super ovulation.
CC3:
1. Hormonal regulation of ovulation,
pregnancy andparturition.
2. Hormonal regulation of development of
mammary gland andlactation.
3. Endocrinology and Physiology ofplacenta.
4. Collection and cryopreservation of
gametes andEmbryo.
5. Teratological effects of xenobiotics
ongametes.

CO3:
Understand the
hormonal regulation of
various processes led
up to the embryo
development.

CC4:
1. Cell commitment and differentiation.

CO4:
Describe the cell
commitment and
differentiation during

2. Germ cell determinants and germ
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cellmigration.

embryo development.

3. Development ofgonands.
4. Melanogenesis.
CC5:
1. Creating new cell types, the basic
evolutionarymystery.
2. Celldiversificationin early amphibian
embryo,Xenopus, Blastomerestotipotency
andpleuripotency.

CO5:
Understand the early
development of cells
and their fate of
differentiation.

3. Embryonic stem cells, renewal by stem
cells, epidermis.
4. Connective tissue cellfamily
5. Haemopoietic stem cells: Blood cells
formation, stem celldisorders.
15.

Semester-IV
Paper-III

CC1:
1. Origin and evolution of fishes

Ichthyology
(Fish)
Structure and
Functions
(Optional)

2. Classification of fishes as proposed by
Berg

CO1:
Define the main
taxonomic and
phylogenetic
relationships among the
fishes.

3. Fish integument
4. Locomotion
CC2:
1. Alimentary canal and digestion
2. Accessary respiratory organs

CO2:
Understand the
physiological processes
of fishes

3. Air bladder and its functions
4. Weberian ossicles their homologies and
functions
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CC3:
1. Excretion and osmoregulation
2. Acoustico-lateral line system

CO3:
Become familiar with
fish osmoregulation and
homeostasis.

3. Luminous organs
4. Colouration in fishes.
CC4:
1. Sound producing organs
2. Deep sea adaptions
3. Hill stream adaptions

CO4:
Principles of phylogeny
to understand fish
adaptations and
migrations.

4. Migration in fishes.
CC5:
1. Sexual cycle and fecundity
2. parental care in fishes

CO5:
Become familiar with
principles of ecology
and behaviour of fishes

3. Early development and hatching
4. Poisonous and venomous fishes.
16.

Semester-IV
Paper-IV
Pisci Culture
and Economic
Importance of
Fishes
(Ichthyology)
(Optional)

CC1:
1. Collection of fish seed from
naturalresources.

CO1:
Learn about the fish
collection and carp
cultures.

2. Dry bundh breeding ofcarps.
3. Wet bundh breeding ofcarps.
4. Hypophysation and breeding of Indian
major carps.
CC2:
1. Drugs useful in induced breeding offish.
2. Types of ponds required for fish
culturefarms.
3. Management of hatcheries, nurseries and
rainyponds.

CO2:
Learn about the
importance of
sustainable fishing and
protecting and
developing the fresh
water environment.
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4. Management of stockingponds.

CC3:
1. Composite fish culture.
2. Prawn culture and pearl industry inIndia.
3. Fisheries resource ofM.P.

CO3:
Learn about freshwater
fish species. Learn
about how fish adapt or
change to better survive
their environment.

4. Riverinefisheries.
CC4:
1. Coastal fisheries inIndia.
2. Offshore and deep sea fisher’s inIndia.
3. Role of fisheries in ruraldevelopment.
4. Sewagefisheries.

CC5:
1. Methods of fishPreservation
2. Marketing of fish inIndia.
3. Economic importance and by products
offishes.
4. Shark liver oil industry inIndia.
5. Transport of live fish & fishseed.

CO4:
Evaluate the
importance of diversity,
equity, and justice, as
well as the role of
social factors (e.g.
culture, economics, and
policy) on aquaculture
and fisheries from local
to global scales.

CO5:
The overall aim of the
course is to give the
students the necessary
basic information about
fishery and
aquaculture.Impacts of
aquaculture and
fisheries on society, the
economy, and the
natural environment.
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17.

Semester-I
Practical-I

1. Spotting – Classification and
identification ofvariousphyla.

CO1:
To classify and identify
the various phylum.

2. One major dissection of various
systems ofinvertebrates Squilla, Prawn, Sepia, Loligo.
3. One minor dissection- Grosshopper,
Honeybee, Echinus,Starfish,Aplysia.
4. Mounting material permanentbalsummount

.

CO2:
Dissection of the
invertebrate animals.
CO3: To learn the
mounting of the animal
on slide and spotting of
animals.

5. SpottingrelatedwithAdaptation.Homol
ogics,Analogicsandmodification of
mouth parts.
6. Viva-Voce.
7. PracticalRecords,collection
18.

Semester-I
Practical-II

1. Exercise based on wildlife and
biodiversity

CO1: To learn the
wildlife and
biodiversity

2. Exercise based on pH determination.
3. Exercise based on Biostatistics
Applied Zoology
4. Exercise based on DNA/RNA model
5. Viva
6. Practical record
7. Collection
19.

Semester-II
Practical-I

1. Experiment on Haematology Blood group,
Total and different counts.
2. Demonstration of Enzyme Action, and
chromatography.
3. Estimation of pH.
4. Detection of protein carbohydrate and fats.
5. Endocrinological spots comments on

CO2: To learn the pH
determination of any
solution.
CO3: To calculate the
statistical parameters of
experimental data.
CO4: Understand the
basics structures of
DNA/RNA.

CO1: To learn the
total blood count and
blood group
identification.
CO2: Demonstration of
enzyme action and
chromatography.
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prepared histological slides.
6. Detection of Nitrogenous products in given
samples.
7. Viva Voce
8. Practical Records andcollection.
20.

21.

22.

Semester-II
Practical-II

Semester-III
Practical-I

Semester-III
Practical-II

1. Exercise based on Different Microscope
2. Exercise based on
Chromatography/Electrophoresis
3. Exercise based on Centrifugation
4. Spotting based on Molecular Cell Biology
and Genetics
5. Viva
6. Practical record
7. Collection

1. Study of specimens, slides and bones
related to theory papers.
2. Major Dissection – Various system of Labeo,
wallago, Torpedo
3.Minor Dissection (a) Accessory respiratory organs of
Anabas, clarias, Heteropneustes.
(b) Herdmania
(c) Amphioxus
4.Estimation of DO, chloride, BOD, COD,
Hardness, pH and Alkalinity of water.
5. Study of fresh water ecosystem.
1. Spotting
2. Exercise on toxicology
3. Study of culture methods related to theory
4. Maintenance of aquarium
5. Practical Record
6. Viva Voce

CO3: Identification of
Bio-macromolecules
from organic mixture.
CO4: Detection of
nitrogenous products in
given samples.
CO1: Demonstration
the use of microscope.
CO2: Understand the
molecular separation
using Chromatography
and Electrophoresis.
CO3: To learn the
organelles separation
by centrifugation.
CO4: Understanding
the Cell biology and
genetics.
CO1: To learn the
dissection of lower
vertebrates and fishes.
CO2: Estimation of
physical and chemical
properties of water.
CO3: Analyzing the
fresh water ecosystem.

CO1: To understand
the compound toxicity
to the environment.
CO2: Detection of
compound toxicity to
the environment with
respect to Aquaculture.
CO3: Study of
different aquacultures
and identification of
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7. Collection

common weeds in
pond.
CO4: To learn the
Preparation and
maintenance of the
Aquarium.
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Semester-IV
Practical-I

1. Exercise on Animal behaviour
a. Taxes
b. Reflexes
c. Biological clocks.

CO1: To understand
the important
behaviours of different
animal groups.

d. Social behaviour
e. Learning behaviour
f. Reproductive behaviour
2. Developmental Biology
Study of embryological slides
Study of gametes of frog and chick
Study of fate maps
study of different stages of
spermatogenesis and oogenesis
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Semester-IV
Practical-II

3. Practical record
4. Viva Voce
5. Collection
1. Major dissection Nervous system of
wallago,mystus, labeo, and torpedo.
2. MinordissectiononInternalear,accessory,re
sistors,organ,pituitary,
Glands, Weberianossicles.
3. Mounting preparation ofpermanentslide

CO2: Analyse the
learning behaviour of
honeybee and migration
of birds.
CO3: Detailed
understanding of
developmental biology
to understand the
importance of every
stage of embryo
development.

CO1:To learn the
major and minor
dissection of various
indigenous fishes.
CO2: Learn fish
identification.

4. Age determination of fish with the
helpofscales.
5. Identification of fish.

CO3: To learn the age
determination of fish
with the help of scales.

6. Spotting of museum specimens, slides
233

andbones.
7. VivaVoice
8. Practical record and collection.
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: 2019-2020

H. Program Outcome and Program Specific Outcomes

Name of the
programme
(UG)
UG (B.Com.)

Programme Outcomes
(PO)
Students will gain

Program Specific Outcomes
(PSO)
Students will be able to

PO1: This programme could provide
banking sectors insurance sectors,
industries sectors , Financing ,
companies, Transport agencies etc well
trained professionals to meet out their
requirements
PO2: Students can independently
startup their own business with good
effienency

PSO1:The students can get the
knowledge, skills and attitudes during
the end of the B.com course

PO3:- Students can through
knowledge of finance commerce and
accounting.

PSO3:Analyze relationship between
trade, industries and commerce,
services , management and
administration

PO4: Students can through
knowledge of different specialization
in accounting costing banking
management and finance with the
practical exposure helps the students
to stand in an organization

PSO4:Perform all accounting
activities and can handle type of
business very well

PO5:- After completing graduation
/post graduation students can get
skills regarding various aspects in
overall administration and
management abilities of the company

PSO5: Develop communication skills
of students.

PSO2: Understand the basic concepts
of commerce, accounting,
management and economics.
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PO6:- After completing B.Com
student can admission in M.B.A,C.A
and company secretarial courses.

PSO6:Understanding legal issue
accounting of banking and insurance
sectors.

PO7:- After competing graduation
/Post graduation students can get
through knowledge of finance and
commerce which will help them.

PSO7: Understanding legal issue and
law relating to contract act, consumer
Protection act, FEMA, company law
and other commercial law .

P08:- Students can work as tax
Consultant income tax G.S.T excise
only etc.

PSO8:Understanding legal issue
accounting of banking and insurance
sectors
PSO9:Students will prove themselves
in different professional exams. Like
C.A, C.S., M.P.P.S.C, S.S.C, U.P.S.E
etc
PSO10:Students can also get the
practical skill to work as accountant ,
audit assistant , tax consultant and
computer operator
PSO11:By goodness of the
preparation they can turn into a
manger, Accountant, Bank manager,
Auditor company secretary, teacher,
Professors, Stock agent Govt
employment and so on .
PSO12: Students can start their own
business

PSO13: Students will able to their
higher education and can make
research in the field of commerce,
finance or management
PSO14: Student may start their own
training and coaching centre’s
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PSO15: Students can enhance their
decision making arability in their
filed.
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B1.

Course Outcomes of all programmes offered by the Department of Commerce
Name of the Programme

: B.Com. Commerce

*On completion of the courses students will be able:

S.
No
.
1.

YearPaper
First Year
Paper-I
Accounting
Group
Compulsory
Financial
Accounting

Course Content

Course Outcomes

CC1Concept of Double Entry System,
Accounting
Concepts
and
Conventions
Preparation of Journals,
Sub division of Journal, Preparation of Ledger
and TrialBalance.Final Accounts with Adjustments,
Revenue Recognition
CC2Concept of Double Entry System,
Accounting
Concepts
and
Conventions
Preparation of Journals,
Sub division of Journal, Preparation of Ledger
andTrial Balance.

CO1:-To enable the student to
learn principles and concepts
of accountancy and concept of
foreign exchange transaction
CO2:- To understand the
principles of double entry
system journal Ledger ,trial
balance and final Accounting
CO3:- To understand the
accounting of branches and
departments
CO4:-To enable the students to
learn the basic concepts of
partnership accounting
C05:-The students will get
through knowledge of the
accounting
practices
by
applications of accounting
CO6:-The students will get
knowledge about the royathy
A/C, Joint venture A/C,
consignment A/C, Investment
A/C and Accounting of Non-

CC3 Royalty Accounts, Accounting of Non Profit
Making Organization, Research: development
Coasts, long term contraction contracts.
CC4 Joint Venture Accounts , Consignment
and Investment Account, Foreign
Exchange
Transactions,
Investments,
Government grants ( A Brief Study)
CC5: Partnership Accounts- Dissolution with
Insolvency of Partner, Amalgamation of
Partnership
Firms
,Conversion
of
Partnership Firm into Joint Stock company
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profit organizations

2.

First Year
Paper-II
Accounting
Group
Compulsory
Business
math’s

3

First Year
Paper-I
Management
Group
Compulsory
Business
Law

CC1: Ratio — Gaining and Sacrificing Ratio,
Proportion, Percentage, Commission, Discount
and Brokerage..
CC2: Simultaneous Equations — Meaning,
Characteristic
Types and Calculations, Preparation of
Invoice.
CC3 :Elementary Matrices -Definition and
Calculations,
Types of Matrices.
CC4: Logarithms and Antilogarithms — Principles
and
Calculations, Simple and Compound Interest.
CC5: Averages — Simple, Weighted and Statistical
Averages
Arithmetic mean, Harmonic mean, Geometric
mean. Profit and Loss

CO1:-The students will get
knowledge about equation
CO2:-The students will get
knowledge of matrix
CO3:-The students will get
uses of logarithms
CO4:-The students will get
calculation of mean geometric
mean,
ratio
proposition
,percentage
,commission
brokerage etc
CO5:-The student will get
calculation of profit & loss
CO6:-The students will get
knowledge of calculation of
simple and compound interest
CO7:-The students will get
knowledge of preparation of
invoice

CC1: Indian Contract Act 1872- Definitions,
Nature of Contract, Offer & Acceptance, Capacity
of Parties to Contract, Free Consent and
Consideration,
Expressly
declared
void
agreement,Performance of contracts.
CC2: Breach of Contract, Remedies for breach of
Contract,Indemnity and Guarantee Contracts.
Special Contracts- Bailment,Pledge and Agency.

CO1:-Aware of various laws
relating to the business
CO2:-Knowledge about the
Indian contract act in detail
CO3:-Understanding the law
about bailment and agencies
CO4:-Identify the law relating
to negotiable instruments
CO5:-Understanding the law
CC3:Negotiable
Instrument
Act,1881- relating to the consumer
Definition,
protection act
Features, Promissory note, Billof Exchange and CO6:-Knowledge of FEMA,
Cheques,
copy right, Trademark , patent
Holder and Holder in Due Course. Crossing of
etc
Cheque ,Types of
Crossing, Dishonourand
Discharge of Negotiable Instruments.
CC4: Consumer Protection Act 1986- Main
Provisions. Consumer Disputes, Consumer Disputes
Redressed Agencies. MRTP Act.— Meaning,
Scope,
Importance
and
Main
Provisions
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4

First Year
Paper-II
Management
Group
Compulsory
Business
Organization
and
Communicat
ion

CC5:Foreign Exchange Management Act 2000
(FEMA)
Objectives
and
Main
Provisions,Introduction to Intellectual Property
Right Act- Copyright, Patent and Trademark.
CC1 : Business Organization:Definition, Concept,
Significance,
Components,
Functions,
Business, ethics, Social responsibilities of
Business,
Promotions
of
Business:
Meaning, Functions, Stages, of Promotions,
Forms
of
Business
Organization:
DetailedStudy of Sole Proprietorship and
Partnership.
CC2 : Company Organization: Meaning,
Definition, Formation of Private and Public
Company, Merits and Demerits, types of
Companies
Cooperative
OrganizationNeed,Meaning, Significance and its MeritsDemerits. Public Enterprises-Concept , Meaning,
Characteristics, Objectives and Significance,
Multinational, Corporations. (MNC' S)-An
Introduction in India.
CC3 : Communication-Introduction, Definition,
Nature,
Objected,
Importance
of
Communication to Manager,Elements of
Communication, Feedback, Dimension and
Directions of Communication,
Means of CommunicationVerbal
Communication SWOC Analysis.

Characteristics,
CO1:-Discuss Objectives,
the nature ,
scope and importance of
business organization
CO2:-Discuss
the
social
responsibility of business
CO3:-Identify the meaning
,characteristics and merits and
demists
of
sole trader,
partnership, company and cooperative society
CO4:-Understand the concept
of communication , swot
analysis
and
types
of
communication
CO5:-Development
of
communication
skill
of
students
CO6:-Explains the different
types of commercial letters
CO7:-Discuss above the ecommerce , e-banking , online
trading etc

CC4 : Non-Verbal Communication, Body
Language, Paralanguage, Sign language, Visual
and
Audio
Communication,Channel
of
Communication,
Barriers in Communication, Written Business
CommunicationConcept,
Advantages,
Disadvantages, Importance. Need and kinds of
business Letters, Essentials if a n E f f e c t i v e
Business Letter.
CC5 : Modern
formsof communication-Fax,
Emails,VideoConferencing
International
Communication for Global Business, Group
Business, Group Communication Network.
Preparation of Business survey Report.
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5

First Year
Paper-I
Applied
Economics
Group)
Compulsory
Micro
Economics

6

First Year
Paper-II
Applied
Economics
Group)
Compulsory
Macro
Economics

CC1 : Micro Economics-Definition, meaning, CO1:-To Provide students
inductive and Deductive methods, Importance knowledge of concepts of
and Limitations of Micro Economics
micro economics
CO2:-Understanding deductive
CC2 :Law of Demand- Meaning and Definition, and inductive method of study
Characteristics, Types of Demand, Exceptions of of micro economics
Law of Demand.
CO3:-Understanding
about
economic laws
CC3 :Elasticity Types and measurement of CO4:-To provide students
Elasticity of Demand Production Function (with knowledge of demand , law of
One and Two Variables), Economies - Internal demand and elasticity of
and
Externalof Demand-Concept,Definition, demand
Importance,
CO5:-Explain the factors of
production and laws of
CC4 : Factors of Production- Land, Labor, production
Capital, Organization and Enterprise. Cost and CO6:-Understanding
Revenue Analysis.
knowledge of market and price
determination under perfect
CC5 :Market Structure-Concept, Definition,
Characteristics,
competition
, monopoly and
Classification, Pricedetermination under Perfect imperfect competition
and Imperfect competition. Marginal Productivity
Theory of Distribution.
CC1 : Macro Economics-Concept, Nature,
Importance,
Limitations, Differences between Micro and
Macro Economics.
CC2 : National Income - Meaning, Definition and
Concept, Methods for measuring National Income
in India and its Problems.
CC3 : Theories of Wages, Interest and
Employment.
CC4 : Monetary Theories - Quantity theory of
Money, Modern theory of Money, Keynes's
theory of Money and Price.

CO1:-To provide students
knowledge of concepts of
macro economics
CO2:-Understanding concept ,
importance and measurement
of national income
CO3:- Explain the theories of
employment to the students
CO4:-Discuss the theories of
wages and interest
CO5:-Understanding about the
functions of R.B.I and methods
of credit control of RBI
CO6:-Discuss about price
inflation and deflation

CC5 : Recent Industrial Policy, Industrial Growth
in Phase II and III Disinvestments, Foreign Direct
Investment.
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7

Second Year
Paper-I
Accounting
Group
Compulsory

Corporate
accounting

CC1 : Final Accounts of Companies
(Including
calculation
of
managerial
Remuneration). Declaration of dividend,
Profit and Loss Appropriation Account and
disposal of Profits. Calculation of Pre and
Post Incorporation Profit / Loss, Accounting for
share Capital Transactions including Bonus
option and Buy Back of Shares.
CC2 : Valuation of Goodwill and Shares,
Methods of Valuation. Accounts of Public Utility
Companies (Electricity Company).
CC3 Meaning of Holding and Subsidiary
Company. Preparation of Consolidated
Balance Sheet of a holding company with one
subsidiary company, Accounting for liquidation
of companies:
CC4 : Accounting for Merger as per AS 14.
Internal Reconstruction of a company as per
Indian Accounting Standared 14 (Excluding
inter company holdings and External
reconstruction scheme)
CC5 : Accounts of Banking Companies, Accounts
of Insurance Companies with claim settlement.

8.

Second Year
Paper-II
Accounting
Group
Compulsory

Cost
Accounting

CO1:-This course aims to
enlighten the students on the
accounting procedure followed
by the companies
CO2:-Student skills about final
accounts
of
companies,
Dividend policy disposal of
profits
and
managerial
remuneration
will
be
developed.
CO3:-To make aware the
students about the valuation of
goodwill and shares
CO4:-To provide knowledge
about
holding
company
accounts and accounting of
public utility company
CO5:-Understanding
amalgamation
and
reconstruction of company
CO6:-Knowledge of final
accounts of a banking of
companies
CO7:-To provide students
knowledge of final accounts of
insurance
companies
and
settlement of claims of fire
insurances

CC1 : Cost: Meaning, Concept and
Classification. Elements of Cost, Nature
& Importance, Material Costing.
Methods of Valuation of Material issue.
Concept and material control and its
techniques. Lab our Costing, Methods
of Wages Payments.

CO1:-Understand the meaning
importance and techniques of
cost accounting and difference
between cost accounting and
financial accounting
CO2:-Propose the cost sheet
and statement of tender price
CO3:-Propose the contract
CC2 : Unit Costing,Preparation of Cost Sheet
and Statement of Cost
accounts
(Including calculation of tender price) CO4:-Understanding
the
Overhead costing, (Including calculation of process accounting classify
machine hour rate.)
normal loss abnormal loss and
abnormal gains
CC3 : Contract and Job costing, Operating CO5:-Propose
the
profit
costing. (Transport Cost)
reconciliation statement
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CC4 : Process
Reconciliation
Accounts

(Including
CO6:-Knowledge
Inter
process profit and
about Reserve
and Financial marginal
costing
and
calculation of break –even
point and margin of safety
CC5 : Marginal Costing- Profit - Volume users of break –even point in
Ratio, Break-Even Point, Margin of Safety, firms
Application of Break-even Analysis Standard CO7:-To provide students
Costing, and variance analysis (Material and knowledge of standard costing
CO8:-Understand the uses of
Lab our only)
operating costing in transport
services
9

Second Year
Paper-I
Management
Group
Compulsory

Principal of
Statistics

Costing
of Cost

CC1 : Statistics — Meaning and Definitions,
Significance, Scope and Limitations of Statistics.
Statistical investigation. Process of Data
Collection, Primary and Secondary Data,
Methods of Sampling, Preparation of
Questionnaire, Classification and Tabulation
of Data, Preparation of Statistical Series and its
types.
CC2: Measurement of Central TendencyMean, Median, Quartile, Mode, Geometric
Mean and Harmonic Mean
C3 : Dispersion and Skewness. Analysis of Time
Series — Meaning, Importance, Components,
Decomposition of Time Series, Measurement of
Long Term Trends, Measurement of Cyclical
and Irregular Fluctuations.
CC4 : Correlation-Meaning, Definitions,
Types and Degree of Correlation, Methods
of Correlation. Regression Analysis-Meaning,
Uses ,Difference between Correlation and
Regression, Linear Regression, Regression
Equations, Calculation of Coefficient of
Regression.

CO1:-Knowledge about the
meaning scope , importance
and limitation of statistics
CO2:- To understand the
statistical investigations and
collection of data
CO3:-Calculate mean median
mode and geometric and
harmonic mean
CO4:-Evaluate
mean
deviation, standard deviation
and skewness
CO5:-Knowledge about the
correlation
CO6:-To
understand
the
meaning and factors of time
series and trends
CO7:-To
understand
the
techniques and concept of
different types of index
numbers
CO8:-Knowledge
about
graphically representation and
diagrams

CC5 : Index Number- Meaning, Characteristics,
Importance and Uses. Construction of Index
Numbers- Cost of living Index, Fisher's Ideal
Index Number. Diagrammatic and Graphic
presentation of Data
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10

Second Year
Paper-II
Management
Group
) Compulsory

Principles of
Management

CC1 : Management-Meaning, Nature and
Importance, Functions and Principles of
Management, Management V/s Administration.
Development of Managerial Thought,
Contribution by Taylor and
Fayol
Management by Exceptions and Management
by objectives social responsibility of
management.
CC2 : Planning — Meaning- Nature &
Importance, Elements, types, Process of
Planning, Barriers to Effective Planning,.
Forecasting- Need & Techniques. Decision
Making, Concept and Process, Coordination.
CC3 : Organizing: Meaning, Importance and
Principles, Span of Management,
Centralization and Decentralization, forms of
Organization, Staffing: Nature & Scope of
Staffing, Manpower Planning, Selection &
Training,
Performance
Appraisal,
D e l e g a t i o n o f A ut ho r i t y .

CO1:-To
understand
the
concept and functions and
importance of management
and its application
CO2:-To
Make
students
understand
principles
of
different management theories
CO3:-Explains the process and
functions of management
CO4:-Characteristics
importance and process of
planning decision making
organization , direction and
controlling
CO5:-Discuss the meaning and
theories of delegation of
authority
CO6:-Justify the recent trends
in management

CC4 : Motivation: Concept, Importance
Characteristics, Classification of motives Theories of Motivation. Leadership - Concept and
Leadership styles, Leadership Theories.
CC5 : Direction- Concept, Nature, Importance
Process and Methods. Controlling - Concept,
Nature, Importance, Process of controlling,
Control Technique
11

Second Year
Paper-I
Applied
Economics
Group
Compulsory

Indian
Company Act

CC1 : Company-Definition, Characteristics,
Types of Company. Formation o Company,
Promotion, Incorporation and Commencement
of Business.
CC2 : Detailed study of Memorandum of
Association, Articles of Association and
Prospectus.
CC3 : Shares - Share Capital, Types of Shares,
Transfer and Transmission of shares.
Shareholders v/s Members of the company.
Debentures - Meaning and Types, Borrowing
powers, Mortgages and Charges.
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CC4 : Directors - Managing Directors Whole
time Director, Their qualifications, Appointment,
Powers, Duties and Liabilities. CompanyMeetings : Types, Quorum, Voting, Resolution
and Minutes.
CC5 : Majority Powers and Minority rights,
Prevention of oppression and mismanagement,
Winding - up of companies - Types and
Methods.
12.

Second Year
Paper-II
Applied
Economics
Group
Compulsory

Banking&
Insurance

CC1: Principles of Banking: Definition of
Bank, Creation of Money : Present Structure of
Commercial Banks in India. Principles of
Management in Banks : Managerial
Functions in Bank Indian Banking System Features,
Classification
of
Banking
Institutions. Reserve Bank of India Functions, Control of Credit by RBI, Powers
of RBI
CC2: Management
of Deposits and
and Nature of Deposit Accounts, Advances,
Lending Practice, Types of advances.
Investment Management : Nature of Bank
Investment, Liquidity and Profitability. Cheques,
Bills and their Endorsement, Government
Securities. Procedure of E- Banking
CC3: Insurance - Meaning, Need, Types,
Functions and Principles. IRDA its function and
Importance Insurance as Social Security Tool.
Insurance and Economic Development
CC4: : Life Insurance: Introduction, Need,
Importance, Elements of Contracts and and
life insurance Contract. Settlement of life
Insurance Claims.
CC5: Organization of General Insurance
Corporation and its Subsidiary Companies and
its Functions Settlement of General Insurance
Claims. Health Insurance Need Scope &
Importance.

CO1:-To familiar the students
with the fundamental of
banking
and
throughout
knowledge
of
banking
operations
CO2:-To make students aware
of Indian banking system
CO3:-To enlighten the students
knowledge
on
banking
regulation act
Advances,
Deposit
CO4:-To impart knowledge
about the R.B.I.
CO5:-Knowledge about the
cheque about its endorsement
and crossing and other
negotiable instruments
CO6:-To understand about the
insurance
its
meaning
characteristics importance and
types
Knowledge
about
life
insurance , fire insurance and
general insurance
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13

Third Year
Paper-I
Accounts
Group
Compulsory

Income Tax
Law &
Practice

CC1: General Introduction of Indian Income Tax
Act, 1961. Basic Concepts: Income, Agriculture
Income, Casual Income, Previous Year,
Assessment Year, Gross Total Income, Total
Income, Person Assessed, Residential Status
and Tax Liability, Exempted Income.
CC2: Income from Salary, Income from house
property.
CC3: Income from Business and Profession,
Capital Gains, Income from other Sources.
CC4: Set off and Carry forward of Losses,
Deductions from Gross Total Income,
Clubbing of income, Computation of Total
Income and Tax
Liability of an
Individual
CC5: Assessment Procedure, Tax deduction at
Source, Advance Payment of Tax, Income Tax
Authorities, Appeal, Revision and Penalties.

14

Third Year
Paper-II
Accounts
Group
Compulsory

Goods and
Service Tax
& Custom
Duty

CO1:-To introduce the basic
concept of income tax
CO2:-To
understand
the
different heads of income
CO3:-It give more idea about
the income from salary house
property , Business-profession
capital grains and other
sources
CO4:-Enabling the students to
have a fair idea of setoff and
carry forward of losses
CO5:-It gives more idea about
the assessment of an individual
CO6:-Knowledge about the
assessment procedure , income
tax authorities and appeals and
revision of cases
CO7:-Knowledge about T.D.S.
and Advance payment of
income tax

CC1: CGST/SGST : Important Terms and
Definitions under Central Goods and Service
Tax Act, 2017 and State Goods and Service
Basic elements of GST, Meaning and Scope of
Supply Levy and collection Tax
CC2: CGST/SGST : Time and Value of
Supply of Goods and Services Input Tax
Credit
Transitional Provisions Computations of GST
Liability, Registration Under CGST/SGSCT
Act and Necessary Documentation, Filing of
Returns, Assessment, Payment of Tax,
Payment of Tax on Reverse charge Basis ,
Refund
under
the
act.

CO1:-Understand the concept
of goods and service tax
CO2:-Calculation of taxable
goods and exempted goods and
G.G.S.T. , S.G.S.T. and IGST
Act 2017
CO3:-Calculation of taxable
services and exempted services
and service tax
CO4:-Knowledge
about
payment and refund of G.S.T.
CO5:-Knowledge
about
registration process
CO6:-Determine the customer
laws , calculation of custom
CC3: CGST/SGST — Maintenance of duty
Accounts and Records, Composition Scheme, CO7:-Knowledge about the
Job work and its procedure, Various G.S.T officers
exemptions under GST, Demand and
recovery under GST
Mi scel l aneous
provi si ons under GS T
CC4: IGST: Scope of IGST. Important Terms
and Definitions under integrated Goods and
Services Tax Act, 2017, Levy and Collection
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15

Third Year
Paper-I
Management
Group
Compulsory

Management
Accounting

16

Third Year
Paper-I
Management

of IGST, Principles for Determining the place
of supply of goods and services, Zero Related
supply.
CC5:
Introduction
and
brief
background of customs duty, Important
definition -Goods
dutiable
goods,
person In -Charge, Indian customs
water,
types
of
customs
duty,
Valuation for custom duty, items to be
included and excluded i n c u s t o m s
value, computation of Assessable
value
and
custom
duty
(Practical)
CC1: Management Accounting: Meaning
Nature, Scopeand functions of management
accounting, Role of management accounting in
decision making, Management accounting vs.
financial accounting and cost accounting.
Tools and techniques of management
accounting.
CC2: Financialstatement:Meaning,Importance,
Limitations of financial statements, Objectives
and methods of financial statements analysis,
Ratio analysis, Classification of ratios Profitability ratios, Turnover ratios and
Financial ratios, Advantages of ratio analysis,
Limitations of accounting ratios
CC3: Statement, Cash Flow Statement (As per
Indian Accounting Standard-3) IFRS-Concept
& Importance. Leverages.
CC4Absorption and Marginal Costing:
Marginal and differential costing as tool for
decision making-make or buy, Change of
product mix, Pricing, Break even analysis,
Exploring new markets, Shutdown decisions of
Production
CC5: Budgetary Control: Meaning of budget
and budgetary control: Objectives, Merits and
limitations, Types of budget : Cash budget and
Flexible budget. Concept of Management Audit,
Responsibility
Accounting.
Management
Reports, Types of reports and quality of good
report
CC1: Introduction: Meaning and objectives of
Auditing, Types of Audit. Audit Programme,
Audit books, Working papers and evidences.

CO1:-This course enable the
students
the
practical
knowledge and tactics in the
marketing
CO2:-Understand
the
traditional and modern concept
of marketing
CO3:-Define branding trade
mark and packaging and its
uses in marketing
CO4:-Understand the product
life cycle
CO5:-Understand the issues
and challenges of priding
policy
CO6:-Knowledge about the
whole and retail trading
CO7:-Discuss techniques of
product
planning
and
promotion
CO8:-Understand the various
means of advertisement
CO9:-Discuss about personal
selling and qualities of a good
seller

CO1:-Students will be versed
in the fundamental; concepts
of auditing
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Group
Compulsory

Preparation before commencing of Audit,

Auditing

17

Third Year
Paper-I
Applied
Economics
Groups
Optional
(Group A)
Public
Finance

CC2: Internal Check System: Routine
Checking, Internal Checking, Internal Audit
and Test Checking. Internal Control and Audit
Procedure.
CC3: Vouching, Verification of Assets and
Liabilities:- Immovable Property, Fictitious
Assets, Current Assests, verification of current
and Fixed Liabilities
CC4: Company Audit :Appointment
of
auditor,
Powers,
Liabilities. Divisible Profits and Dividend.
Auditor's report : Cleaned and Qualified report.
CC5: Investigation : Objectives, Difference
between audit and investigations, Process of
Investigation. Special Audit of Banking
Companies,
Educational,
Non
Profit
Institutions and Insurance Companies.
CC1: Public Finance: Meaning, Nature, Scope
and Importance. Difference between private
and public finance. Principle of maximum
social advantage. Role of state in public
finance.
CC2: Sources of Revenue: Taxes, Loans,
Grants and Aid - Meaning and types, Canons
of Taxation, Problem of justice in taxation,
Incidence of taxation, Taxable capacity.
Impact of Taxation & Tax evasion
characteristics of Indian
CC3: Principle of public expenditure, Principle
of public debts and its methods of redemption.
Effects of public expenditure on production and
distribution.
Public
debt in india
CC4: Public finance in India: Sources of
revenue of central and state govt., Concept and
types of budget, Fiscal Deficit, Deficit
financing and Deficit Budget.
Financial
relation between central and state.
CC5: Constitution and function of finance
commission, Recommendation of latest
finance commission, Latest budget of
central and M.P. Govt. Main heads of
Revenue & Expenditure of central & state

CO2:-Understand objects ,
importance and different types
of auditing
CO3:-Understand the audit
programme of an institution
CO4:-Knowledge
about
verification and valuation of
assets and liabilities
CO5:-Understand the rights,
duties and repronsibililties of
an auditor
CO6:-Perform audit report
CO7:-Process
auditing in a
Dutiesofand
banking company. railway
company insurance company
,educational institutions etc

CO1:-Analyze the functioning of
modern public finance
CO2:-. Identify the types of
public needs and the mechanisms
of their financing
CO3:- . Argue the theoretical
basis of public expenditures and
to analyze their types and
economic effects
CO4:- . Classify public revenues
and integrate them into the fiscal
and tax system
CO5:-. Classify public revenues
and expenditures through the
budget and to analyze the
instruments and objectives of
budgetary policy
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government NITI AYOG Establishment and
objective
18

19

Third Year
Paper-I
Applied
Economics
Groups
Optional
(Group A)
Financial
Management

Third Year
Paper-I
Applied
Economics
Groups
Optional
(Group B)
Principles of
Marketing

CC1: Financial Management: Meaning Scope, CO1:-.Understand the basics of
Nature Finance goals, Profit vs. wealth finance. CO2:-Understand about
maximization;
Financial
functions
- management of working capital.
Investment, financing and dividend decision, CO3:-.Gain knowledge about
Financial Planning. Corporate restructuring with money market and capital market.
focus on mergers and acquisitions financial
aspects only.
CC2: Capital Structure :
Meaningand determinants. Operating and Financial
Leverage :Their measure; Effects on profit,
analyzing alternate financial
plans,
combined financial and operating leverage
CC3: Capital Budgeting : Nature of investment
decisions, investment evaluation criteria,
payback period, accounting rate of return, net
present value, internal
CC4: Cost of capital : Significance of cost
of capital; Calculating cost of debt,
Preference shares, equity capital, retained
earning, Weighted Average cost of capital.
Dividend Policies: forms of dividends,
stability in dividends and determinats, issues
in dividend policies, Waltor's model, Gordon's
Model, M.M. Hypothesis.
CC5: Management of working capital: Nature
types and importance of working capital.
Operating cycle and factors determining working
capital requirement, Introduction of Management
of Cash, Receivables and Inventories.
CC1: Marketing : Introduction, Nature and
Scope of Marketing, Importance of
Marketing, Marketing Concept : Traditional
and modem, Selling Vs. Marketing, Marketing
Mix, Marketing Environment.
CC2: Consumer Behaviour and Marketing
Segmentation: Nature, Scope and Significance
of consumer behavior, Market Segmentation concept and importance. Bases for market
segmentation.
CC3: Product: Concept of product, consumer
and industrial goods; Product planning and
development, Packaging role and functions,
Brand name and trade mark; After sales service;

CO1:-Aware
of
market,
marketing,
marketing
management and its functions.
CO2:- . Know about micro and
macro environment which is also
called internal and external
environment
(
political,
economic, technological, natural
and its effects)
CO3:-. Know in detail about the
4P’s (Product, Price, place and
promotion and entire business
depends on the 4P’s. CO4:Aware of the consumer behavior
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towards different products.

Product life cycle concept.

20

21

Third Year
Paper-I
Applied
Economics
Groups
Optional
(Group B)
International
marketing

Third Year
Paper-I
Applied

CC4: Price: Importance of price in the
Marketing Mix, Factors affecting price of a
product/service, Discounts and rebates.
Distribution
Channels
and
Physical
Distribution: Distribution channels-concept and
role; Types of distribution channel; Factors
affecting choice of a distribution channel;
Retailer and wholesaler; Physical distribution of
goods; Transportation, Warehousing.
CC5: Sales Promotion : Methods of
promotion;
Optimum
Promotion
Mix;
Advertising media-their relative merits and
limitations; Characteristics of an effective
advertisement; Personal selling; Selling as a
career; qualities
of a successful sales
person; Functions of salesman.
CC1: International Marketing-Definitions,
Nature and Scope of International Market,
Domestic
Marketing
V/s
International
Marketing, Decisions relating Entry in the
Foreign
Market

CO1:-

Understand concepts
underlining internationaltrade and
will be introduced to various
trading blocks. CO2:-Understand
the dynamics of foreign trade of
India.
International CO3:- Correlate the exchange
rate practices in International
Advertising,
business.

CC2: Product Planning for
Market, Product designing,
Branding and Packaging
CC3: International Pricing - Factors Influencing
International Price, Pricing process and
Methods, International Price quotation and
Payments conditions
CC4: International Distribution Channels and
Logistics decisions, Selection and appointment
of Foreign Sales Agent.
CC5: Indian Import - Export Policy and
Practice. Steps of Commencement of an
Export Business, Exporting Pricing and Export
finance.
CC1: Concept of E-Commerce:- Meaning
Importance in the context of Modern Business
Advantages of E-Commerce (as comparison
with Traditional amd Morden Marketing)

CO1:- Understand the impact of
E-Commerce on business models.
CO2:- Understand advantages
and
disadvantages
of
E-
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Economics
Groups
Optional
(Group C )
E-Commerce
& Marketing

22

Third Year
Paper-I
Applied
Economics
Groups
Optional
(Group C )
Financial
Market &
Investment
Management

CC2: Categories of E-Commerce (Models):- commerce, Electronic Commerce
Business to consumers (B to C) Model- Basic and the Trade Cycle.
concept major activities ,major challenges.
Models of B to C [portals, e- tailor Business to
Business (B to B) Model- Basic major activities,
types of B to B market. Other models- Business
to Government (B
to G), Consumer to
consumers (C toC), consumers To Business(C to
B)
CC3:
E-CRM
(Electronic
customer's
relationship management)Concepts, features,
goals of E-CRM Business framework , three
phases of E-CRM , Types of E-CRM, Functional
Component of E-CRM.
CC4: Types of E-Payments- Payment card ,
Credit Card & Debit Card, Electronic or
Digital
cash Electronic or digital wallet, Smart Card. Basic concepts on online
Banking. [Core Banking solution or CBS]
CC5: Introduction to CRP (Enterprises resource
planning): Concept, Major characteristics, level of
ERP, Benefits of ERP, Modules of ERP, Phases
of ERP implementation, Limitations of ERP.
CC1: An overview of Financial Markets in
India. Money Market-Indian Money Market Composition and Structure (a) Acceptance
Houses
(b)
Discount
Houses c) Call Money Markets.
CC2: Capital Market : Security Markets (a)
New issue Markets (b) Secondary Markets,
Functions and Role of Stock Exchange, Stock
Exchanges, National Stock Exchange (NSE)
Bombay Stock Exchanges (B SE) Investors
Protection : Grievance Concerning Stock
Exchange Dealings and their Removal, Grievance
cell in Stock Exchange , Security Exchange
Board of India (SEBI)
CC3: Financial Services, Merchant BankingFunctions and Role, SEBI Guidelines,
Ascertainment of Credit Rating concept, Function
and Types, Mutual funds and Venture capital.
CC4: Investment, Meaning, Nature, Objectives
and Process, Types of Investment, Alternatives of
investment, Negotiable and Non-Negotiable
Instruments. Security Analysis-Fundamental,
Economic, Industrial and Technical Analysis
CC5: Measurement of Return and Risk,
Systematic and Unsystematic Risk, Security Risk
and Return Analysis. Efficient Market
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Hypothesis- Weak, Semi Strong
Strou,Market Capital Asset spricing Model.

23

24

Third Year
Paper-I
Applied
Economics
Groups
Optional
(Group D)
Human
resource
Management
& Industrial
Relation

Third Year
Paper-I
Applied
Economics
Groups
Optional
(Group D)
Organization
al Theory &
Behavior

and

CC1: Meaning Nature and scope of HRM.
Human Resorce Planning, Job Ananlysis, Job
Description,
Job specification,
Recruitment
process,
Orientational and Placement.
CC2: Training and Development process,
Performance Appraisal and 360 Degree feed
Back, salary and wage Administration, job
Evaluation,
promotions, transfers and separations.
CC3: Meaning, Nature, Importance and
Scope of IR, Formation of Trade Union.
Trade Union Legislation, Trade Union
Movement in India, and recognition of
Trade Unions. Problems of Trade Unions in
India. Impact of Liberalization on Trade
Union Movement.
CC4: Nature of Industrial Disputes - Strikes and
lockouts, Causes of Disputes, Prevention and
settlement of Disputes. Workers Participation in
Management. Philosophy, Rationale, Present status
and future prospects. Adjudication and collective
barganning.
CC5: Industrial Relations in public Enterprises
Absentee of Labour and Turnover in Indian
Industries and their causes and Remedies ILO and
its functions.
CC1: Nature and
concept
of
organization external environment
of
technological social political economical and legal
organizational goals primary and secondary goals
single and multiple goals evaluation of
organization theory classical new classical and
system approach. Modern concept of
organization theory, organizational design,
organizational structure and organizational
culture,
CC2: Organizational design basic challenges
differentiation
and
centralization and decentralization process
standardization oblique formalization and mutual
adjustment coordinating formal and informal
organizations, Question

CO1: To familiarize students with
the basic concepts of organization
and management
Selection
process,the structure,
CO2:
To study
functions and various principles
of management

Employee welfare,

CO1:
Demonstrate
the
applicability
of
the
concept
of
organisations
organizational
behavior
to
understand the behavior of people
in the organization. CO2:
Demonstrate the applicability of
analyzing
the
complexities
associated with management of
individual behavior in the
organization.
CO3: Analyze the complexities
associated with management of
integration
process
the group
behavior in
the
organization.
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CC3: Designing organizational structuresAuthority and control, line and staff functions
specialization and coordination types of
organization structure functional Matrix
structure project structure nature and basic of
power source of power power structure and
politics impact of Information Technology
on organizational design and structure mans, in
organizational culture .
CC4: Organizational behaviour meaning and
concept individual organizations personality
theory and determinants perception meaning and
process motivation concept theory
and
application leadership theories and
styles.
CC5: Quality of work life meaning and its
impact on performance way of its enhancement
quality circles meaning and
their importance
management
of conflicts in
organization
transactional
analysis
organizational
effectiveness and management of Changes
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Academic Year

: 2019-2020

I. Program Outcome and Program Specific Outcomes

Name of the
programme
(PG)
M.Com.

Programme Outcomes
(PO)
Students will gain
PO1: This program
oriented learning.

is

Program Specific Outcomes
(PSO)
Students will be able to

research PSO1: Individuals having in-depth
knowledge in different branches of
Commerce

PO2: It provides entrepreneurship PSO2: The students will be qualified
shill development..
to face CSIR-UGC-NET, SET,
GATE, ICMR-NET, ICAR-NET, IFS
etc.
PO3:. Acquire time management and PSO3: Employable candidates in
self-management skills.
careers related to teaching in
Commerce, especially in schools and
colleges.
PSO4: It promotes career and job
PO4: To enable a student well versed in opportunities in both Govt. and
national as well as international trends
private sectors.
PO5:To acquaint a student with PSO5:To work as investment
conventional as well as contemporary consultants after a brief internship in
areas in the discipline of Commerce.
suitable organizations absorbed in
Banking and Insurance sector as
executives
PO6:To enable the students for PSO6: Ability to work in teams with
conducting business, accounting and enhanced interpersonal skills and
auditing practices, role of regulatory communication.
bodies in corporate and financial
sectors nature of various financial
instruments
PO7:To
provide
in-depth PSO6:- The students can work in
understanding of all core areas different domains like Accounting,
HRM,
Banking
and
specifically Advanced Accounting, Taxation,
Administration.
International
Accounting,
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Management,
Security
Market
Operations
and
Business
Environment, Research Methodology
and Tax planning.
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B1.

Course Outcomes of all programmes offered by the Department of Commerce
Name of the Programme
: M.Com.

*On completion of the courses students will be able:

S.
No.
1.

SemesterPaper
First
Semester
Paper-I
Management
Concepts
Compulsory

Course Content

Course Outcomes

CC1:- Introduction: Concept of Management,
Scope and Nature of Management, Approaches
to Management, Human Relation, Behavioural
and System approach.

CO1.
Understand
management and its
principles
CO2. Know about
importance of group
and types of group
CO3. Recognize the
problems and find
solutions
of
the
conflict CO4. Apply
the
technique
of
motivation
in
the
organization
CO5. Apply different
types of controls in the
organization

CC2:- Planning: Concept of Planning,
Objectives and components of Planning, Nature
and Process of Planning, determination of
Objectives. Management by objectives,
Management by Exception, Concepts, Nature
and Process of decision-making. Theories of
decision-making.
CC3: Organization : Concept, objectives and
element of organization, process and principles
of organization. Organization Structure and
Charts, Span of Management, Delegation of
Authority, Centralization and Decentralization.
CC4: Direction : Concept, Nature, Scope,
Principles and Techniques of Direction.
Communication : concept, Process. Channel
and Media of Communication. Barriers to
effective communication, Building effective
communication system.
CC5 Controlling : Concept, objectives, nature
and process of control. levels and areas of
control. Various control techniques. Z-Theory
of Management. Management Education in
India : Objectives, Present position and
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difficulties.

2.

First
Semester
Paper-II
Business
Environment
Compulsory

CC1: Theoretical Framework of Business
Environment : Concept, Significance and
nature of business environment; Elements of
environment -internal and external, Changing
dimensions
of
business
environment.
Liberalisation, Privatisation and Globalisation.
CC2: Economic Environment of Business :
significance and elements of economic
Environment, economic systems and business
environment, Economic planning in India,
Government policies - Industrial policy,
licensing policy, fiscal policy, Monetary policy
and EXIM policy.
CC3: Political and Legal Environment of
Business : Monopoly and Restrictive Trade
Practices (MRTP) Act, Foreign Exchange
Management
Act
(FEMA),
Consumer
Protection Act, Patent Laws.

CO1:
Understand
relationship between
environment
and
business; Applying the
environmental analysis
techniques in practice
CO2:
Understand
Economic,
SocioCultural
and
Technological
Environment
CO3: Know state
policies
Economic
legislations
and
Economic reforms laid
by the government

CC4: Socio, Cultural & International
Environment : Social responsibility of
business, Characteristics, Components, Scope,
relationship between society and business,
Targets
of
Socio-cultural
business
Environment, Social Groups, World Trade
Organization (WTO), International Monetary
Fund (IMF), Foreign Investment in India.
CC5: Technological Environment : Concept,
Online Channels, Online Services, Advantage
of Online services, E-commerce, Indian
conditions of E-commerce, Electronic Banking,
Franchise Business.
3

First
Semester
Paper-III
Advanced
Accounting
Compulsory

CC1: Final
adustment)

Accounts

(Advanced

with CO1:
Understand
Double entry system
and GAAP principles
CO2:
Record
the
CC2:
Bank
Reconciliation
Statement, business transactions in
Rectification of Errors, Accounting for Non journal, ledger and trail
Profit Organization.
balance
CO3:
Apply
CC3: Accounting from Incomplete Records, depreciation methods
Accounting for Insurance Claim.
and
prepare
bank
reconciliation
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4

5

CC4: Investment A/c, Voyage A/c, Insolvency statement
A/c.
CO4:
Prepare
financial
statements
and company final
CC5: Dissolution of partnership firm including accounts,
sales of Firm and Amalgamation.
CO5:
Know
the
concepts of Financial
management, capital
structure and dividends
First
CC1: Various cost concepts, Cost centre and CO 1. Identify open
Semester
cost unit, Methods and techniques of Costing. and
closed
loop
Paper-IV
Installation of costing system, Methods of control system
Cost Analysis inventory control, Overheads Accounting.
CO 2. Formulate
and Control
mathematical model
Compulsory
CC2: Process Accounting Joint product and for physical systems.
3.
Simplify
Bye product, Equivalent Production and Inter CO
representation
of
Process Profit, Operating Cost.
complex
systems
reduction
CC3: Marginal Costing : Concepts, Break using
Even Analysis, Uniform costing and Inter firm techniques.
comparison. Use of Managerial Costing in CO 4. Use standard
test signals to identify
business Decision.
performance
CC4: Budgetary Control : Basic concepts, characteristics of first
second-order
Preparation of functional budget: Cost Audit : and
systems.
Objectives and Advantages.
CO 5. Apply root
locus technique for
CC5: Standard Costing and Variance Analysis.
stability analysis. 6.
Analyze performance
characteristics
of
system
using
Frequency response
methods
Second
CC1: The Companies Act, 1956 (Relevant CO1:-Students will be
Semester
able to identify and
Provisions) : Definition, types of companies,
Paper-I
describe the structural
Corporate
Memorandum of association, Articles of components,
Legal
operational elements
association, Prospectus, Share capital and
Framework
and
analytical
Compulsory
Membership, Meetings and Resolutions, framework
for
a
compliance function of
Company
Management,
Managerial
a
major
financial
Remuneration, Winding up and dissolution of institution.
companies.

CO2:-Students
will
demonstrate
an
CC2: The Negotiable Instruments Act, 1881: understanding of the
legal and regulatory
Definition, Types of Negotiable Instruments,
framework for US
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Negotiation Holder and holder in due course, financial institutions
and the regulatory
Payment in due course; Endorsement and
expectations for a
Crossing of cheque; Presentation of negotiable robust
compliance
function
at
such
instruments.
institutions.
will
CC3: MRTP Act 1969 : Monopolistic trade CO3:-Students
demonstrate
an
practices; Restrictive trade practices; Unfair
understanding of the
necessary professional
trade practices.
skills of a financial
institution compliance
CC4: The consumer protection Act, 1986 :
officer,
including
skills,
salient features; Definition of Consumer, Right analytical
project management,
of consumer; Grievance Redressal Machinery.
use of data and risk
sensitivity.
CC5:
Regulatory
Environment
for
International

Business

:

FEMA,

WTO:

Regulatory
framework of WTO, basic principles and its
character,

WTO

provisions

relating

to

preferential treatment to developing countries;
regional groupings, technical standard, antidumping duties and other Non Tariff Barriers.
Custom valuation and dispute settlement, TRIP
and TRIMS.
6

Second
Semester
Paper-II
Organization
al Behaviour
Compulsory

CC1: Organization : Concept, Types and CO1 : Understand the
history
of
significance, Organization Goal and its
Organizational
determinants. Organization Behaviour : Behaviour
CO2:
Know
the
Concept, Nature and Significance,
individual process in
Organizational Behaviour models.
organization such as
learning, perception,
attribution, Individual
CC2: Personality : Concept, Theories,
differences
and
motivation,
Determinants and importance.
CO3: Understand the
Perception : Concept, Process and Theories.
Group
process,
Learning : Concept, Components, affecting performance appraisal,
personality
and
factors and theories.
attitudes.
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CC3: Motivation : Meaning, types and
important elements, Theories of Motivation.
Attitudes and Values : Concept, factors,
significance and Theories.
CC4: Interpersonal Behaviour : Nature,
Transactional Analysis, Concept of Group,
Theories

of

group

formation,

Group

cohesiveness, Power and Authority.
CC5: Organizational Conflicts : Causes and
suggestions. Developing sound Organizational
Climate, Management of Change, Concept and
Process of Organizational Development.
7

Second
Semester
Paper-III
Advanced
Statistical
Analysis
Compulsory

CC1: Theory of Probability - Probability CO1:-.
Know
the
Distributions, Binomial, Poisson and Normal concept of advanced
Distribution.
statistics and how to
apply them in business
CC2: Theory of Sampling and Test of analysis.
Significance
CO 2:-. Understand the
concept of regression
and its co-efficient
CC3: Analysis of Variance (including one way CO3:-Confident
in
and two way classification), Chi-square
solving
practical
Test.
problems on index
number.
CC4:
Interpolation
and
Extrapolation. CO4 :- Learn graphical
Association of Attributes.
equation.
CC5: Regression Analysis, Statistical Decision
Theory:- Decision under Risk and
Uncertainty, Decision Tree Analysis.

8.

Second
Semester
Paper-IV
Functional
Management
Compulsory

CC1: Financial Management : Concept,
Nature and Objectives, Functions of Financial
Manager, Financial Planning - Nature, Need
and influencing factors, Characteristics of a
sound financial plan.
CC2: Capitalization : Concept and Theories,
Over and Under Capitalization, Capital
structure, Balanced Capital Structure, Trading
on Equity, Leverage: Financial and Operating

CO1–
Learn
the
theoretical foundations
of financial
management
and
financial management
decisions
CO2– Evaluate the
feasibility of different
options
regarding
discount, credit period,
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leverage.
CC3: Marketing Management : Concept
Nature and Scope of marketing, Functions of
marketing management, Marketing mix.
Advertising Management: Meaning Objectives,
functions and scope, Media of advertising,
Selecting an advertising media Essential of a
good advertising copy, Meaning of Sales
Promotion, Importance, limitations and
Methods of sales promotion.
CC4: Personnel Management : Concept,
Functions, Scope and Importance, Signification
of Man-Power Planning,
Sources
of
Recruitment, Characteristics of a Good
Recruitment Policy, Concept of Selection,
Selection procedure, Importance of employee
Training, Methods of Training.

storage cost etc. related
to current assets and
current liabilities and
estimate
working
capital requirements.
CO3– Evaluate long
term proposals and
evaluate
the
risk
associated with long
term investment.
CO4-Evaluate
the
decisions
regarding
leasing
of
capital
assets.
CO5– Evaluate and
Compare
the
performance
of
business entities.

CC5: Production Management : Concept,
Importance, Scope and functions. Types of
production systems, Concept of production
planning, objectives, elements and steps.
Procedure of production control, Process of
New Product Development, Concept of Product
Diversification, Standardization, Simplification
and Specialization.
9

Third
Semester
Paper-I
Managerial
Economics
Compulsory

CC1: Meaning of Managerial economics :
Nature and Scope of Managerial economics,
Managerial
Economist
:
Role
and
Responsibilities,
fundamental
economic
concepts Incremental principle, opportunity
cost principle, Discounting principle, Equity
marginal principle. Profit Maximization
Theory.
CC2: Demand Analysis : Elasticity of
Demand, Introduction Explanation Theory of
Consumer Choice, Indifference Approach,
Revealed Preference Theory.
CC3: Production Function : Law of Variable
Proportions, Law of Returns to Scale.
CC4: Business Cycles : Nature and Phases,
Theories of Business Cycles.
CC5: Profit Management : Measurement of
Profit, Concept of Risk and Uncertainty.

CO1
:
Apply
Economic theories to
business
decision
CO2:
Use
the
theoretical concept of
demand and supply
analysis in practice
CO3: Understand the
cost concepts, theories
of profit and business
cycles
CO4: Use different
demand forecasting
techniques and apply
different
pricing
techniques in business
CO5: Understand the
importance of Fiscal
policy
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10

Third
Semester
Paper-II
Tax Planning
and
Management
Compulsory

11

Third
Semester
Paper-III
Entrepreneu
rship Skill
Development
Compulsory

12.

Third
Semester
Paper-IV
Accounting

CC1: Concept of Tax Planning : Meaning,
Scope, Importance, Objectives of Tax Planning.
Tax Avoidance and Tax evasion, Tax Planning
and Tax management.
CC2: Areas of Tax Planning : Ownership
Aspect, Activity Aspects & Locational Aspects,
Nature of the Business &Tax Planning.
CC3: Tax Planning and Setting up New
Business : Deductions Available to New
Industrial
Undertakings,
Amalgamation,
Merger and Tax Planning. Special Tax
Provisions - Tax Provisions Relating to Free
Trade Zones, Infrastructure Sector & Backward
Areas.
CC4: Tax Planning and Financial Decisions :
Capital Structure Decision, Dividend, Inter
Corporate Dividend, Bonus Shares.
CC5: Tax Assessment : Introduction,
Difference between Tax Planning and Tax
Management, Areas of Tax Management,
Return of Income and Assessment, Penalties
and Prosecutions, Appeals and Revisions
CC1: Entrepreneur: Definition, emergence of
Entrepreneurial
class;
Theories
of
Entrepreneurship,
Socio-economic
Environment and Entrepreneur.
CC2: Promotion of a venture : Opportunity
analysis, External Environmental forces,
economic,
Social,
Technological
and
Competitive factors, Establishment of a new
unit.
CC3: Entrepreneurial Behaviour: Innovation
and
Entrepreneurship,
Entrepreneurial
Behaviour, Social Responsibility.
CC4:
Entrepreneurial
Development
Program:
Entrepreneurial
Development
Program relevance and achievements, role of
Government in organizing such program.
CC5: Entrepreneurship and Industrial
Development: Planning and growth of
industrial activities through industrial Policy of
the Government, Role of Industrial Estates,
Role of Central and State level Promotional
Services.
CC1: Management Accounting : Its meaning,
nature and importance. Difference of
Management accounting with Cost Accounting
and Financial accounting.

CO1:
Gain
the
knowledge different
tax laws
CO2:
Know
the
impact of tax laws on
companies
and
individuals
CO3: Be familiar
with
different
strategies to minimize
the tax liability

CO1: Understand the
process
of
entrepreneurship and
the
institutional
facilities available to
an entrepreneur in
India
CO2:
Know
the
process of starting a
new venture and create
their business plan.
CO3: Know about
valuation of business
and the sources for
financing new venture.
CO4:
Gain
the
knowledge on legal
aspects
and
government
policy
relating
to
entrepreneurship.
CO1:Understand
basics of management
accounting
and
applicability in daily
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for
Managerial
Decisions
Compulsory

CC2: Nature and Limitations of Financial
Statements: Needs and objectives of financial
Analysis. Ratio Analysis – Profitability,
Activity and Financial Ration.
CC3: Fund Flow analysis and Cash Flow
analysis (Application of A.S.-3).

life.
CO2:-. Get insight to
Fund Flow Analysis,
Cash Flow Analysis,
Budgetary
Control,
Ratio Analysis

CC4: Capital Budgeting : Nature and
Characteristics of Long Terms Investment
Decision, Methods of Ranking Investment
Proposals.
CC5: Management Reporting System : Types
of Reports, Responsibility Accounting.
13

Fourth
Semester
Paper-I
Advertising
and Sales
Management
Compulsory

CC1: Introduction : Concept, Scope,
Objectives and Functions of advertising. Role
of advertising in marketing mix and the
advertising process. Legal, ethical and social
aspect of advertising.
CC2: Pre-launch Advertising Decision :
Determination of target audience, Advertising
media and their choice. Advertising measures,
Layout of advertisement and advertising appeal,
Advertising copy.
CC3: Promotional Management : Advertising
department, Role of advertising agencies and
their selection, Advertising budget, Evaluation
of Advertising effectiveness.
CC4: Personal Selling : Meaning and
Importance of personal selling,-Difference
between personal selling, Advertising and sales
promotion. Methods and procedure of personal
selling.

CO1:- Describe the
basics
of
Communication
process, models and
objectives
in
marketing,
understanding
the
determination of target
audience
and
positioning
and
advertising budget.
CO2:- Understanding
the advertising agency,
its
selection,
compensation
and
maintaining relations
and
evaluating
advertising
effectiveness.
CO3:- Understanding
nature,
types
and
importance of selling,
Sales
management
process,
managing
ethics
in
selling
environment.

CC5: Sales Management : Concept of sales
management, Objectives and Functions of sales
managements. Sales organization, Management
of sales force and Sales force objectives, Sales
force

recruitment,

selection,

training,
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compensation and evaluation.

14

Fourth
Semester
Paper-II
Consumer
Behaviour
Compulsory

CC1: Introduction : Meaning and Significance CO1:- Understanding
the role of Relationship
of consumer behaviour, Determinants of
marketing in SCM
consumer behaviour, Consumer behaviour Vs. CO2:Able
to
understand
and
buyers behaviour, Consumer buying process
discussed the probable
and consumer movement in India.
outcomes of various
forms of market and
their operations with
CC2: Organisational Buying Behaviour and
regard to determination
Consumer Research : Characteristics and of price and output and
reactions with regard
Process of organizational buying behaviour
to number of sellers,
Determinants
of
organizational
buying number of buyers,
homogeneous
behaviour. History of consumer research and
products,
heterogeneous
Consumer research process.
products, differentiated
products horizontally
CC3: Consumer Needs and Motivations : and
vertically,
Meaning of motivation, Needs and Goals, availability of close
substitutes, rivalry and
Dynamic nature of consumer motivation, Types profits and loss in short
and systems of consumer needs, measurement run as well as long run.
Explained with real life
of motives and Development of motivational examples exist today
research.
CC4: Personality & Consumer Behaviour :
Concept of personality, theories of personality,
Personality

and

understanding,

consumer

diversity, Self and self-images.
CC5: Social Class and Consumer Behaviour :
Meaning of social class, Measurement of social
class, Lifestyle profiles of the social class,
Social-class
affluent

mobility,

consumer,

Affluent

and

Non-

Selected

consumers

behaviour, applications of social class.
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15

Fourth
Semester
Paper-III
Rural &
Agricultural
Marketing
Compulsory

CC1: Rural Marketing : Position of Indian
rural marketing and Approach to rural markets
of India, Rural consumer and demand
dimensions
and Market
segmentations,
Channels of distribution and physical
distribution Product management, Marketing
communication and sales force tasks.
CC2: Agricultural Marketing : Concept,
Nature,
Scope
and
Subject
matter,
Classification of agricultural products and their
difference
with
manufactured
goods.
Agriculture market: Meaning, Components,
Dimensions
and Classification. Market
structure: Dynamics of market structure,
Components of market, structure and Market
forces.
CC3: Market Management and Channel
Strategy : Modern marketing management and
agricultural products, Structured organized
markets-commodity exchange and produce
exchange, Cash market, Forward dealing,
Exchange
market,
Speculative
market,
Channels of distribution for consumer goods,
Agricultural consumer goods and Agricultural
raw materials.

CO1 Understand the
fundamentals
of
management
with
reference
to agribusiness.
CO2 Acquaint with
various
functional
areas of agribusiness
CO3
Study
the
managerial functions
and its applications
with
reference
to
agribusiness
CO4
Learn
the
concepts and process
of Planning
and
Organizing
CO5Provides
knowledge about the
Staffing, Directing and
Control

CC4: Rural Market in India : Regulated
market, Genesis of regulated market in India,
Limitations in present marketing regulation,
Advantages and Limitations of regulated
market, Organization of regulated market,
Future of regulated and regulated markets in
India.
CC5: Marketing of Farm Products :
Packaging - Packing and Packaging, Packing
material. Transportation Advantages, Means of
transport and Transportation cost. Grading and
Standardization - Meaning, Type, Criteria,
Labeling
and
specification,
storage,
Warehousing, Processing and Selling.
16

Fourth
Semester
Paper-IV
International
Marketing
Compulsory

CC1: International Marketing : Meaning, CO1: To understand
the concept and nature
Scope, Nature and Significance. International
of
international
Marketing Environment - Internal and External marketing,
international marketing
Environment, International Market, Orientation,
environment
within
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17

Fourth
Semester
Paper-I
Taxation
Group
Direct Tax in
India

Identification and Selection of foreign market, which
international
marketing
decisions
Functions and qualities of an Export Manager.
are made, segmenting
and positioning process
CC2: Export Organization : Meaning, and different modes of
making entry into
affecting factors and types, Overseas Product
international markets.
Development: It's concept and methods, pricing CO2: To understand
various
decisions
and its factors, Methods of Pricing, Price
required to be made in
respect of products to
quotation.
be launched in foreign
markets
and
CC3: Direct Trading and Indirect Trading : determining price and
Meaning and Methods, Methods of Payment in terms at which these
will be offered.
international Marketing.
CO3: To understand
decisions related to
CC4: Export Credit : Meaning, Nature, designing channel as
well
as
physical
Influencing factors and significance, Methods distribution systems for
of Export Credit, Export Credit and Finance in making available the
products
in
the
India. Risk in Export Trade, Role of the Export international markets.
Credit Guarantee Corporation of India Limited, CO4: To understand
various
methods
The Export-Import Bank of India.
through which a firm
can
promote
its
products
in
foreign
CC5: Export and Import Procedure :
markets and be able to
Documentation in foreign trade, Bilateral and make all the necessary
Multilateral Trade Agreements, Its meaning, - decisions needed for
promoting the product
objective, types and significance, SAARC, Role in overseas markets.
CO5: To understand
of WTO in Foreign Trade.
emerging trends and
issues in international
marketing such as
international marketing
through
internet,
ecological
concerns
and marketing ethics.
CC1: Basic concepts and Definitions, CO1–
Make
the
Residential status and tax incidence. Exempted students familiar with
Income, Deemed Income, Clubbing of Income, the assessment and
Deductions under Section-80.
procedures of direct
taxes in the country.
the
CC2: Computation of Tax Liabilities of CO2- Compute
total income under five
Individual. Taxation on Agriculture Income.
heads of income..
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CC3: Assessment of Tax and Return of Income
Tax, Types of Assessment.
CC4: Advance payment of tax, Tad Deduction
at Source, Penalties and Prosecution, Refund of
excess payment.
CC5: Income Tax Authorities, Appeal and
Revisions, Settlement of cases.
18

Fourth
Semester
Paper-II
Taxation
Group
Business
Taxation
Optional

CC1: Computation of Income from Business
and Profession, Assessment of Hindu
Undivided Family (H.U.F.) including tax
liabilities.
CC2: Assessment of firm and Association of
Person. computation of Tax Liabilities.
CC3: Assessment of Companies, including tax
computation
CC4: Assessment of Co-operative society,
Charitable and other Trust including tax
calculation
CC5: Double Taxation Relief, Assessment of
Non-Residents

19

Fourth
Semester
Paper-III
Taxation
Group
Indirect Tax
Optional

CC1: Concepts of Indirect Taxes, Basic
conditions of Excise liability, Concept of
goods,
Excisable
goods,
Manufacture,
Manufacturer. Principles of Classification.
CC2: Valuation of Excisable goods, Definition
of assessable value, Inclusion and exclusion
from assessable value, Concept of CENVAT
(CENtral Value Added Tax).
CC3: Administrative set-up of central excise,
registration of factory, declaration of goods
manufactured, Storage, Accounting and
clearance of goods from factory.
CC4: Nature of customs duty, Types of customs
duties, valuation for customs, duty, inclusion
and exclusion, valuation under customs act,
Procedures for import and export under Custom
Duty.

CO1.
Define
the
procedure of direct tax
assessment.
CO2. Able to file IT
return on individual
basis.
CO 3. Able to compute
total income and define
tax complicacies and
structure.
CO
4.
Able
to
understand
amendments
made
from time to time in
Finance Act.
CO5.
Differentiate
between direct and
indirect
tax
assessment.
CO1. Student will able
to
Compute
the
assessable value of
transactions related to
goods and services for
levy and determination
of duty liability.
CO 2. Student will able
to Identify and analyze
the procedural aspects
under
different
applicable
statutes
related to indirect
taxation .
CO3. Student will able
to Understand the basic
principles underlying
the Indirect Taxation
Statutes
(with
reference to Central
Excise Act, Customs
269
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Fourth
Semester
Paper-IV
Taxation
Group
Sales &
Service Tax
Optional

CC5: Export incentives, Duty drawback, Act, Service Tax,
Powers of customs officers, penalties, Value Added Tax,
confiscation of goods.
Central Sales Tax).
CO4. Student will able
to understand Τax
liability and taxable
entities.
Accounting
treatment (simple and
trilateral transactions) .
CO5. Student will able
to examineThe method
of tax credit. Inflows
and
outflows.
Outflows:
tax
imposition,
tax
exemption,
tax
deduction. 6. Student
will able to understand
Inflows and outflows
related
to
VAT.
Imposition of tax and
tax base. Delivery of
goods and services.
Tax rates . Periodic tax
returns.
Place
of
delivery of goods and
services and its impact
on VAT.
CC1: Central Sales Tax : Background, basic CO1:-Understand
Definitions, Interstate sale, Persons liable to pay various concepts of
CST, calculation of Sales, Turnover and CST, Sales & Service Tax
Examples and restrictions on CST, Registration CO2:-Understand the
under CST.
impact
of
new
regulation
on
of
CC2: Madhya Pradash (M.P.) Value Added distribution
Tax (VAT) : Introduction, Tax free goods, pesticides and kind of
Registration of Dea1ers. Computation of changes needed to be
Taxable Turnover, Assessment, Procedure and done
CO3:-Gain an insight
other provisions related with VAT.
on the recording and
the
CC3: Payment and Recovery of VAT : analyzing
for
Payment and Recovery of VAT Input Tax transactions
compliance
under
SST
Rebate, Authorities, Power and Duties, appeal
especially in supply
and revision.
chain & distribution
CC4: Wealth Tax : Basic concept, definitions, CO4:-Getting familiar
Incidence of tax, Exempted wealth, deemed with the technology
wealth, Valuation of assets. Computation of Net and the flow of return
wealth and wealth tax, Assessment procedures, filing under SST
Penalties and prosecution, Appeal and revision. CO5:-Knowing “place
of supply rules” and
270

CC5: Service Tax : Concept, Objectives, applicability of
Features, Scope of Service Tax, Application same under SST
and Computation of Service Tax, other
provision related with Service Tax.
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Name of the Department

: Department of Economics

Academic Year

: 2019-2020

J. Program Outcome and Program Specific Outcomes

Name of the
programme
(UG)

UG (B. A.)

Programme Outcomes (PO)

Program Specific Outcomes (PSO)

Students will gain

Students will be able to

PO1: The students acquire
knowledge in the field of social
sciences, literature and humanities
which make them sensitive and
sensible enough.
PO2: The B.A. graduates wi II be
acquainted with the social,
economical, historical, geographical,
political, ideological and
philosophical tradition and
thinking.
PO3: The program also empowers
the graduates to appear for various
competitive exami nations or choose
the post graduate programme of
their choice.
PO4: The B. A. program enables
the students to aquire the
knowledge with human values
framing the base to deal with
various problems in life with
courage and humanity.

PO5: The students will be ignited
enough to think and act over for the
solution of various issues prevailed
in the human life to make this
world better than ever.

PSO1: Students will understand the
role finance institution, finance
management, Banking E – Banking,
money and Capital markets.

PSO2: Students will understand the
concepts GNP, NNP, GDP, NDP,
PCI, Disposable Income.

PSO3: Students will understand
various aspects and features of Indian
economy.
PSO4: Student will know about
Consumer’s behavior, Demand
analysis, cardinal and ordinal utility.
It may also provide the information to
the student for elasticity of demand,
price, income and cross elasticity of
demand.
PSO5: Students will learn about the
concepts of statistical methods.
Students will know the concepts of
supply of money and demand for
money, types of money, classical and
modern theory of interest, Trade
cycle Theory. Students will know
demographic features, size, sex ratio,
growth rate, migration, Industrial
development, Industrial policy,
FERA, FEMA, Act. and the Concept
of LPG..
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PO6: Programme provides the
base to be the responsible citizen.

PSO6: The students will understand
various concepts of Agricultural
Economics and they can be well
familiar with rural Economy.
Students can work efficiently in the
field of banking,
finance, industry, farming, consumer
rights, production, research and trade.
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B1.

Course Content of all programmes offered by the Department of Economics
Name of the Programme

: B. A. Economics

*On completion of the courses students will be able:
S.
No.
1.

Year- Paper
First Year
Paper-I
Micro
Economics

Course Content

Course Outcome

CC1:(i) Definition scope and nature of
economics.
(ii) Positive and normative economics.
(iii) Methods of economics and
analysis- Inductive and deductive.
(iv) Basic concept- Microeconomics:
Utility, Demand, supply commodity.
(v) Public goods private goods and
merit goods value and price, Market
administrated price.

CO1: Understand Various Definition
of economics, methods & Economics
& Various, types of goods. .

CC2: (i) Law of demand and its
exceptions..
(ii) Giffen goods.
(iii) Elasticity of demand:- Price
(iv) Income and Cross Elasticity Low
of Supply.
(v) Law of diminishing marginal utility
and Law of Equi Marginal Utility.
(vi) Indifference curves-characteristics
and consumers equilibriums.
Consumer’s Surplus.
CC3 ( i) Production- Law of Variable
Proportions. .
(ii) Returns to Scale.
(iii) Economies of Scale.
(iv) Iso Product curves,
(v) Characteristics and producer’s
equilibrium.
(vi) Concepts of Cost and RevenueTotal, Marginal & Average.
.
CC4: ( i) Market: Meaning and type of
markets. .
(ii) Price and Output Determination for
Firm and Industry under Perfect
Competition.
(iii) Monopoly and Monopolistic

CO2: Understand basic principles of
economics & Consumer's Beharious.

CO3: Understand Resources of
Production and its function of
production & Cost.
Understand Various concepts cost
Revenue Likes
AC,AR,MC,MR,TC,TR.

CO4: Understand Market function
under Various market, Price and
production Determination under
Various types of market.
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Competition.

CC5: ( i) Factor Price Determination. .
(ii) Marginal Productivity Theory..
(iii) Modern theories of wages.
(iv) Interest Profit and Rent.
(v) General Introduction to Welfare
Economics.
2.

First Year
Paper-II
Indian
Economy

CO5: Understand Factor price
determination & Various theory
of distribution.

CC1: ( i) Basic Structure of Indian
CO1: Develop ideas of the basic
economy.
characteristics of Indian economy, its
(ii) Natural Resources:- land, water,
potential on natural resources.
forest, and mineral resources.
(iii) Demographic Features: Population,
size and distribution.
(iv) Sex, rural-urban classification.
CC2: ( i) Agriculture: Nature and
Importance.
(ii) Land use Pattern, Changes in
Cropping Pattern of Madhya Pradesh.
(iii) Land reforms and Crop Insurance,
Trends in Agriculture Production and
Productivity.
(iv) Green revolution, Agriculture
Marketing and Mechanisation.
CC3( i) New Industrial Policy of 1991
and changes there in, Role of Public
Sector and Private Sector in
industrialization.
(ii) Public-Private Partnership.
(iii) Industrial policy of Madhya
Pradesh.
(iv) Concepts of small scale industries
(SSI) and cottage industries, problems
and prospects of SSI in Indian
economy.
(v) Start Up India and Make In India.

CO2: Understand basic concept of
Agriculture.
Understand concept of Green
revolution.

CC4: ( i) Infrastructure of Indian
Economy and Foreign Trade:- Power,
Transportation and Communication.
(ii) India’s foreign Trade:-composition
and direction, Balance of Payment.
(iii) Role of Foreign Direct Investment
and Multinational Corporation.

CO4: Understand the basic foreign
trade goods, transport and
communication.
Understand the Importance of foreign
trade.

CO3: Grasp the importance of
planning undertaken by the
government of India, have
knowledge on the various objectives,
failures and achievements as the
foundation of the ongoing planning
and economic reforms taken by the
government.
Understand basic concept of
Industries.
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CC5: ( i) Planning in India:-objectives,
strategy achievements and failure.
(ii) NITI Ayog, Problems of Indian
Economy-Poverty.
(iii) Unemployment, Regional
disparities.

3.

Second Year
Paper-I
Macro
Economics

.
CC1: ( i) Concept of Macr Economics,
Interrelation Between Micro and Macro
Economics.
(ii) Macro variable – Stock and Flow,
Circular Flow of income.
(iii) Concept of National Income,
(iv) Gross National Product (G.N.P)
and Gross Domestic Product (G.D.P)
National Income Accounting, National
Income and Economic Welfare.
.
CC2: ( i) Classical theory
Employment.
(ii) Keynesian theory of EmploymentAggregate Demand Function and
Aggregate Supply Function.
(iii) Effective Demand, Propensity to
consume, save and invest.
(iv) Principles of Multiplier and
Accelerator.
CC3: ( i) Investment Function and
Marginal Efficiency of Capital (M.E.C)
Factors affecting Investment Function.
(ii) Keynesian theory of Liquidity
Preference and Liquidity Trap.
(iii) Discounting Rate.
CC4: ( i) Money:- Meaning and
Functions.
(ii) Stock of Money and its measuresM1,M2,M3,M4.
(iii) Quantity Theory of Money- Cash
Transaction and Cash Balanc
Approach, Inflation.
(iv) Deflation and Recession
Definition, causes and effects of
various segments of economy.
CC5: ( i) Bank – Meaning and types,
Central Bank and its functions with
special reference to Reserve Bank of
India.
(ii) Credit Control- Qualitative and

CO5: Not only be aware of the
economy as a whole, they would
understand the basic features of
Madhya Pradesh economy, sources
of revenue, development strategy
unemployment and Regional
disparities.
CO1: Understand macro economic analysis
Understand Various concept of national income.

CO2: Understand classical & Keynesian
theories of output and employment

CO3: Understand consumption & Investment
function

CO4: Understand various concept of Monay.

CO5: Understand various macroeconomic
problems.
Understand various macroeconomic policies.
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4.

Quantitative Methods, Objectives and
limitations of Monetary Policy.
(iii) Functions of Commercial Banks,
Process of credit creation.
(iv) MUDRA and Jan Dhan Yojana.
Second Year CC1: ( i) Public Finance- Meaning,
Paper-II
Nature and Scope.
(ii) Public, Private and Merit goods.
Public
(iii) Principle of Maximum Social
Finance and Advantage, Sources of Revenue.
International (iv) Tax Revenue and Non Tax
Economics
Revenue.
(v) Kinds of Taxes- Direct and
Indirect.
(vi) Goods and Services Tax(G.S.T.)
Taxable Capacity in India.
CC2: ( i) Budget- Definition and
Preparation, Fiscal Deficit, Fiscal
Policy, Deficit, Finance.
(ii) Central- State Financial Relation,
Recommendations of Latest Finance
Commission.
(iii) Principle of Maximum Social
Advantage, Sources of Revenue.
CC3: ( i) Meaning and importance of
International Economics, Intra and
International Trade.
(ii) Importance of International Trade
in Economic Development.
(iii) Theories of International Trade:Absolute and comparative Advantage.
(iv) Factor endowment:- HeckscherOhlin.
CC4: ( i) Terms of Trade- Concepts
and types, Tariff and Non-Tariff in
International Trade.
(ii) World Trade Organization(W.T.O.)
objectives and its functions.
(iii) Balance of Trade.
(iv) Concept and types, compositions
and Structure of Balance of Trade
(B.D.O.) and its relationship with
Balance payment.
(v) Methods of correction of
Imbalance of Payment, International
Capital Movement.
CC5: ( i) Trends and directions of
India’s foreign trade, Exchange rate.
(ii) Theories of Exchange Rate, Mint

CO1: Understand Functions and Role of
Government in Economy and Meaning, Nature,
Scope & Importance‟s of public finance.
Understand Nature, Scope and Importance of
International Economics

CO2: To understand various Approaches about
Role of Government and Principle of Maximum
Social Advantage- Dr. Dalton.
Understand theories international trade.

CO3: Understand concept of public
expenditure.
Understand concept of public revenue
Understand gains from international trade &
their measurements

CO4: Understand the WTO, Tariff, analysis.

CO5: Understand concept of Exchange Rate.
Theories of Exchange rate.
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5.

Par Parity Theory, Purchasing Power
parity Theory.
(iii) Concept of Appreciation and
Depreciation of currency and its effects
on Foreign Trade.
Third Year CC1: ( i) Economic Growth
Paper-I
Development- Concept.
(ii) Characteristics of Developing
Development Countries.
and
(iii) Factors of Economic Development
Environment and Growth-Capital, Physical and
Economics
Human Recourses.
(iv) Research & Development and
Technology.

CO1: Understand the differences between
Economic growth and Development, Indicators
of Economic Development.

CC2: ( i) Theories of Economic
Development- Adam Smith Karl Marx
and Schumpeter.
(ii) Stages of Economic Growth.
(iii) Investment Criteria of Economic
Development.
(iv) Capital – Ratio.
(v) Capital – Labour Ratio, and
Human Resource Development.
CC3: ( i) Balanced vs. Imbalanced
Growth- Theories of Rodan.
(ii) A. Lewis, Herschman,
Leibenstein, Gunnar Myrdal, and
Harrod-Domar.

CO2: Understand Characteristics of

CC4: ( i) Economic Development and
Gender Equality.
(ii) Women Empowerment.
(iii) Techniques of DevelopmentCapital Intensive and Labour Intensive
Techniques.
(iv) Human Development Index.
.
CC5: ( i) Environment-Economy
Linkage, Environment as a necessity
and luxury.
(ii) Population- Environment linkage,
Market Failure for Environment Goods.
(iii) The Common Problems, Concept
of Sustainable Development.
(iv) Valuation of Environmental
Damages:-Land, Water, Air, and
Forest.
(v) Prevention, Control and Abatement
of Pollution.

CO4: Understand some growth models

Developing Countries.
Understand Constraints on Development
Process.
Theories of Economic Development.

CO3: Understand theories and Approaches of
economic development.

CO5: Understand concept of Environment
Economy concept of sustainable development
concept of pollution.
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6.

Third Year
Paper-II
Statistics

CC1: ( i) Meaning and Definition of
Statistics, Nature and Scope Functions.
(ii) Importance and Limitations of
Statistics.
(iii) Universe and Sample.
(iv) Techniques of Data collection
Classification,Tabulation, Graphic
Representation of Data.
(v) Frequency Distribution,
Cumulative Frequency.
CC2: ( i) Measures of central
tendency: Mean, median Mode
geometric mean and harmonic mean.
(ii) Measures of dispersion:- Range,
mean Deviation standards deviation,
Coefficient of variation, Quartile
Deviation

CO1: Able to understand mining
,Definition, nature and scope of
statistics.

CC3: ( i) Correlation – Karl Pearson’s
co-efficient of Correlation.
(ii) Spearman’s Rank Correlation.
(iii) Rank Sign Test.
(iv) Regression Analysis, Regression
Equation, Co-efficient of Regression.
(v) Use and Application of Regression
Analysis.
CC4: ( i) Time Series Analysis,
Concept and Component, Additive and
Multiplicative Model.
(ii) Method of Moving Averages, Index
Number Concept type Importance.
(iii) Problems In The Construction of
Index Number and their Limitations.
(iv) Laspaire’s, Passche’s and Fisher’s
Index Numbers.

CO3: Understand concept of correlation
and Regression analysis.

CC5: (i) Probability:- Concept.
(ii) Rules of Probability.
(iii) Conditional Probability, Binomial,
Distributio.
(iv) Research- Concept and types,
Selection of Research Problems.
(v) Hypothesis- Concept and Types,
Testing of Hypothesis, Research Report
Writing.

CO5: Understand concept of
probability.
Understand concept of Hypothesis
testing method.

CO2: Able to understand measuring
central tendency.

CO4: Understand concept of Time
series Analysis Understand concept of
Index Number.
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Name of the Department

: Department of Economics

Academic Year

: 2019-2020

K. Program Outcome and Program Specific Outcomes

Name of the
programme
(PG)

Programme Outcomes (PO)

Program Specific Outcomes (PSO)

Students will gain

Students will be able to

PO1: The students acquire
in
depth knowledge in
the field of social sciences,
literature and humanities
which make them sensitive
and sensible enough to
solve the issues related with
mankind.
PO2: The postgraduates wi II be
acquainted with the social,
economical, historical, geographical,
political, ideological and
philosophical tradition and
thinking of their respective
subjects
PG (M. A.)

PO3: The program also empowers
the post-graduates to appear for
various competitive examinations
or choose the any post graduate or
research program me of their
choice.
PO4: The M. A. program enablesthe
students to aquire the knowledge
with human values framing the base
to deal with various problems in
life with courage and humanity..
PO5: The students will be ignited
enough through the knowledge of
the special PGprogramme to think
and act over for the solution of
various issues prevailed in the
human life to make this world better
than ever.

PSO1 Students can know how to
apply the knowledge from Economics
in various sectors of society in order
to solve various financial issues.

PSO2: Students will know Foreign
Trade, FDI, International Trade,
Foreign Policy, International
Institutions, such as W.T.O, World
Bank, I.M.F, ASSION, and Trade
Policies and International debts etc.
and can design local policies to
overcome economical crises.
PSO3: Students can utilize their
knowledge to solve issues in land
reforms, traditional and Modern
Agriculture, Small and Marginal
Farmers, Agricultural Production and
Productivity.
PSO4: Students can design policy to
build the gap between agricultural,
Industry, infrastructure sectors.

PSO5: Students can be aware of and
make the public aware of Taxation,
Public debt, Fiscal and Monetory
policy etc.
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PO6: Through the PG programme
the students will come know about
research in their respective subject.
It may also provide the information
to the students for collection of
Data, enquiry, primary and
secondary methods of collection of
data, classification and tabulation of
data. Students get knowledge of
various research methods and can
realize the importance of research
to find solutions of a specific issue.

PSO6: Students can understand Fund
Based Activities and Non Fund based
Activities, Sources of Revenue,
Merchant Banking in India, Functions
of Merchant Bank and Commercial
Banks, Concept of Credit
Rating such as CRISIL, IICRA,
CAREDCR, ONICRA.
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B2.

Course Content of all programmes offered by the Department
Name of the Programme

: M. A. Economics

*On completion of the courses students will be able to:
S.
No.
1.

SemesterPaper

Course Content

Semester-I CC1: Genral Introduction to Micro /
Paper-I
Macro / Positive and Normative
Economics/ Scarcity and Choice /
Advanced Rational Behaviour.
Economic
CC2: ( i) Utility Analysis, Cardinal
Analysis- 1
Utility.
(ii) The law of Diminishing Marginal
Utility.
(iii) The law of equi-marginal utility,
and ordinal Utility Indifference curves
analysis Price effect Income Effect,&
Substitution Effect.
(iv) Indifference curve and Budget line,
Utility Maximization Rule, Practical
significance.
.
CC3: ( i) Law of Demand & supply
Derivation of demand curve from Price
Consumption curve.
(ii) Market demand, Change in
demand and supply and their quantity.
(iii) Elasticity and their applications.
(iv) Demand and consumer surplus.

CC4: ( i) Revealed preference Theory.
(ii) Consumer choice under uncertainty
Hicksian revision of demand theory.

Course Content
CO1: Understand Micro economic
Analysis.
Understand various concept of
Economics.
C02: Understand Utility analysis
Cardianl Approach & ordinal
approach..

CO3: Understand Law of demand &
supply.
Understand Price determination.

CO4: Understand Consumer Choice
under uncertainty & Hicksian demand
Theory.

CC5: (i) Production and Cost functions - CO5: Understand Production & Cost
Law of Variable Proportions - Returns to function.
scab production function of Multi-Product Understand Low of variable
firm Producer's equilibrium - elasticity of
proportions.
substitution - Euler's theorem; CobbDouglas
production
function,
Cost
Functions Cost curves, Iso-cost curves,
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traditional and modern cost analysis.

2.

Semester-I CC1: ( i) Nature of Macro Economics,
Paper-II Basic Concepts Stock and Flow
Variables, Functional relationships.
Macro
(ii) Equilibriums National Income and
Economics its measurement. GDP and GNP.
(iii) Importance of NI Estimation.
(iv) NI and Economic Welfare, NI
Estimation in India.
CC2: ( i) Macro Economi
Equilibrium, lncome Determination in
Closed and Open Economy.
(ii) Consumption and Investment
Function.
(iii) Concept of Simple Multiplier.
(iv) Public Expenditure, Tax Balanced
Budget and Dynamic Multiplier.
CC3: ( i) The Component of Money
Supply.
(ii) Interest Rate and Theory of
Liquidity Preference.
(iii) Monetary Policy and it
Instruments.
CC4: ( i) Theories of Employment
Classical Theory, Say’s Law of Market,
Classical Model with and without
saving and Investment, Criticism of the
Model.
(ii) Keynesian Model with Demand
and supply of Money.
(iii) IS-LM Analysis and Interest Rate
Determination.
(iv) Keynes Vs the Classics.
(v) Measurement and Trend of
Unemployment in Indian Economy.
CC5: ( i) Theories of Consumption
and Investment-APC and MPC..
(ii) Factors affecting consumption..
(iii) Income- Consumption Hypothesis,
Saving Function, Paradox of Thrift
investment Function, Determinants of
Investments MEC and MEL Theories
of Investment, C, S, I measurement in
Indian Economy.

CO1: Understand macro economic analysis
Understand of national income

CO2: Understand Budget and multiplier
analysis.

CO3: Understand Interest Theory and
Monetary Policy.

CO4: Understand classical and Keynesian
Theories of output and Employment.

CO5: Understand various macroeconomic
policies.
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3.

Semester-I CC1: ( i) Public Choice Voting and
Paper-III Resource Allocation.
(ii) Public Choice analysis.
Public
(iii) The Growth of Government
Economics significance Failure.
CC2: ( i) Role of Govt, in Organized
Society- Govt, as an agent for
Economic Planning & Development
Concept of Public Goods.
(ii) Private Goods and Merit Goods.
(iii) Theory of Maximum, Social
Advantage Theory-Dalton, Pigous
Musgrav.

CC3: (i) Public Expenditure
Wagner’s Law of Increasing State
Activites, Wiesman, Peacoc
hypothesis.
(ii) Effects of Public Expenditure
Efficiency Effect, Incentive Effect,
Allocative Effect on Distribution.
(iii) Employment, Economic Stability
& Economic Development.
(iv) Dallon’s Norm of Public
Expenditure, Fiscal policy and its
objectives.
(v) Measurement and Trend of
Unemployment in Indian Economy.
CC4: (i) Economics of TaxationCanons of Taxation, Taxable Capacity,
Factors Determining Taxable capacity,
Its Significance.
(ii) Theories of Taxation Benefit
Theory, The cost Service Theory and
Ability to pay Theory, Incidence of
Taxes.
(iii) Effects of Taxation Efficiency
Effect, Incentive Allocative Effect.
(iv) Effect on Distribution, on
Employment, On Economic Stability.
CC5: ( i) Debt- Public Debt &
Economic Growth, Public Debt and
Inflation, Public Debt as a means of
regulating economy.
(ii) Debt Burden, Debt Redemption.
(iii) Defict financing.

CO1: Understand concept of Public finance
analysis.

CO2: To understand Role and functions of the
Government in an economy.
To understand and explain various theory and
modals for public policy.

CO3: Understand concept and theories of
public expenditure.
Understand concept of budget & deficit
finance.

CO4: Understand incidence & approaches of
taxation.

CO5: Understand concept of budget & deficit
finance.
Understand taxation & public debt of India.
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4.

5.

Semester-I
Paper-IV
Quantitati
ve
Technique
s

SemesterII
Paper-I
Advanced
Economic
Analysis -

CC1: (i) definition, Importance
&Scope of statistics.
(ii) Measures of Central tendency
Measures of dispersion and skewness:
Correlation Analysis, Correlation
Coefficient.
(iii) Methods of Computing simple
correlation,
concept of probable Error.
(iv) Spearman’s coefficient of Rank
correlation.

CO1: Demonstrate the role of quantitative

CC2: (i) Linear and Simultaneous
Equations up to Three Variables and Its
Application in Economics, e.g.
(ii) Calculation of equilibrium Prices,
Impact of Tax and Subsidy on Demand
and Supply Model Calculation of
Factor Prices..
(iii) Calculations of Macro Economic
Variables.
CC3: (i) Simple Differentiation and Its
Application in Economics i.c.
(ii) Calculation of Elasticity
Coefficient.
(iii) Marginal Cost and Revenue,
Productivity, Condition under.
CC4: (i) Regression Analysis
Concept, Regression lines, finding
regression coefficients and equations.
(ii) Interpolation and extrapolation,
Concept, significance, assumptions.
(iii) Methods of Interpolation and
extrapolation.
CC5: (i) Index Numbers: A
Conceptual frame work, uses, types,
problems in construction of Index
numbers.
(ii) The chain index numbers Base
shifting and deflating the index
number.
(iii) Cost of living index numbers.
CC1: (i) Perfect competition short run
and long run equilibrium of the firm
and industry.
(ii) Price and output determination,
supply cure, Monopoly, short run and
long run equilibrium.
(iii) Price discrimination, welfare

CO2: Explain the rules for calculating

techniques in the field of business/industry,
illustrate different types of equations, solve
equations and system of equations,
understand the concept of sets, illustrate and
apply basic set operations.

derivatives, uses and application in
calculating inter-relationship among total,
marginal and average cost and revenue,
calculate maxima, minima, elasticity, decide
the optimal level of production for a firm.

CO3: Demonstrate the rules for calculating
integration, describe the importance and
application of integration in consumers’ and
producers’ surpluses, total revenue and cost.

CO4: Understand concept of Regression
analysis and Inter pollution.

CO5: Understand concept of Index
number.

CO1: Understand Equilibrium of firm
& Industry under per feet market.
Understand Price determination and
output deter monition under perfect,
monopoly. Price discriminates .
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II

aspects, monopoly control and
regulation.
.
CC2: (i) Monopolistic competitiongeneral and Chamberlain approaches
to equilibrium, equilibrium of the firm
and the group with product
differentiation and selling costs.
(ii) Excess capacity under
monopolistic and imperfect
competition, criticism of
monopolisticmpetition.
(iii) Oligopoly, Chamberlain, kinked
demand curve and collusive (cartels
and mergers, price leadership).
(iv) Price and output determination
under monopsony and bilateral
monopoly.
CC3: (i) Distribution: Neo classical
approach- Marginal productivity
theory.
(ii) Elasticity of technical substitution,
technical progress and factor shares.
(iii)Theory of distribution in imperfect
product and factor markets Mocro
theories of distribution – Ricardian
Marxian.

CO2: Understand monopolistic
Competition General and Chamberlain
approachs to equilibrium.
Understand price determination
oliggoply, monopsony and bilateral
monopoly.

CC4: (i) Wages- theories, marginal
productivity, minimum, wages,
determsination of rent – classical and
morden theories qusirent.
(ii) Theory of interest – liquidity
preference, IS – LM curve, theories of
profit
CC5: (i) Welfare Economics: partial
and general Equilibrium pigovian
welfare economics..
(ii) Pareto optimal conditions Value
judgement.
(iii) Social welfare function
compensation principle..
(iv) Inability to obtain opfimum
welfare- Imperfection, market failure,
decreasing costs, uncertainty and nonexistent and imcomplete markets.
(v) Theory of Second Best, Arrow’s
impossibility theorem.

CO4: Understand the theories of
distribution. Classical and modern
theory of Rent. Wages Interest and
profit.

CO3: Margianl productivity.
Understand the Theories of distribution
Macro theories of distribution
Ricardian Marxian.

CO5: Understand welfare Economics
of Pigovian and Pareto and Social
welfare function.
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(vi)Walrasian and marshall condition
of the txistence of the general
Equilibrium.
6.

SemesterII
Paper-II

CC1: (i) Theories of Value of moneyFisher, Cambridge equations.
(ii) The cash Balances approach
Keynesian .Theory of Money and
Montary Prices.
Economics (iii) The Real Balance Effect, Modernand
Quantity
Banking
Theory of Money.
CC2: (i) Measures of money stock,
Creation of Credit, Money.
(ii) Instruments of Monetary Controls,
Monetary, Policy, its role and
effectiveness.
CC3 (i) Inflation Measurement and
types of Inflation, Demand and supply
side lnflation Excess demand and
Inflatidn, Effects of Inflation.
(ii) Methods to Check Inflation,
tagflation and Anti-Inflation Policy,
Inflation and Indian Economy.
(iii) Inflation and Unemployment,
hillips curve, The Relationship between
Inflation and Unemployment, Long run
Phillips Curve.
CC4: (i) Banking Systems in India.
Types of Banks.
(ii) Bank as Depositaries, Demand
Deposits, Bank as Financial
Intermediaries, Commercial Banking
origin & Growth, Functions of
Commercial Banks.
(iii) Role of Commercial Banks in a
Developing Economy.
(iv) New Trends in Commercial
Banking, RBI.
CC5 (i) Business Cycles Meaning and
Nature, Theories of trade Cycle
Monetary Theory Schumpeter,
Keynesian, Samulson and Hicks.
(ii) Non monetary theories of business
cycles.

CO1: To understand Nature, structure and
role of financial system in economic
Development and Functions of financial
system.

CO2: Understand the Indian money & Capital
market.

CO3: Understand concept of Inflation and
Unemployment.

CO4: To understand Current challenges faced
by banking sector in India.

CO5: Understand Theories of trade cycles.
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7.

SemesterII
Paper-III
Research
Methods
and
Statistical
Inference

CC1: (i) Meaning and Concept of
Research.
(ii) Types of Research.
(iii) Steps in Scientific Research,
Research Design, Sampling
Techniques. And Techniques of data
collection Research report Writings.
CC2: (i) Analysis of Time SeriesIntroduction, Utility and Components
of Time Series.
(ii) Measurement of Trend by Graphic
Method.
(iii) Semi-Average & Moving
Average method and least Squares
Method.
CC3: (i) Probability and its Theorems:
Concepts & Definition, Calculation of
Probability.
(ii) Theorems Addition Theorem and
Multiplication Theorem.
(iii) Theoretical Probability
Distribution: Normal, Binomial &
Poison Distribution.
CC4: (i) Test of Hypothesis: Procedure
of Testing Hypotheses, Standard Error
and Sampling Distribution, Estimation.
(ii) Significance of Attributes Large
Samples and Small Sample T, F& Z
test.

CO1: To learn and appreciate alternative
methodologies in terms of sampling designs,
data collection techniques and in the methods
of data analysis.

CO2: Understand concepts of hypothesis
testing methods

CO3: Able to understand measuring
Probability.

CO4: Understand concepts of Hypothesis
testing methods.

CO5: Students will be able to describe
CC5: Chi Square Test & Goodness of
Fit. And analyses of variance.
8.

SemesterII
Paper-IV

CC1: (i) Distinguishing features of
Interregional and International trade,
Differences and Similarities between
inter-regional and international trade.
Internatio (ii) Importance and Scope of
nal
International Trade.
Economics (iii) International division of labour and
specialization. Smith’s theory of
Absolute Difference in costs.
(iv) Ricardo’s Theory of comparative
differences in costs and its application
in underdeveloped countries.

Information Systems and knowledge
management Computerized data processing.

CO1: Understand gains from
International trade and their
measurements.
Understand the Ricardo's Theory of
comparative.
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9.

CC2: (i) Mills’ theory of Reciprocal
Demand; Concept of offer Curves,
Explanation of Mills’ concept of
Reciprocal Demand with the help of
Marshall’s offer Curves.
(ii) Iternational Trade Equilibrium;
Some analytical tolls-Offer curves
production Possibility Curves.
(iii) The Community Indifference
Curves.
(iv) Equilibrium in Community
Consumption and output.
CC3: (i) Haberler’s Theory of
Opportunity Costs, International trade
under constant.
(ii) Increasing and decreasing
opportunity costs.
(iii) The Modem Theory of Factor
Endowments its explanation under
price criterion and physical criterion.
(iv) Theorys relevance today.
(v) Its superiority over the classical
theory, Leontief Paradox.
CC4 (i) International trade and factor
prices, Samuelson’s Factor Price
Equalization Theorem.
(ii) The Terms of Trade- Meaning and
various concepts of Terms of Trade.
(iii) Factors affecting the Terms of
Trade, Terms of Trade and
underdeveloped countries.

CO2: Understand the mills Theory of
Reciprocal demand.
Understand the International trade
equilibrium, some analytical tolls-offer
curves production possibility curves.

CC5 (i) Tariffs meaning and types:Effects of tariff Under partial and
general equilibrium.
(ii) Optimum tariff and welfare, Effects
of tariff on income distribution The
Stopler Samuelson theorem.
(iii) Dumping: Types, Objectives and
effects of dumping, Current incidence
of dumping in India and its impact on
our economy, Anti-dumping measures.
CC1: (i) Mercantilism.
(ii) Physiocrats.
(iii) Classical School.
(a) Adam Smith
(b) Malthusian
(C) Ricardo

CO5: Understand tariffs analysis.
Understand the dumping analysis.

CO3:Understand the International
trade Theory's.

CO4: Understand the terms of trade
and types of Terms of Trade.

CO1: Understand the Pre Classical and
Classical Economic Thinkers Theory.
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SemesterIII
Paper-I
History of
Thought

CC2: (i) Sismondi
(ii) St - simons
(iii) Fredrick List
(iv) J. S. Mill
.
CC3: (i) Karl Marx
(ii) Historical School
(iii) Mathematical School
(iv) Austrian School

CO2: Understand the Economic
Thinkers Theory.

CC4: (i) Marshall
(ii) J. B. Clark
(iii) Irving Fisher
(iv) Mitchell
.
CC5 :1- Cambridge School

CO4: Understand the New classical
Economic Thinkers Theorys.

a) A.C. Pigou
b) Joan Robinson
2- Indian Economic Thinkers
a) Kautilya
b) M.K. Gandhi

CO3: Understand the Economic
Thinkers Theory,of Historical and
Mathematical School.

CO5: Understand the Cambridge
school analysis.
Understand the Indian Economic
Thinkers analysis.

J.K. Mehta

10.

CC1: (i) Foreign Trade and Economic
Development. Meaning and Components of
Balance of Payments, Equilibrium and
disequilibrium of Balance of Payments.
Factors causing disequilibrium balance of
payments.

SemesterIII
Paper-II
Indi's
foreign
Trade and
Internatio
nal
Institution
s

CC2: (i) Adjustment mechanisms of
Balance of Payments Under Gold
Standards.
(ii) Under flexible exchange rates (
price effect ).
(iii) Under elasticity approach Marshall
Lerner Principle, Under capital
movement’s direct control for
adjustment.
(iv) Foreign Trade Multiplier and
determination of Income.
CC3: Concept of Foreign exchange rate,
Determination of Equilibrium, exchange rate.
Theories of exchange rate-determination the
purchasing power parity theory and the
Balance of Payment theory. Factor causing
changes in exchange rates. Relatives merits
and demerits of fixed and flexible
exchange rates, concepts of spot and
forward exchange rates,
convertibility of currency.

CO1: Understand the foreign Trade
and Economic Development .
Understand the Balance of payment
analysis.
CO2: Understand the Exchange rates
analysis.
Understand the foreign trade multiplier
analysis.

CO3: Understand the Theories of
Exchange rate analysis.
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11.

CC4: (i) Exchange control-Meaning,
features, objectives and methods of
exchange control.
(ii) Devaluation-Devaluation of Indian
Rupee and its impact on economy.
(iii) Free Trade versus Protection. .
CC5: (i) World Trade OrganizationFunction, structure, Objectives and
working of WTO.
(ii) India and WTO.
(iii) Trade Blocks-EU, NAFTA,
ASEAN.
(iv) International Monetary FundOrigin, objectives, functions and
working of the fund, India & IMF.
(v) World Bank-Functions, working,
India and the
World Bank.
(vi) Foreign Trade and BOP in India.
(vii) Recent changes in the direction
and Composition of trade.
(viii) Major problems of Indian export
sector.
Semester- CC1: (i) Labour – Meaning.
III
(ii) Pecularities, Types and
Significance Role of Labour in
Paper-III Economic Development of a
Labour
Developing Country like India.
Economics (iii) Characteristics and Growth of
Labour market in India.
CC2: (i) Demand and Supply Theory
of Wages Various
Concepts of Wages:
(a) Fair Wages.
(b) Living Wages.
(c) Minimum Wages
(ii) Minimum Wages Act. 1948.
(iii) Wages, Efficiency of Labour
and Productivity in India.
(iv) Wages Policy under the Five
year Plans.
CC3: (i) Social Security – Meaning
Origin, Aims and Methods.
(ii) Defferent Schemes of Social
Security in India.
(iii) Labour Welfare – Meaning, Aims,
Growth, Scope and Classification..
(iv) Labour Welfare Activities done by
different Agenceies in India.
(a) By Government.

CO4: Understand the Devaluation of
Indian Rupee and its Impact on
Economy.

CO5: Understand the WTO, NAFTA,
IMF, world Bank analysis.

CO1: To understand Nature, Scope and
Importance of Labour Economics.
To understand major events, trends and
developments of the labour markets in the real
world.

CO2: To appreciate differences in views of
economists both from positive and normative
standpoints with respect to issues in the labour
markets.

CO3: To understand Marginal Productivity
Theory, Theory of Collective Bargaining,
Modern Theory of Wages.
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(b) By Employers.
(c) By Trade Unions.
.
CC4: (i) Industrial Disputes- Meaning
Types, Causes Consequence
Prevention and Settlement. Industrial
Disputes in India – Main Causes
and Remedies.
(ii) Industrial Dispute Act. 1947.
(iii) Worker’s Participation in
management.
(iv) Collective Bargaining.
(v) Trade Union Definition, Need
Growth, Approaches and Functions.
(vi) Trade Union Movement in India –
Growth, Difficulties, Draw backs and
Measures to strengthen the Trade
Union Movement in India.
(vii) Major problems of Indian
export sector.

12.

CC5: (i) Problem of Housing of
industrial workers in India.
(ii) Labour Act. 1948.
(iii) Child and Women Labour in India.
(iv) Measures to prevents Child
Labour.
(v) India and International Labour
Organisation.
Semester- CC1: (i) Meaning, Rational, pattern
III
and impact of Industrialization.
Paper-IV
(ii) Factors favburing and Hampering
Rapid Industrial Development of India.
Industrial New Industrial.(iii) Policy in India,
Economics form1991 to till date.
(iv) Recent trends in Indian Industrial
growth.
CC2: (i) Concept and organization of a
firm.
(ii) Business classification of firm on
the of, its activities, Sector, and
Ownership structure. (Public, Private,
Joint and Cooperative Sectors)

CO4: To understand Wage Determination in
Organized- Unorganized Sector.
To understand Approaches to Labour
Migration trends & effects of Migration.

CO5: To understand Labour Unions of
Labour Union in India
Labour Market reforms.

Understand

CO1: To provide a thorough knowledge about
the economics of industry in an analytical
manner in the Indian context.
To understand new Industrial policy and
Recent trends in Industrial field.

CO2: To make the students aware of the basic
issues such as productivity, efficiency and
capacity utilization involved in the industrial
development of India.
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CC3: (i) Industrial combination and its
impact on efficiency of the economic
power.
(ii) Theories of Industrial location –
Weber and Sargent Florence.
(iii) Factors affecting location,
Industrial Sickness.
CC4: (i) Growth and current problems
of selected large scale industries in
India Iron & steel, Cotton textiles, Jute,
Cement.
(ii) Sugar and engineering goods
(Organised Manufacturing Sector),
Development of Small and Cottage
Industries in India.

CO3: To impart the knowledge of how the
firms interact in different markets, what are the
main effects of their interactions for the social
welfare.

CO4: To make the students aware of what
strategic and non-strategic factors can influence
the market performance.

CC5: (i) Sources of Industrial finance
CO5: To understand Measures required for
owned capital, borrowed capital.
improving productivity and efficiency of
(ii) Industrial institutions – IDBI, IFCI, Industrial Institutions.
SFC, SIDC, commercial banks.
13.

SemesterIV
Paper-I

CC1: ( i) Concepts of Growth and
development, factors affecting growth
and development problems of under
development and development.
Economics (ii) Ricardian theorty of growth.
of growth (iii) Malthusian theory of growth.
and
(iv) Marxian theory.
developme CC2: (i) Schumpeter's model
nt
(ii) Keynesian Model Employment and
income, Consumption functions.
(iii) Multiplier, Accelerator &
Investment Function..
(iv) Harrod-Domar model.
(v) Joan Robinson's model of growth.
CC3: (i) Theory of Balanced growthNurkse and lewis model
(ii) Theories of dualism-Bocke,Higgins
& Myint
(iii) Theories of unbalanced growthHirschman.
(iv) Leibentien's Model.
CC4: (i) Rostow's stages to growth
(ii) Mahalanobins model
(iii) Neoclassical model of meade
(iv) Solow’s Neoclassical Model.
(v) Kaldor Model.

CO1: Understand conceptualizing growth and
development, Characteristics of LDCs.

CO2: To understand the world distribution of
income and Development gap.

Understand the Growth models.

CO3: Understand theories of economic
development

CO4: Understand population & human
development.
Understand the Growth modes.
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14.

SemesterIV
Paper-II
Indian
Economic
Policy

CC5: Approaches to Development;
Partial theories of growth and
Development-vicious circle of
proverty, circular causation, unlimited,
supply of labour, big push, balanced
growth unbalanced growth, critical
minimum efforts thesis, low income
equilibrium trap: Dualism- technical
behavioural and social
CC1: FRAMEWORK OF INDIAN
ECONOMY.
(i) Economic Policy: An Introduction
(ii) Trend and Structure of National
Income
(iii) Demographic Features and
Indicators of Development
(iv) Poverty and Inequality: Policy
Implications
(v) Employment and Unemployment:
Policy Implications.
CC2: DEVELOPMENT
STRATEGIES IN INDIA.
(i) Platming in India: Objectives,
Strategies and Evaluation
(ii) Economic Reforms in India
(iii) Critique of Economic Reforms
CC3: SECTORAL
PERFORMANCE-I
(i) Agricultural Growth, Productivity
Trends and Crop Patterns
(ii) Issues and Concerns in Indian
Agriculture

CO5: To understand Theories of Economic
Growth and Development

CO1: Develop ideas of the basic
characteristics of Indian economy, its
potential on natural resources.

CO2: Understand the importance, causes
and impact of population growth and its
distribution, translate and relate them with
economic development.

CO3: Grasp the importance of planning
undertaken by the government of India,
have knowledge on the various objectives,
failures and achievements as the foundation
of the ongoing planning and economic
reforms taken by the government.

(iii) Industrial Sector in Pre-reform
Period
(iv) Unit 12 : Industrial Sector in Postreform Period with Emphasis on SmallScale Sector
CC4: SECTORALPERFRMANCEII
(i) Infrastructure
(ii) Indian FinaIlcial System: Money
Market and Monetary Policy
(iii) Capital Market in India and

CO4: Understand agriculture as the
foundation of economic growth and
development, analyse the progress and
changing nature of agricultural sector and its
contribution to the economy as a whole.
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Working of SEBI

CC5: SECTORAL
PERFORMANCE-III
(i) Foreign Trade and Balance of
Payment
(ii) India
and International Institutions
(iii) Multinational corporations and
Foreign Capital
(iv) Government Finance: Union and
sates

CO5: Not only be aware of the
economy as a whole, they would
understand the basic features of
Mizoram’s economy, sources of
revenue, how the state government
finance its programmes and projects.

(v) Fiscal Federalism in India and latest
finance commissio
15.

SemesterIV
Paper-III

CC1: (i) Agricultural EconomicsMeaning, Nautre and Scope
(ii) Role of Agricultura in Indian
Economy.
Agricultur (iii) Stages of Agriculture development.
al
(iv) Lewis Model and Rane-Fe
Economics contribution.
.
(Optional) CC2: (i) Optimum Combination
problems in Agriculture input (in
referncs to land, Labour and capital)
(ii) Agriculture system and their types
co operative v/s privte.
(iii) Agriculture Holdings
(iv) Land Reforms in India and M.P..
CC3: (i) Agricultrual indebtedness
(ii) Agricultrual Finance-source, types
and problems.
(iii) Agricultural Marketing-types and
problems.
(iv) Fluctuations in Agricultural Prices,
Agriculture Prive Policy, Minimum
Support Price.
CC4: (i) Agriculture Development in
Planned Periods
(ii) Technological Development in
Agriculture, Dry Farming, Green Revolution .
(iii) Farm Management.
(iv) Agriculture Taxation.

CO1: Sensitize the overall development
and engine of growth in agriculture. Draw
distinctive features of rural and urban
economy or agricultural and nonagricultural which can influence the whole
economy.

CO2: Learn and identify the
opportunities open/available in those
flourishing sectors such as horticulture,
fishing and floriculture and forestry. Find
new investment opportunities to add
income and employment.

CO3: Understand limited resources
available in the economy. Realize the need to
exploit and utilize through development and
improvement of production techniques.

CO4: Make them aware of the availability
of rich natural endowments to achieve
sustainable agricultural development. With
this knowledge they can challenge the
problems of unemployment, inequality,
shortage of food productions, poverty, and be
useful to compete advanced agricultural
economies.
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16.

SemesterIV
Paper-IV
Demograp
hy
(Optional)

CC5: (i) Issue of Indian Agriculture in

CO5: Gain knowledge of the causes of

Global Perspective
(ii) Provisions regarding Agriculture in
W.T.O.
(iii) Agriculture development in M.P..
(iv) Farming Problmes and Solution in M.P..

regional variations in productivity and
production, social and economic inequality,
size of land holdings and lack of quality
inputs etc. and suggest appropriate measures
for the whole economy

CC1: Demography- Meaning
Significance, Techniques of
Demographic, Analysis Relatioship
with other sciences. Basic concepts of
Demography- Population, Pyramid,
Density of Population sex ratio,
Poputation growth and Population
Trap.
CC2: Malthusian theory of Population,
Optimum theory of Population, Social
cultural theories-Deumont's theory of
social capillarity, L. Brenot's theory of
inceasing prosperity, Henry George's
theory Intellectual development.
Theory of Demographic
transition
CC3: Different Demographic
Measurements Birth rate, Death, rate
Life table, Gross and Net Reproduction
rate with refernce to India. Human
resource development in India.

CO1: To understand Nature, Scope and
Relationship between development and
Population growth.

CO2: Understand various theories of
Population.

CO3: To understand Structure and
characteristics Indian population.

CC4: Indian census 1991-2001, 2011 CO4: To understand an analysis of Indian
Size, Growth and Compostion of population policy.
Population in India.
Population education in India..
CC5: Population and Economic
CO5: Understand population trends in
development, trends and Distribution of India & world, population control
World Population. Population policies
policy.
in India. Population control measures
in India.
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Name of the Department

: English

L. Programme Outcome and Program Specific Outcomes

Name of the
programme
(UG)
UG (B.A.)

Programme Outcomes (PO)

PO1: The students acquire knowledge in the
field of social sciences, literature and
humanities which make them sensitive and
sensible enough.

PO2: The B.A. graduates will be acquainted
with the social, economical, historical,
geographical, political, ideological and
philosophical tradition and thinking.

PO3: The programme also empowers the

graduates to appear for various competitive
examinations or choose the post graduate
programme of their choice.

PO4: The B. A. programme enables the

students to acquire the knowledge with human
values framing the base to deal with various
problems in life with courage and humanity.

Programme Specific Outcomes
(PSO)
Students will be able to
PSO1: Literature or the fine arts contribute to

the gradual civilization of man by activating his
sense and perceptions sharply so as to be quick
enough to react to their appeal.

PSO2: These arts appeal to the emotional,

aesthetic, reflective, intellectual, meditative
and spiritual faculties of man. Utility is the
criterion of mechanical arts.

PSO3: On the other hand, literature is a mode
of reflecting reality, intending to appeal to the
various faculties of sensitive, sensible and
sentient man.

PSO4: It also offers pleasure. Besides, it helps
the learner know the noble values in life,
making him a responsible citizen of this world
and leads him to make the place more worth
living.

PO5: The students will be ignited enough to
think over and act for the solution of various
issues prevailed in the human life to make this
world better than ever.

PSO5: Simultaneously this course will help

the students improve communicative skills in
English.
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B.

Course Outcomes of all the programmes offered by the Department of English
Name of the Programme

: B. A. English

Course Outcome

S.
No.
1.

Year- Paper Course Content
First Year
Paper-I
(Poetry)

On completion of the
courses, students will be
able to:
CO 1: Recognize poetry from a

CC1: Poetry: Metaphysical, Epic, Satire,
The Romantic Movement
CC2: John Donne: Canonization,
Death be not Proud,
The Good Morrow,
The Relic

variety of cultures, languages, and
historic periods
CO 2: Understand and appreciate

poetry as a literary art form.

CO 3: Recognize the rhythms,
CC3: John Milton: Paradise Lost: Book I
(First 250 Lines)

metrics and other musical aspects
of poetry.

CO 4: Read and discuss selected
CC4: Alexander Pope: The Rape of the Lock

CC5: William Wordsworth:
Tintern Abbey,
Ode on Intimations of Immortality
2.

First Year
Paper-II
(Prose)

CC 1: Prose and Its Forms

poems, comprehending the
message embedded in the poems.
CO 5: Understand the

development of Romantic poetry
from oral to written form.
CO 1: Differentiate and relate
various types of prose

CC 2: Francis Bacon: Of Studies, Of Travel,
Of Love, Of Revenge

CO 2: Compose prose material
employing the strategies of more
than one genre on travel.

CC 3: Joseph Addison :
Sir Roger at Church,
Sir Roger at Home,
The Spectator's Account of Himself,

CO 3: Examine the issues discussed
in the text in the socio-historical and
cultural context.
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The Adventures of A Shilling

CC 4: Charles Lamb:
A Bachelor's Complaint of the Behaviour
of Married People,
All Fools' Day

CO 4: Compose an article in the
technical writing genre.

E.V. Lucas:
On Finding Things,
Unbirthday and Other Presents

3.

Second Year
Paper-I
(Drama)

CC 5:
A.G. Gardiner : On Saying Please
H.G. Wells
: The Stolen Bacillus

CO 5: Write an article on travel.

CC 1: Drama and its forms
The Renaissance: Elizabethan and Jacobean Drama,
Twentieth Century Drama

CO 1: Understand different

dramatic devices used in the texts.
CO 2: Interpret input and

CC 2: William Shakespeare : King Lear,
The Tempest

understand inferences in a
dramatic script or improvisation.
CO 3: Understand main ideas and

CC 3: Henric Ibsen : A Doll's House

details in different kinds of
dramatic scripts.

CO 4: Acquire thinking skills to
CC 4: John Osborne: Look Back in Anger

make critical and rational
judgment.
CO 5: Understand the history of

CC 5: Samuel Becket: Waiting for Godot
4.

Second Year
Paper-II
(Fiction)

drama and its development.
CO 1: Students will demonstrate

CC 1: Henry Fielding : Tom Jones

the use of or knowledge of
effective approaches for creating
sustained works of fiction
distinguished by a nuanced use of
appropriate narrative elements,
techniques, and conventions.
CO 2: Engage in comparative

CC 2: Jane Austen : Pride and Prejudice

works, draw general conclusions
and use textual evidences to frame
the arguments.
CO 3: Understand the difficult

CC 3: Charles Dickens: Hard Times

words, Mizo Idioms and Phrases
including Regional variation of
words used.
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CO 4: Understand and use the
CC 4: Thomas hardy: Tess of the d'Urbervilles

academic conventions: referencing
and bibliography.
CO 5: Engage in a close analysis

CC 5: Virginia Woolf: Mrs. Dalloway
5.

Third Year
Paper-I
(Poetry)

CC 1: Alfred Tennyson: First Five Cantos

Third Year
Paper-II
FICTION

CO 1: improve Communication
skills ·

CC 2: W.B Yeats: A Prayer for my Daughter,
The Second Coming,
Sailing to Byzantium,
Among School Children

CO 2: Read & critically appreciate
poems ·

CC 3: T. S. Eliot:
The Love Song of J Alfred Prufrock,
Journey of the Magi,
Burnt Norton

CO 3: Summarise the story &
themes of dramas

CC 4: W. H Auden:
In Memory of W. B Yeats,
The Unknown Citizen,
The Shield of Achilles',
Petition,
September 1, 1939

CO 4: Examine the various forms of
poems ·

CC 5:
Philip Larkin

CO 5: Critically analyse the themes
& structures of poems

CC 1: Joseph Conrad : Lord Jim

CO 1: Delineate different types of
fiction

CC 2: D.H. Lawrence : Sons and Lovers

CO 2: Analyze the theme and
setting of a fictional work

CC 3:E. M. Forster: A Passage to India

CO 3: Recognize the different types
of narrative techniques

CC 4:Raja Rao: Kanthapura

CO 4: Assess mastery in aspects of
plot, setting, themes, characters etc.

CC 5: V.S. Naipaul: A House of Mr. Biswas

CO 5: Identify the literary, cultural,
historical, political influence of
fictional works in the literary world.

: Next Please,
Deceptions
A.K. Ramanujan : A River,
Obituary
6.

of narrative and poetic language
and apply technical analytical
skills.
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Name of the Department

: English

M. Program Outcome and Program SpecificOutcomes

Name of the
programme
(PG)
PG (M.A.)

Programme Outcomes (PO)
Students will gain

PO1: The students acquire in depth knowledge in the
field of social sciences, literature and humanities
which make them sensitive and sensible enough to
solve the issues related with mankind.

PO2: The postgraduate students wiII be acquainted
with the social, economical, historical, geographical,
political, ideological and philosophical tradition
and thinking of their respective subjects

PO3: The program also empowers the post graduates to appear for various competitive
examinations or choose the any post graduate or
research program of their choice.

Program Specific Outcomes
(PSO)
Students will be able to

PSO1: appreciation for the
diversity of literary and social
voices within–and sometimes
marginalized
by–the traditions.
PSO2:.They will develop an
ability to read texts in relation to
their historical and cultural
contexts, in
order to gain a richer
understanding of both text and
context, and to become more
aware of
themselves as situated
historically and culturally.
PSO3: The students will value
literature, language, imagination
and develop a passion for
literature and language.

PO4: The M. A. program enables the students to
acquire the knowledge with human values framing
the base to deal with various problems in life
with courage and humanity.

PSO4: They will appreciate the
strength of literature to elicit
feeling, cultivate the
imagination, and call us to
account as humans.

PO5: The students will be ignited enough through
the knowledge of the special PG programmed to
think and act over for the solution of various
issues prevailed in the human life to make this
world better than ever.

PSO5: They will cultivate their
capacity to judge the aesthetic
and ethical value of literary
texts–and be
able to articulate the standards
behind their judgments.
PSO6: They will appreciate the
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expressive use of language as a
fundamental and sustaining
human
activity, preparing for a life of
learning as readers and writers.
PSO7:Students will develop an
appreciation of how the formal
elements of language and genre
shape the
meaning.
PSO8: They will recognize how
writers can transgress or subvert
generic expectations, as well as
fulfil
them. They will also develop a
faculty at writing and
appropriating genres for a
variety of purposes .
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Course Content & Course Outcome:

S.
No.
1.

SemesterPaper
Semester-I
Paper-I
Poetry

Course Content
CC 1: Literary Trends and Movements: Renaissance
Humanism and Empiricism, Puritanism, Metaphysical

Course Outcome
CO 1: Examine the skills of
imagination and creativity ·

Conceits Neo Classicism,
Poetic Forms: Epic, Mock Epic, Augustan Satire,
Sonnet, Ballad.
CC 2: Epic Poetry :
John Milton : Paradise Lost Book I
Valmiki : Ramayana (Sundar Kand).

CO 2: How to critically
appreciate poems ·

CC 3: Narrative Poetry:
Geoffrey Chaucer:
The Prologue to The Canterbury Tales.
S.T.Coleridge :
The Rime of the Ancient Mariner.

CO 3: Analysis of structures,
forms, rhyming schemes, etc.

CC 4: Renaissance Poetry:
William Shakespeare:
Sonnets Nos. 23, 24, 26, 27, 31, 44.
John Donne:
The Extasie, A Valediction, Forbidden Mourning.The
Good Morrow, Love’s Alchemie, The Canonization, The
Anniversarie.

CO 4: How to read & critically
appreciate poems · To
understand literary movements.

CC 5: Satirical Poetry:
John Dryden :
Absolom and Achitophel.
Alexander Pope :
The Rape of the Lock.

CO 5: How satire functions and
differs from other poetic forms
and to know various forms of
satire .
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2.

Semester-I
Paper-II
Drama

3.

Semester-I
Paper-III
Fiction

CC 1: Literary Trends and Movements; Greak Drama,
Origin and Development of English Drama, Elements of
Drama, Tragedy, Comedy, Renaissance Play. The Three
Unities and Their Application in Shakespearean Drama.

CO 1: Sketch the history of
theatre, with particular attention
to the evolution of stylistic and
aesthetic trends

CC 2: Non-English Drama :
Sophocles:
Oedipus Rex.
Kalidas:
Abhigyana Shakuntalam.
(English Translation, Sahitya Academy)

CO 2: Differentiate various
schools and forms of drama

CC 3: Renaissance Drama :
(Non-Shakespearean)
Christopher Marlowe :
Dr. Faustus
Ben Jonson :
Every Man in His Humour

CO 3: Examine the use of
theatrical devices

CC 4: Shakespearean Tragedy :
Hamlet,King Lear.

CO 4: Read, rehearse and
perform a play, or part of it,
written by a native or foreign
dramatist

CC 5: Other Shakespearean Plays:
Twelfth Night,The Tempest.

CO 5: Assess the verbal and
visual language of drama.

CC 1: Early Prose Narrative:
Bana Bhatt
:
Cervantes
:

Kadambari.
Don Quixote.

CO 1: Delineation of different
types of fiction

CC 2: Picaresque Novel:
Henry Fielding:
Tom Jones.
Daniel Defoe :
Robinson Crusoe

CO 2: Analyze the theme and
setting of a fictional work

CC 3: Historical Novel:
Walter Scott
Thackeray

CO 3: Recognize the different
types of narrative techniques

: Kenilworth.
: Henry Esmond.

CC 4: Fiction by Women:
George Eliot
: The Mill on the Floss.
Emily Bronte
: Jane Eyre.

CO 4: Assess mastery in aspects
of plot, setting, themes,
characters etc.
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4.

Semester-I
Paper-IV
Prose

CC 5: 19th Century Realistic Novel:
Charles Dickens: Great Expectations.
Zola
: Nana.

CO 5: Identify the literary,
cultural, historical, political
influence of fictional works in
the literary world.

CC 1: Literary Trends: Subjective Essay, Objective

CO 1: Discuss the aspects of
Prose ·

Essay Reflective Essay, Philosophical Essay, Social
Essay, Argumentative Essay, Political Essay. Style:
Aphoristic Style,
Unit-2 Biography and Autobiography :

CC 2: Biography and Autobiography :
J.L.Nehru: Autobiography (Fourth Chapter).
M.K. Gandhi: My Experiments with truth
(X Chapter)

CO 2: List out new vocabularies
·

CC 3: Political and Social Writings :
Plato: The Republic, Book II
(First four chapters).
Bacon : Of Truth, Of Studies, Of Revenge,
Of Love.

CO 3: Write grammatically
correct sentences

CC 4: Philosophical Writings :
J.Krishnamurti : 1. Individual and Society.
2. Action and Idea.
3. What is Self?
4. What are We Seeking?

CO 4: Give an introductory
Knowledge of English Language
·

Lala Hardayal : Intellectual Culture.

5.

Semester-II
Paper-I
Poetry

CC 5: 5 Bertrand Russell: True Success.
William Hazlitt :
1. The Ignorance of the Learned.
2. The Indian Jugglers.

CO 5: Explain intensive reading
skills

CC 1: Literary Trends And Movements: Romantic

CO 1: Identify various forms and
types of poetry

Revival, Dramatic Monologue,Modernism, Symbolism,
Imagism, Irish Nationalism, Poetry of Disillusionment,
Surrealism, Development in Poetic Technique.
Unit-2 Romantic Poetry :
CC 2: Romantic Poetry :
W.Wordsworth: Tintern Abbey, Ode on Intimations of
Immortality.
John Keats: Ode on a Grecian Urn, Ode to Autumn.

CO 2: Specify the figurative
language used in poems , to
understand nature poetry and
sensuousness.
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6.

7.

Semester-II
Paper-II
Drama

Semester-II
Paper-III
Fiction

CC 3: Victorian Poetry :
Alfred Tennyson: Ulysses, The Lotos Eaters
Robert Browning: The last Ride Together, My Last
Duchess

CO 3: Identify the prosody
employed by poets and acquaint
with dramatic monologue.

CC 4: Symbolist Poetry :
T.S.Eliot
:
The Waste Land
W.B.Yeats
:
The Second Coming,
Byzantium, Sailing to Byzantium.

CO 4: Analyze function of
symbol in language and literature

CC 5: Modern Poetry :
W.H.Auden
:
An unknown Citizen, The
Shield of Achilles.
Dylan Thomas : Fern Hill, A Refusal to Mourrn the
Death of a Child.

CO 5: Analyse how World Wars
impacted poetry.
Observe how poetry influences
and improves the quality of life.

CC 1: Literary Trends and Movements: Comedy of
Errors, Comedy of Manners, Social Drama, Intellectual
Drama, Feminist Drama, Poetic Drama.

CO 1: The students will know the
Dramatic form of Literature.

CC 2: Restoration Drama :
John Dryden
:
All For Love.
Sheridan :
School for Scandles

CO 2: The students can think
about the human psychology.

CC 3: Victorian Drama:
G.B.Shaw
:
Galsworthy
:

Arms and The Man
Justice

CO 3: To expose student to the
artistic and innovative use of
language employment by the
writers.

CC 4: Modern Drama :
Ibsen
:
Brecht
:

A Doll's House
Mother Courage

CO 4: The students will know
human life at the universal level

CC 5: 5 Indian Drama :
Girish Karnad : The Fire and the Rain
Mahesh Dattani : Tara

CO 5: The students will make
themselves aware of the different
streaks of human life.

CC 1: 19th Century Fiction :
Flaubert :
Madame Bovary
George Meredith:
The Egoist

CO 1: Delineation of different
types of fiction

CC 2: Rural Novel :
Thomas Hardy : Tess of the D.urbervilles
Premchand
:
Godaan

CO 2: Analyze the theme and
setting of a fictional work
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8.

Semester-II
Paper-IV
Prose

CC 3: Psychological Novel :
Virginia Woolf : To the Light house
D.H.Lawrence : Sons and Lovers

CO 3: Recognize the different
types of narrative techniques

CC 4: Naturalist Novel :
Joseph Conrad :
Lord Jim
Hemingway:
The Old Man and the Sea

CO 4: Assess mastery in aspects
of plot, setting, themes,
characters etc.

CC 5: Post Naturalist Novel :
William Golding : Lord of the Flies
Saul Bellow
: Her Zog

CO 5: Identify the literary,
cultural, historical, political
influence of fictional works in
the literary world.

CC 1: Literary Trends: Development of English
English Prose, Autobiography, Biography, Travelogue,
Journalistic Prose, Humorous Essay

CO 1: Differentiate and relate
different varieties of prose

CC 2: Boswell : The Life of Dr.Johnson (From
Everyman's Edition of Boswell's Life of Dr.Johnson.
London: J,M.Dent 1958 Vol. I, Introductory pp 5-11)
Addison :
Popular Superstitions, Uses
of the Spectators

CO 2: Compose prose material
employing the strategies of more
than one genre on travel.

CC 3: Goldsmith : The Man in Black
Charles Lamb
: Christ's Hospital,
All Fool's Day

CO 3: Examine the issues
discussed in the text in the sociohistoric and cultural context.

CC 4: A.G.Gardiner :
On the Rule of the Road, In
Defence of Laziness
Robert Lynd
: Back to the Desk,Forgetting, The
Pleasures of Ignorance, I Tremble to Think

CO 4: To understand significance
of social behaviour and concept
of social liberty.
To understand how satire, irony
and satire can be used in one
place.
CO 5: To acquaint with use of
paradox, parable and allegory in
prose.

CC 5: G.K.Chesterton : On Running after
one's Hat, Patriotism and Sport
Hilarry Bellock : On Books, On
Preserving English
9.

Semester-III
Paper-I

CC 1: Natyashastra - Rasa Theory,
Aristotle – Poetics

CO 1: Debate the nature of
literary criticism based on
classical Greek paradigms

CC 2: Longinus – On the Sublime,
Philip Sydney – Apology for Poetry

CO 2: Trace the historical
development of criticism

Critical
Theory
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10.

Semester-III
Paper-II

CC 3: John Dryden – An essay on Dramatic Poesy.
Dr. Johnson – Preface to Shakespeare

CO 3: Define literary theory and
criticism and various critical
approaches

CC 4: Wordsworth – Preface to the Lyrical Ballads.
Coleridge – Biographia Literaria. Ch. XIII & XIV

CO 4: Develop an aptitude for
critical analysis of literary works

CC 5: Mathew Arnold – Essays in Criticism (Second
series).
T.S. Eliot – Tradition and Individual Talent

CO 5: Interpret literary works in
the light of Touchstone Theory
and Impersonality.

CC 1: Definition, Functions, Characteristics,
Development of English Language.

CO 1: To study the origin of
language from its earliest times
and how English evolved from
the Indo-European family of
languages

CC 2:
Language Varieties: Register, Style and Dialect Structure
of English language: Form and Substance

CO 2: To learn important
theories like Grimm’s Law and
Verner’s Law

CC 3: Definition of Phonetics & Phonology, Difference
between Phonetics and Phonology Organs of Speech,
Speech Mechanism.

CO 3: To learn phonetics and
phonology for the better
understanding of organs of
speech, phonemic symbols,
classification of vowels and
consonants, syllables, stress, etc.

CC 4: Classification and description of speech sounds,
consonants and vowels, International phonetic
Alphabets, phonetic transcription.

CO 4: To train the speech organs
to pronounce very close to the
Received Pronunciation (RP).

CC 5: The Phoneme, The Allophone, Diaphone,
Plosives, Affricates, Nasals, Frictionless Constituents,
Semi Vowels.

CO 5: To understand syntactic
and semantic changes in
grammar.

CC 1: Literary Trends: Early Indo Anglian Poetry,
Romantic Poetry, Mysticism, The Rise of Indian Novel
in English, Indian Drama in English, Novel of
Propaganda, Social Realism, Myth and Folklore

CO 1: To make the learners to
understand the plot of an Indian
writing in English

CC 2:
Sri Aurobindo : Savitri - Book I Canto I
Tagore : Geetanjali – poems 1 to 10
(MacMillan edition)

CO 2: To acquaint the learners
to identify the themes of Indian
literature

English
Language

11.

Semester-III
Paper-III
Indian
Writing in
English(A)
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12.

Semester-III
Paper-IV
American
Literature
(B)

13

Semester-III
Paper-IV
Linguistics
and Stylistics

CC 3: APJ Abdul Kalam – Wings of Fire

CO 3: To familiarize the student
with the major Indian writers and
writing in English and their
works.

CC 4:
Vijay Tendulkar: Silence The Court is in Session
Badal Sircar : Evam Indrajit.

CO 4: To create literary
sensibility for appreciation in
students and expose them to
artistic and innovative use of
language by writers.

CC 5:
Anita Desai
Arun Joshi

CO 5: To enhance literary and
linguistic competence of
students.

: Cry, the Peacock.
: The City and the River

CC 1: Literary Trends And
Movements:Transcendentalism, Influence of Vedic
Thought, Puritanism, Beginning of American Novel,
The Frontier Experience, Mysticism,
Romanticism,Nationalism,

CO 1: To help the learner
develop a taste for American
prose writings of major essays.

CC 2:
Prose
Emerson: Self Reliance, The Over Soul

CO 2: To lead the learner enjoy
typical American Poetry

CC 3: Poetry
Walt Whitman: O Captain, My Captain ; Song of
Myself; Gross; When Lilacs last in the Dooryard
Bloomed; I celebrate Myself.
Robert Frost: Stopping by Woods on a Snowy Evening,
After Apple Picking, Birches, The Road not taken .

CO 3: To motivate the learner to
understand American
philosophical and nature poetry.

CC 4: Drama:
Eugene O’Neil : Mourning Becomes Electra

CO 4: To help the learner to see
the differences between major
British dramatists and major
American dramatists.

CC 5: Fiction : Mark Twain
Huckleberry Finn.

CO 5: To inspire the learner to
read and enjoy American Fiction

CC 1: Definition of Linguistics, branches, characteristics
of language, nature and properties of language.
Language as a system of communication
Human language and Animal Communication, Language
as a system of systems.

CO 1: To understand the basic
nature of language and its
significance in the evolution and
growth of human civilisation.
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14.

Semester-IV
Paper-I

CC 2:
Linguistics :
Social Aspects of Language, Language variation and
Sociolinguistics, Language change, Linguistics Levels,
Synchronic. Diachronic & Historical linguistics,
Minimal and non-minimal pairs.
CC 3:
Phonology Sound Sequences
The syllabus, The Phonemic theory and syllabus, word
stress, strong and weak forms, Intonation, accent and
rhythm in connected speech.

CO 2: To understand the
impact of social groups on
language and how language
transforms and attains newness
within time and circumstances.

CC 4: Grammar
Determiners, Word Classes, Noun Phrase, Verbal Group,
Verb Phrase, Verb Patterns, Finite & Non Finite Forms,
Article Features, Affix Switch.

CO 4: To acquaint with
sentence structure with special
emphasis on various segments of
a sentence.

CC 5: Stylistics
Nature and Scope; Figures of Speech; Imagery.
Practical Application of all these in prose as well as in
poetry.

CO 5: To understand function
and usage of various literary
devices in literature.

CC 1: Anand Vardhan
Ferdinand Sausure
Sign.

CO 1: Debate the nature of
literary criticism based on
classical Indian paradigms

: Dhwani Theory.
: The Nature of Linguistic

CO 3: Develop a neutral accent
and speak globally-intelligible
English .
Distinguish different word
stresses, inflections, intonations
and voice modulation

Critical
Theory
CC 2:
I. A. Richards : Two Uses of Language.
J.C. Ransom
: Concept of Structure and
Texture of Poetry.

CO 2: Trace the historical
development of criticism

CC 3:
F. R. Leavis : Literary Criticism & Philosophy.
J.Derrida
: Structure, Sign and Play in the
Discourse of Human Sciences.

CO 3: Understand new literary
theory and criticism and various
critical approaches

CC 4: Edward Said : Crisis (The Scope of Orientalism)
Basic Trends in Feminist Criticism.

CO 4: Interpret literary works in
the light of modern and post
modern critics

CC 5: Practical Criticism – It will contain two passages :
One in verse and second in prose Practical Criticism
following the technique as illustrated in I. A. Richard’s
book on ‘Practical Criticism’ and David Daiches’
‘Critical Approaches’

CO 5: Develop an aptitude for
critical analysis of literary works
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15.

Semester-IV
Paper-II

English
Language

16.

Semester-IV
Paper-III

Indian
Writing in
English (A)

CC 1: Morphology
Morpheme, Allomorph, Word formation.

CO 1: To understand how words
are built and thus vocabulary is
enriched.

CC 2:
The Transformational Generative Grammar, Nature and
Characteristics.

CO 2: Demonstrate forming of
sentences with linking devices.

CC 3: Influence of Scandinavian on English Language
Influence of Latin on English Language, Influence of
French on English Language, Influence of Greek on
English Language, Indian Influence on English
Language.
CC 4: Grammar
Sentence types and their transformation relations : (a)
Statement (b) Question (c) Negative (d) Passive (e)
Imperative.

CO 3: To know how languages
influence culture, traditions and
social system when they interact
with each other.

CC 5: Grammar
Conjoining, Recursion, Adjunct Phrase, Syntax
Coordination, Subordination, Relative Clauses,
Adverbials, Determiners, Article Features, concord.

CO 5: To acquaint with linking
devices and grammatical rules.

CC 1: Literary Trends and Movements; Nature
Poetry, Imagism, Feminist Concern, Existentialism,
Modernism, post Modernism, Social Realism.

CO 1: To introduce students to
major movements and figure of
Indian literature in English
through

CC 2:
Sarojini Naidu (all poems of each poet in V. K. Gokak
ed.
Kamala Das Golden Treasury of Indo – Anglian Poetry –
(Sahitya Academy)

CO 2: To create literary
sensibility and emotional
response to the literary text and
implant sense
of appreciation of literary texts.

CC 3:
M.R.Anand
R.K.Narayan

CO 3: To expose student to the
artistic and innovative use of
language employment by the
Writers for specific purposes.

: Untouchable
: The English Teacher

CC 4: Vishnu Sharma:Panchatantra (Book I)
Jhumpa lahiri : Interpreter of Maladies (Nine short
story)

CO 4: To enhance skill of
forming variety of sentence
based on moods and tenses.

CO 4: 4. To instill values and
develop human concern in
student through exposure to old
and modern literary texts.
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17.

17.

Semester-IV
Paper-IV
American
Literature
(B)

Semester-IV
Paper-IV
Linguistics
and Stylistics
(C)

CC 5: Amitav Ghosh
: Shadow lines
Shashi Deshpande : That Long Silence

CO 5: To acquaint with the
novels dealing with
contemporary issues across the
nations.

CC 1 Literary Trends And Movements: Absurd
Drama, Realism and Naturalism, Expressionistic Drama,
Dramatic Technique. Theme of Alienation and Searching
for Roots, Black Literature.

CO 1: The students know the
literary movements of America
and its history.

CC 2: Prose
Emerson: American Scholar
Thoreau : Civil Disobedience

CO 2: The students know the
cultural aspect of America
through literary works.

CC 3: Poetry
Emily Dickinson: Because I could not Wait for Death, I
Taste a Liquor Never Brewed, Light in Spring, This is
my letter to the World.
Sylvia Plath : Daddy, Lady Lizarus, The Bee Meeting.
CC 4: Drama:
Tenessee Williams : The Glass Menagerie
Edward Albee : The Zoo Story.

CO 3: The students acquaint
with the history of America and
feminism in American poetry.

CC 5: Fiction : Ernest Hemingway : The Old Man and
the Sea.
Steinbeck : Of Mice and Men.

CO 5: To acquaint with plot and
themes of American fiction.

CC 1: Linguistics :
Competence and Performance, Morphology, IC
Analysis, Ambiguities.

CO 1: Explain the acquisition
and function of language,
analysis of sentences on various
linguistic theories.

CC 2:
phoneme Sequences and Consonant Clusters,
Assimilation, Juncture, Fortis and Lenix, Voiced and
Voiceless Sounds, Aspirated and Unaspirated Sounds.
Difference between R.P & G.I.E.

CO 2: Distinguish different
word stresses, inflections,
intonations and voice
modulation.

CC 3: Stylistics:
Foregrounding, Repetition, Collocation, Collocational
clash, Inversion, parallelism, coupling, embedding.

CO 3: Develop understanding
about various stylistic devices to
enrich expression.

CO 4: Modern literary trends in
American Drama and social
influence on it.
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CC 4: Deviance – grammatical and conceptual
Presupposition, pragmatics, Implicature.
(Stylistic Analysis of a poem, two to be set, one to be
attempted)

CO 4: Practical analysis of
stylistic devices in a given prose
and poetry passages.

CC 5: Grammar
Sentence patterns, Syntax, Semantics, Surface structures
& deep structures, Negativisation, Passivisation,
Interrogative, and Imperative Transformations.

CO 5: Develop skill to
distinguish structure and
meaning of a sentence and ways
of effective expression .
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Name of the Programme: B.A. (Geography)
Program Outcome and Program Specific Outcomes

Name of the
programme
(UG)

Programme Outcomes (PO)

PO1: The students acquire knowledge in
the field of social sciences, literature and
humanities which make them sensitive and
sensible enough.

Program Specific Outcomes
(PSO)

PSO1: The courses of the program
shall helpful to gather the information
and knowledge of basics in geography.

PSO2: This knowledge will be
PO2:. The B.A. graduates will be acquainted useful to understand and survive the
with the social, economical, historical,
geographical, political, ideological and
philosophical tradition and thinking.

UG (B.A.)

life with geographical situation
around us, which varies spatially
and temporally.

PO3: The program also empowers the PSO3: Have firm foundations in the
graduates to appear for various competitive
examinations or choose the post graduate
programme of their choice.

fundamentals and application of recent
Geographical and scientific theories.

PSO4: The data and knowledge of
PO4: The B. A. program enables the these courses in present program will
students to aquire the knowledge with human
values framing the base to deal with various
problems in life with courage and humanity.

PO5: The students will be ignited enough to
think and act over for the solution of various
issues prevailed in the human life to make
this world better than ever.

help to students to become sustain
and compete in competitive world.

PSO5: They may able to interpret and
analyze quantitative data.
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Course Outcomes of all Programmes offered by the Department of Botany
Name of the Programme: B. A. Geography
S.
No.
1.

Year- Paper

Course Content

First Year
Paper-I
Physical
Geography

CC1:(i) Introduction to geography:
Definition, Nature and scope of Physical
Geography.
(ii) Relation of Physical geography with
other branches of earth sciences. Solar
System.
(iii) Earth and its planetary relations. The
origin of the earth, age of the earth.
(iv) Geological time scale.
(v) Important hypothesis related to
origin of the earth: Nubular, Tidal,
Planetesimal, ottoschmid and supernova.
CC2: :(i) Interior of the earth,
Geosynclines, Continental drift theory of
wegner.
(ii) Fundamentals of geomagnetism,
Plate tectonics.
(iii) Theories of mountain building earth
movements- Endogenetic forces and
exogenetic forces.
CC3: :(i) Theory of Isostasy,
Earthquakes and volcanoes. Tsunamies.
(ii)
RocksOrigin,
types
and
composition.
(iii) Denudation
(Weathering and Erosion)
CC4: :(i) Geomorphic agents and
processes., Masswasting.
(ii) Evolution of landforms, concept of
slope development.
(iii)Concept of cycle of erosion: views of
Davis and pencck.

Course Outcome

At the completion of the course the
students of Physical Geography will
be able to:
CO1. Demonstrate the knowledge of
basic concepts in the Physical
Geography.

CO2. Explain the changes in
landforms through the understanding
of
the
geomorphic
processes
operating on the earth.

CO3. Explain the earthquakes,
volcanoes and Denudation.

CO4. Explain the cycle of erosion:
views of Davis and pencck.
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2.

3.

First Year
Paper-II
Introduction
to Geography
& Human
Geography

Second Year
Paper-I
Physical
Geography
(Atmosphere
and
Hydrosphere)

CC5: :(i) River channel Morphology,
Erosional and and depositional landforms
of fluvival.Arid, Glacial, Karst and
Coastal Topography.
(ii) Application of geomorphology on
hydrology on hydrology, Economic
geology and hazard.
CC1:(i) Definition, Nature, Objectives,
Scope and development of human
geography.
(ii) Interrelation of human geography
with other social sciences.
(iii) Concept of areal differentiation and
regional synthesis.
CC2:(i) Man and environment relations:
Determinism,
Possibilism,
Neodeterminism.
(ii) Dualism in Geography: Systematic
Vs
Regional Physical Vs human,
theoretical Vs applied geography.
(iii) Concept of redicalism and
behaviouralism.
CC3:(i) Human adaptation to the
environment (i) Cold region - Eskimo .
(ii) Hot- region - Bushman.
(iii) Plateau region- Masai, Gon
(iv) Plain region- Santhal.
CC4:(i) Population: Growth, Density and
distribution of world population.
(ii) Physical and social factors
nfluencing spatial
distribution of
population.
(iii) Population explosion and concept of
optimum population. Population as social
capital.
CC5:(i) Human settlements: Rural and
Urban.Types of settlement, patterns of
settlement: Linear , Rectangular, Radial
Checker Board pattern.
(ii) Environmental issues in rural
settlement,
Hierarchy of urban
settlement.
CC1:(i) Weather and climate: Definition
and importance. Elements of weather
and climate.
(ii) Composition of atmosphere, layer of
the atmosphere and their characteristics.
(iii) Isolation: factors affecting its
distribution. Heat balance, Horizontal
and vertical distribution of temperture,
inversion of temperature.

CO5. Acquaint themselves with
allied concepts in the field of
geomorphology, climatology and
oceanography
with
special
Reference to human activities.
At the completion of the course the
students of Physical Geography will be
able to:
CO1. Demonstrate the knowledge of
man-environment relationship in the
light of the role of man as active and
passive agent.
CO2. Explain
of
main
and
environment relation, dualism in
geography.

CO3. Explain Human adaptation to the
environment - (i) Cold region - Eskimo .
(ii) Hot- region - Bushman

CO4. Understand population: growth
density and distribution of world
population.

CO5. Understand about human
settlement: Types and pattern.

CO1: Understand the difference between
weather and climate and its elements,
composition of atmosphere.
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CC2: (i) Atmospheric Pressure: Pressure
belts, shifting of pressure betls,
atmospheric circulation.
(ii) Planetary winds, Seasonal and local
winds, Jetstream.
(iii) Atmospheric humidity: Absolute,
relative and specific humidity
(iv) Condensation and its forms,
evaporation,
precipiation. Rain fallTypes and distribution.
CC3: (i) Air masses, fronts: origin and
classification.Tropical and temperate
cyclones and
associated weather
conditions.
(ii) Classification of world climate Koppen, Thornthwaite and Trewartha,
Globai climate change.
(iii) Role and response of man in
climeate changes, Applied climatology
and urban
climate.
CC4: (i) Hydroshhere: Hypsographic
curve, relief of the pacific, The atlantic
and Indian Ocean, ocean deposits.
(ii) Coral reefs and theories regarding
their origin.
(iii) Concept of coral bleaching.

4.

Second Year
Paper-II
Economic
Geography

CC5: (i) Marine temerature, salinity
(ii) Movements of oceanic water: waves,
currents and tides. Related theories of
Tides.
(iii) Ocean as a source of future resources
(iv) Laws of the sea and marine
pollution.
CC1: (i) Definition and scope of
economic geography.
(ii) Sectors of economy - primary,
secondary and tertiary.
(iii) Geography of primary production agriculture production and trade- wheat,
rice, sugarcane, tea, coffiee, cotton, jute,
wool, rubber, fisheries.
(iv) World economic development:
measurement measurement and problem.
CC2: (i) Major mineral and power
resources: factors effecting exploitation
of minerals, world reserve.
(ii) Production, distribution and trade of
iron, Manganese and bauxite minerals.
(iii) Production, world distribution of
coal,
petroleum,
natural
gas,

CO2:Understand
the
pressure: winds, humidity.

atmospheric

CO3: Understand the air masses, fronts,
classification of climate by koppen.

CO4: Understand of ocean relief and
coral relief.

CO5: Understand of Marine temperature
salinity and tides.

CO1:Understand economic geography, sectors of
economy and major crops.

Major mineral and power
resources in the world.
CO2:Explain the
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hydroelectricity and atomic energy.
(iv) Non conventional energy resources.
CC3: (i) Regional development and
planning:Experience of regional planning
in india.
(ii) Five year plans, integrated rural
development programmes, Panchayati
Raj and decentralised planning.
(iii)Command
area
development,
watershed management, planning for
backward area, desert, droughtprone, hill,
tribal area development.
CC4: (i) Manufacturing industries:
factors affecting location, growth and
distribution of iron and steel industry in
United States of America, Russia, Great
ritain,Germany and India.
(ii) aluminium industry- location and
distribution in the world , cotton textile
industry in United States of America,
Great Britain, China.
(iii) Japan and India— growth and
distribution, woollen textile industrylocation and world
distribution,
petrochemical
industry-world
distribution. fertilizer industry- world
distribution.
CC5: (i) Transport: relative significance
of different means of transport.
(ii) factors affecting land, water and air
transport,world oceanic routes, canals and
rail routes.
(iii) Changes in world economy context of
globalization.
5.

Third Year
Paper-I
Geography of
India

CO3:Understand
planning.

Regional

CO4:Get information about

development

and

Manufacturing

industries in the world.

CC5: Understand transport and network analysis.

At the completion of the course the
students of Physical Geography will be
CC1:
(i) Locational characteristics:
able to:
Physical features, structure, relief,
physiography, Drainage system, river CO1. Understand general information of
linkage, climate and vegetation.
India: Physiography, Drainage system
and climate.
CC2:
(i) Natural resources: water
CO2. Understand minerals and power
resources, mineral resources- copper iron resources in India.
and Bauxite.
(ii) Forest resources- Types and
distribution.
(iii) Power resources- Coal, petroleum,
Natural gas, Non conventional sources
of energy energy crisis.
(iv)Wild life resources and their
convervation.
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6.

CC3: (i) Cultural landscape of India Population and it's characteristics.
(ii) Indian economy- agriculture,
characteristics.
(iii) Major crops- wheat, rice cotton,
rubber and sugarcane.
(iv) Green and white revolution.
Industrial development- Iron and steel,
textilelocaton
and
production.
International trade.
CC4: (i) Madhya Pradesh- physical and
cultural: Physical aspects- location
structure, Physical feature, drainage,
climate, soil, natural vagetation.
(ii) Agriculture , minerals, industries and
trade.
(iii)
Cultural
aspectPopulation
structure,
distribution, density,
growth, sex ratio, literacy,Rural and
urban migration, tribes and tourism.
CC5: (i) Political Aspects: Geographical
basic of
Indian federalism, State
reorganisation, emergence of new states,
international boundary of India and
related issues.
(ii) Cross border terrorism, India's role in
world affairs.
(iii) Geopolitics of south Asia and Indian
ocean realm.
Third Year
CC1:
(i) Environment - Meaning,
Paper-II
definition, nature and classification.
Environment
(ii) Interrelation of natural and human
and Resources environment and ecology.
(iii) Environmental degradation, Disaster
management and conservation.
CC2: (i) Biodiversity and sustainable
development, quality of human life and
environment.
(ii)
Environmental
policy,
environmental
education and
legistation.

CO3. Explain about major crops and
green revolution in India.

CO4. Demonstrate an understanding of
the regional geography of Madhya
Pradesh through the study of physical
and human characteristics.

CO5. Understand Political Aspects:
Geographical basic of Indian federalism,
State reorganisation, emergence of new
states, international boundary of India
and related issues.

CO1: Gain knowledge about concept of
environment.

CO2: To understand bio diversity and
sustainable development.
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CC3:.(i)
Sustainable
developmentMeaning, Need and concept.
(ii) Quality of human life and
environment.
(iii) Environmental laws and policies.
(iv) Contemporary environmental issuespopulation explosion, population and
food security.
(v) Global warming, green house effects,
Urbanisation,
Mining
and
Industrialisation.
CC4:. (i) Soil genesis, classification,
distribution. Soil profile, soil degradation
and conservation.
(ii)
Factors
influencing
world
distribution of plants and animals.
(iii) Deforestaton, social forestry, major
gene pool centre.
CC5: (i) Environment conservation and
management - Meaning, definition,
objective and concepts.
(ii) Resources regions of India.
Techniques of resource.
(iii) Conservation- Land, water, air,
mineral and
forests. resources
management and planning with special
reference to environment.
7.

First Year
Geography
Practical-I

CO3:
To
understand
sustainable
development, global warming and green
house effect.

CO4: Gain knowledge soil and its
distribution.

CO5: To understand importance of
conservation of resources.

CC1: Scale: Scale by Statement, CO1: To understand of scale in map.
Representative Fraction, Linear scale:
Plain,Comparative
and
Diagonal.
Enlargement and Reduction of map.
CC2: Methods of representation of CO2: To understand representation of
Relief
:
Hachures,
Layertint relief, landforms by contours.
Methods.Representation of various Slopes
and Landforms by Contours.

CC3: Diagrammatic Representation of CO3: To understand type of diagram.
Geographical Data. Types of DiagramsBar,Linear, Circle and wheel (pie) Diagram.
CC4: Surveying-Basic principles and types CO4: Basic understand of surveying.
of surveying.

CC5:Chain and Tape survey.

CO5: Get information about chain and
tape survey.
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8.

Second Year
Geography
Practical-I

CC1: Weather maps: Preparation of CO1: To understand of weather maps
weather maps in India. Weather published
by
Indian
Metrological
symbols,Interpretation of weather maps Department.
published
by
Indian
Metrological
Department for Summer, Winter and
Monsoon Seasons.
CC2: Use of Metrological instruments- CO2: Basic information of Metrological
Maximum and Minimum Thermometer, instruments.
Dryand Wet bulb thermometer, Aneroid
Barometer and Rain Gauge, Wind vane,
Anemometer, Fortin's Barometer.
CC3: Classification of Indian Metrological CO3: Get knowledge
Observatories and Methods of Collectionof Metrological Observatories.
Metrological Data.

of

Indian

CC4: Diagramatic representation of CO4: To understand geographical data
Climatic
DataLine
Graph, represent by diagram.
Polygraph,Climograph and Hythergraph.
CC5: Prismatic Compass Survey- Open CO5: Basic information of Prismatic
and Closed
Traverse
Type
of Compass Survey.
Bearings,Correction of Bearings and
Correction of Closing Error by Bowditch
Method.
9.

Third Year
Geography
Practical- I

CC1: Fundamentals of Statistics — CO1: To understand of statistics- Mean,
Sources
and
Types
of
Data, Median,Mode.
Determination offrequency and Class
interval. Mean, Median,Mode and Standard
Deviation.
CC2: Map Projections — Classification CO2: Basic knowledge of map projection
and
Construction
by
Graphical and its classification.
Methods.Conical Projection - One & two
standard Parallel, Bonn's, polyconic, simple
Cylindrical and Cylindrical Equal Area . Polar
Zenithal
Projection
—Gnomonic,
Stereographic, Orthographic.
CC3: Introduction to Aerial Photography CO3: Basic knowledge of GIS/GPS.
and Remote sensing. Analysis of
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satelliteImageries. Geographical Information
System(GIS) and Computer Mapping, Global
Positioning System(GPS).
CC4: Topographical Sheets — Types and CO4: Basic knowledge of topographical
Nomenclature. Analysis of Topographical sheets and Geographical Excursion/ Village
Sheets. Geographical Excursion/ Village Survey.
Survey and Report writing.
CC5: Plane table survey - Radiation, CO5: Basic knowledge of plane table
Intersection and resection.
survey.
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Name of the Pragramme : M.A. (Geography)
Program Outcome and Program Specific Outcomes

Name of the
programme
(PG)

Programme Outcomes (PO)

PO1:
The students acquire in depth
the field of social sciences,
humanities which make them
sensible enough to solve the
with mankind.

PG (M.A.)
Geography

Program Specific Outcomes
(PSO)

PSO1:
knowledge in
literature and
sensitive and
issues related

The courses of this program are helpful to
the student for extract the knowledge of
geographical aspects at local, regional,
national and global level. e.g. topography,
climate oceanic activities etc.

PO2:

PSO2:

The postgraduates will be acquainted with the
social, economical, historical, geographical,
political, ideological and philosophical
tradition and thinking of their respective
subjects.

Being as an applied earth sciences, it useful
to the study of geographical elements
around us.

PO3:

PSO3:

The program also empowers the postgraduates to appear for various competitive
examinations or choose the any post graduate
or research programme of their choice.

By getting the knowledge of
geographical aspects the students will
become competent to face various
competitive examinations and build
their career.

PO4:

PSO4:

The M. A. program enables the students to
aquire the knowledge with human values
framing the base to deal with various
problems in life with courage and humanity.

Students should have an advanced level
understanding .

PO5:

PSO5:

The students will be ignited enough through
the knowledge of the special PG programme
to think and act over for the solution of
various issues prevailed in the human life to
make this world better than ever.

Students should enlarge their
professional foundations through
activities
such
as
teaching,
internships, and fellowships

PO6:
Through the PG programme the students will
come know about research in their respective
subject. It may also provide the information
to the students for collection of Data, enquiry,
primary and secondary methods of collection
of data, classification and tabulation of data.
Students get knowledge of various research
methods and can realize the importance of
research to find

PSO6:
Students should be able to communicate
scientific results in writing and in oral
presentation.
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solutions of a specific issue.
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Name of the Programme: M.A. (Geography)
Course Outcomes of all programmes offered by the Department of Geography
Name of the Programme

: M.A. (Geography)

S.
No.

SemesterPaper

1.

Semester-I
CC1:Introduction of GeomorphologyCO1:
Understand
Paper-I
Definition, Meaning, Nature and Geomorphology.
Geomorphology Scope, History of development of
Geomorphology, Recent trends.

Course Content

Course Outcome
Basic

Information

of

CC2: Methods of study of landforms,
CO2:Understand structure of landforms.
Fundamental concepts - Geological
structures and landforms - Evolution
of landforms.
CC3:Environmental change - Climatic
change
and
geochronological CO3: Get knowledge about . Morphogenetic
Regions.
methods, Morphogenetic Regions.
CC4:. Earth Movements - Epeirogenic,
Orogenic and Cymatogenetic, Isostacy

CO4:Basic Information of Earth movements.

CC5: Plate tectonics, Seismicity,
CO5:Understand Theory regarding of Origin of
Vulcanicity, orogenic structures with Continents and oceans
reference to evolution of Himalayas.
2.

Semester-I
Paper-II
Economic
Geography

CC1: Scope, content and recent trends CO1:Study the Human Economic Activities,
in economic geography, relation of Sector of economy (primary, secondary
economic
geography
with and tertiary).
economics and other branches of
social sciences. location of economic
activities and spatial organization,
classification of economies. Sector of
economy (primary, secondary and
tertiary).
CC2: Factors of localization of economic
activities: Physical, social, economic, and
cultural, concepts and techniques of
delimitations of agriculture region, crop
combination and diversification, Von Tune’s
model and its modification.

CO2:Explain the Von Tune’s model of agriculture
location theroy.

CC3: Classification of industries:
CO3:Explain the weber theory of industrial
Resources based on foot-loose location.
industries.Theories
of
industrial
localization-Weber, Losch and Isard:
case studies of selected industries-Iron
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and steel, Aluminum.

CC4: Modes of transportation and
transport cost: accessibility and
connectivity, Typology of market,
network in rural society, market
system in urban economy, role of
market in the development of trade
and commerce.
CC5: Economic development of
India. Regional disparities. Impact of
green revaluation on Indian conomy,
globalization and Indian economic its
impact on environment.
3.

4.

Semester-I
Paper-III
Geography of
India: Physical
and resources

CC1:India:Characteristics of location,
Unity and diversity. Major terrain
units and their characteristics,
drainage system and their functional
significance to the country.
CC2: The Indian monsoon, regional
and seasonal variation of weather,
climatic division : Soil types– their
characteristics,
distribution
and
problems ; forest resources and their
conservation.
CC3: Mineral and power resources –
reserves, production and problems of
conservation of major minerals.
CC4: Water Resources – potential of
water resources, their regional
distribution
and
utilization
development and spatial pattern.
Resource regions of India.
CC5:
Population
–
number,
distribution and growth with special
reference to postIndependence
period and its implication, Literacy
and education – spatial patterns.
Urbanization and characteristics of
Indian cities.
Semester-I
CC1: The field of geography;
Paper-IV
Definition, aim, scope and nature of
History
of geography.
Its
place
in
the
Geographical
classification of sciences. Geography
Thoughts
as a social science and natural science.
Selected concepts in the philosophy of
geography; distribution, relationships,

CO4:Undestand
transportation.

to

importance

mode

of

CO5: Get knowledge about Impact of green
revaluation on Indian economy.

CO1: To understand general information
of India.

CO2: To understand of Indian Manson.

CO3: Basic information of minerals and
power resources in India.
CO4: Gain knowledge of water resources.

CO5: Some information of population in
India and its distribution.

CO1: Basic knowledge of Geography.
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interactions, areal differentiation and
spatial organisation.
CC2: Development of geographical
thought in ancient periods; Greek,
Arab,
Roman
geographers.
Geographical knowledge in Ancient
India.
CC3: Contribution of various schools of
thought in modern Geography (Geographers
of Nineteenth Century) The German School Ritter, Humbolt, Ratzal, The French School Blache, Brunche, The Americans School Sample, Davis, Harbertson, the British
School, School, Mackinder.

CO2: To understand geographical thought
in ancient periods; Greek, Arab, Roman
geographers.

CO3: Gain knowledge of contribution of
various school of geographical thoughts in
modern geography.

CC4:Environmental
Determinism, CO4: To understand concept of man and
Possibilism and Neo-Determinism.
environment between relation.
CO5: Dualism in Geography; CO5: Basic knowledge of Dualism in
Systematic and Regional Geography, Geography.
Physical and Human Geography. The
Myth and reality about dualism.
5.

6.

Semester-II
Paper-I
Climatology

Semester-II
Paper-II
Resource
Management

CC1: Nature and scope of climatology
and its relationship with meteorology.
Composition, mass anstructure of the
atmosphere.
CC2: Insolation heat balance of the
earth, green ouse effect; vertical and
horizontal distribution of temperature.
CC3:Atmospheric motion: Forces
controlling motion of air vertical
motion,local winds, jet stream.
monsoon winds, El Nino , cyclones,
General circulation in the atmosphere.
CC4:
Atmospheric
moisture:
Humidity, evaporation, condensation,
precipitation: formation,
types
,acid rain, world pattern of
precipitation.
CC5: Climatic classification of
Koppen, and Thornwaite, Major
Climates of the world tropical
,
temperate, desert and mountain.
Climate.
CC1:
Meaning,
nature
and
classification of resources, culture and
resources.

CO1:Understand the difference between weather &
climate and aims, nature, scope of climatology.

CO2:Understand the origin, composition and
structure of atmosphere
CO3:Getting facts about Heat Budget and factors
effects Heat Budget

CO4:Understand the concept of horizontal, vertical
temperature and inversion of temperature.

CO5:Understand the Air masses and Fronts and
the Weather Forecasting.

CC1: Basic information of resources and
its classification.

CC2: Resource appraisal – methods CC2: To understand of land evaluation.
and techniques, land evaluation –
concept and methods.
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CC3: Resource allocation, concept, CC3:To
methods and techniques; Perspectives conservation.
of resource
development
;
Conservation of resources : meaning,
principles philosophy and approaches
of resource conservation.

7.

Semester-II
Paper-III
Geography of
India: Economy
and Regions

understand

resource

CC4:
Concept
of
resource
management, theories of resource
management;
differencebetween
resource evelopment, conservation
and management. Evaluation of social
costs and benefits, status of common
property resources : perception.
Decision –
making in resource
management.
CC5: Use and misuse of resources :
global and Indian scenario, resource
development policies
in
India.
Environmental perception in resource
management, impact
assessment;
natural hazards and risk management;
sustainable resource management.

CC4: To understand concept of resource
management.

CC1: Economy ; An overview of
Indian economy and impact of
globalization on it.Cultivated landsland use patterns, major crops and
problems of agriculture.
CC2: Technological development in
agriculture- Green revolution and its
consequences;
productivity
of
agriculture – determinents and pattern:
agricultural regionalization of India.
CC3: Industry- industrial evelopment;
and overview; locational factors and
spatial pattern of major industries in
India – iron and steel , engineering
goods, textiles, chemicals , cement,
sugar and paper; industrial regions of
India.
CC4: Transport and trade :
Development of transport network,
different mode of transport and their
significance, internal andinternational
trade of Indiacomposition and change
CC5: Regions of India – Basis of
regional division ; macro and meso
regional division of India by
OHKSpate and R.L. singh ; detailed
study of Narmada Basin ,Malwa

CC1: Gain knowledge of major crops in
India.

CC5: Gain knowledge of sustainable
resource management.

CC2: Basic
revolution.

knowledge

of

Green

CC3: To understand of major industry in
India.

CC4: To understand transport and trade in
India.

CC5: Get information regional division of
India by R L Singh.
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plateau
Bundelkhand upland,
Chhatisgarh Basin and Marusthali .

8.

9.

10.

Semester-II
CC1: Environment : Meaning,
Paper-IV
definition, concepts and theories
Geography of related to environment. Components
Environment
of Environment: Classification and
their interdependent relationship.
CC2:
Development
of
the
environmental
studies
and
theirapproaches.Development
of
Environmentalism in Geography.
Environment and Development.
CC3: Ecological concepts : Ecosyste:
meaning,definition,
concept
and
components. Main
terrestrial
ecosystems of the world – forests and
agriculture. Geography as
human
ecology.
CC4: Environmental hazards – natural
and man induced hazards.

Semester-III
Paper-I
Oceanography

Semester-III
Paper-II
Urban
Geography

CC5:
Environmental
pollution:
meaning, definition, nature and types
– air, water, noise and others.
CC1:
Nature
and
scope
of
oceanography, distribution of land and
water, surface configuration of the
ocean floor, submarine relief of the
pacific, Altantic and Indian ocean.
CC2: Composition of oceanic water,
distribution of temperature and
salinity. Horizontal and Vertical
distribution.
CC3: Circulation of oceanic water
waves, tides and currents. Ocean
deposits their Sources and types.
CC4: Corals and coral reefs: types
and theories of their origin, ocean as a
source of food and Minerals with
special reference to Indian ocean.
CC5: Chemistry of the sea Biological
Environment of Sea and impact of
human on the marine environment.
CC1: Nature and scope of Urban
Geography, different approaches and
recent trends in Urban Geography;
origin and growth of urban
settlements: functional classification.

CC1:Understand
to
concept
environment and its component.

of

CC2: Get knowledge of environment and
development.

CC3: Basic knowledge of ecology and
ecosystem.

CC4:
Get
knowledge
environmental hazards.

about

CC5:Understand environmental pollution.

CO1: Understand to oceanography and relief
ocean.

Understand temperature salinity of
ocean water.
CO2:

Understand ocean waves, tides and
deposits in ocean.
CO3:

CO4:Understand the structure of coral reefs types.

Biological Environment of
Sea and impact of human on the marine
environment.
CO1: Basic knowledge of urban
geography.
CO5: Understand
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11.

CC2: Urban systems: urban growth
and theories. Urban hierarchy, Central
Place theory of Christaller and Losch.
Contributions of Indian scholars to the
studies of urban settlements. Urban
economic base: basic and non- basic
functions,
input-output
models,
concepts of dualism; colonial and
post-colonial structure.
CC3: Urban morphology-city core,
commercial, industrial and residential
areas; modern urban landscape.
Morphology
of
Indian
urban
settlements and its comparison with
Western urban settlements.
CC4: Land use models: concentric
zone theory, sector model, multiple
nuclei Model; city- regions, urban
expansion, umland and periphery.
Contemporary urban issues.
CC5: Urban policy and planning:
'development of medium and small
sized towns, planning for new wards,
city planning, green belts, garden
cities urban policy; contemporary
issues in urban planning; globalization
and urban planning in the Third
World, urban landuse planning with
special reference to India.
Semester-III
CC1: Basics of Tourism definition of
Paper-III
tourism, factors affecting tourism,
Geography of historical, natural Socio-cultural and
Tourism
economic, motivating factors for
tourist: (leisure, recreation, elements
of tourism as an industries.)
CC2: Geography of tourism - its
spatial affinity, areal and locational
dimensions comprising physical,
cultural, historical, and economic,
tourism: cultural, eco-ethno-coastal
and adventure tourism, national
international tourisms, globalization
and tourism.
CC3: Indian tourism: regional
dimension of tourist attraction:
evolution of tourism, Promotion of
tourism

CO2: To understand central place theory
of Christaller and Losch.

CO3: Basic
morphology.

knowledge

of

urban

CO4: To understand of Land use model:
concentric zone theory, sector model,
multiple nuclei Model

CO5: To understand urban policy and
planning reference to India.

CO1:To Students Understand about the tourism
influencing factors: historical, natural, socialcultural and economic.

CO2:Study the tourism motivating factors for
pilgrimages, leisure, recreation, elements.

CO3:Understand the Tourism types: ecoethonocoastal and adventure tourism, national and
international tourism, globalization and tourism.
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CC4: Infrastructure and support
system- short and longer destination
–
agencies
and intermediataries
accommodation and supplementary
accommodation;
other
facilities,
Tourism Circuits, Indian Hotel
Industry.
CC5: Impact of tourism; physical
economic and social perceptions
positive and negative impacts;
Environment laws and tourism-current
trends, spatial patterns and recent and
changes; role of foreign capital.
12.

Semester-III
Paper-IV
Agriculture
Geography

CC1: Nature scope and Significance
of Agricultural geography, approaches
to the study of agricultural geography,
commodity, systematic and regional;
origin and dispersal of agriculture.
CC2: Determinants of agricultural
and use; physical economic, social
institutional
and technological.
Theories of agricultural location
based on several multi-dimensional
factors, von Thunen's Theory of
agricultural location and its recent
modifications.
CC3: Land use and land capability
classification; concepts and measures
of
agricultural
productivities,
agricultural efficiency and crop
combination,
diversification
and
specialization.
CC4: Agricultural typology and
regions; Kostrovickis scheme of
agricultural typology critical review
of
whittlesey's
classification
agricultural regions, methods of
agricultural regionalization.
CC5: Agriculture in India- Land use
and changing cropping pattern.
Regional pattern of Productivity in
India. Green revolution and its impact,
white revolution; food deficit and food
surplus regions; Specific Problems in
India
agriculture
and
their
management, Agricultural policies in
India.

CO4:To Stud tourism attraction, evolution of
tourism, promotion of tourism, case studies from in
India.

CO5:Study and understand the environmental laws
and tourism-current trends, spatial and recent
changes, Tourism circuits-short and longer,
accommodation
and
supplementary
accommodation other facility, Indian hotel
industry.

CO1:Understand about the introduction to
agriculture, nature, scope, significance and
Development of agriculture geography, study
approaches applied in agriculture.
CO2:Understand the influence of physical,
Economic and Technological factors on agriculture
patterns.

CO3:To understand the agricultural system its
meaning and concept, whittlesey‟s classification of
agricultural system, types of agricultural, study the
types of agricultural in respect of area, salient
features and their problems.
CO4:Understand the agricultural regionalization
and modes in agricultural geography and their
classification of agricultural models and some
theories.

CO5:Understand definition and characteristics of
arid and semi-arid regions and study about
droughts and famines, role of irrigation and dry
farming.
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13.

14.

Semester-IV
CC1: Concept of research in social
Paper-I
sciences, nature of geographical,
Research
research, Research approaches in
Methodology in geography
-Traditional
and
Geography
behavioural, Experimental research,
Selection of case studies, observation,
Inductive and deductive reaserch,
stages of research.
CC2: Identification of research
problems,
Specification
and
Objectives of research. Making of
hypothesis-Types of hypothesis and
confidence
levels,
survey
of
Literature
and preparation of
bibliography and reference materials,
methods of review of Literature.
CC3: Nature of geographical data and
information- Spatial and Non-spatial,
Temporal, sources of primary and
secondary data, topographical sheets,
selection of indicators and variables,
Questionnaire, schedule and interview.
CC4: Rearrangement of central
tendencies and dispersion, Variance,
Correlation & regression.
CC5: Sampling design, sampling and
types and procedure, standard error and
testing, Tabulation of data, comparison
of samples-parametric (T & F) and
Non-parametric test (Chisquare test),
Interpretation of data.
Semester-IV
CC1: Nature and scope of Population
Paper-II
Geography.
Development
of
Geography of population Gepography as field of
Population
specialization. Its relation with the
Demography. Sources of population
data, their problems, mapping the
population data.
CC2: Population distribution and
density: Growth of population
theoretical issues, world pattern and
their determinants.
CC3: Population Composition- Age
and Sex Composition: Literacy and
education, occupational structure,
Urbanization, Population Regions of
the World.

CO1: Understand to Concept of research
in social sciences.

CO2: Understand
research problems.

Identification

of

CO3: Gain knowledge source of primary
and secondary data.

CO4: Explain to correlation.

CO5: Understand of sampling design.

CO1: Gain knowledge of population
geography and its developments.

CO2:
Understand
to
population
distribution and density in the world.

CO3:
Understand
to
population
composition Age and Sex Composition:
Literacy and education.
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15.

16.

Semester-IV
Paper-III
Geography of
Manufacturing

Semester-IV
Paper-IV
Political
Geography

CC4:
Population
Dynamics
:
Measurement
of
Fertility
and
Mortality; World patterns of fertility
and
mortality.
Demographic
Transition International Migration.
CC5: Population and Resources
Development : Concept of optimum
population, under population and over
population. Theories of population.
Malthus, limits to growth. PopulationResource regions of the World.

CO4: Analysis to Migration Pattern in the
world.

CC1: Nature, scope and recent
developments, elements and factors
of localization of manufacturing
industries,
centralization
and
decentralization
of
industrial
enterprises.
CC2: Theories and models of
industrial location : Weber, Losch,
Isard and Hoover. Modern refinements
to least-cost-theory; Critical review
and application of industrial location
theories.
CC3: Distribution and spatial pattern
of manufacturing industries – Iron and
Stell, textiles, chemicals, petrochemicals, hardware and software
Industries.
CC4: Major industrial regions of
U.S.A., Asia and Europe. Methods
of delineation of Manufacturing
regions.

CO1: Understand study
Industrial Geography.

CC5: Environmental degradation
casued by manufacturing industries
Industrial hazards and occupational
health. Impact of manufacturing
industries on economic development]
impact
of
globalization
on
manufacturing sector, industries and
its impact on the urban fringe,
changing industrial policy.
CC1: Nature, scope subject matter
and recent development in political
geography approaches to study.

CO5: Understand of Environmental
Degradation by manufacturing industries.

CO5: Evaluate the Population Growth
theory.

about

the

CO2: Gain Knowledge of Industrial
location theory: Weber, Losch.

CO3: Some Knowledge Distribution of
Major Industries- Iran and Stell, textiles.

CO4: Understand of Major Industrial
regions of U.S.A.

CO1: Some knowledge of
Geography and its development.
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Political

Understand
CC2: Geographic elements of the CO2:
elements
of
state.
State; Physical elements, Human
elements economic elements, relation
of
Political
geography
and
environment.

of

Geographic

CC3: Themes in Political Geography : CO3: Basic knowledge of state nation.
State, Nation, Nation – State and frontiers and boundaries.
Nation
building
frontiers
and
boundaries.
Colonisation,
decolonization.
Neocolonization
Federalism and other forms of
Governance
Conflicts
and
Cooperation.
CC4: Geopolitical Significance of CO4: Understand of Geopolitical
Indian Ocean. Political geography of Significance of Indian Ocean.
SAARC Region. Impact of geography
on Foreign Policy of India,

17.

Semester-I
Practical-I

CC5: Changing Political map of India,
Interstate issues: water disputes and
riparian claims. New emerging issues
and conflicts of Indian Politics.
CC1:
Map
projection-Gall’s,
Mercator’s, Equatorial and oblique
cases of Gnomonic and Stereographic
projections.
CC2: Normal and Interrupted
Sinusoidal and Mollweids projections
by graphical and
mathematical
methods.

CO5: Understand to Changing Political
map of India.

CO1:

Understand

to

Latitude

&

Longitude in Map /Globe.
CO2: Understand to Map Projection and
its types.

CC3: Representation of data-Lorenz CO3: Understand to data Representation
curve, Ergo graph, Band graph, by Lorenz Curve and Ergo graph.
Rainfall dispersion diagram, Trend
line.

18.

Semester-I
Practical-II

CC4: Geographical excursion.

CO4:
Gain
knowledge
Geographical place.

about

CC5: Tour report/village survey
report.
CC1: Introduction- Trends of the
development
of
cartographic
techniques for descriptive, analytical
and prescriptive aspects in the use of
maps
CC2: Thematic mapping of socioeconomic data: source and techniques
of analysis of socio economic data.

CO5: Get about village survey Report.
CO1: Basic knowledge of cartographic
techniques.

CO2: Gain knowledge socio economic
data sources.

CC3: Types of diagrammes - Mono, CO3: Understand to diagrammes - Mono,
two dimensions and three dimensions. two dimensions and three dimensions.
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18.

Semester-II
Practical
Practical-I

Semester-II
Practical
Practical-II

CC4: Methods of landforms analysis
on the basic of stream profiles:
longitudinal profile of the rivers and
cross profile of the river
CC5: Study of drainage basin: stream
ordering, drainage density, drainage
frequency.
CC1: Preparation of dot maps,
Isopleth and choropleth methods.
CC2: Application of Quantitative
methods - Measures of correlation and
regression.
CC3: Study of geological maps for
horizontal, tilted folded, faulted
structures.
CC4: Using the method of land
analysis of settlement distribution and
pattern.
CC5: Identification and classification
of the bio-diversity in the vicinity
area. Observe and analyze the
relationship of various landforms with
land use.
CC1: Relief profile, methods of slope
analysis.
CC2: Block diagrams, Hypsographic
curve.
CC3:
Computer
cartographymapping and diagrams techniques.

CC4: Get knowledge
analysis method.

of

landforms

CC5: Understand to drainage basin.

CO1: Understand to dot maps, Isopleth
and choropleth methods.
CO2: Understand to correlation.

CO3:Basic knowledge of geological map.

CO4: Understand analysis of settlement
distribution and pattern.
CO5: Understand to Identification and
classification of the bio-diversity in the
vicinity area.

CO1: Understand to Relief profile.
CO2: Gain knowledge Hypsographic
curve.
CO3: Basic knowledge of computer
cartography.

CC4: Survey by Indian Tangent CO4: Understand of Indian clinometer
clinometer .
survey.
CC5: Survey by Abney level and CO5: Understand to Sextant.
sextant.
19.

Semester-III
Practical
Practical-I

CC1: Preparation of Base Map with CO1: Understand to Base Map with the
the use of survey Instruments.
use of survey Instruments.
CC2: Resection by plane table.

CO2: Basic information of plan table
survey.
CC3: Prismatic compass survey- CO3: Gain knowledge about Prismatic
Measurement of included angles and compass survey.
adjustment of closing error by
Bowditch method.
CC4: Field Mapping of the features of CO4: Basic knowledge of Land use in
land use.
Field Mapping.
CC5: Interpretation of Geological CO5: Understand to Geological Map.
Maps.
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20.

21.

22.

Semester-III
Practical
Practical-II

Semester-IV
Practical
Practical-I

Semester-IV
Practical
Practical-II

CC1: Procure a topographical map of
1:50,000 scale to study the settlement
selected.
CC2: Collect demographic, social &
economic data of the village from
Census Reports to Study the temporal
changes in the profile of such
characteristics
CC3: Preparation of settlement site
map through rapid survey to map the
residential, commercial recreational,
educational, religious and other
prominent features.
CC4: Conduct Socioeconomic survey
of the area personally with a structural
questionnaire, personal observation
and perception.
CC5: Prepare a critical field survey
reports with photograph and sketches
in addition to maps and diagrams.

CO1: Understand to Topographical map.

CC1: Drainage density map, frequency
curve
CC2:
Aerial
photographs,
development
of
air
photo,
interpretation techniques, types of
photographs, photo mosaic and their
comparision with topographical maps.
CC3: Remote sensing techniques and
their application.
CC4: Data sources in Geography:
Primary and secondary.
CC5:
Statistical
techniques
:
Variance, correlation and regression
CC1: Dumpy level- Levelling and
contouring.

CO1: Understand to Drainage density
map.
CO2: Basic knowledge of Aerial
photographs.

CO2: Basic
collection.

information

of

data

CO3: Understand to settement analysis
some basis.

CO4: Some knowledge of Socioeconomic
survey.

CO5: Understand of critical field survey
reports with photograph and sketches in
addition to maps and diagrams.

CO3: Gain knowledge Remote sensing.
CO4: Understand to primary and
secondary data sources.
CO5: Gain knowledge about correlation.
CO1: Basic knowledge of Dumpy level.

CC2: Theodolite survey.

CO2: Basic knowledge of Theodolite
survey.
CC3: Traffic Survey.
CO3: Gain knowledge about Traffic
Survey.
CC4: Tour Report/Village survey CO4: Basic Information about to village
report
survey report.
CC5: Nearest neighbour technique.
CO5: Understand of nearest neighbour .
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B1.

Course Outcomes of all programmes offered by the Department of Botany
Name of the Programme

S.
No.
1.

: B. A. Hindi

Year- Paper

Course Content

izFke o"kZ
isij izFke

CC1 & dchj] lwjnkl] rqylhnkl] tk;lh

,oa fogkjh ¼fu/kkZfjr va'kks ls

izkphu ,oa
O;k[;k½
e/;dkyhu dkO;

CC2 & HkfDrdky ,oa jhfrdky dh

i`"BHkwfe] izeq[k izo`fRr;k] /kkjk,W
,oa fo'ks"krk,Wa

CC3 & dchj] lwj vkSj rqylh ij

leh{kkRed iz'u

Course Outcome

CO01&

Nk=ksa dks dchj] lwj] rqylh]
tk;lh ,oa fogkjh ds jpuk lalkj ls ifjfpr
gksukA
CO02 & Nk= HkfDrdkyhu izfrfuf/k
dfo;ksa dh fopkj /kkjk ls ifjfpr gq;sA
CO03 & Nk= fgUnh dkO; dh O;k[;k djuk
lh[ksA
CO04 & Nk=ksa esa HkkoukRed vkSj
jpukRed fodkl gqvkA
CO01&

Nk= HkfDrdky dh iz"BHkwfe ls
ifjfpr gq;sA
CO02 & Nk= HkfDrdky dh izeq[k
izo`fRr;ksa ,oa dkO; /kkjkvksa dh
fo'ks"krkvksa ls ifjfpr gq;sA
CO03 & Nk= jhfrdky dh ifjLFkfr;ksa
izo`fRr;ksa vkSj fofHkUu dkO;/kkjkvksa
ls ifjfpr gq;sA
CO04 & Nk= HkfDrdky vkSj jhfrdky ds
lkekftd jktuSfrd vkfFkZd rFkk uSfrdrk ls
ifjfpr gq;sA
CO01&

Nk=ksa esa dchj] lwj] vkSj rqylh
lkfgR; rFkk muds leh{kkRed] n`f"Vdks.k
ls ifjfpr gq;sA
CO02 & Nk= dchj] lwj] rqylh lkfgR; dh
izklafxdrk ls ifjfpr gq;sA
CO03 & Nk= HkfDrdkyhu lkfgR; dh
mnkRrrk ls ifjfpr gq;sA
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CC4 & tk;lh vkSj fogkjh ij leh{kkRed

iz'u

CC5 & nzqr ikB ds dfo& vehj [kqljks]

fo|kifr] ehjk] ds'ko] Hkw"k.k]
in~ekdj vkSj ?kukuUn] ¼O;fDrRo ,oa
d`frRo½
2.

izFke o"kZ
isij f}rh;

fgUnh dFkk
lkfgR;

CO01&

Nk= tk;lh vkSj fogkjh ds
n`f"Vdks.k ls ifjfpr gq;sA
CO02 & Nk=ksa us leh{kkn`f"Vdks.k dk
fodkl gqvkA
CO03 & Nk= tk;lh vkSj fogkjh ds lkfgR;
dh izklafxdrk ls ifjfpr gq;sA
CO01&

Nk= nqzr ikB ds dfo;ksa ds
O;fDrRo vkSj d`frRo ls ifjfpr gq;sA

CO01&

CC1 & xksnku & izsepUn vFkok

egkHkkst & eUuw HkaMkjh
fu/kkZfjr miU;klksa ,oa dgkfu;ksa ls
O;k[;k

CC2 & fgUnh miU;kl ,oa dgkuh dk

mn~Hko] fodkl ,oa izo`fRr;kW

Nk= xksnku vFkok egkHkkst tSls
miU;klksa ls ifjfpr gq;sA
CO02 & Nk= fgUnh lkfgR; ds izfrfuf/k
miU;kl xksnku ds ek/;e ls rRdkyhu lekt
jktuhfr vkSj vFkZuhfr ls ifjfpr gq;sA
CO03 & Nk= Hkkjrh; lekt O;oLFkk dh
:f<;ksa] va/kfo'oklksa vkSj lkekftd
fonzqirkvksa ds izfr ltx gq;sA
CO04 & Nk= fgUnh lkfgR; dh izeq[k
dgkfu;ksa ls ifjfpr gq;sA
CO01&

Nk= fgUnh miU;kl vkSj dgkuh
ds mn~Hko vkSj fodklØe ls ifjfpr gq;sA
CO02 & Nk=ksa dks miU;kl vkSj
dgkfu;ksa dh fo'ks"krkvksa dk Kku izkIr
gqvkA
CO03 & Nk=ksa esa oSpkfjd] lkfgfR;d]
{kervksa dk fodkl gqvkA

CC3 & xksnku vFkok egkHkkst ij

CO01& Nk=ksa

esa leh{kk n`f"Vdks.k dk

leh{kkRed iz'u

fodkl gqvk A
CO02 & Nk= xksnku vkSj egkHkkst tSls
miU;klksa ds lanHkZ esa leh{kk
ekun.Mksa dk fodkl gqvkA
CO03 & Nk=ksa esa fgUnh ds izfrfuf/k
miU;klksa dh orZeku izklafxdrk dk fodkl
gqvkA
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CC4 & fu/kkZfjr dgkfu;ksa ij

leh{kkRed iz'u

CC5 & nzqr ikB & ve`ryky ukxj]

;'kiky] Q.kh'ojukFk js.kq] jktsUnz
;kno] d`".kk lkscrh] ekyrh tks'kh vkSj
fp=k eqn~xy ¼O;fDrRo ,oa d`frRo½

3.

f}rh; o"kZ
isij izFke
vokZphu
fgUnh dkO;

CC1 &

eSfFkyh'kj.k xqIr%
1- lf[k os eq>ls dgdj tkrs
¼;'kks/kjk ls½
2- nksauksa vksj izse iyrk gS
¼lkdsr ls½
t;'akdj izlkn%
1- chrh foHkkojh tkx dh
2- 'ksj flag dk 'kL+= leiZ.k
lw;ZdkUr f=ikBh fujkyk%
1- tkxks fQj ,d ckj
2- rksMrh iRFkj
ek[kuyky prqosZnh
1- dSnh vkSj dksfdyk
2- fgefdjhfVuh
egknsoh oekZ
1- eSa uhj Hkjh nq[k dh cnyh
2- chu Hkh gWw eSa rqEgkjh
jkfxuh Hkh gWaw
l-gh-ok- vKs;
1- dyxh cktjs dh
2- ckojk vgsjh
eqfDrcks/k
1- lg"kZ Lohdkjk gS
2- Hkwy xyrh

CO01&

Nk=ksa esa dgkuh dyk dh n`f"V
ls leh{kk ekun.Mksa dk fodkl gqvkA
CO02 & ikB~;Øe esa fu/kkZfjr dgkfu;ksa
dh orZeku izklafxdrk ,oa ewY;ksa ls
ifjfpr gq;sA
CO03 & fu/kkZfjr dgkfu;ksa ds jpuk
oSf'k"V; ls ifjfpr gq;sA
CO01&

Nk= ve`ryky ukxj] ;'kiky] Q.kh'oj
ukFk js.kq rFkk jktsUnz ;kno tSls
dFkkdkjksa ds O;fDRo vkSj d`frRo ls
ifjfpr gq;sA
CO02 & Nk= d`".kk lksorh] ekyrh tks'kh
vkSj fp=k eqxny tSalh dFkkdkjksa ds
O;fDrRo vkSj d`frRo ls ifjfpr gq;sA
CO01&

Nk= eSfFkyh'kj.k xqIr d`r
;'kks/kjk vkSj lkdsr tSls dkO; xzUFkks ds
lkFk & lkFk muds O;fDrRo vkSj d`frRo ls
ifjfpr gq;sA
CO02 & Nk= t;'kadj izlkn rFkk lw;Zdkar
f=ikBh fujkyk ds O;fDrRo vkSj jpuk lalkj
ls ifjfpr gq;sA
CO03 & Nk= ek[kuyky prqosZnh vkSj
egknsoh oekZ ds O;fDrRo vkSj d`frRo ls
ifjfpr gq;sA
CO04 & Nk= vKs; vkSj eqfDrcks/k ds
O;fDrRo vkSj jpuk lalkj ls ifjfpr gq;sA
CO05& Nk= fu/kkZfjr dforkvksa dh
O;k[;k djuk lh[ksaA
CO06& Nk= fu/kkZfjr dfo;ksa ds dkO;
lkSna;Z] Hkko lkSan;Z vkSj fopkj lkSan;Z
ls ifjfpr gq;sA
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CC2 &

eSfFkyh'kj.k xqIr] t;'kadj izlkn ,oa
fujkyk ls ,d leh{kkRed iz'u

CC3 &

ek[kuyky prqosZnh] egknsoh oekZ]
vKs; ,oa eqfDrcks/k ls ,d leh{kkRed
iz'u

CC4 &

vk/kqfud ;qx dh dkO; izo`fRr;kW%
HkkjrsUnq ;qx ] jk"Vªh; dkO;/kkjk]
Nk;kokn vkSj Nk;koknksRrj dkO; %
izxfrokn ,oa ubZ dforkA

CO01&

Nk=ksa esa eSFkyh'kj.k xqIr]
t;'kadj izlkn vkSj fujkyk dh jpukvksa ds
lanHkZ esa leh{kkRed] n`f"Vdks.k dk
fodkl gqvkA
CO02 & Nk= eSFkyh'kj.k xqIr] t;a'kadj
izlkn vkSj fujkyk ds dkO; dh izklafxdrk ls
ifjfpr gq;sA
CO03 & Nk=ksa eSFkyh'kj.k xqIr] t;'kadj
izlkn] fujkyk ds dkO;xr lkSna;Z vkSj 'kfDr
ls ifjfpr gq;sA
CO01&

Nk=ksa esa ek[kuyky prqosZnh
] egknsoh oekZ] vKs; ,oa eqfDrcks/k dh
jpuvksa ds lanHkZ esa leh{kkRed
n`f"Vdks.k dk fodkl gqvkA
CO02 & Nk= ek[kuyky prqosZnh]
egknsoh oekZ] vKs; vkSj eqfDrcks/k ds
dkO; dh izklafxdrk ls ifjfpr gq;sA
CO03
& Nk=ksa esa ek[kuyky
prqosZnh] egknsoh oekZ] vKs;] vkSj
eqfDrcks/k ds dkO;xr lkSan;Z vkSj 'kfDr
ls ifjfpr gksukA
CO01&

Nk= vk/kqfud ;qx dh
ifjfLFkfr;ksa ,oa dkO; izo`fRr;ksa ls ifjfpr
gq;sA
CO02 & Nk= HkkjrsUnq ;qx ls ysdj
Nk;koknRkksRj esa fufgr jk"Vªh; psruk
ls ifjfpr gq;sA
CO03 & Nk= HkkjrsUnq ;qx] f}osnh ;qx]
Nk;koknh] dkO;/kkjkvksa ls ifjfpr gq;sA
CO04 & Nk= Nk;koknksRrj dkO; tSls
izxfrokn vkSj ubZ dfork ls ifjfpr gq;sA
CO04 & Nk= vk/kqfud ;qx dh
fopkj/kkjkvksa vkSj fparu /kkjkvksa ls
ifjfpr gq;sA
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4.

f}rh; o"kZ
isij f}rh;
fgUnh Hkk"kk
& lkfgR; dk
bfrgkl vkSj
dkO;kax
foospu

CC5 &nzqrikB & HkkjrsUnq

CO01&

Nk= HkkjrsUnq gfj'kpanz]
gfj'kpUnz] Hkokuh izlkn feJ] j?kqohj Hkokuh izlkn feJ vkSj j?kqohj lgk; ds
lgk;] Jh ujs'k esgrk vkSj nq";Ur dqekj O;fDrRo vkSj d`frRo ls ifjfpr gq;sA
CO02 & Nk=ksa us ujs'k esgrk vkSj
nq";Ur dqekj tSls dfo;ksa dk ifjp; izkIr
fd;kA
CO03 & Nk=ksa us nqzr ikB ds dfo;ksa ds
Hkkoxr lkSan;Z vkSj 'kfDr dk Kku izkIr
fd;kA
CO01& Nk= fganh Hkk"kk dh mRifRr
CC1 & fgUnh Hkk"kk dh mRifRr]
fgUnh dh izeq[k cksfy;kWa] fofHkUu vkSj fofHkUu cksfy;ksa ds ekSfyd fodkl
Hkk"kkvksa dk fodklA fgUnh Hkk"kk ls ifjfpr gq;sA
CO02 & Nk=ksa dks Hkk"kk ds fofo/k
ds fofo/k :i& cksypky dh Hkk"kk]
jk"Vª Hkk"kk] jktk Hkk"kk] lEidZ
:iksa dk Kku izkIr gqvkA
Hkk"kk
CO03 & Nk=ksa dks cksypky dh Hkk"kk
rFkk laoS/kkfud jktHkk"kk ds lkFk&lkFk
laidZ Hkk"kk dk Kku izkIr gqvkA
CO04 & fganh dh izeq[k cksfy;ka ds
'kCn HkaMkj vkSj muds lkfgR; dk Kku
gqvkA
CO05& Nk=ksa dks jk"VªHkk"kk vkSj
jktHkk"kk ds lw{e varj dk Kku izkIr
gqvkA
CO01& Nk= fganh ds 'kCn HkaMkj ls
CC2 & fgUnh 'kCn HkaMkj] fgUnh
ifjfpr gq;sA
dk 'kCn L=ksr & rRle] rnHko] ns'kt
CO02 & Nk=ksa us fganh esa izpfyr
,oa fons'kh 'kCnkoyh] rRle vkSj
rRle] rnHko] ns'kt] ,oa fons'kt tSls
rnHko dk varj] ikfjHkkf"kd
'kCnkoyhA
'kCnksa esa varj tkukA
fgUnh ds izeq[k O;kdj.kkpk;Z &
CO03 & Nk= rduhdh vkSj ikfjHkkf"kd
dkerk izlkn xq: ,oa fd'kksjh nkl
'kCnkofy;ksa ls ifjfpr gq;sA
oktis;h dk vonkuA
CO04 & fganh ds izeq[k O;kdj.kkpk;ksZa
tSls dkerk izlkn xq: vkSj fd'kksjh nkl
oktis;h ds Hkk"kk O;kdj.k vkfn ls ifjfpr
gq;sA
CC3 & fgUnh lkfgR; dk bfrgkl ys[ku

CO01&

,oa dky foHkktu% vkfndky] iwoZ
e/;dky ¼HkfDrdky½ mRrj e/;dky
¼jhfrdky½ dh izo`fRr;kWA

Nk= fganh lkfgR; ds bfrgkl ys[ku
ijaijk ls ifjfpr gq;sA
CO02 & Nk= fganh lkfgR; ds dky
foHkktu rFkk muds dk;Zdkj.k laca/kksa
ls ifjfpr gq;sA
CO03 & Nk=ksa us vkfndky] iwoZe/;dky
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vkSj mRrje/;dky dh izeq[k izo`fRr;ksa dk
Kku izkIr fd;kA
CO04

CC4 & vk/kqfud fgUnh x| lkfgR; dk

fodkl & HkkjrsUnq ;qx] f}osnh ;qx]
Nk;kokn ;qxA Nk;koknksRrj ;qxhu
ukVd ,oa vU; x| fo/kk,W

mlds Hksn
izeq[k NUn & nksgk] lksjBk]
pkSikbZ] jksyk vkSj gfjxhfrdkA
izeq[k vyadkj & vuqizkl] ;ed] 'ys"k]
oØksfDr] miek] :id] mRizs{kk]
HkzkfUreku vkSj lUnsg

Nk= dkO;kaxks ds oxhZdj.k ds
fo"k; esa tkusA
CO02 & Nk= jl vkSj muds Hksnksa ls
ifjfpr gq;sA
CO03 & Nk= Nan rFkk muds oxhZdj.k ls
ifjfpr gq;sA
CO04 & vyadkj] laiznk; ,oa izeq[k
vyadkjksa ds oxhZdj.k fo"k; esa tkusA

CC1 & iz;kstu ewyd] fgUnh ,oa

CO01&

CC5 & dkO;kax foospu & jl vkSj

5.

r`rh; o"kZ
isij izFke
iz;kstu ewyd
fgUnh

& Nk= vkfndky] HkfDrdky vkSj
jhfrdky dh i`"BHkwfe;ksa ls rFkk muds
jpuk lkfgR; ls ifjfpr gq;sA
CO01& Nk= vk/kqfud fganh x| lkfgR; ds
fodkl Øe vkSj mlds oxhZdj.k ls ifjfpr
gq;sA
CO02 & Nk= vk/kqfud fganh x| vkSj
mudh fo/kkvksa ls ifjfpr gq;sA
CO03 & Nk= fganh x| lkfgR; dh
fopkj/kkjk dks tkusA
CO04 & Nk= fganh x| lkfgR; dh
izklafxdrk ls ifjfpr gq;sA

Hkk"kk dEI;wfVax % vk'k; ,oa Lo:i]
dkedkth fgUnh ls rkRi;Z ,oa fofo/k
:iA dEI;wVj% ifjp; :ijs[kk] oMZ
izkslsflax

CC2 & i=kpkj dk;Zy;hu i=] ,oa

O;kolkf;d i=A izk:i.k] fVIi.k] la{ksi.k]
iYyouA

CO01&

Nk= iz;kstu ewyd fganh dk vk'k;
vkSj mi;ksfxrk ls ifjfpr gq;sA
CO02 & Nk= fganh dEI;qfVax vkSj mlds
vuqiz;ksx ds ckjs esa tkusA
CO03 & Nk= dkedkth fganh rFkk mlds
fofo/k :iksa ls ifjfpr gq;sA
CO04 & Nk= dEI;wVj dh dk;Ziz.kkyh
vkSj oMZ izkslsflax ds fo"k; esa tkusA
CO01&

Nk= i= O;ogkj vkSj muds
dk;Ziz.kkyh ls ifjfpr gq;sA
CO02 & Nk= dk;kZy;hu i= vkSj O;olkf;d
i= fy[kus esa dq'ky gq;sA
CO03 & Nk= dk;kZy;hu O;olkf;d i=ksa ds
izk:i.k ys[ku lh[ksaA
CO04 & Nk= fVIi.k] la{ksi.k] vkSj iYyou
djuk lh[ksaA
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CC3 & vuqokn% Lo:i ,oa izfØ;k]

CO01& Nk= vuqokn ds Lo:i vkSj izfØ;k ls

dk;kZy;h] oSKkfud] rduhdh]
okf.kfT;d] fofo/k] vk'kq vuqokn rFkk
ikfjHkkf"kd 'kCnkoyhA

ifjfpr gq;sA
CO02 & Nk=ksa esa vuqokn djus dk
dkS'kY; fodflr gqvkA
CO03 & Nk= dk;kZy;hu oSKkfud
rduhdh] okf.kTf;d] fof/kd vkSj vklq djuk
lh[ksA
CO04 & Nk= fganh dh ikfjHkkf"kd vkSj
rduhfd 'kCnkoyh ls ifjfpr gq;sA
CO05 & Nk= oS'ohdj.k ds ;qx esa
jktuSfrd vkSj O;olkf;d vkfn lanHkksZ esa
vuqokn dh izklafxdrk dks le>sA
CO01& Nk= i=dkfjrk ds fofHkUu
igyqvksa dks le>sA
CO02 & Nk=ksa us i=dkfjrk ds Lo:i vkSj
lekpkj ys[ku ds fo"k; esa tkudkjh izkIr
dhA
CO03 & Nk= fizaV ehfM;k] bysDVªkfud
ehfM;k ys[ku vkSj izlkj.k ds fo"k; esa
tkusA
CO04 & Nk= lekpkj ys[ku] i`"B lTtk vkSj
izLrqrhdj.k ds fo"k; esa tkusA
CO05 & Nk= bysDVªksfud ehfM;k ds
ek/;e ls lwpuk ds izLrqrhdj.k] izlkj.k] ds
fo"k; esa tkusA
CO06 & Nk= iVdFkk ys[ku vkSj Qhpj
ys[ku ls ifjfpr gq;sA

CC4 & i=dkfjrk% Lo:i ,oa lekpkj

ys[kuA fizaV ehfM;k] bysDVªkWfud
ehfM;k i`"B& lTtk ,oa izLrqrhdj.k]
iVdFkk ys[ku ,oa Qhpj ys[kuA

CC5 & izeq[k lapkj ek/;e& jsfM;ks]

Vhoh] fQYe] ohfM;ks rFkk baVjusVA
lapkj ek/;eksa dh ys[ku izfof/k]
bZ&esyA

CO01&

Nk= izeq[k lapkj ek/;eksa ls
ifjfpr gq;sA
CO02 & Nk= jsfM;ks] Vhch] fQYe]
ohfM;ks rFkk baVjusV ds fo"k; esa
tkusA
CO03 & Nk= lapkj ek/;eksa dh ys[ku
iz.kkyh dks le>sA
CO04 & Nk= bZ& esy djuk lh[ksA
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6.

r`rh; o"kZ
isij f}rh;
fgUnh ukVd]
fuca/k rFkk
LQqV x|&
fo/kk,W ,oa
cqUnsyh
Hkk"kk &
lkfgR;

CC1 & O;k[;ka'k% va/ksj uxjh vFkok

/kzqoLokfeuh vkSj ,dkadh
nhinku% MkW- jkedqekj oekZ]
okilh% fo".kq izHkkdj]
fuca/k& d:.kk ia- jkepUnz 'kqDy]
uk[kwu D;ksa c<rs gS% gtkjh izlkn
f}osnh]
ukVd& mfRr"B Hkkjr% f=HkqouukFk
'kqDy ¼vkjaHk ds nks n`';½A
bZlqjh] txfud] ek/ko 'kqDy eukst ,oa
larks"k flag cqUnsyk dh fu/kkZfjr
jpukvks ls O;k[;kA
CC2 & va/ksj uxjh vFkok
/kqzoLokfeuh vkSj fu/kkZfjr ,dkadh
rFkk fu/kkZfjr fuca/kks ls
vkykspukRed iz'uA

CC3 & ukVd ,oa ,dkadh dk bfrgkl ,oa

izo`fRr;kWA fgUnh x| fo/kkvksa dk
mn~Hko vkSj fodkl ¼fuca/k]
js[kkfp=] laLej.k] vkRedFkk] ;k=k
o`rkUr½

CC4 & ifBr dfo;ksa ij vkykspukRed

iz'u lfgr cqUnsyh Hkk"kk vkSj mldh
micksfy;ksa dk ifjp;] bfrgkl rFkk lhek
{ks=A

CO01&

Nk= va/ksj uxjh rFkk /kzqo
Lokfeuh ukVd esa fufgr lkaLd`frd vkSj
lkekftd psruk ls ifjfpr gq;sA
CO02 & Nk= nhinku] rFkk okilh ,dkadh
dh jk"Vzªh;rk ls ifjfpr gq;sA
CO03 & Nk= d:.kk rFkk uk[kwu D;ksa
c<rs gSa tSls fuca/kksa esa fufgr
ewY;ksa ls ifjfpr gq;sA
CO04 & Nk= bZlqjh] txfud] ek/ko 'kqDy
'eukst' rFkk larks"k flag cqUnsyk dh
jpukvksa dh O;k[;k djuk lh[ksaA
CO01&Nk=

va/ksj uxjh rFkk /kzqo
Lokfeuh ukVd esa fufgr lkaLd`frd vkSj
lkekftd psruk ls ifjfpr gq;sA
CO02 &Nk= nhinku] rFkk okilh ,dkadh
dh jk"Vzªh;rk ls ifjfpr gq;sA
CO03 &Nk= d:.kk rFkk uk[kwu D;ksa
c<rs gSa tSls fuca/kksa esa fufgr
ewY;ksa ls ifjfpr gq;sA
CO04 &Nk= bZlqjh] txfud] ek/ko 'kqDy
'eukst'
rFkk larks"k flag cqUnsyk dh
jpukvksa dh O;k[;k djuk lh[ksaA
CO01&va/ksj uxjh ds ys[kd dk thou
ifjp;] mudhHkk"kk 'kSyh ,oa d`frRo ,oa
O;k[;k ds lkFk Hkz"Vkpkj ij O;aX;kRedrk
dk Kku gqvkA
CO02 &/kzqoLokfeuh ds ys[kd dk thou
ifjp;] mudhHkk"kk 'kSyh ,oa d`frRo ,oa
O;k[;k ds lkFk jk"Vizse ds fo"k; esa
tkudkjh izkIr gqbZA
CO03 &lanfHkZr fuca/kksa ls leh{kkRed
iz’uksa ds fo"k; esa Kku izkIr fd;kA
CO01&Nk=ksa

dks ukVd ,oa ,dkadh ds
ifjp;] mn~Hko ,oa fodkl] izo`fRr;ksa ,oa
fo’ks"krkvksa ds fo"k; esa Kku izkIr
gqvkA
CO02&Nk=ksa dks fgUnh x| dh vU;
fo/kkvksa ds fodkl ,oa fo’ks"krkvksa ds
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fo"k; esa Kku izkIr fd;kA
CO03&izeq[k fuca/kksa] js[kkfp=ksa]
laLej.k]
vkRedFkkvksa
,oa
;k=k
o`Rrkarks ds fo"k; esa tkudkjh izkIr dhA
CC5 & nzqr ikB& y{ehukjk;.k feJ]

CO01&lanfHkZr

ikB~;dze ds vk/kkj ij
dfo;ksa ,oa izo`fRr;ksa ls lacaf/kr
leh{kkRed iz’uksa ds fo"k; esa Kku izkfIrA
CO02&cqansyh Hkk"kk ds mn~Hko fodkl
bfrgkl mldh micksfy;ksa ifjp; ds laca/k esa
tkudkjh izkIr gqbZ

MkW- y{eh ukjk;.k yky] eksgu
jkds'k] HkkjrsUnq gfj'kpUnz] lqjs'k
'kqDy pUnz ckcw xqykc jk;] egknsoh
oekZ] xksjs yky] xaxk/kj O;kl] iaHkS;kyky O;kl ,oa MkW- nqxsZ'k
nhf{kr ij dsfUnzr y?kq mRrjh; iz'uA

CO03&Nk=ksa

dksy{ehukjk;.k feJ] MkWy{eh ukjk;.k yky] eksgu jkds'k] HkkjrsUnq
gfj'kpUnz] lqjs'k 'kqDy pUnz ckcw xqykc
jk;] egknsoh oekZ] xksjs yky] xaxk/kj O;kl]
ia- HkS;kyky O;kl ,oa MkW- nqxsZ'k nhf{kr
bR;kfn ds O;fDrRo ,oa d`frRo] Hkk"kk’kSyh
ds laca/k esa tkudkjh izkIr gqbZA
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Course Outcomes of all programmes offered by the Department
Name of the Programme

S.
No.

SemesterPaper

1.

lsesLVj izFke
isij izFke
çkphu ,oa
e/;dkyhu
dkO; rFkk
mldk
bfrgkl&1

Course Content
CC1&1 1- fo|kifr & 20 in ¼fo|kifr]

t;Hkkjrh izdk’ku] bykgkckn½ in
Øekad
&1]4]5]7]8]11]12]14]15]16]20]22
]23]26]27]28]31]35]36]39
2- dchj &
dchj xzaFkkoyh &
MkW- ';kelqanj nkl xq#nso dks
vax ¼lk[kh Øekad 1 ls 10½] lqfej.k
dks vax ¼lk[kh Øekad 1 ls
10½]fojg dks vax ¼lk[kh Øekad 1
ls 10½] Kku&fojg dks vax ¼lk[kh
Øekad 1 ls 10½] ijpk dks vax
¼lk[kh Øekad 1 ls 10½
3- tk;lh & in~ekor] laiknd &
vkpk;Z jkepaæ 'kqDy in Øekad %&
1]11]16]21]24]50]60]65]69]70
¼nl in½¼ekuljkssnd [k.M ,oa
ukxerh fo;ksx [k.M½
CC&2 fo|kifr] dchj] vkSj tk;lh ls

laca/k vkykspukRed iz’uA

: M.A. (Hindi)

Course Outcome
CO01&

Nk= fo|kifr ds O;fDrRo vkSj
jpuk lalkj ls ifjfpr gq;sA
CO02&

Nk= dchj ds O;fDrRo] d`frO;
vkSj mudh vfHkO;atuk 'kSyh ls ifjfpr
gq;sA
CO03&

Nk= tk;lh ds O;fDrRo vkSj
d`frt ls ifjfpr gq;sA
CO04&

Nk= fgUnh ds 'kCn HkaMkj] in
O;k[;k djuk lh[ksA

CO01&

Nk=ksa esa fo|kifr] dchj] vkSj
tk;lh ds jpuk lalkj ds lanHkZ esa
vkykspukRed n`f"Vdks.k dk fodkl
gqvkA
CO02&

Nk= fo|kifr] dchj vkSj tk;lh ds
sdkO; dh izklafxdrk ls ifjfpr gq;sA
CO03&

Nk= fo|kifr dchj] vkSj tk;lh ds
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dkO;xr 'kfDr] lkSan;Z vkSj lhekvksa ls
ifjfpr gq;sA

CC&3 çkphudky ,oa e/;dkyhu

CO01& Nk=ksa dks izkphu ,oa
dkO; ¼fuxqZ.k/kkjk½ dk bfrgkl
e/;;qxhu dkO;d`fr;ksa dk ifjp; izkIr
çeq[k ço`fRr;kW ,oa jpukdkjksa ls
gqvkA
lEcaf/kr
ç’uA
CO02& Nk=ksa dks izkphu ,oa
e/;;qxhu dkO;/kkjkvksa rFkk mudh
fo'ks"krvksa dk Kku izkIr gqvkA
CO03&

Nk= vkfndkyhu rFkk e/;dkyhu
dkO; Hkk"kk vkfn ls ifjfpr gq;sA
CO04&

Nk= vkfndkyhu o e/;dkyhu
i`"BHkwfe ls ifjfpr gq;sA
CC&4 æqrikB ds dfo &

pUncjnkbZ] vehj [kljks] jSnkl]
ukenso ls lEcaf/kr y?kqmRrjh;
ç’uA

CO01&

Nk= panojnkbZ vkSj vehj
[kqljks ds O;fDrRo vkSj d`frRo ls ifjfpr
gq;sA
CO02&

Nk=ksa us lar jSnkl vkSj
ukenso ds O;fDrRo vkSj d`frRo dks
tkukA
CO03&

Nk= nqzr ikB ds dfo;ksa ds
dkO;xr Hkko lkSan;Z ls ifjfpr gq;sA
CC&5 oLrqfu"B ç’u ¼laiw.kZ

ikB~;Ø ls½

CO01&

Nk=ksa us i| lkfgR; ls
oLrqfu"B iz'u cukus dh {kerk dk fodkl
gqvkA
CO02&

Nk=ksa us oLrqfu"B iz'uksa
dks gy djus dh {kerk dk fodkl gqvkA
2.

lsesLVj izFke
isij f}rh;
vk/kqfud
fgUnh x| vkSj
mldk bfrgkl
&1

CC&1

CO01&

1-

pUæxqIr&t;'kadj

2-

vk/ks&v/kwjs&eksgu

çlkn

Nk=ksa dks izlknd`r pUnzxqIr
ukVd ls Hkkjr ds lkaLd`frd oSf'k"V dk
Kku gqvkA
CO02&

Nk=ksa dks vk/ks v/kwjs ukVd
ls thou dh ;FkkFkZrk dk Kku
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euksoSKkfud Lrj ij gqvkA

jkds'k
3-

xksnku&izsepan

CO03&

Nk=ksa dks xksnku ds ek/;e ls
Hkkjrh; d`"kd thou dh =klnh dk ifjp;
izkIr gqvkA
CO04&

Nk=ksa dks izlkn] eksgu jkds'k
vkSj izsepan ds O;fDrRo vkSj d`frRo ls
ifjfpr gq;sA
CC&2

pUæxqIr] vk/ks&v/kwjs ,oa
xksnku ls leh{kkRed iz'u

CO01&

Nk=ksa esa pUnzxqIr o vk/ks
v/kwjs tSls ukVdks ds lanHkZ esa
leh{kk n`f"Vdks.k dk fodkl gqvkA
CO02&

Nk=ksa esa xksnku] miU;kl ds
lanHkZ esa leh{kk n`f"Vdks.k dk fodkl
gqvkA
CO03&

Nk=ksa dks pUnzxqIr] vk/ks
v/kwjs ukVd rFkk xksnku miU;kl dh
orZeku izklafxdrk dk Kku gqvkA
CO04&

Nk=ksa esa x| lkfgR; ds
ewY;kadu vkSj leh{k.k {kerk dk fodkl
gqvkA
CC&3

CO01&

Nk=ksa dks x| lkfgR; dh
fgUnh ukVd] jaxeap ,oa miU;kl ds fo/kkvksa ds fodklØe dh tkudkjh izkIr
gqbZA
bfrgkl dh fofo/k izo`fRr;ka vkSj
CO02& Nk=ksa dks x| fo/kkvksa ds
jpukdkjksa ij fuca/kkRed iz'uA
Lo:i dk ifjp; izkIr gqvkA
CO03&

Nk=ksa dks fganh ukVdks vkSj
miU;klksa dh izo`fRrxr fodkl izfØ;k dk
Kku izkIr gqvkA
CO04&

Nk=ksa esa oSpkfjd {kerk dk
fodkl gqvkA
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CC&4

CO01&

y?kqmRrjh; iz'u& nzqrikB esa
fu/kkZfjr x|dkjksa ls lca)
y?kqmRrjh; iz'u gksaxsA

Nk=ksa dks izeq[k ukVddkj
HkkjrsUnq] MkW- jkedqekj oekZ]
txnh'kpUnz ekFkqj] /keZohj Hkkjrh
rFkk y{ehukjk;.k yky ds O;fDrRo o
d`frRo dk Kku gqvkA

Nk=ksa dks izeq[k miU;kldkj
tSusUnz] ve`ryky ukxj] fueZy oekZ]
MkW- jkedqekj oekZ] txnh'k pUnz
Hkh"e lkguh rFkk eUuq HkaMkjh ds
O;fDrRo o d`frRo dk Kku izkIr gqvkA
ekFkqj] /keZohj Hkkjrh]
1-ukVddkj&HkkjrsUnq gfj'pUnz]

y{ehukjk;.k ykyA
2-miU;kldkj& tSusUæ] ve`ryky
ukxj] fueZy oekZ] Hkh"e lkguh]
eUuw Hk.Mkjh

CO02&

CO03&

Nk=ksa dks nzqr ikB ds izeq[k
ys[kdksa dh oSpkfjd {kerk dk ifjp;
izkIr gqvkA
CO04&

Nk=ksa esa x| lkfgR; ds
ewY;kadu vkSj leh{k.k {kerk dk fodkl
gqvkA

CC&5

CO01& Nk=ksa esa x| lkfgR; ls
oLrqfu"B ç'u& ¼laiw.kZ ikB~;Øe ls
oLrqfu"B iz'u cukus dh {kerk dk fodkl
laca)½
gqvkA
CO02&

Nk=ksa esa oLrqfu"B iz'u gy
djus dh {kerk dk fodkl gqvkA
3.

lsesLVj izFke
isij r`rh;
Hkkjrh; dkO;
'kkL=

CC&1

laLd`r dkO; 'kkL=% dkO;&y{k.k]

Nk=ksa dks Hkkjrh; dkO;'kkL=
dk ifjp; izkIr gqvkA

dkO;&gsrq] dkO;&iz;kstu dkO; ds

CO02&

izdkjA
jl fl)kar % jl dk Lo:i] jl&fu"ifRRk] jl
ds vax] lk/kkj.khdj.k] lân; dh
vo/kkj.kkA
vyadkj fl)kar % ewy LFkkiuk,a]
vyadkjksa dk oxhZdj.kA

CO01&

Nk=ksa dks laLd`r dkO;'kkL=
ds dkO; y{k.k ]dkO; gsrq rFkk dkO;
iz;kstu dh tkudkjh izkIr gq;hA
CO03&

Nk=ksa dk jl] fl)kar dk ifjp;]
Lo:i] fu"ifRr] vax vkSj lk/kkj.khdj.k dh
izfØ;k dk Kku izkIr gqvkA
CO04&

Nk=ksa dk vyadkj fl)kar] mldh
LFkkiuk;sa vkSj oxhZdj.k dk ifjp; izkIr
gqvkA
CO05&

Nk=ksa esa dfork esa fufgr
dkO;kaxksa dks le>us dh {kerk dk
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fodkl gqvkA

CC&2

CO01&

Nk=ksa dks dkO; jhfr fl)kar]
jhfrfjokt % jhfr dh vo/kkj.kk] dkO; mldh vo/kkj.kk;sa rFkk LFkkiukvksa
dh tkudkjh izkIr gq;hA
xq.k] jhfr ,oa 'kSyh] jhfr fl)kar dh
CO02& Nk=ksa ds dkO; xq.k dkO; jhfr
çeq[k LFkkiuk,a
oØksfDr fl)kar
rFkk 'kSyh dk Kku izkIr gqvkA
% oØksfDr dh vo/kkj.kk] oØksfDr
CO03& Nk=ksa dks oØksfDr fl)kar]
vo/kkj.kk oØksfDr ds Hksn vkfn dh
ds Hksn] oØksfDr ,oa
tkudkjh izkIr gq;hA
vfHkO;tukoknA
CO04&
Nk=
oØksfDr
vkSj
vfHkO;atukokn dk rqyukRed v/;;u
djuk lh[ksaA
CC&3

CO01&

/ofu fl)kar % /ofu dk Lo:i]
/ofu&fl)kar dh izeq[k LFkkiuk;sa]
/ofu dkO; ds izeq[k Hksn
xq.khHkwr& O;aX;]
fp=dkO;A vkSfpR; fl)kUr & çeq[k
LFkkiuk,a] vkSfpR; ds HksnA
CC&4

fgUnh dfo % vkpk;ksaZ dk dkO;
'kkL=h; fpUru % y{k.k&dkO; ijaijk
,oa dfo&f'k{kk

Nk=ksa dks /ofu fl)kar] mlds
Lo:i vkSj vo/kkj.kkvksa dk ifjp; izkIr
gqvkA
CO02&

Nk=ksa dks /ofu dkO; ds
izeq[k Hksanks dk ifjp; izkIr gqvkA
CO03&

Nk=ksa us xq.khHkwr O;xa;
dkO; vkSj fp= dkO; dh fo'ks"krkvksa
dks tkukA

CO01&

Nk= fganh ds izeq[k dfo vkSj
vkpk;ksZ ds dkO; 'kkL=h; fparu ls
ifjfpr gq;sA
CO02&

Nk=ksa dks fganh dkO; ijaijk
esa dkO; y{k.k vkSj dfo f'k{kk dh
tkudkjh izkIr gqbZA
CO03&

Nk=ksa esa dkO; oSf'k"V; dks
le>us] igpkuus vkSj muds fo'ys"k.k
dks ij[kus dh {kerk dk fodkl gqvkA
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CC&5

fgUnh vkykspuk dh izeq[k
izo`fÙk;ka % 'kkL=h;
O;fDroknh@lkS"Booknh]
,sfrgkfld] rqyukRed
euksfo'ys"k.koknh]
lkSUn;Z'kkL=h;] 'kSyh oSKkfud
vkSj lekt 'kkL=h;A

CO01&

Nk=ksa dks lkfgR; vkSj
dkO;'kkL= ds lglaca/kks dk Kku izkIr
gqvkA
CO02&

Nk= fganh vkykspuk dh
izo`fRr;ksa ls ifjfpr gq;sA
CO03&

Nk=
'kkL=h;
O;fDroknh@lkS"Booknh
rFkk
,sfrgkfld vkykspuk ds fo"k; esa tkusA
CO04&

Nk=
rqyukRed
euksfo'ys"k.koknh
lkSan;Z'kkL=h;
vkfn vkykspukvksa ls ifjfpr gq;sA
CO05&

Nk=ksa esa lE;d vkykspuk
n`f"Vdks.k dk fodkl gqvkA
4.

lsesLVj izFke
isij prqFkZ
iz;kstuewyd
fgUnh

CC&1

dkedkth fgUnh

CO01&

Nk=ksa dks fgUnh ds
fofHkUu :iksa ds lanHkZ esa tkudkjh
izkIr gqbZA

1- fgUnh ds fofHké :Ik& ltZukRed
Hkk"kk] lapkj Hkk"kk]
jk"VªHkk"kk] jktHkk"kk] ek/e;
Hkk"kk] ekr`Hkk"kkA
2- dk;kZy;hu fgUnh] jktHkk"kk ds
çeq[k çdk;Z %& çk:i.k] Ik=&ys[ku
la{ksi.k] iYyo] fVIi.khA

CO02&

Nk=ksa dks fgUnh ds
fofHkUu :iksa esa varj ,oa muds
iz;ksx ds lanHkZ esa tkudkjh izkIr
gqbZA
CO03&

dk;kZy;hu
fgUnh
ds
vuqiz;ksx] i=] i=ys[ku dh 'kSyh] i=ksa
ds izdkj ,oa izk:i.k] la{ksi.k] iYyou ,oa
fVIi.k vkfn ds fo"k; esa tkudkjh izkIr
gqbZA
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CC&2

ikfjHkkf"kd 'kCnkoyh & Lo:Ik ,oa
egRo] ikfjHkkf"kd 'kCnkoyh ds
mnkgj.kkFkZ ,oa mudk
O;kogkfjd ç;ksxA

CO01&

Nk=ksa dks 'kCnkoyh]
ikfjHkkf"kd 'kCnkoyh] nksuksa esa
ijaijkxr varj dk Kku izkIr gqvkA
CO02&

Nk=ksa dks ikfjHkkf"kd
'kCnkoyh ,oa blds izdkjksa ds fo"k;
esa Kku izkIr gqvkA
CO03&Nk=ksa

dks
fofHkUu
ikfjHkkf"kd 'kCnkofy;ksa ds iz;ksx ds
fo"k; esa tkudkjh izkIr dhA
CC&3

fgUnh dEI;wfVax &
1- dEI;wVj % ifjp;] :ijs[kk] mi;ksx
rFkk osc ifCyf’kax dk ifjp;A
2- baVjusV] lEidZ midj.kksa dk
ifjp;] çkFked j[kj[kko ,oa baVjusV
le; ferO;f;rk ds lw=A
3-csc ifCyds’kuA
4-baVj ,DljyksbV vFkok usV LdsyA
5-fyax] czkmftax ikssVZy] bZ&esy
Hkstuk@çkIr djuk] fgUnh ds
çeq[k baVjusV iksbZV]
MkmuyksfMax ,oa viyksfMax dh
lk¶Vos;j] iSdstA

CO01&

Nk=ksa dks dE;wVj ds fo"k;
esa vk/kkjHkwr tkudkjh izkIr gqbZA
CO02&

Nk=ksa dks baVjusV ds ifjp;
,oa mlds vuqiz;ksxksa dh tkudkjh
izkIr gqbZA
CO03&

Nk=ksa dks lkWQ~Vos;j ds
fo"k; esa tkudkjh ,oa osc ifCyf’kax
dh izfdz;k dh tkudkjh izkIr gqbZA
CO04&

Nk=ksa dks bZ&esy ds ifjp;
,oa blds vknku iznku dh izfdz;k dk
Kku izkIr gqvkA
CO05&

Nk=ksa dks izeq[k osclkbV~l
dh tkudkjh izkIr gqbZA
CC&4

1- Ik=dkfjrk & Lo:Ik ,oa fofHkUu
çdkjA
2-fgUnh Ik=dkfjrk dk laf{kIr
bfrgklA
3-lekpkj&ys[ku] dykA
4-laiknu ds vk/kkjHkwr rRoA
5- O;kogkfjd çwQ ’kks/kuA

CO01&

Nk=ksa dks i=dkfjrk ds bfrgkl ,oa
fodkl dk Kku izkIr gqvkA
CO02&

Nk=ksa dks i=dkfjrk ds izdkj ,oa
i=dkfjrk ds fo"k; esa tkudkjh izkIr gqbZA
CO03&

lekpkj ys[ku dh fo’ks"krkvksa ds
lkFk lkFk lekpkj ys[ku dh izo`fRr;ksa dk Kku
izkIr gqvkA
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CO04&

laiknu izfdz;k] fo’ks"krkvksa ,oa
vko’;d rRoksa ds laca/k es tkudkjh izkIr
dhA
CO05&

ys[ku laca/kh O;ogkfjd izwQ
'kks/ku dh izfd;k ,oa vko’;d rRoksa laca/kh
tkudkjh izkIr dhA

i=dkfjrk dh izfdz;k] 'kh"kZd dh
1-i=dkfjrk % ’kh"kZd dh lajpuk] lajpuk ,oa egRo] fo’ks"krk,a ,oa laiknu ds
fo"k; esa tkudkjh izkIr dhA
CC&5

yhM] b.Vªks ,oa ’kh"kZd laiknuA
2-laikndh; ys[ku
1- i`"BlTtk
2- lk{kkRdkj] i=dkj okrkZ ,oa çsl
çca/ku
3- çeq[k çsl dkuwu ,oa
vkpkj&lafgrkA

CO01&

CO02&laikndh;

ys[ku ,oa i`"B lTtk dh
fo’ks"krk,a ,oa egRo ds fo"k; esa tkudkjh
izkIr dhA
CO03&

lk{kkRdkj] i=dkj okRkkZ ,oa izsl
izca/ku dk egRo ,oa fo’ks"krkvksa dh
tkudkjh izkIr dh xbZA
CO04&

izsl ,oa i=dkfjrk ls lacaf/kr dkuwu]
fu;e ,oa vkpkj lafgrk ds fo"k; esa tkudkjh
izkIr dhA
5.

lsesLVj f}rh;
isij izFke
izkphu ,oa
e/;dkyhu
dkO; rFkk
mldk bfrgkl
&2

CC&1 O;k[;ka’k

CO01& lanfHkZr O;k[;kvksa ds laca/k esa

lwjnkl %& Hkzejxhr lkj & laaaiknd
jkepaæ 'kqDy] in Øekad 51 ls
100A
rqylhnkl & jkepfjrekul & v;ks/;k
dk.M] nksgk] Øekad 51 ls 100A
fcgkjh & fcgkjh jRukdj & laiknd
txUukFk jRukdj] nksgk Øekad 1 ls
50A

Kku dh izkfIr dh xbZA
CO02& lwjnkl ds thou ifjp; ,oa Hkzejxhr ijaijk

ds fo"k; esa tkudkjh izkIr dh xbZA
CO03& rqylhnkl ds thou ifjp; ,oa

jkedkO; ds

fo"k; esa tkudkjh izkIr dh xbZ
CO04& fcgkjh ds thou ifjp; ds lkFk gh

jhfrdkyhu dkO; ijaijk ds fo"k; esa Kku izkIr
fd;kA

CC&2

lwjnkl] rqylhnkl ,oa fcgkjh ls
lacaf/kr fuca/kkRed ç’uA

CO01&

lanfHkZr jpukdkjksa ls lacaf/kr
fof’k"V Kku dh izkfIr dh xbZA
CO02&

lwjnkl ds okRlY;] rqylhnkl ds
jkedkO; ,oa fcgkjh ls lacaf/kr iz’uksa ds
fo"k; esa tkudkjh izkIr dh xbZA
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CC&3

CO01& lanfHkZr lHkh izo`fRr;ksa ds fo"k;

Hkfädky ¼lxq.k Hkfä/kkjk½ ,oa esa Kku dh izkfIr dh xbZA
jhfrdky dk bfrgkl] ço`fRR;k¡ vkSj
çeq[k jpukdkjksa ls lEcaf/kr CO02& HkfDrdky ,oa jhfrdkyhu
fo’ks"krkvksa laca/kh Kku dh izkfIr dh
fuca/kkRed ç’uA
xbZA

CC&4

æqrikB ds dfo & uUnnkl]
ehjkckbZ] ?kukuan vkSj ds’ko ls

CO01& uannkl ds thou ifjp; ,oa izeq[k
jpukvksa ds fo"k; esa tkudkjh izkIr dhA
CO02& ehjkckbZ ds thou ifjp; ,oa d`".k
HkfDr ds fo"k; esa tkudkjh izkIr dh A

lEcaf/kr y?kqÙkjh; ç’uA

CO03& ?kukuan ds O;fDrRo ,oa d`frRo ds
fo"k; esa tkudkjh izkIr dhA

CC&5

CO04& ds’ko ds O;fDrRo ,oa d`frRo ds
fo"k; esa tkudkjh izkIr dhA
CO01 & ikB~;dze ls oLrqfu"B iz’uksa ds
fo"k; esa tkudkjh izkIr dhA

oLrqfu"B ç’u ¼lEiw.kZ ikB~;Øe ls½
6.

lsesLVj f}rh;
isij f}rh;
vk/kqfud
fgUnh x| vkSj
mldk
bfrgkl&2

CC&1

O;k[;ka’k
1- ck.kHkê dh vkRedFkk & gtkjh
çlkn f}osnh
2- fuca/k &1- ns’k lsok dk
egRo&ckyÑ".k Hkê
2- E;qfulhiysVh ds
dkjukes&egkohj çlkn f}osnh
3- dkO; esa yksdeaxy dh
lk/kukoLFkk&vkpk;Z jkepUæ
’kqDy
4- v’kksd ds Qwy&gtkjh çlkn
f}osnh
5- esjs jke dk eqdqV Hkhx jgk
gS&fo|kfuokl feJ
6- fç;k uhydaBh&dqcsjukFk jk;
7- ixMf.M;ksa dk tekuk&gfj’kadj
ijlkbZ
3- fu/kkZfjr dgkfu;k¡

CO01& lanfHkZr x| [k.Mksa dh O;k[;k ds
fo"k; esa tkudkjh izkIr dhA
CO02& gtkjh izlkn f}osnh ds thou ifjp;]
d`frRo ,oa Hkk"kk 'kSyh ds fo"k; esa
tkudkjh izkIr dhA
CO03& egkohj izlkn f}osnh ds thou ifjp;]
d`frRo ,oa Hkk"kk 'kSyh ds fo"k; esa
tkudkjh izkIr dhA
CO04& vkpk;Z jkepanz 'kqDy ds thou
ifjp;] d`frRo ,oa Hkk"kk 'kSyh ds fo"k; esa
tkudkjh izkIr dhA
CO05& lanfHkZr miU;kl] fuca/k ,oa
dgkfu;ksa ds fo"k; esa tkudkjh izkIr dhA
CO06& lanfHkZr miU;kl] fuca/k ,oa
dgkfu;ksa ds jpukdkjksa ds thou ifjp;]
d`frRo ,oa Hkk"kk 'kSyh ds fo"k; esa
tkudkjh izkIr dhA
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1- mlus dgk Fkk ¼pUæ/kj ’kekZ
xqysjh½
2- iwl dh jkr ¼çsepan½
3- xq.Mk ¼t;’kadj çlkn½
4- viuk viuk HkkX; ¼tSusUæ
dqekj½
5- yanu dh ,d jkr ¼fueZy oekZ½
6- jktk fujcafl;k ¼deys’oj½
7- flôk cny x;k ¼Ñ".kk lkscrh½
4- iFk ds lkFkh & egknsoh oekZ

CO01& lanfHkZr miU;kl] fuca/k ,oa
dgkfu;ksa ds fo"k; esa leh{kkRed iz’uksa
ck.kHkV~V dh vkRedFkk] fu/kkZfjr ds laca/k esa tkudkjh izkIr dhA
CC&2

fuca/k] dgkuh ,oa iFk ds lkFkh ls
leh{kkRed ç’uA

CC&3

fgUnh] dgkuh] fucU/k ,oa vU;
x| fo/kkvksa ¼js[kkfp=] laLej.k]
vkRedFkk] thouh] ;k=ko`Rrakr]
O;aX; vkfn½ ds bfrgkl ço`fRr;k¡

CO02& iFk ds lkFkh dh O;k[;k] ys[kd ifjp;
,oa leh{kkRed iz’uksa ds fo"k; esa tkudkjh
izkIr dhA

CO01& lanfHkZr fgUnh x| dh fofHkUu
fo/kkvksa ,oa izo`fRr;ksa ds fo"k; esa
tkudkjh izkIr dhA
CO02& lanfHkZr leh{kkRed iz’uksa ds
fo"k; esa tkudkjh izkIr dhA

vkSj çeq[k jpukdkjksa ls lEc)
fucU/kkRed ç’uA
CC&4

CO01& lanfHkZr fuca/kdkjksa]
dgkuhdkjksa ,oa vU; fo/kkvksa ds
ærikB gsrq fu/kkZfjr fuEufyf[kr
x|dkjksa ij dsafær nks y?kqmRrjh; jpukdkjksa O;fDrRo] d`fro ,oa Hkk"kk’kSyh
ds fo"k; esa tkudkjh izkIr dhA

iz’u iwNs tk,axsA fuca/kdkj &
Hkkjrsanq gfj’panz] izrki ukjk;.k
feJ] ckyeqdqUn xqIr] ljnkj iw.kZ
flagA dgkuhdkj & vKs;] ;’kiky]
Q.kh’ojukFk js.kq] Hkh"e lkguh]
vejdkar LQqV xzaFk & 1- ve`rjk;
¼dye dk flikgh½ 2- f’koçlkn flag

CO02& dye dk flikgh thouh ds fo"k; esa
Kku izkfIr dh A
CO03& lanfHkZr mRrj ;ksxh] D;k Hkwywa
D;k ;kn d:] ?kqEedM+ 'kkL= ,oa lkfgR;
nsork ds fo"k; esa tkudkjh izkIr dh ,oa
vkykspukRed v/;;u fd;kA
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mRrj ;ksxh
3- gfjoa’kjk; cPpu] ¼D;k Hkwywa
D;k ;kn d:a½] 4- jkgqy lkad`R;k;u
¼?kqeDdM+ ’kkL=½] 5-ek[kuyky
prqosZnh] lkfgR; nsork½
CC&5

oLrqfu"B ç’u ¼lEiw.kZ ikB~;Øe
esa ls½
7.

lsesLVj f}rh;
isij r`rh;
ik'pkR; dkO;
'kkL=

CC&1

O;k[;ka’kIysVks % dkO; & fl)kar
vjLrw
%
vuqdj.k
fl)kar]
=klnh&
foospu]
fojspu fl)kar
ykWtkbul %
mnkRr
vo/kkj.kk

CC&2

CO01& ikB~;dze ls oLrqfu"B iz’uksa ds
fo"k; esa tkudkjh izkIr dhA

CO01& ik’pkR; dkO;’kkL= dk ifjp; ,oa fodkl
ds fo"k; esa tkudkjh izkIr dhA
CO02& IysVks ds dkO;fl)kar ds fo"k; esa
tkudkjh izkIr dhA
CO03& vjLrq ds vuqdj.k] fojspu ,oa =klnh
fl)kar ds fo"k; esa tkudkjh izkIr dhA
CO04& ykWtkbul ds mnkRr fl)kar dh
leh{kk ds fo"k; esa tkudkjh izkIr dhA

CO01& MªkbMu ds dkO;fl)kar ds fo"k;
esa tkudkjh izkIr dhA

MªkbMu ds dkO; fl)kar
oM~lZoFkZ % dkO; & Hkk"kk dk
CO02& oMZ~loFkZ ds dkO;Hkk"kk ds
fl)kar
dkyfjt % dYiuk & fl)kar vkSj yfyr & fl)kar ds fo"k; esa tkudkjh izkIr dhA
dYiuk
CC&3

eSF;w vkuZYM % vkykspuk dk
Lo:Ik vkSj çdk;Z
Vh-,l- bfy;V % ijaijk dh ifjdYiuk
vkSj
oS;fDrd
çKk]
fuoS;ZfDrdrk dk fl)kar]
oLrqfu"B
lehdj.k]
laosnu’khyrk dk vlkgp;ZA
vkbZ-,- fjp~MZl % jkxkRed

CO03& dkWyfjt ds dYiuk fl)kar ds fo"k;
esa tkudkjh izkIr dhA
CO01&eSF;w vkukZYM ds vkykspuk
laca/kh fopkjksa] Lo:i ,oa izdk;Z ds fo"k;
esa tkudkjh izkIr dhA
CO02&Vh ,l bfy;V ds fuZoS;fDrdrk]
oLrqfu"B lehdj.k ,oa laosnu’khyrk ds fl)kar
dh leh{kk ,oa Tkkudkjh izkIr dhA
CO03& vkbZ , fjpMZl dh jkxkRedrk]
laosxksa ds larqyr ,oa O;ogkfjd vkykspuk
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vFkZ A laosxksa dk larqyu]
O;kogkfjd vkykspukA

CC&4

ds fo"k; esa tkudkjh izkIr dhA

CO01& ik’pkR; dkO;’kkL= ds egRoiw.kZ

fl)kar vkSj okn % vfHktkR;okn] fl)karks ,oa oknksa ds fo"k; esa tkudkjh
LoPNanrkokn]
vfHkO;atukokn] izkIr dhA
ekDlZokn] euksfo’ys"k.k rFkk
CO02& izeq[k fl)karks tSls vfHkTkkR;okn]
vfLrRooknA

LoPNanrkokn] vfHkO;atukokn] ekDlZokn]
euksafo’ys"k.kokn ,oa vfLrRookn vkfn ds
fo"k; esa tkudkjh izkIr dhA

CC&5

CO01& vk/kqfud vkykspuk ,oa leh{kk dk
fof’k"V ifjp; ,oa izo`fRr;ksa ds fo"k; esa tkudkjh
izkIr dhA

vk/kqfud leh{kk dh
ço`fRr;k¡
%
lajpukokn]
'kSyhfoKku] fo[kaMuokn] mRrj CO02&
lajpukokn]
'kSyhfoKku]
v/kqfudrkoknA
fo[k.Muokn]
vk/kqfudrkokn
,oa
mRrj&vk/kqfudrkokn ds fo"k; esa tkudkjh
izkIr dhA
8.

lsesLVj f}rh;
isij prqFkZ
izk;kstuewyd
fgUnh &2

CC&1

ehfM;k ys[ku
1-tulapkj & çkS|ksfxdh ,oa
pqukSfr;ka
2-fofHkUu tulapkj ek/;eksa dk
Lo#i & eqæ.k] JO;] n`’;&J`O;]
baVjusVA
3-JO; ek/;e & jsfM;ks
ekSf[kd Hkk"kk dh çÑfr] lekpkj
ys[ku ,oa okpu jsfM;ks ukVd]
mn~?kks"k.kk ys[kufoKkiu ys[ku]
Qhpj rFkk fjiksrktZ

CC&2

CO01& ehfM;k ys[ku dk ifjp; ,oa
izo`fRr;ksa ds fo"k; esa tkudkjh izkIr dhA
CO02& tulapkj dh izkS|kSfxdh dk ifjp; Lo:i
,oa izo`fRr;ksa ds fo"k; esa tkudkjh izkIr
dhA
CO03& tulapkj ek/;eksa tSls eqnz.k] JO;]
n`’;&JO; ,oa baVjusaV dk ifjp; vkfn ds fo"k;
esa tkudkjh izkIr dhA
CO04& fjiksrkZt] Qhpj] jsfM;ks ukVd]
mn~?kks"k.kk&ys[ku] foKkiu&ys[ku vkfn
dk ifjp; ,oa izo`fRr;ksa ds fo"k; esa tkudkjh
izkIr dhA

CO01& tulapkj ek/;eksa ds fo"k; esa
¼fQYe] tkudkjh izkIr dhA

1-n`’;&J`O;
ek/;e
Vsyhfotu] ohfM;ks½ n`’; ek/;eksa
CO02& n`’;&JO; ek/;eksa tSls fQYe]
esa Hkk"kk dh çÑfr] n`’; ,oa J`O; Vsyhfotu] ohfM;ks] buds ik’oZ okpu
lkexzh dk lkeatL; ik’oZ okpu bR;kfn ds fo"k; esa tkudkjh izkIr dhA
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¼ok;l vksoj½] iVdFkk ys[ku]
VsyhMªkek] MkWD;w Mªkek]
laokn&ys[ku] lkfgR; dh fo/kkvksa
dk n`’; ek/;eksa dk #ikarj.k] foKkiu
dh Hkk"kkA
2-baVjusV lkexzh l`tu & ¼Contect
creation½

CC&3

1-vuqokn dk Lo#i] {ks=] çfØ;k ,oa
çfof/kA
2-fgUnh dh iz;kstuh;rk esa
vuqokn dh HkwfedkA
3-dk;kZy;hu fgUnh vkSj vuqoknA
4-tulapkj ek/;eksa dk vuqoknA
5-foKkiu esa vuqoknA
6-oSpkfjd lkfgR; dk vuqoknA

CO03& iVdFkk ys[ku] VsyhMkek] laokn
ys[ku ,oa foKkiu dh Hkk"kk ds fo"k; esa
tkudkjh izkIr dhA
CO04& baVjusV ij l`tu lkexzh mlds
vuqiz;ksx ds fo"k; esa tkudkjh izkIr dhA

CO01& vuqokn izfdz;k dk ifjp;] mlds Lo:i
bR;kfn ds fo"k; esa tkudkjh izkIr dhA
CO02& fgUnh Hkk"kk ds fodkl es vuqokn
dh Hkwfedk ds fo"k; esa tkudkjh izkIr dhA
CO03& fgUnh ds fofHkUu {ks=ksa tSls
dk;kZy;hu fgUnh] tulapkj ek/;e] foKkiu esa
vuqokn ds mi;ksx ,oa egRo ds fo"k; esa
tkudkjh izkIr dhA
CO04& fgUnh esa oSpkfjd lkfgR; esa
vuqokn ds egRo ,oa vuqiz;ksx ds fo"k; esa
tkudkjh izkIr dhA

CC&4

CO01& fofHkUu {ks=ksa tSls okf.kfT;d]
1-okf.kfT;d vuqoknA
oSKkfud] rduhfd] izkS|ksfxdh] fof/kd
2-oSKkfud]
rduhdh
rFkk vuqokn izfdz;k dk ifjp;] mlds Lo:i ,oa egRo
bR;kfn ds fo"k; esa tkudkjh izkIr dhA
çkS|ksfxdh {ks= esa vuqoknA

3-fof/k&lkfgR; dh fgUnh vkSj
vuqoknA
4-O;ogkfjdk vuqokn vH;klA
5-dk;kZy;hu vuqokn & dk;kZy;hu
,oa ç’kklfud ’kCnkoyh] ç’kklfud
ç;qfUr;k¡] inuke] foHkkx vkfnA
6-i=ksa ds vuqoknA
7-inukeksa]
vuqHkkxksa]
nLrkostksa]
çfrosnuksa
ds
vuqoknA

CO02&O;ogkfjd vuqokn izfdz;k dk ifjp;]
mlds Lo:i bR;kfn ds fo"k; esa tkudkjh izkIr
dhA
CO03& dk;kZy;hu] iz’kklfud vuqokn
izfdz;k dk ifjp;] mlds Lo:i ,oa egRo bR;kfn
ds fo"k; esa tkudkjh izkIr dhA
CO04& fofHkUu inukeksa] vuqHkkxksa]
nLrkostksa] izfrosnuksa dh vuqokn izfdz;k
dk ifjp;] mlds Lo:i ,oa egRo bR;kfn ds fo"k;
esa tkudkjh izkIr dhA
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CO01& fofHkUu {ks=ksa tSls okf.kfT;d]
oSKkfud] rduhfd] izkS|ksfxdh] fof/kd
1-cSad lkfgR; ds vuqokn dk vH;klA vuqokn izfdz;k ds vH;kl ds fo"k; esa
2-fof/k lkfgR; ds vuqokn dk tkudkjh izkIr dhA
CC&5

vH;klA
3-lkfgfR;d vuqokn ds fl)kUr ,oa CO02& fofHkUu lkfgfR;d izo`fRr;ksa ds
vuqokn izfdz;k ,oa lkjkuqokn dk ifjp;]
O;ogkj % dfork] dgkuh] ukVd
mlds Lo:i ,oa egRo bR;kfn ds fo"k; esa
4-lkjkuqoknA
tkudkjh izkIr dhA
5-nqHkkf"k;k çfof/kA
6-vuqokn
iqujh{k.k
,oa CO03&nqHkkf"k;k izfof/k dh izfdz;k dk
ifjp;] mlds Lo:i ,oa egRo bR;kfn ds fo"k;
ewY;kaduA
esa tkudkjh izkIr dhA
CO04& vuqokn izfdz;k ds vH;kl ds fo"k;
esa tkudkjh izkIr dhA

9.

lsesLVj r`rh;
isij izFke
vk/kqfud
fgUnh dkO;
vkSj mldk
bfrgkl

CC&1

CO01& lanfHkZr O;k[;kvksa ds laca/k esa
Kku dh izkfIr dh xbZA

O;k[;ka'k&
1& eSfFkyh’kj.k xqIr & lkdsr dk CO02& eSfFkyh’kj.k xqIr ds O;fDrRo ,oa
uoe~ lxZ
d`frRo] lkdsr ds ifjp; ,oa uoe~ lxZ ds fof’k"V
2& t;’kadj izlkn &dkek;uh fpark] v/;;u ds fo"k; esa tkudkjh izkIr dhA
Jk}] bMk lxZ
CO03& t;’kadj izlkn ds O;fDrRo ,oa d`frRo]
dkek;uh ds ifjp; ,oa fpark] J)k ,oa bM+k lxZ
ds fof’k"V v/;;u ds fo"k; esa tkudkjh izkIr
dhA

CC&2

eSfFkyh’kj.k xqIr ls lacaf/kr
leh{kkRed iz’uA

CC&3

t;’kadj izlkn ls lacaf/kr leh{kkRed
iz’uA

CC&4

vk/kqfud fgUnh dkO; ¼Nk;kokn
rd½ dh izeq[k izo`fRRk;ka

CO01& ikB~;dze ds vk/kkj ij xqIr th] ,oa
lkdsr ls lacaf/kr leh{kkRed iz’uksa ds fo"k;
esa tkudkjh izkIr dhA

CO 01& ikB~;dze ds vk/kkj ij izlkn th] ,oa
dkek;uh ls lacaf/kr leh{kkRed iz’uksa ds
fo"k; esa tkudkjh izkIr dhA

CO 01& ikB~;dze ds vk/kkj ij vk/kqfud
fgUnh dkO; ds fodkl HkkjrsUnq th ls
Nk;kokn rd dh izeq[k izo`fRr;ksa ,oa
fo’ks"krkvksa ls lacaf/kr leh{kkRed iz’uksa
ds fo"k; esa tkudkjh izkIr dhA
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CC&5

10.

lsesLVj r`rh;
isij f}rh;
Hkk"kk foKku
,oa fgUnh
Hkk"kk

æqrikB ds fu/kkfZjr dfo txUukFk
nkl jRukdkj] v;ks/;k flag mik/;k;
gfjvkS/k] egknsoh oekZ ]vkSj cky
d`".k ’kekZ uohu
CC&1
Hkk"kk vksSj Hkk"kk foKku&
Hkk"kk dh ifjHkk"kk vkSj
vfHky{k.k] Hkk"kk O;oLFkk vkSj
Hkk"kk O;ogkj] Hkk"kk lajpuk vkSj
Hkkf"kd izdk;Z] Hkk"kk foKkku
Lo:i
,oa O;kfIr]v/;;u dh fn'kk,a&

CO 01& ikB~;dze ds vk/kkj ij jRukdj]
gfjvkS/k] egknsoh oekZ ,oa ckyd`".k 'kekZ
uohu th ds O;fDrRo d`frRo ,oa dyki{k ,oa
Hkko i{k ls lacaf/kr leh{kkRed iz’uksa ds
fo"k; esa tkudkjh izkIr dhA
CO 01& Hkk"kk ds ifjp;] fodkl ds fo"k; esa
tkudkjh izkIr dhA
CO 02& Hkk"kk ds vfHky{k.kksa]izdk;ksZ]
lajpuk vkfn ds fo"k; esa tkudkjh izkIr dhA
CO 03& Hkk"kk foKku dk ifjp;] fo’ks"krk,a]
Lo:i ,oa v/;;u dh fn’kkvksa ds fo"k; esa
tkudkjh izkIr dhA

o.kZukRed] ,sfrgkfld vkSj
rqyukRedA

CC&2

CO 01& Lou foKku ds ifjp;] fodkl ,oa izeq[k
fl)karksa ds fo"k; esa tkudkjh izkIr dhA

Lou çfØ;k& Lo:i vkSj 'kk[kk,a]
okx;a= vkSj muds dk;Z Lofue dh
vo/kkj.kk& Louksa dk oxhZdj.k]
Lou xq.k Lofud&ifjorZuA

CO02& okx~;a= ds ifjp;] mlds vo;oksa ,oa
Lofue dh vo/kkj.kk ds fo"k; esa tkudkjh
izkIr dhA
CO 03& Louksa ds oxhZdj.k ,oa ifjorZu ds
fo"k; esa tkudkjh izkIr dhA

CC&3

O;kdj.k& :i foKku dk Lo:i] :fie dh
vo/kkj.kkA
okD; dh vo/kkj.kk&
okD; ds Hksn& okD;&fo'ys"k.k&

CO 01& lkekU; O;kdj.k ds ifjp;] fodkl ds
fo"k; esa tkudkjh izkIr dhA
CO 02&:ifoKku dh vo/kkj.kk dk lexz v/;;u dj
tkudkjh izkIr dhA

fudVLFk vO;o fo'ys"k.k xgu lajpuk CO 03& okD; ifjp;] foHksn ,oa lajpuk ds
fo"k; esa tkudkjh izkIr dhA

vkSj ckg; lajpuk
CC&4

vFkZ foKku&vFkZ dh vo/kkj.kkA
'kCn vkSj vFkZ dk lEca/kA vFkZ
izkfIr ds lk/ku vkSj vFkZ ifjorZu

CO 01& vFkZ foKku ds ifjp;] fodkl ,oa
vo/kkj.kk ds fo"k; esa tkudkjh izkIr dhA
CO 02& vFkZ ifjorZu] foLrkj ,oa vFkZ izkfIr
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ds lk/kuksa ds fo"k; esa tkudkjh izkIr dhA

CC&5

11.

lsesLVj r`rh;
isij r`rh;
fgUnh lkfgR;
dk bfrgkl

lkfgR; vkSj Hkk"kk foKku& lkfgR;
esa v/;;u esa Hkk"kk foKku ds
vaxksa dh mi;ksfxrkA

CO 01& lkfgR; ,oa Hkk"kk foKku esa laca/k
ds fo"k; esa tkudkjh izkIr dhA

CC&1

CO 01& fgUnh lkfgR; ds ifjp; ds fo"k; esa
tkudkjh izkIr dhA

CO 02&lkfgR; v/;;u esa Hkk"kk foKku dh
mi;ksfxrk ,oa egRo ds fo"k; esa tkudkjh izkIr
dhA

fgUnh lkfgR; ds bfrgkl ys[ku dh
ijEijk] vkSj lkfgR;sfrgkl ds
iquysZ[ku dh leL;k,¡ A

CC&2

fgUnh lkfgR; ds vkfndky dh i`"B
Hkwfe]] lkfgR;d izo`fRr;k¡]
dkO;/kkjk,W] x| lkfgR;] izfrfuf/k
jpukdkj vkSj budh jpuk,WA
CC&3

vkfndky o HkfDrdky dh ,sfrgkfld
i`"BHkwfe] lkaLd`frd psruk ,oa
HkfDr vkUnksyu] fofHkUu dkO;
/kkjk,a rFkk mudk fo’ys"k.k]

CO 02& bfrgkl ys[ku ijaijk ds bfrgkl ,oa
fodkl ds fo"k; esa tkudkjh izkIr dhA
CO 03& fgUnh lkfgR; ds bfrgkl ys[ku ijaijk
,oa iquysZ[ku dh izo`fRr;ksa ds fo"k; esa
tkudkjh izkIr dhA
CO 01& fgUnh lkfgR; ds vkfndky dk ifjp;]
lkekftd] jktuSfrd] vkfFkZd ,oa /kkfeZd
i`"BHkwfe ds fo"k; esa tkudkjh izkIr dhA
CO 02& vkfndkyhu izeq[k fo/kkvksa ,oa
izo`fRr;ksa ,oa jpukdkjksa ds fo"k; esa
tkudkjh izkIr dhA
CO 03& vkfndkyhu izeq[k jpukvksa ds fo"k;
esa tkudkjh izkIr dhA
CO 01& HkfDrdky ds ifjp;] fodkl] lkekftd]
jktuSfrd] vkfFkZd ,oa /kkfeZd i`"BHkwfe ds
fo"k; esa tkudkjh izkIr dhA
CO 02& HkfDrdkyhu izeq[k izo`fRr;ksa]
fofHkUu /kkjkvksa ds fo"k; esa tkudkjh izkIr
dhA

izeq[k fuxZq.k lUr dfo vkSj izeq[k CO 03& HkfDrdkyhu izeq[k jpukdkjksa ,oa
lwQh dfo;ks dk vonkuA

mudh jpukvksa ds fo"k; esa tkudkjh izkIr
dhA
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CO 01& jkedkO; ds ifjp;] fodkl] ,oa izeq[k
laiznk;ksa ds fo"k; esa tkudkjh izkIr dhA
CC&4

jke vkSj d`".kdkO; % izeq[k dfo
vkSj mudk jpukxr oSf’k"V; A

CO 02& d`".kdkO; ds ifjp;] fodkl] ,oa izeq[k
laiznk;ksa ds fo"k; esa tkudkjh izkIr dhA
CO 03& lanfHkZr dkO; ds izeq[k dfo;ksa ,oa
mudh jpukvksa ds fo"k; esa tkudkjh izkIr
dhA

CO 01& fgUnh lkfgR; ds mRrje/;dky dk
ifjp;] lkekftd] jktuSfrd] vkfFkZd ,oa /kkfeZd
i`"BHkwfe ds fo"k; esa tkudkjh izkIr dhA

CC&5

mRRkj e/;dky jhfrdky dh ,sfrgkfld
CO 02& jhfrdky dh vo/kkj.kk ,oa izeq[k
i`"BHkwfe] dky lhek vkSj ukedj.k] izo`fRr;ksa ds fo"k; esa tkudkjh izkIr dhA
fofo/k /kkjk, jhfr c) ]jhfr fl)]
jhfreqDr izo`fr;k¡ vkSj fo’ks"krk,A CO 03& jhfrdky dh fo’ks"krkvksa ,oa izeq[k
dfo;ks ds fo"k; esa tkudkjh izkIr dhA

12.

lsesLVj r`rh;
isij prqFkZ
cqansyh rFkk
mldk lkfgR;
¼oSdfYid½

CC&1

CO 01& lanfHkZr ikB~;dze ds vk/kkj ij
O;k[;kvksa ds fo"k; esa tkudkjh izkIr dhA

O;k[;ka'k

(i)txfud & vkYg [kaM ¼lqeju CO 02& txfud ds O;fDrRo ,oa d`frRo ds lkFk
djdSa-------------------------------------

vkYgk[k.M ds fo"k; esa tkudkjh izkIr dhA

CO 03& bZlqjh dfo ds O;fDrRo ,oa d`frRo
ds lkFk lanfHkZr jpukvksa ds fo"k; esa
(ii)bZlqjh & 1&eksjh [kcj lkjnk tkudkjh izkIr dhA

nsoh dkS /;ku½

yS;s

2&thds

jkepan

j[kokjs CO 04& xaxk/kj O;kl ds O;fDrRo ,oa d`frRo
ds lkFk lanfHkZr dforkvksa ,oa mudh

3&v¡f[k;k¡ tc dkm lksa yxrha O;k[;kvksa ds fo"k; esa tkudkjh izkIr dhA
4&tks rqe NSy Nyk gks tkrs
5&,saxj cSB ysvks dNw

CO 05& HkS;kyky O;kl ds O;fDrRo ,oa
dkusa d`frRo ds lkFk lanfHkZr dforkvksa ,oa mudh
O;k[;kvksa ds fo"k; esa tkudkjh izkIr dhA

6&tkS ykS tx esa jke ft;koS]
7&c[kjh jS;r gSa Hkkjs dh 8&bu iS
375

yxs dqyfj;k¡ ?kkyu 9&jk[ks eu
iaNh u jkussaA
xaxk/kj O;kl & 1&>k¡dh y[k

(iii)

fxjtk uanu dh 2&rkds dey oju in
rkds 3&fcljs uk eks; gyu nqj dh
4&ypdh dj;kbZ ty Hkjru 5&czt esa
djs [kqyklk ;kjh 6&py rks; [kxifr irh
cqykcSA
HkS;kyky O;kl & gjnkSy dk

(iv)

fo"kiku] esgrj ckck

CC&2

O;k[;ka'k
(i)

larks"k flag cqansyk

CO 01& larks"k flag cqansyk ds O;fDrRo
,oa d`frRo ds lkFk lanfHkZr jpukvksa ,oa
mudh O;k[;kvksa ds fo"k; esa tkudkjh izkIr
& dhA

feBkSvk gS bZ dqavk dkS

CO 02& vo/k fd’kksj tfM+;k ds O;fDrRo
uhj] tc lsa NksM+k viukS xk¡o] ,oa d`frRo ds lkFk lanfHkZr jpukvksa ,oa
mudh O;k[;kvksa ds fo"k; esa tkudkjh izkIr
gekjs yeVsjk dh rku
dhA

(ii)
&

MkW- vo/k fd'kksj tfM+;k CO 03& jfrHkkuq frokjh dat ds O;fDrRo
xzkeh.k

oanuh; ,oa d`frRo ds lkFk lanfHkZr jpukvksa ,oa

ukf;dk]

mudh O;k[;kvksa ds fo"k; esa tkudkjh izkIr
dhA

cqansy[k.M] cqansyh ifugk
(iii)jfrHkkuq

frokjh

^dat*

& CO 04& egs’k dVkjs lqxe ds O;fDrRo ,oa
d`frRo ds lkFk lanfHkZr jpukvksa ,oa mudh

vHkkfxu ds vkalw ] ids [krk lkS O;k[;kvksa ds fo"k; esa tkudkjh izkIr dhA
thm nxS tkS] ?kj dkS ijlb;k vkSj
v¡n;kjh jkr
(iv)

egs'k

dVkjs

^lqxe*

&

vc thos dkS ,dbZ pkjkS] uhr
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U;k; dh /kjrh dSlh gks x;h gS
iFkjhyh
CC&3

CO 01& lanfHkZr jpukvksa ls leh{kkRed

O;k[;k gsrq fu/kkZfjr dfo;ksa ls iz’uksa ds fo"k; esa tkudkjh izkIr dhA
lacaf/kr leh{kkRed iz'uA

CC&4

cqansyh dk mn~Hko rFkk fodkl]
cqansyh ds {ks=h; :i] cqansyh dh
Hkk"kk oSKkfud fo'ks"krk,aA

CO 01& cqansyh Hkk"kk dk ifjp;]
mn~Hko] fodkl ,oa lkekftd i`"BHkwfe ds
fo"k; esa tkudkjh izkIr dhA
CO 02& cqansyh Hkk"kk ds {ks=h; :iksa
,oa oSKkfudrk ds fo"k; esa tkudkjh izkIr
dhA

CC&5

nzqr ikB & cks/kk] c['kh galjkt] CO 01& cks/kk] cD’kh galjkt] gjhjke O;kl]

[;kyhjke] v{kj vuU;] xq.klkxj lR;kFkhZ]
gjhjke O;kl] [;kyhjke] v{kj vuU;] ek/ko 'kqDy] 'kadjn;ky [kjs rFkk uoyfd’kksj
lksuh vkfn ds O;fDrRo ,oa d`frRo ds lkFk
xq.klkxj ^lR;kFkhZ*] ek/ko 'kqDy izeq[k jpukvksa ds fo"k; esa tkudkjh izkIr
dhA

^eukst* ] 'kadjn;ky [kjs rFkk
uoyfd'kksj lksuh ^ek;wl*

13.

lsesLVj r`rh;
isij prqFk
rqylhnkl
¼oSdfYid½

CC&1

ikB~; fo"k;& rqylhnkl%& jkepfjr
ekul] ¼xhrk izsl&xksj[kiqj½
O;k[;ka'k& jkepfjr ekul& ckydk.M]
vk;ks/;kdk.M]
CC&2

rqylhnkl dh ;qxhu i`"BHkwfe]
lkekftd] jktuhfrd] vkfFZkd
ifjfLFfr;ka
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CC&3

jkepfjr ekul ls lacaf/kr iz’u

CC&4

fgUnh esa jke dkO; ijEijk vkSj
mlds vU; dfo A
CC&5

æqrikB & nksgkoyh ] ikoZrh eaxy
] tkudh eaxyA
14.

lsesLVj r`rh;
isij prqFkZ
dFkkdkj
izsepUnz
¼oSdfYid½

CC&1

xksnku] miU;kl
dgkuh cw++<+h dkdh ] cMs
HkkbZ lkgc ]’karjt ds f[kykMh
CC&2

izsepUæ ;qxhu ifjos’k

CC&3

fgUnh miU;kl ijEijk vkSj izsepUn
CC &4

fgUnh dgkuh mn~Hko ] fodkl vkSj
izsepUn
CC&5

nzqrikB& fo’oEeHkj ukFk ’kekZ
dkSf’kd ospu ’kZek mxz] Hkxorh
izlkn cktis;h] o`nakouyky oekZ
15.

lsesLVj
prqFkZ
isij izFke
vk/kqfud

CC &1

O;k[;ka'k&

CO 01& lanfHkZr jpukvksa ,oa mudh
O;k[;kvksa ds fo"k; esa tkudkjh izkIr dhA

1-lqfe=kuUnu iUr& ifjorZu] ukSdk CO 02& lqfe=kuanu iar] lw;Zdkar f=ikBh
378

fgUnh dkO;
vkSj mldk
bfrgkl&2

fcgkj] ,drkjk
2-lw;ZdkUr f=ikBh fujkyk& jke dh
'kfDr iwtk dqdqjeqRrk
3- lfPpnkuUn ghjkuUn okRL;k;u
vKs;& unh ds }hi] ljLorh iq=]

fujkyk] vKs; ,oa eqfDrcks/k ds O;fDrRo ,oa
d`frRo ds fo"k; esa tkudkjh izkIr dhA
CO 03& lanfHkZr jpukvksa tSls& ifjorZu]
ukSdkfcgkj] ,drkjk] jke dh 'kfDriwtk]
dqdqjeqRrk] unh ds }hi] ljLorhiq=]
vlk/;oh.kk vkfn ,oa mudh O;k[;kvksa ds
fo"k; foLr`r tkudkjh izkIr dhA

vlk/;oh.kkA
4-xtkuu ek/ko eqfDrcks/k&
czãjk{kl] Hkwy xyrh

CC &2

vk/kqfud fgUnh dkO; ¼Nk;koknh
rd½ dh izeq[k izo`fRr;ka] bfrgkl

CO 01& ikB~;dze ds vk/kkj ij vk/kqfud
fgUnh dkO; ds fodkl HkkjrsUnq th ls
Nk;kokn rd dh izeq[k izo`fRr;ksa ,oa
fo’ks"krkvksa ds fo"k; esa tkudkjh izkIr
dhA

,oa çeq[k dfoA

CC &3

Nk;koknkRrj dkO; dh çeq[k
ço`fÙk;ka] bfrgkl vkSj çeq[k dfoA

CC &4

fu/kkZfjr dfo;ksa ij leh{kkRed ç'u
nzqrikBA

CO 02& ikB~;dze ds vk/kkj ij vk/kqfud
fgUnh dkO; ds fodkl HkkjrsUnq th ls
Nk;kokn rd bfrgkl ,oa izeq[k dfo;ksa ds
fo"k; esa tkudkjh izkIr dhA
CO 01& ikB~;dze ds vk/kkj ij vk/kqfud
fgUnh dkO; ds bfrgkl] fodkl Nk;kokn ls
orZeku rd dh izeq[k izo`fRr;ksa ,oa
fo’ks"krkvksa ds fo"k; esa tkudkjh izkIr
dhA
CO 02& ikB~;dze ds vk/kkj ij vk/kqfud
fgUnh dkO; ds izeq[k dfo;ksa ds fo"k; esa
tkudkjh izkIr dhA

CO 01& lanfHkZr ikB~;dze ds vk/kkj ij
vk/kqfud fgUnh dkO; ds laca/k esa
leh{kkRed iz’uksa ds fo"k; esa tkudkjh
izkIr dhA
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CC &5

jke/kkjh flag fnudj] gfjoa'k jk; cPpu] CO 01& jke/kkjh flag fnudj] gfjoa’k jk;
Hkokuh izlkn feJ] ujs'k esgrk] cPpu] Hkokuh izlkn feJ] ujs’k esgrk vkfn ds
O;fDrRo ,oa d`frRo ds lkFk izeq[k jpukvksa
y?kqRrjh; iz'uA
ds fo"k; esa tkudkjh izkIr dhA

16.

lsesLVj
prqFkZ
isij f}rh;
Hkk"kk foKku
,oa Hkk"kk
&2

CO 01&fgUnh Hkk"kk ds mn~Hko ,oa
fodkl] ,sfrgkfld i`"BHkwfe ds fo"k; esa
tkudkjh izkIr dhA
CC &1

fgUnh dh ,sfrgkfld i`"BHkwfe%
izkphu Hkkjrh; vk;Z Hkk"kk,Wa&
oSfnd rFkk ykSfdd laLd`r vkSj
mudh fo’ks"krk,WaA e/;dkyhu
Hkkjrh; vk;Z Hkk"kk,Wa & ikfy]
çkÑr&’kSjlsuh]
v)Zekx/kh]
ekx/kh] viHkza’k vkSj mudh
fo’ks"krk,WaA vk/kqfud Hkkjrh;
vk;ZHkk"kk,¡ vkSj mudk oxhZdj.kA

CO 02& izkphu vk;Z Hkk"kkvksa] laLd`r ds
fodkl ds fo"k; esa tkudkjh izkIr dhA

CO 03& e/;dkyhu fgUnh Hkk"kk ds fodkl ]
ikfy] izkd`r ,oa viHkza’k ds fodkl ds fo"k;
esa tkudkjh izkIr dhA
CO 04& e/;dkyhu fgUnh Hkk"kk ds fodkl ]
'kkSjlsuh] ekx/kh] v)Zekx/kh vkfn
Hkk"kkvksa ds fodkl ,oa fo’ks"krkvksa ds
fo"k; esa tkudkjh izkIr dhA
CO 05& vk/kqfud Hkkjrh; Hkk"kkvksa ds
mn~Hko] fodkl oxhZdj.k ,oa fo’ks"krkvksa
ds fo"k; esa tkudkjh izkIr dhA

CC &2

fgUnh dk HkkSxksfyd
foLrkj%
fgUnh
dh
miHkk"kk,W]
if’peh
fgUnh] iwohZ fgUnh]
jktLFkkuh] fcgkjh rFkk
igkM+h
vkSj
mudh
cksfy;kWaA [kM+h cksyh]
czt vkSj vo/kh dh
fo’ks"krk,WaA

CO 01& fgUnh Hkk"kk ds HkkSxksfyd
fodkl ,oa foLrkj ds fo"k; esa tkudkjh izkIr
dhA
CO 02& fofHkUu vk/kqfud Hkkjrh;
Hkk"kkvksa ds fodkl] oxhZdj.k ds fodkl ds
fo"k; esa tkudkjh izkIr dhA
CO 03& jktLFkkuh] fcgkjh] [kM+h cksyh]
czt ,oa vo/kh ds fodkl ,oa fo’ks"krkvksa ds
fo"k; esa tkudkjh izkIr dhA

380

CO 01& fgUnh Hkk"kk ds Hkkf"kd Lo:i ,oa
Lofue O;oLFkk ds fo"k; esa tkudkjh izkIr
dhA

CC &3

fgUnh dk Hkkf"kd Lo:i% fgUnh
dh Lofue O;oLFkk& [kaM~;]
[kaM~;srjA fgUnh 'kCn&jpuk&
milxZ]
çR;;]
leklA
:i
jpuk&fyax] opu vkSj dkjd&
O;oLFkk ds lanHkZ esa] fgUnh ds
laKk] loZuke
fo’ks"k.k vkSj
fØ;k :iA fgUnh okD;&jpuk% inØe
vkSj vfUofrA

CC &4

fgUnh

laidZ&Hkk"kk]
ds

:i

ek/;e&Hkk"kk]
fgUnh

CO 03& fgUnh Hkk"kk dh :i jpuk] fyax opu
dkjd vO;; vkfn ds fo"k; esa tkudkjh izkIr
dhA
CO 04& fgUnh Hkk"kk dh 'kCn jpuk] laKk
loZuke fdz;k fdz;k&fo’ks"k.k vkfn ds fo"k;
esa tkudkjh izkIr dhA

CO 01& fgUnh Hkk"kk ds fofo/k :iksa]
fofo/k
:i% muesa fofHkUurk,] vuqiz;ksx ,oa
fo’ks"krkvksa vkfn ds fo"k; esa tkudkjh
jk"VªHkk"kk] izkIr dhA

ds

jktHkk"kk

CO 02& fgUnh Hkk"kk dh 'kCn jpuk]
milxZ] izR;;] laf/k] lekl vkfn ds fo"k; esa
tkudkjh izkIr dhA

dh

esa

fgUnh]

CO 02& fgUnh Hkk"kk dh laoS/kkfud
lapkj&Hkk"kk fLFkfr ds fo"k; esa tkudkjh izkIr dhA

lkafo/kkfud

fLFkfrA

CC &5

fgUnh esa dEI;wVj lqfo/kk,Wa%
vkWadM+k&lalk/ku vkSj 'kCn
lalk/ku] orZuh&’kks/kd] e’khuh
vuqokn] fgUnh Hkk"kk&f’k{k.kA

CO 01& fgUnh Hkk"kk ds fodkl ,oa mi;ksx
esa dEI;wVj ds vuqiz;ksx ds fo"k; esa
tkudkjh izkIr dhA
CO 02& 'kCn lalk/ku] vkadM+k lalk/ku
,oa orZuh 'kks/ku ds fo"k; esa tkudkjh izkIr
dhA
CO 03& e’khuh vuqokn ,oa dEI;wVj ds
ek/;e ls fgUnh Hkk"kk f’k{k.k ds fo"k; esa
tkudkjh izkIr dhA
381

17.

lsesLVj
prqFkZ
isij r`rh;
fgUnh lkfgR;
dk bfrgkl &2

CC &1

CO 01& fgUnh lkfgR; ds vk/kqfud dky dk

vk/kqfud dky& vk/kqfud dky dh ifjp;] lkekftd] jktuSfrd] vkfFkZd ,oa /kkfeZd
lkekftd] jktuhfrd] vkfFkZd ,oa

i`"BHkwfe ds fo"k; esa tkudkjh izkIr dhA

CO 02& vk/kqfud dky dh vo/kkj.kk ,oa
izeq[k izo`fRr;ksa ds fo"k; esa tkudkjh izkIr
i`"BHkwfe] lu~ 1857 bZ- dk dhA

lkaLd`frd

çFke

Lok/khurk

iqutkZxj.k]

laxzke

HkkjrsUnq

izeq[klkfgR;dkj]

jpuk,a

vkSj CO 03& vk/kqfud dky dh fo’ks"krkvksa
,oa izeq[k jpukdkjksa ,oa mudh jpukvksa

;qx] ds fo"k; esa tkudkjh izkIr dhA
vkSj

lkfgR;dkj fo'ks"krk,aA

CC &2

CO 04& Lora=rk laxzke ,oa Hkkjrh;
iqutkZxj.k] HkkjrsUnq ;qxhu ys[ku ds fo"k;
esa tkudkjh izkIr dhA

CO 01& f}osnh ;qxhu lkfgR; dk ifjp;]

f}osnh ;qx& izeq[k lkfgR;dkj] lkekftd] jktuSfrd] vkfFkZd ,oa /kkfeZd
jpuk,a vkSj lkfgfR;d fo'ks"krk,a]

i`"BHkwfe ds fo"k; esa tkudkjh izkIr dhA

CO 02& f}osnh ;qxhu lkfgR; dh vo/kkj.kk
,oa izeq[k izo`fRr;ksa tSls LoPNanrkokn]
dk vfxze fodkl] Nk;koknh dkO; Nk;kokn vkfn ds fo"k; esa tkudkjh izkIr
dhA

fgUnh LoPNanrkoknh

psruk

izeq[k lkfgR;dkj jpuk vkSj lkekftd
CO 03& f}osnh ;qxhu lkfgR; dh
fo’ks"krkvksa ,oa izeq[k jpukdkjksa ,oa
mudh jpukvksa ds fo"k; esa tkudkjh izkIr
dhA

fo'ks"krk;saA

CC &3

mRrjNk;kokn

CO 01& mRrj Nk;koknh ;qxhu lkfgR; dk

dh

fofof/k ifjp;] lkekftd] jktuSfrd] vkfFkZd ,oa /kkfeZd

izo`fÙk;ka& izxfrokn] iz;ksxoknh]

i`"BHkwfe ds fo"k; esa tkudkjh izkIr dhA

u;h dfork izeq[k lkfgR;dkj] jpuk,a CO 02& mRrj Nk;koknh ;qxhu lkfgR; dh
vkSj lkfgfR;d fo'ks"krk,aA

vo/kkj.kk ,oa izeq[k izo`fRr;ksa tSls
izxfrokn iz;ksxokn ubZ dfork vkfn ds fo"k;
esa tkudkjh izkIr dhA
CO 03& mRrj Nk;koknh ;qxhu lkfgR; dh
fo’ks"krkvksa ,oa izeq[k jpukdkjksa ,oa
mudh jpukvksa ds fo"k; esa tkudkjh izkIr
382

dhA

CC &4

CO 01&fgUnh x| ds mn~Hko ,oa fodkl ds
fgUnh x| dh izeq[k fo/kk,a& fo"k; esa tkudkjh izkIr dhA

dgkuh] miU;kl] ukVd fuca/k vkfnA CO 02& fgUnh x| dh izeq[k fo/kkvksa dh
fo’ks"krkvksa ,oa vo;oksa ds fo"k; esa
tkudkjh izkIr dhA
CC &5

laLej.k] js[kkfp=] thouh] vkRedFkk CO 01& lanfHkZr fgUnh x| dh fo/kkvksa

ds mn~Hko ,oa fodkl ds fo"k; esa tkudkjh
dk fodkl& fgUnh vkykspuk dk izkIr dhA

mn~Hko ,oafodklA L=h foe'kZ CO 02& lanfHkZr fgUnh x| dh izeq[k
vkSj nfyr dk ifjp;A

fo/kkvksa dh fo’ks"krkvksa ,oa vo;oksa ds
fo"k; esa tkudkjh izkIr dhA
CO 03& fgUnh vkykspuk ds
mn~Hko&fodkl] izdkj] fo’ks"krkvksa ds
fo"k; esa tkudkjh izkIr dhA
CO 04& fgUnh lkfgR; esa nfyr foe’kZ ,oa
L=h foe’kZ dh vo/kkj.kk ds fo"k; esa
tkudkjh izkIr dhA

18.

lsesLVj
prqFkZ
isij prqFkZ
cqansyh rFkk
mldk lkfgR;
¼oSdfYid½

CC &1

O;k[;ka’k & ikB~; fo"k;
vkpk;Z nqxkZpj.k ’kqDy &HkbZ uk

CO 01& lanfHkZr ikB~;dze ds vk/kkj ij
O;k[;kvksa ds fo"k; esa tkudkjh izkIr dhA

CO 02& vkpk;Z nqxkZpj.k 'kqDy ds
O;fDrRo ,oa d`frRo ds lkFk Hkbz u fcjt dh
gjxksfoan flag &egwvu ds v¡lqvk Hkksj fuca/k ds fo"k; esa tkudkjh izkIr dhA
CO 03&ohjsUnz 'kekZ dkSf’kd ds O;fDrRo
,oa d`frRo ds lkFk dHkma u Hkwyusa ckS
¼dgkuh½
feyu nn~nk dkS laLej.k ds fo"k; esa
ohjsUæ ’kekZ ^dkSf’kd* &
tkudkjh izkIr dhA
CO 04&mek’kadj [kjs mes’k ds O;fDrRo
dHkÅ¡ ubZ Hkwyusa ckS feyu ník ,oa d`frRo ds lkFk ohj flag tw nso dkS U;k;
ukVd ds fo"k; esa tkudkjh izkIr dhA
dkS ¼laLej.k½

fcjt dh eksj ¼fuca/k½

mek’kadj [kjs ^mes’k*& ohj flag
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tw nso dkS U;k; ¼ukVd½

CC &2

O;k[;k gsrq fu/kkZfjr jpukdkjksa ls
lEcaf/kr leh{kkRed ç’uA

CC &3

cqUnsyh

yksd

lkfgR;

oxhZdj.k]

yksdxhr]

CO 01& ikB~;dze esa lanfHkZr jpukvksa
,oa jpukdkjksa ls lacaf/kr leh{kkRed
iz’uksa ds fo"k; esa tkudkjh izkIr dhA

CO 01& cqansyh yksd lkfgR; ds ifjp; ,oa
mlds oxhZdj.k ds fo"k; esa tkudkjh izkIr
&ifjp;] dhA

yksdxkFkk] CO 02& caqnsyh yksdxhr] yksdxkFkk]
yksddFkk] yksdukV~;] yksdksfä;k¡ yksddFkk] yksdukV~; ds fo"k; esa tkudkjh
izkIr dhA

,oa eqgkojsA
CO 03& cqansyh yksdksfDr;ksa ,oa
eqgkojksa dh fo’ks"krkvksa ,oa muds
vuqiz;ksxksa ds fo"k; esa tkudkjh izkIr dhA

CC &4

cqUnsyh yksd laLÑfr &
ifjp;]

CO 01& cqansyh yksd laLd`fr ds ifjp; ,oa
mlds mn~Hko ,oa fodkl ds fo"k; esa
tkudkjh izkIr dhA

yksdewY;]

yksdkpj.k] CO 02& cqansyh yksd lkfgR; esa yksdewY;
yksdkpj.k yksdioksZ ,oa yksdnsorkvksa ds
yksdioZ rFkk yksdnsorkA
fo"k; esa tkudkjh izkIr dhA

CC &5

æqrikB &

Hkxoku flag xkSM+] CO 01& Hkxoku flag xkSM+] MkW

nqxsZ’k nhf{kr ] MkW jkeukjk;.k 'kekZ]
MkW- nqxsZ’k nhf{kr] MkW- MkW ueZnk izlkn xqIr] MkW dUgS;k yky
oekZ] MkW 'kjn flag] lq/kk jkor] xkSjh’kadj
jkeukjk;.k ’kekZ] MkW- ueZnk mii/;k; bR;kfn ds O;fDrRo ,oa d`frRo ds
lkFk izeq[k jpukvksa ds fo"k; esa tkudkjh
çlkn xqIr]
izkIr dhA

MkW- dUgS;kyky oekZ ^fcUnq*]
MkW- ’kjn flag] lq/kk jkor ^{kek*]
384

xkSjh’kadj mik/;k; ^ljy*
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Name of the Department

: Department of History

Academic Year

: 2019-2020

N. Program Outcome and Program Specific Outcomes

Name of the
programme
(UG)

Programme Outcomes (PO)

Program Specific Outcomes (PSO)

Students will gain

Students will be able to

PO1: After the completion of BA,
History scholars will be able to
distinguish between primary and
secondary sources and identify and
evaluate evidance

UG (B. A.)

PO2: Students will demonstrate in
discussion and written work their
understanding of different peoples and
cultures in passed environment and of
how those cultures change over the
centuries.
PO3: They will be able to produce
their own historical analysis of
documents and develop the ability to
think critically and historically when
discussing the past.
PO4: The study of history will
give them the ability to compare
and contrast different process,
modes of thoughts and modes of
expression from different
historical time period and in
different geographical areas.
PO5: Students will offer multi- causal
explanations of major historical
developments based on a
contextualized analysis of interrelated
political, social, economic culture and
intellectual processes
PO6: Students will be able to right an
original research paper that locates
and synthesizes relevant primary and
secondary sources and has a clear,

PSO1: There are different scopes in
different areas like sericulture
department as demonstrator, care
taker of the farm, trainer for others
etc.

PSO2: Archaeologist: Archaeological
survey of India with private Firms
related to archaeology.

PSO3 Historian: With so much
debate over the authenticity of
historical books, there is ever.

PSO4: Public Service: For History
graduate, the option of public service
like UPSC,APSC are always open.

PSO5: Teacher: After B.A. in history
one can always find employment as a
history Teacher
PSO6: Social Worker: NGO and
Social Welfare Organizations also
employ History Graduates.
387

coherent and plausible argument,
logical structure- Proper references.

PO7: Students will present orally
their research or a summary of
another's research in an organized,
coherent and compelling fashion.

PSO7: Writer/Subject Expert:
Nowadays a lot of publishing houses
seek subject matter experts for
publication of school textbook or
supplementary reading materials.
Travel and tourism expert: With an
extensive knowledge of history and
historical monuments, history
graduates can work as a travel expert
for tourist spot of historical
importance.
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B1.

Course Outcome of all programmes offered by the Department of History
Name of the Programme

: B.A. History

*On completion of the courses students will be able:
S.
YearNo. Paper
1.
First Year
Paper-I
History of
India &
from
earliest
times to
1200 A.D.

Course Content

Course Outcome

CC1: History - its concept, nature
and significance, Survey of Sources,
historical facts in Puranas,
Physical and geographical structure
of India, Pre historic age and Stone
age - Palaeolithic, Mesolithic (with
special reference to rock art) and
Neolithic culture.
CC2: Saraswati Civilization
(Harapan Civilization) - Origin,
extent, decline, Social Economic &
Culture life, Megalithic Cultures,Vedic
Period & Aryan Society, Polity,
Economy, culture and religion, Later
Vedic period - Social condition-Varna,
Jati, occupational categories,
marriage, Sixteen sanskars and four
purusharthas. Iron age.
CC3: Sixteen Mahajanpads, rise of
Magadha, rise of new religious
movements in north India. Buddhism
and Jainism Iranian invasion,
Alexander's, invasion and its
impact; The Mauryan Empire Chandragupt, Koutilya and
Arthshastra administration and
economy, Ashoka's Dhamma,
Mauryan art and architecture,
downfall of Maurayan empire, Post
Mauryan Period: Foreign invaders Shakas and Kushanasadministration
and cultural development, Sunga,
and Sathavahana period- political,
social, economic and cultural life.
Mathura and Gandhar art.

CO1: Students are able to know about the
Sources of ancient India, Civilizations like
Indus and Aryan, political and religious
changes in 6th century B.C., Mauryan,Shung
, Kushan, Satwahan,Gupta, Vardhan,Rajput
Empire etc

CO2: Examine the basic concepts
and distinguish the different sources
for writing the history up to 1200 A.D.
CO3: Interpret the teachings and
philosophy of Lord Buddha and Mahavira

CO4: Analyze the socio cultural
development under the Satahvahana
and
Kushanas

CO5: Explain the sources, illustrate
the conquest and achievement of
various rulers under the Gupta dynasty
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2.

First Year
Paper-II
Westerm
World (
Mid 15
Century to
1870 )

CC4: Gupta Empire — Golden period
of Indian History art and architecture,
political, social, economic and cultural
life. Vakataka, dynasty, Harshavardhan
and his times. Important dynasties of
the north India - Gurjar-Pratihar,
Kalchuries, Chandelas and Parmarssocial economic and cultural
conditions. History of Kashmir-Karkot
and Lohar dynasty.
CC5: Important Dynasties of south
India-Rashtrakutas, Cholas, Pallavas
and Chalukyas- socio-ecnomic ,cultural
life, art and architecture, philosophy
of Shankrachrya and Vedant
,Sangam Age Greater India (Spread
of Indian culture abroad) Arab
invasion: Mohammad-bin-Qasim,
Turkish invasion Mahmud Gazanvi
and Mohammad Ghori.
CC1: The Beginning of Modern EraRenaissance, Decline of Feudalism,
Reformation and Counter
Reformation, Economic Revolution of
the Modern West - Mercantilism and
Commercial Revolution. Beginning of
Colonialism.
CC2: Industrial Revolution. Industrial
revolution in England Causes and
Impact on Society, Industrialization in
other countries USA, Germany,
Russia, Japan. Glorious Revolution of
1688 A.D.
CC3: American Revolution (1776
A.D.) Causes and Effects, French
Revolution-Nature, Causes And
effects. and its aftermath .
CC4: Age of Napoleon Bonaparte—
Rise and Fall, Vienna Congress (1815),
Age Of Metternich, Revolutions of
1830 and 1848 A.D. and their impact
over Europe, Eastern Question up to
Crimean war.
CC5: Liberalism in England—Act Of
1832 and Chartist Movement, Act of
1867A.D., American Civil War, with
reference to Abraham Lincoln and the
abolition of slavery, Napoleon III.
Unification of Germany and Italy.

CO1: Students are able to know about the
political, economic and social changes of
European countries like France, Spain,
Austria, Russia etc and changes of Europe
after the French Revolution and political
changes in the countries like Prussia, Italy
and Russia etc.
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3.

4.

Second
Year
Paper-I

CC1: Sources
of medieval
consolidation of the Delhi Sultanate Qutubuddin Aibak and Iltutmish,
Razia and Balban,The Khilji
Revolution ,Alauddin Khilji, his
History of
conquests and reforms. The Mongol
India (
invasion.
1200 to
1739 A.D.) CC2: Mohammad Bin Tughluq,
Firozshah Tughluq. Decline of Delhi
Sultanate Vijaynagar and
Bahamani kingdoms. Timurs
invasion and its impact. Lodhi
dynasty, Invasion of the Mughals,
Babur, Humayun and Sher shah Suri.
role of Rana Kumbha and Rana Sanga
in Indian history.
CC3: Akbar - Consolidation and
territorial expansion of the Mughal
empire, his religious and Rajput
Policy. Jahangir, Shahjahan,
Mughal-Sikh relations. Rise of
Marathas, Shivaji-his conquests and
administration. Aaurangzeb and the
decline of the Mughal empire,
Nadirshah's invasion and its impact.
CC4: Sufi movemnets. The sant
tradition in India during Sultanate
period-agriculture, industry, trade,
economic and administrative system.
CC5: Mughal administration,
Mansabdari System,
religious life, Status of women,
economic life, agriculture, trade,
commerce and architecture during
Mughal period role of Rani Durgawati,
Jijabai and Chandbibi in history.
Second
CC1: Third Republic of France,
Kaiser William I, home and foreign
Year
policy of Bismarck. Kaiser, William
Paper-II
II,
CC2: Africa and Turkey-Scramble for
Main
Currents of Africa Eastern Question, RussoTurkish war, Berlin Congress (1878),
World
Young Turk Movement and the
History
From 1871 Balkan wars I and II, Russian
Revolution of 1905.
to 2001
CC3: Europe— First World war- Causes
A.D.

CO1:
Indian
From this
history,
paper student
foundation
can get ideaand
about Turko Afgan (1206-1526) role in
India.expansion and consolidation of Mughal
Empire.

Social and

CO1: Students are able to Know about the
Imperialism and colonialism were caused by
product of nationalism and industrial
revolution in Europe

Ideological clashes between nations
resulted in the two world wars.

and results, Russian revolution 1917,
Wilson's fourteen principles, Paris
Peace Conference, Treaty of Versailles,
League of Nations.
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CC4: China and Japan, Imperialism
and colonialism in China and Japan,
First and Second Opium wars,
Taiping Rebellion, Boxer movement.
Chinese Rovolution-1911, Demands
for concessions in China, Japan—
the Meiji Restoration, Modernization
of Japan, Rise of Militarism, RussoJapanese War1905, Sino - Japanese
war 1937. Fascism in Italy,
Mussolini's home and foreign policy.
Nazism and Germany, home and
foreign policy of Hitler, causes and
results of the world war II
CC5: The Chinese Revolution of
1949, Emergence of third world and
non-alignment, UNO and global
dispute, Cold war , End
of the cold war,
5.

Third Year CC1: Sources of Modem Indian
History Political trends in the mid
Paper-I
18th century, Advent of Europeans in
History of India, Anglo — French conflict in
India from Karnataka, Third Battle of Panipat.
Establishment of East India
1740 to
1857 A.D. Company in India, Battle of Plassey
and Buxar, Diwani of Bengal, Bihar
and Orissa, Dual government.
CC2: Growth of colonial
administration - Warren Hastings
and Lord Cornwallis, Regulating
Act. Pitts's India Act. Charter Act
of 1813&1833 A.D., Anglo Maratha relations, Anglo - Mysore
relations, Wellesley and the
subsidiary alliances.
CC3: Maharaja Ranjit Singh and
Anglo- Sikh relations, Lord Hastings
and British Paramountcy, Downfall
of Marathas, Anglo - Burmese
Relations, Anglo - Afghan relations,
Lord Dalhousie and the Doctrine of
Lapse, his Administration and
Reforms, Resistance to the British
rule, various peasant and tribal
movements, first Freedom Movement
of 1857 —causes, Nature and Results.
Role of women in freedom struggleLaxmi bai Awanti bai, Jhalkari bai.

,
CO1: This paper studies about Formation,
Expansion and Consolidation of British
Empire in India under East India Company
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6.

CC4: Indian Renaissance, Socio Religious
Movements-Raja
Rammohan Roy and Brhama
Samaj, Lord William Bentinck
,Devendra
Nath
Tagore,
Ishwarchandra
Vidyasagar,
Dayanand
Saraswati,
Islamic
Revivalism Feraizi and Wahabi
movements,Status of Women, the
state of Indigenous Education,
Growth of Western Education,
Modernization of India, Conspiracy
of Lord Macauley, The
downword filteration theory.
CC5: British Land Revenue
Settlement - Permanent Settlement,
Ryatwari
and Mahalwari system, condition of
Peasants, Rural Indebtedness,
commercialization of agriculture, drain
of wealth, decline of cottage industries,
economic transformation of India,
communication network Telegraph
and postal services and
Railways.
Third Year CC1: Queen Victoria's
CO1: Students are able to Know about the
British Empire in India under the British
Proclamation, Act of 1858, Indian
Paper-II
Crown
theLytton
consequences
Council Act1861, Internal Administration
ofalso
Lord
and of national
Movement
of
India.
History of Ripon, Political Associations and
India from theIndian National Congress, Indian
1858 AD to Council Act of 1892.
CC2: Lord Curzon and the partition
of Bengal, Swadeshi
1950 A.D.
movement, moderates, extremists
and Revolutionary Movement India
and aborad. Government Act of
India-1909, Peasant and tribal
movements, Home Rule movement,
Lucknow Pact, Rowlat Act.
Jallianwalan Bagh massacre,
Government of India Act 1919 and
Dyarchy.Leftism in India and
Congress and Communist Party of
India.
CC3: Gandhian Era, Ithilafat and
Non Cooperation Movement
Swarajists. Simon Commission,
Lahore Congress. Civil
Disobedience movement, Round
Table Conferences. Government of
India Act 1935 and Provincial
Autonomy. Quit india
movement.Role of women and
youth in the Indian National
Movement.
.
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CC4: Cripps Mission, Simla
Conference, Cabinet Mission, Subhas
Chandra Bose and the INA,
Communal politics and the partition
of india, Indian Independence Act
1947.Role of Pricely states in the
Indian National Movement.Integration
of Indian princely states. Main
features of the Indian Constitution.
CC5: Indian agriculture, British
famine policy, nature of colonial
economy, British Fiscal Policy
and India's economic exploitation,
rise of modern industry, expansion of
trade and Commerce, Socioreligious
movements-Satya
Shodhak Samaj, Arya Samaj,
Ramkrishna Mission, Theosophical
Society, Muslim reform movements.
Upliftment
of
women,
development
of
education,
growth of Indian Press.
Beginning
of
Economic
Development and scientific
Reveloution in Independt India.
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Name of the Department

: Department of History

Academic Year

: 2019-2020

O. Program Outcome and Program Specific Outcomes

Name of the
programme
(PG)

Programme Outcomes (PO)

Program Specific Outcomes (PSO)

Students will gain

Students will be able to

PO1: Students enable to adequate
PSO1: Jobs in Government: policy
conceptual base of history and better
analysts, government historians,
understanding of history and its forces. intelligence analysts, museum
curators, administrative and programs
specialists, communication
specialists, and corporate
communication managers.
PO2: Students enable to research in
terms of form formulating hypotheses
PSO2: Travel and Tourism Expert:
and develop broad frames of
Work as a tourist guide at historical
interaction with other social sciences
and religious places.
and attain certain level of
interdisciplinary approach.

PG (M. A.)

PO3: Students understanding the
social, economic and institutional
bases of Ancient India.

PSO3: School Teacher: Work as a
teacher in schools and high schools

PO4: Students enable to
understanding the Ancient Indian
history.

PSO4: College Teacher: Work as a
assistant professor in colleges

PO5: Students enable to understand
historical materials efficiently and
effectively integrate and use of
historical information to accomplish a
specific purpose.
PO6: Students understand cultural,
ethical, social, legal, and economic
issues history.

PSO5: Archivist: A history graduate
can find employment with
Archaeological Survey of India or
with private firms related to
archaeology.
PSO6: Researcher: Many
Government and non-government
institutes along with research center
offer several career options for
qualified geographers with numerous
specializations.
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B2.

Course Outcome of all programmes offered by the Department
Name of the Programme

: M. A. History

*On completion of the courses students will be able to:
S.
SemesterNo. Paper
1.

Course Content

Course Outcome

Semester-I
Paper-I

CC1: Meaning and Scope of History : CO1: Students were able to
Collection and selection of the data, understand that how history is
evidence and its transmissions; studied and written by analyzing
Historiography, Causation; Histroricism
inter-related political, social,
Concepts,
economic and cultural process.
Methods and
CC2:
History
and
other
Disciplines
.
Tools
Archaeology; Geography; Anthropology; CO2: Students developed
Linguistics;
Sociology;
Economics; critical thinking through
Philosophy; Politics; Natural Sciences;
evolution of the record of the
Natural Applies Sciences and Literature
past and understood how
historians and others have
CC3: Traditions in Historical Writing . interpreted it.
Greco-Roman
traditions;
Chinese
traditions; Ancient Indian tradition of
Historiography; Bane Bhatt and Kalian
Historiography .

CC4:Mediev

Indian
Historiography,
problems of Historiography in medieval
India. Main features of Historigraphy of
Minahj Siraj ; Ziya .u. d-Din
B,
Abdul Qadir Bada. uni .

CC5:Modern trends of Historiography .
Positivst, Whig, Classical Marxist and
Annals .

2.

Semester-I
Paper-II
TWENTIETH
CENTURY

CC1: Legacy of the nineteenth century CO1:Students have understood
Growth of capitalism into Imperilism: the relation between Modernity
Theori of Liberalism . The Liberal
and Nationalism and its
Thinkers- Merits and Demerits of
implications.
Liberralism.
CO2: Students have understood
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WORLD

CC2: Socialism and Marxism:
Socialism . Meaning . Schools of socialism
: Fabien Socialism ,
Syndicalism , Guild Socialism.
Marxism: Life and /works of Karl MarxDoctrine of Marx:
Dialectical
Materialism,
Historical
Materialism.

the process of colonialism in
different part of world.

CC3: World Order up to 1919
Origins of First Words War: It.s Nature,
Paris Peace Settlement and
its long-term effects.
The Great October Socialist Revolution of
1917 in Russiaestablishment of a socialist
State, it.s economic and political aspects:
it.s world-wide effects and reactions in the
west.

CC4: World between the Two Wars:
Working of League of Nations and
Collective Security. Crisis in CapitalismThe Great Depression of
1929-1932: Indeologies of Nazism and
Fascism.
.
CC5: Second World War and the New
World Order Origins nature and results of
the Second World War.
National liberation Movements in Colonial
Countries and Decolonization.
Communist Revolution in China (1949) and
its impact on World Ploitics.

3.

Semester-I
Paper-III

CO1:Students are able to Know
About the sources of ancient
CC1: Sources and interpreting
India, Civilizations like Indus
historiographical trends.
History of India
and Aryan, political and
from Earliest
religious changes in 6th century
Times to 650
CC2: Paleolithic and Mesolithic cultures B.C.
B.C.
and rock art Pastoralism and inciepient
farmning and Neolithic and chalcolithic
village culture.

CC3: Harappan Culture Early, Mature and
Late Saraswati/Sindhu Civilization and
Post Harappan.

CC4: Vedic culture-Polity Economy,
Religion and role of Vedas in Indian
History.
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CC5: Iron Age culture, Economic
development social stratification beginnings
of Varnashram, Jati and
Sanskaras.

4.

Semester-I
Paper-IV

CC1: Nature and functions of the state CO1: Students will be able to
under the Sultans of Delhi: Administrative analyze State And administrative
structure, Sultan and Central system of India.

State in India

Administration, Iqta system and Revenue
Administration.

CO2: Students will be able to
CC2: Vijaynagar State: Structure, features Understand The political power
and nature. Central Government of structure of India.
Vijaynagar-King and Raj Parishad,
Provincial Government .Nayankar System.
Land
Revenue.
Administration
of
Vijaynagar.

CC3: The Mughal State.s Administrative
Institutions . Theory of Kingship Central
Administration.
Mughal
Administrative Class .Nobility : Its
structure,
organisation,
Mughal
nobility and politics, Revenue System.
Mansabdari system.

CC4 The Maratha Administration under
Shivaji- Chhatrapati Kingship and the Asht
Pradhan.
Provincial Administration of Shivaji. Sikh
Administration under Ranjit Singh.
.
CC5:
Colonial
State:
British
administration: Structure and its nature
under the East Indian Company and the
Crown. British Judicial system, its
development and nature. Civil services.

5.

Semester-II
Paper-I
Histiography,
Concepts,
Methods and
Tools

CO1: Students have understood
concept of Historiography and
; Imperialist; Nationalist; Marxist;Subaltern
its different perspectives.
and Post. Modernist.
.
CO2: Students developed
critical thinking through
CC2: Themes in Indian History .
evolution of the record of the
Economic ; labor and peasants; religion ;
past and understood how
Culture ; Environment and science and
technology
historians and others have
interpreted it.
CC3: Major theories of History . Cyclical
CC1: Approaches to History . Theological

; Historical Materialism ; Sociological;
Comparative ; Structural ; World
System ; Ecological ; and post
modernist critiques of History.
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CC4: Debate in History : Representative
study of at least four major debates of
History :
1. Position of women in Indian society
2. Was Aurangzeb a fanatic
3. Balance . Sheet Debate related to British
Rule in India
4. Is History a science or Art or both !
CC5: 1. Nature of the Revolt of 1857
A.D.
2 World Economic crisis of 1929 A.D.
3. Stimulus Response debate related to
growth of India Nationalism.
4. Debate on de .industrialization under
colonial rule of India.

6.

Semester-II
Paper-II
TWENTIETH
CENTURY
WORLD

CO1: Students traced and
Ideologies and political basis of cold War , analyzed the main development
pacts and treaties :
of contemporary world and
NATO, Warsaw pact , SEATO, etc.
explored the important
developments of 20th century
CC2: UNO and the concept of world world.
CC1: Cold war and its effects

peace: Regional Tensions- Palestine
,Kashmir, Suez , Korea and Vietnam crisis.

.

CO2: Students gained
knowledge about political
history of modern world.

CC3: Non- Alignment and the third
World.

CC4: Disintegration of Soviet Union and
end of Cold War Genesis and Process of
Disintegration : Fall of Socialism and
Revival of Capitalism . its impact on
Society and politics,
Changes in the world political Order . From
Biopolar to Unipoar World
System .

CC5:Globalization and its economic and
political impact on Third World Countries.
Progress of Science and technology ; and
communication and
Information.

7.

Semester-II
Paper-III

CC1 Janapadas and Mahajanpadas and CO1: On the completion of
republican states. Religious movements- course, students will able to
Jainism.. Buddhism, Ajivikism and other Know about the Mauryan
History of India sects
Empire. Perceive sociofrom Earliest
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Times to 650
A.D.

CC2: Mauryan Empire- polity Economy. economic, religious situation
Art and Architecture Ashokan. edicts, under the Maurya. Comprehend
Dhammas Kautilya.s Arthashastra and about the Gupta period.
Megasthene.s India.
Understand emergence of feudal
.
system in Indian society.
CC3: Sungas, Satavahanas and Understand the History of
Kushanas,
Polity,
Soceity, Satvahanas, Shungas, Kushans.
Economy, Art and Architecture.
The Sangam age- Chietdoms
literature, sociedty Indo Roman
trade and integration of cultures.
.

CC4: The Guptas Polity, Economy,
Religion, Literature, Science and
Technology
and Art and
Architecture.

CC5: Huna Invasions, Vakatakas, Harsha.

8.

Semester-II
Paper-IV
State in India

Chalukyas and Pallavas: Polity,
Economy, Society, Religion, Art
and architecture Educational ideas and
institutions Status of Women.
Salvery, Labour and Untouchability.
CC1: Local Self Government under Lord
Ripon and its development in the later
period.
Dyachy
under
the
Government of India Act and its
functioning. Nehru
Report (1928)

CC2Stages of Development of the nation
state in India: Provincial Autonomy
under the Government of India
Act- 1935 and its functioning. Twenty eight
months of congress ministries. Cabinet
Mission Plan, its proposals and formation
of Interim Government.
CC3: The British Paramountancy and the
Indian state: Under the East India
Company rule, The policy of ring
fence, The policy of subordinate isolation.
Under the British Crown : The policy of
subordinate union, The policy of equal
federation.
.

CO1: Student will be aware
about the historical development
of Indian Administration.
CO2: Students will be able to
Understand the political power
structure of India.

.
CC4: Indian States on the eve of the
Transfer of Power: Chamber of princes and
the smaller state, Union of States.
Merger of States: Merger of Junagarh,
Hyderabad and Kashmir in Indian
Union, Integration of states.
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CC5: Historical Debates on the nature of
State during the Medieval and Modern
India.
1. Theocratic structure of State during the
Sultanate period.
2. Turko-Mongal theory of kingship
3. Nature of State during the Mughal period
4. Growth of Local Self Government under
the British Rule.
5. Indianisation of the Council
6. Welfare State of Independent India.

9.

Semester-III
Paper-I

Hkkjr dk
bfrgkl
¼650 bZls 1200
bZ- rd½

CC1: lzksr] laLd`r] rfey rFkk

vU; lkfgR;] iqjkrRo] vfHkys[k
'kkL= vkSj eqæk 'kkL=A
CC2:

çklafxd fookn] lkeUrh

fodsUnzh

,oa

CO1: Students can achieve
knowledge how to develop
Indian Feudalism and evolution
of the political structures of
early-Medieval north and south
India.

,dhd`r

ço`fÙk;ka
CC3: jktuhfrd

laxr

izdkj

fofHkUurk;sa

lajpuk ,oa fof/k
&

{ks=h;

mRrjh

,oa

iwohZ HkkjrA
CC4: jktuhfrd lajpuk ,oa fof/k

laxr izdkj & if'peh ,oa e/;
Hkkjr
CC5: jktuhfrd lajpuk ,oa fof/k

laxr izdkj & nDdu ,oa nf{k.kh
Hkkjr
10.

Semester-III
Paper-II

CC1: i;ZVu ds izeq[k rRo]

i;ZVu esa
,sfrgkfld
çsj.kk

CC2:

i;ZVu ds mRikn ds :i esa
bfrgkl

CO1: Students will learn about
the Tourism, Tourism Product,
Tourist Place, Culture, Tradition
of India.

,sfrgkfld ,oa Lekjd LFky

& lk¡ph] [ktqjkgks fofn'kk ,j.k
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CC3: ,sfrgkfld ,oa Lekjd LFky

& f=iqjh pkSlB ;ksfxuh eafnj
HksM+k?kkV] ck?k vtUrk]
,yksjk] dks.kkdZ
CC4: ,sfrgkfld ,oa Lekjd LFky

& egkcyhiqje~] vkcw]
HkhecSBdk] ukpuk] ratkowj
CC5: ,sfrgkfld ,oa Lekjd LFky

& Xokfy;j] fljiqj] jkfte]
flUnwjlh] :iukFk] frxok
11.

Semester-III
Paper-III

CC1: oSKkfud fo'o n`f"Vdks.k

dk izknqHkkZo] izcq)rk ,oa
fo'o bfrgkl fo'ys"k.k dk ;qx] ;wjksi ds
oSKkfud vkSj
d`f"k Økafr
18oha
vkS|ksfxd Økafr & baXyS.M
vkSj
esa vkS|ksfxd Økafr rFkk
19oha
;wjksi esa foLrkjA

'krkCnh

CO1: Students will learn about
the French Revolution and its
impact of European countries.
Unity and power makes people
to strength which has showed in
the French revolution in 1789.
How the Industrialization had
occurred and it's affected on
socio economic transformation
of Europe.

CC2: vkS|ksfxd Økafr dk

izHkko] vkS|ksfxd Økafr vkSj
uohu lkekftd oxksZa dk mn;]
vesfjdk dk Lora=rk laxzke
dkj.k vkSj ifj.kke

CC3: 1789 dh Ýkalhlh Økafr

dkj.k Ýkalhlh Økafr esa
nk'kZfudksa dk izHkko
jk"Vªh; lHkk

C41: O;oLFkkfid lHkk] jk"Vªh;

lEesyu] Mk;jsDVjh dk 'kklu]
Ýkalhlh Økafr dk izHkko
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CC5: usiksfy;u dk ;qx]

mRFkku vkSj iru
12.

Semester-III
Paper-IV

e/;çns'k
dk bfrgkl

CC1: lzksr&izkphudkyhu

bfrgkl dk laf{kIr ifjp;]
ekS;Zdky

CO1: Students will Learn about
the History of Madhya Pradesh
Ancient Period

CC2: xqtZj izfrgkj] f=iqjh ds

dYpqjh.
CC3: ekyok ds ijekj]

tStkdHkqfDr ds pUnsy.
CC4: ekyok ,oa cqansy[k.M

esa eqfLye 'kkldksa dk
vkØe.k muds izHkqRo ds fy,
la?k"kZ] jkuh nqxkZorh vkSj
mudk ifjokj
eqxyksa ds v/khu
ekyok izkUr] eqxy 'kkldksa ds
v/khu cqUnsy[k.M
CC5:

13.

Semester- IV
Paper-I

CC1: d`f"k] vFkZO;oLFkk]

Hkwfenku d`"kd laxBu]
flapkbZ ,ao rduhdh

Hkkjr dk
bfrgkl
CC2: uxjh; vFkZO;oLFkk]
¼650 ls O;kikj ,oa O;kikfjd ekxZ uxjh;
1200 bZ-½ O;oLFkk] O;kikj o gLrdyk esa

CO1: Students will learn how to
raise regional Kingdoms in
different parts of India after
downfall of the Empire. They
can acquire Knowledge towards
the society, economy and culture
in early medieval India.

Js.kh laxBu] fofue; dk
Lo:i] eqnzk] flDds
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CC3: lekt esa fL=;ksa dh

14.

Semester- IV
Paper-II

i;ZVu esa
,sfrgkfld
çsj.kk

fLFkfr] ekr`oa'kh; O;oLFkk
vkSj fookg] lEifRr ds vf/kdkj
,oa mRrjkf/kdkjh] 'kS{kf.kd
fopkj o laLFkk,a] nSfud
fnup;kZ
CC4: /keZ ,oa n'kZu] HkfDr
vkanksyu] 'kSo oS".ko ra=]
twMks lEiznk;] bZlkbZ]
bLyke] rkaf=d /kkfeZd
vkanksyu
CC5: lkfgR; vkSj LFkkiR; &
laLd`r izkd`r] rfey ,oa
viHkza'k] eafnj dyk] {ks=h;
'kSyh dk fodkl] f'kYidyk
rkezdyk] fp=dyk
CC1: ,sfrgkfld ?kVuk,a]
izkphu Hkkjr dh izeq[k
,sfrgkfld ?kVukvksa dk lkekU;
losZ{k.kA
CC2: yksd laLd`fr VksVe]

CO1: Students will learn about
the Tourism, Tourist place,
Culture, Tradition of India.
CO2: Students to understand the
different facets of heritage and
their significance, Guide Skill.

fookg e`rd laLdkj fdaonfr;k¡
CC3: yksddyk] f'kYikadu]

dk"B] vkHkw"k.k]
e`nkewfrZ;k¡ ,oa yksdu`R;
CC4: R;ksgkj] czkã.k] ckS) ,oa

tSu /keZ
CC5:

fnXn'kZu ¼xkbM dk

dkS'ky½
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15.

Semester- IV
Paper- III

CC1:

fo;uk dkaxzsl] eSrjfu[k

dk ;qx] la;qDr O;oLFkk] ifo=

fo'o bfrgkl
¼18oha eS=h la?k
vkSj
19oha
CC2: vesfjdk dk x`g;q)] bVyh
'krkCnh
dk ,dhdj.k] teZuh dk ,dhdj.k
bZ-½

CO1: Students will know about
the politics of super power
among the European countries.
How the sense regarding the
nationalism and unification had
developed among the European
countries And rise of Japan
downfall of china.

CC3: fcLekdZ dh x`g ,oa

16.

Semester-IV
Paper-IV

e/;çns'k
dk bfrgkl

fons'kuhfr] iwohZ leL;k]
Øhfe;k dk ;q)] cfyZu dkaxzsl
CC4: tkiku esa if'peh
'kfDr;ksa dk izos'k] tkiku esa
esbZth 'kklu dh iqu%LFkkiuk]
tkiku dk vk/kqfudhdj.k]
lkezkT;oknh 'kfDr ds :i esa
tkiku dk izknZqHkko
CC5: phu esa mifuos'kokn
vkSj lkezkT;okn] izFke vkSj
f}rh; vQhe ;q)] rkbfiax
fonzksg] ckWDlj fonzksg
vkSj mlds ifj.kkeA
CC1: 18oha 'krkCnh esa
e/;izns'k esa egkjktk N=lky
vkSj eqxy] eqxy rFkk egknth
flaf/k;k¡ dk ekyok o mRrjh
e/;izns'k eas izHkqRo ds fy,
la?k"kZA

CO1: Students will learn about
the History of Madhya Pradesh
Medieval and Modern Period.

CC2: N=lky rFkk okthjko ¼1½

& cqUnsy[k.M esa ejkBk
izHkqlRrkA
CC3: lsUVªy bf.M;k ,tsalh esa

vkaXy ejkBk la?k"kZ
lkxj&ueZnk HkwHkkx gksYdj
?kjkukA
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CC4: flaf/k;k rFkk Hkkslys jkT;

dk foy;] fczfV'k 'kklu ds
varxZr e/;izns'k jkT; esa
lEca/kA lsUVªy
izksfoUlsl lkxj ueZnk {ks=
1939

CC5: Xokfy;j LVsV] jhok LVsV

vkSj gksYdj LVsV
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Govt.P.G.Maharaja College, Chhatarpur (M.P.)
Department of Political Science
A. Program Outcomes and Program Specific Outcomes

Name of the
programme
(UG)

Programme Outcomes (PO)

Program Specific Outcomes (PSO)

Students will gain

Students will be able to

PO1: The students acquire knowledge
in the field of social sciences, literature
and humanities which make them
sensitive and sensible enough.

PSO1: Students will understand the
need for a constitution and explain the
role of constitution in a democratic
society.

PO2: The B.A. graduates will be
acquainted with the social, economical,
historical,
geographical,
political,
ideological and philosophical tradition
and thinking.

PSO2: For the welfare of the society
students
can
demonstrate
an
understanding of the concepts & central
themes of the political ideologies
examined.

PO3: The program also empowers the
graduates to appear for various
competitive examinations or choose the
post graduate programme of their choice.

PSO3: Students will able to explain the
Governmental mechanism from Gram
panchayat to Parliament and can suggest
solutions over various issues in its
functioning and implementation.

UG (B.A.)

PO4: The B. A. program enables the PSO4: Students will use various political
students to aquire the knowledge with concepts and ideology to analyze new
human values framing the base to deal situations.
with various problems in life with
courage and humanity.
PO5: The students will be ignited
enough to think and act over for the
solution of various issues prevailed in
the human life to make this world better
than ever.

PSO5: Students can work as political
analyst, political party adviser, as a
research scholar or can be a free lance
political thinker and writer
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PO6:Programme provides the base to
be the responsible citizen.
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B2. Course Outcomes of all programmes offered by the Department Name
oftheProgramme

S.
N
o.

1.

Year- Paper

First Year
Paper-I
Basic
Principals
of political
Science

: B.A. Political Science

Course Content
CC1: (i): Political Science - Nature and Scope.
(ii): Methods:Traditional And Modern.
(iii): Relations With Other Social Sciences –
S
Sociology, History, Economics, Psychology
An d
And Geography
CC2: (i) State- Essential Elements
(ii) Functions, Principal Of Origin Of State
(iii) Theories Of State: Liberal, Marxist,Pluralist
CC3: (i) Rights And Duties- Liberty And
equality.
(ii) Justice.
(iii) Welfare State.
(iv) Power And Authority.
CC4: (i) Type Of Government - Unitary
And Federal
(ii) Parliamentary And Presidential.
(iii) Democracy : Definition And Type.
CCC5: (i) Political Parties: National And
Regional.
(ii) Pressure Groups

Course Outcomes
By the end of thiscourse the
students will be able to :
CO1- Understandthe nature
and scope of political theory.

CO2- Understand the
significance of political theory.
CO3- Acquaint with the
theories, approaches, concepts
and principles of political
theory.
CO 4- Understand the theories
of State (Origin, Nature,
Functions): Contract, Idealist,
Liberal
and
Neo-Liberal
Theories.
CO5Understand
basic
concepts of Liberty, Equality,
Rights, Law and Justice.
CO6- Evaluate the evolution,
functioning and consequences
of political parties in India.
CO7- Examine the role of
Pressure Groups in Indian

2.

First Year
Paper-II
Indian
Government
And Politics

CC1: (i) Brief History Of Indian national mo
v e
movement.
(ii) The Making Of Indian Constitution
And Its Source.
(iii) Preamble And Basic Features.
CC2: (i) Fundamental Rights And Duties.
(ii) Directive Principals Of State Policy
(iii) Right To Information
CC3: (i) Union Executive: President, Prime Minister,
Council Council Of Ministers.
(ii) State Executive : Governor, Chief Minister, C

By the end of this course the
students will be able to :
CO1- Appreciate the various
phases of Indian national
movement.
CO2- Understand thePreamble
and the basic features of Indian
constitution.
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Council Of Ministers.

CC4: (i) Union Legislature : Indian Parliament –
Lok
Loksabha And Rajyasabha.
(ii) State Legislature : Vidhan Sabha And Vi
Vidhan Parishad.
CC5: (i) Union Judicary : The Supreme Court.
(ii) The High Court : State Judiciary, Judicial a
c
Activism.

CO3-Know the salient
features in making of
Indian constitution
CO4Appreciate
the
fundamental rights and
duties and the directive
principle of state policy.
CO5-Critically analyzing
the important institutions of
the Indian Union: the
Executive:President; Prime
Minister,
Council
of
Ministers; Governor, Chief
Minister and Council of
Ministers.
CO6- Understand The
legislature: Rajya Sabha,
Lok
Sabha,
Speaker,
Committee System, State
Legislature.

Second Year
3.
Paper-I
Representive
Political
Thinkers

CC1: (i) Salient features Of Ancient Indian
Political Thought.
(ii) Manu, Kautilya And Buddhist Tradition.
CC2: (i) Salient features Of Western Political T h
ou
Thought.
(ii) Plato, Aristotle.
CC3: (i) Salient features Of Modern Political
T hou Thought.
(ii) Machiavelli, Hobbes, Locke, Rousseau, J
ere
Jeremy Bentham, John.S.Mill.
CC4: (i) communist Thinker
(ii) S.marx, Lenin And M.N Roy.

CC5: (i) Indian Political Thinkers.
(ii) Mahatma Gandhi, B.R Ambedkar, Ram
Manohar Lohiya, Pt.DeendayalUpadhyay.

CO7- Know The Judiciary:
Supreme Court and the High
Courts:
composition
and
functions- Judicial Activism
By the end of this course the
students will be able to :
CO1: Demonstrate key Indian

thinkers from ancient to
contemporary period.
CO2: Understand the various
political thinkers in different
historical
backdrop
and
different environment shaping
them.
CO3- Evaluate the most
prominent Indian Political
Thinkers like Manu, Kautilya,
Gautam Buddha
CO4-Examine political thought
through
the
Classical,
Renaissance, and
Enlightenment periods based
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on the works of Plato,
Aristotle, Machiavelli, Hobbes,
Locke, Rousseau.
CO5:
Demonstrate
the
concepts of political thinkers in
the context of new situations
CO 6- Describe the Marxist
Approach to politics.
CO 7- Analyze Marx’s concept
of
Communism:
Nature,
Features and Critique.

4.

Second
Year
Paper-II
Constituton
Of Major
Countries

CC1:(i) Salient features Of British Constitution:
Executive, Legislature, Judiciary &
Political Parties.
CC2: (i) Salient features Of American Constitution
Executive, Legislature, Judiciary &Political
Parties.
CC3: (i) Salient features Of Swiss Constitution:
Executive, Legislature, Judiciary &Political
P
Parties.
CC4: (i) Salient features Of The Constitution Of
People’s Republic Of China: Executive,
Legislature And Communist Party.
CC5: (i) Comparative Study: American President And
British Prime Minister, American Senate And
British House Of Lords, Swiss Federal System
And American Federal System.
(ii) Political Party System Of China,British,And
America.

CO8- Understand the ideas of
M N Roy, Mahatma Gandhi,
Jawaharlal Nehru, B R
Ambedkar and J P Narayan,
Raja Ram Mohan Roy
By the end of this course the
students will be able to :
CO1-Explore the Constitution
of UK: salient features; the
executive – the Crown, Prime
Minister and cabinet; the
legislature: House of Lords,
House Commons, speaker and
Committees; Party System in
UK.
CO 2- Explore the US
Constitution: salient features;
the
executive:
President;
Legislature: Senate. House of
Representative;
Speaker;
Judiciary: the composition and
role of the Supreme Court; Bill
of Rights; Party System.
CO3- Explain the constitution
of Switzerland- the Swiss
political
tradition,
Swiss
federalism, their pattern of
democracy and their political
parties and interest groups.
CO4- Explore the Chinese
Constitution: salient features in
the light of the General
Principles; the Executive;
Legislature; Judiciary; and the
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role of the Communist Party.
CO5- Make a comparative
analysis of the following
institutions of UK and USA:
Legislature, Executive and
party systems.

5.

Third Year
Paper-I
Indian
Foreign
Policy

CC1: (i) Indian Foreign Policy: Development, Salient
Fe
Features, Principals And Determinants.
CC2: (i) India’s Relations With Neighbouring
Countries, Pakistan Bangladesh, Bhutan,
srilanka, Afghanistan .
CC3: (i) Relations with super powers: America, R
Uss
Russia, China.
CC4: (i) Regional organizations:SAARC,ASEAN,BRICS.
CC5: (i) Contemporary International Issues- Human
R
Rights, Globalization, Environment,
Disarmament, Cross Border Terrorism. B

CO6: Introduce and provides
the
students
fairly
comprehensive overview of
Major political system of UK,
USA,Switzerland and China.
By the end of this course the
students will be able to :
CO1:
Understand
Objectives,evolution
and
features of
Indian foreign
policy
CO2: Know of Indian Foreign
Policy
CO3: Understand Internal and
external determinants of Indian
Foreign Policy
CO4: Relations between Indian
and its neighboring countries
CO5: Relationship between
India and China, USA, Russia
CO6- Study the developments
in third world countries
ASEAN, an SAARC, BRICS.

CC1: (i) Public Administration: Meaning, Nature&
Scope, Public & private Administration,
New Public Administration.

CO7- Understand the current
issues of international politics like environmental issues,
human rights and terrorism and
explain the ideas of human
development
and
human
security as well as to elaborate
on the issues of gender in
international politics
By the end of this course the
students will be able to :
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6.

Third Year
Paper-II
Public
Administration

CC2: (i) Principals Of Organization: Line & Staff
Agencies, Chief Executive.

CO1: Explain the nature, scope
and evolution of Public
Administration; Private and
Public Administration.

CC3:(i) Personnel Administration: Recruitment,
Training Promotion, Union, Public Service
Commission, Settlement of Disputes, O And M.
Critically
examine
CC4: (i) Financial Administration: Budget, Accounting CO2:
concept
and
principles
of
And Auditing.
organization
CC5: (i) Development Administration: Role Of
CO3: To understands the
Bureaucracy, Role Of Panchayat Raj
basics
of
personnel
Institutions,Lok Pal And Lokayukt, Good
administration- both processes
Governance, andE-Governance.
and institutions. ND important
issues in Indian Administration
Basic
CO4: To explain the concepts
of financial administration in
the country with special
reference to the process and
principles of budgeting.
CO5:
Assessing
the
relationship
between
the
Citizen and Administration:
Lokpal and Lokayukt and to
understand the working of
local self government bodies
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Govt.P.G.Maharaja College, Chhatarpur (M.P.)
Department of Political
A. Program Outcomes and Program Specific Outcomes

Name of
the
programm
e (PG)

Programme Outcomes (PO)

Program Specific Outcomes (PSO)

Students will gain

Students will be able to

PO1: The students acquire in depth
knowledge in the field of social sciences,
literature and humanities which make
them sensitive and sensible enough to
solve the issues related with mankind.

PSO1: Students will be able to describe
the history and making of Indian
constitution with its philosophical base.

PO2: The postgraduates will be PSO2: Students will be able to explain
acquainted with the social, economical, parliamentary system in India.
historical,
geographical,
political,
ideological and philosophical tradition
and thinking of their respective subjects.
PG (M.A.)

PO3: The program also empowers the
post-graduates to appear for various
competitive examinations or choose the
any post graduate or research programme
of their choice.

PSO3: Students will be able to critically
analyze and apply the basic principles of
Indian and western political thinkers and
scholars.

PO4: The M. A. program enables the
students to aquire the knowledge with
human values framing the base to deal
with various problems in life with courage
and humanity.

PSO4: Students will be able to
understand the composition and functions
of Election Commission of India and
other state election commissions and can
work as an observer.

PO5: The students will be ignited enough
through the knowledge of the special PG
programme to think and act over for the
solution of various issues prevailed in the
human life to make this world better than
ever.
PO6:Through the PG programme the
students will come know about
research in their respective subject. It
may also provide the information to
the students for collection of Data,
enquiry, primary and secondary
methods of collection of data,
classification and tabulation of data.
Students get knowledge of various
research methods and can realize the
importance of research to find
solutions of a specific issue.

PSO5: Students will be able to
understand the meaning, nature and scope
of the International Relations.

PSO6: The programme provides
the students with the capacity to
identify issues and problems
relating to the realization of
human rights.
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B2. Course Outcomes of all programmes offered by the Department Name
oftheProgramme

S.
N
o.

Year- Paper

: M.A. Political Science

Course Content

Course Outcomes

By the end of this course the
CC1: (i) Overview Of Indian Political Thought,
students will be able to :
Genesis And Development.
(ii) The Indian Renaissance - Raja Ram Mohan Roy, CO1: Knows the key ideas of
1. I Sem
Balgangadhar Tilak Vivekanand
political thinking in modern
Paper- I
CC2: (i) Influences On The Ideas Of Mahatama
India as it shaped in the
G
a
Gandhi.
colonial context and post
Modern Indian
independence.
(ii) Satya, Dharma. Shanti, Prem, Ahinsa,
Political
Asteya,Aparigraha, Swadeshi,Roti ke Liye
Thought
CO2:
Understand
and
decipher the diverse and often
S
Shram, Brahmacharya, Savinaya Awagya.
contesting ways in which
(iii) Gandhi As A Social Reformer.
ideas
of
nationalism,
(iv)Gandhi As A Political Leader And Political
democracy
and
social
Activist.
transformation
were
(v) Gandhi As An Statesman.
discussed by leading Indian
thinkers
(vi) Gandhi AS An Economic Activist.
CC3: (i) Political Ideas Of Pandit Jawahar lal
CO3- Explain the most
Nehru.
prominent Indian Political
Thinkers like Raja Ram
(ii) Sir Sayyad Ahmad Khan, Moh.Ali Jinnah.
Mohan Roy, Balgangadhar
(iii) Dr. Bhimrao Ambedkar.
Tilak and Swami Vivekanand
CC4: (i) Views Of Ram Manohar Lohia.
(ii) Views Of Jai Prakash narayan.
CO4- Explain the ideas of M
N Roy, Mahatma Gandhi,
(iii) Views Of Acharya Narendra Deo.

CC5: (i) Views Of Pt. Deendayal upadhyaya..
(ii) M.N Rai.
(iii) Aurobindo Ghosh.

CO5- Analyze the thought of
Jawaharlal Nehru, B R
Ambedkar and Sir Syyad
Ahmed khan, Md. Ali Jinnah
CO6- Discuss the roots of
Communism and socialism in
India with the thoughts of
Ram Manohar Lohiya, JP
Narayan, Narendra Deo,
Deen Dayal Upadhaya
CO7Develop
a
comprehensive understanding
of the basics of Indian
political thought.

2. I Sem
Paper- II
Comparative
Politics

CC1: (i) Comparative Politics– Meaning, Nature A
And Scope.
(ii) ComparativePolitics– Evolution.
(iii) Comparative Politics– Traditional And
Modern Perspective.
(iv) Comparative Politics– Behavioral FrameW
Word

By the end of this course
the students will be able to
:
CO1- Investigate the nature
and scope of Comparative
421
Politics

CC2: (i) Political Development Approach And Analysis
(David Easton).
(ii) Structural Functional Approach And
Analysis (G.A. Almond And G.B. Powell)
CC3: (i) Political Development Approach And Analysis
(Views Of Lucian Pye, Huntington, Almond
And Organsi).
(ii) Political Modernization.
(iii) Political Culture.

CO2-Trace the evolution of
Comparative Politics as a
discipline
CO3-Analyze the approaches
the approaches and models of
comparison: systems analysis;
structural functionalism; and
institutional approach.

CC4: (i) Why’s And Wherefore Of Marxian Approach.
Understand
the
(ii) Significance of Marxist-Leninist Approach In CO4significance
of
the
Co
Comparative Politics.
comparative methodology
(iii) Critical Appraisal Of Marxist Leninist
A p pr Approach.
CO5- Understand Political
Culture, its meaning, nature,
CC5: (i) Political Elites (Views Of Pareto, Mosca,
Political Socialization and
Michels, Laswell).
(ii) Political Socialization (Views Of Apter, Almond Communication.
Powell)
(iii) Political participation And Political recruitment CO6- Develop an ability to
critically assess and apply
(Views Of Apter, Almond, Powell.
theories
of
comparative
(iv) Political Communication ( Views Of Norbert
politics to
Wiener And Karl W.Deutsch.
everyday political realities
CO7- Evaluating the major
debates in Marxism: Lenin

3. I Sem
Paper- III

CC1: (i) Meaning, Nature And Scope Of
In International Politics.
(ii) Theories Of International politics: Realism
&
& Idealism, System Theory And Decision
M
Making Theory.

International
CC2: (i) The Elements Of National Power And
Politics And
Limitations, Balance Of Power And
Contemporary L
Issues
Collective Security: Imperialism,
Colonialism, New Colonialism And War.
National Interest And International
Ideology, Morality And Morel.

By the end of this course the
students will be able to :
CO1-Understand International
Relations meaning, nature,
development and scope.

CO2- Understand
Theory of Realism,
Idealism
and
decision
making
CO3- Understand National
Power, National Interest,
Balance
of
Power,
imperialism and Colonialism
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CC3: (i) The Concept Of Non-Alignment:
Bases, Role And Relevance.
(ii) Regional Cooperation: Saarc, Opac,
Oas. Asean,
(iii) Disarmament And Arms Control:
CTBT, NPT, PNE.
(iv) Cold War And Beginning Of The
New Détente. End Of Cold War,
Contemporary Political Issues After In
Post Cold War.
CC4: (i) North South Dialogue And SouthSouth Dialogue And Their Major
Issues.
(ii) Globalization : Meaning, Nature, Its
Advantages And Disadvantages, Role
Of the WTO.
(iii) Liberalization& Changing Nature Of
State.
CC5:(i) Environmental Issues: Rio Declaration
1992 & Rio-Bio Diversity Agreement
(ii) Terrorism: Factors Which Give Rise
To terrosim, Terrorism In South Asia,
Cross Border Terrorism.

CC1: (i) Meaning Nature And Scope Of
Public Administration.
4. I Sem
(ii) Evolution Of Public Administration
As A Discipline.
Paper- IV
(iii) New Public Administration.
Major Ideas
(iv) Impact Of Information Technology
And Issues In
On Administration.
Public
Administration CC2: (i) Decision Making approach of Herbert
Simon.
(ii) Development administration Approach.
(iii) Ecological Approach-Fred Riggs
model.
(iv) Scientific Management Theory: Taylor.

CC3: (i) Liberal Democratic Approach.
(ii) Marxist Leninist Approach.
(iii) Welfare State Approach.
CC4: (i) Financial Administration-Importance
and Aims.
(ii) Zero Base Budgeting and Performance
Budgeting-process, problems and
importance.
(iii) Political and Administrative interaction in
Economic-Development.

CO4- Understand the need
for north south Dialogue and
south Dialogue
CO5Study
the
developments in third world
countries in post world war
II era
like NAM:
Relevance,
ASEAN,
SAFTA
and
SAARC,
OPEC, OAU, West AsiaPalestine problem after Cold
War
CO6-Comprehend
and critically examine the
major trends and issues in
international relations :
environmental issues and
terrorism

By the end of this course
the students will be able to
:
CO 1- Explain the nature,
scope and evolution of Public
Administration; Private and
Public
Administration;
Principles
of
Socialist
Management.
CO 2- Discuss making of
Public Policy Making and
methods of Implementation
CO 3- Trace the
Challenges in the discipline
of Public Administration
like
New
Public
Administration
(NPA);
Comparative
Public
Administration (CPA) and
Development Administration.
CO4- Discuss the Ecological
approach of Fred Riggs to
Pub. Adm.
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(iv) Impact Of Economic Liberalization and
Globalization on administration.

CC5: (i) Neutrality of Civil Services.
(ii) Downsizing of Bureaucracy.
(iii) Modernization of Bureaucracy.
(iv) Administrative Management.

CO5-Understand
Financial
Administration,its role of
administration in planning,
budgeting and development
and
Accountability &control of
the legislature & executive.
CO6-Understand Personnel
Administration,
its
recruitment,
training,
performance appraisal and
promotion.
CO7- Understand Issues &
New Trends, its role of civil
society, ombudsmen, good
governance
and
egovernance.

CO8-Analyze
the
Administrative
Processes:decision Making
communication
and
control; leadership; coordination.
CO9-Discussing Weberian
and Marxian theories of
bureaucracy India.
5. II Sem
Paper- I
Western
Political
Thought

CC1: (i) Political Thoughts of Plato.
(ii) Political Thoughts of Aristotle.
CC2: (i) Medieval Political Thought: St.Thomas
Aquinas,, marsilio of Padua Machiavelli,
Hobbes,Locke,Rousseau, Mantesquiew.
CC3: (i) Bentham, J.S.Mill- Hegel, Green.
CC4: (i) Marx, Lenin, Mao-Tse-Tung,
New-Leftism.

By the end of this course the
students will be able to :
CO1- Understand the Greek
politicaltradition, specifically
to the ideas of Plato and
Aristotle.
CO2- Explain the ideas of
medieval and early modern
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CC5: (i) Rawls, Nozic and Communitarians Zio
PalSatra.

political thinkers like St.
Augustine and Machiavelli
CO3- Understand the John
Stuart Mill, Hegel and these
concept of Liberty, concept
of Democracy, Property and
Government.
CO4Understand
all
thinkers and its various
concepts and theories of
communism
CO5- Have information about
the ways in which western
political thinkers responded to
the political problems of their
times and the way in which
they contributed to a broader
view about human goals and
needs, justice, democracy and
the ever changing relationship
between the citizen and the
state.

CC1: (i) A Brief history and general
information about the economy and
polity of Pakistan.
Paper- II
(ii) Pakistan-main problems of
Politics Of South
constitution making since
Asian
Independence.
Countries
(iii) Pakistan-main political issues since 1971AD
(Pakistan ,
(iv) Pakistan- The status of the roots of
Bangladesh,
Democracy.
Silence, Nepal) CC2: (i) A Brief history and general
information about the economy and
polity of Bangladesh.
(ii) main problems of constitution making
since independence.
(iii) main political issues since 1971AD
(iv) Bangladesh- The status of the roots of
democracy.

6. II Sem

CO6:
Have
a
better
understanding of questions
concerning power, justice,
rights, laws and other issues
pertaining to governance,
how they have come about
and to what effect.
Students will be able to
understand the region of
south Asian counties and
their :
CO1- Systems of Political
Processes:
Types
of
Government, Democracy y,
Authoritarianism, Military
Regime,
Decentralization
and Constitution Making
Processes
of
Pakistan,
Bangladesh, Srilanka and
Nepal
CO2- Highlight factors an
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CC3: (i) A Brief history and general
information about the economy and
polity of Srilanka.
(ii) main problems of constitution making
since independence.
(iii) main political issues since 1971AD
(iv) Srilanka - The status of the roots of
democracy.
CC4: (i) A Brief history and general
information about the economy and
polity of Nepal.
(ii) main problems of constitution making
since 1948AD.
(iii) main political issues since.
(iv) Nepal - The status of the roots of democracy.
CC5: (i) Indo-Pak Relations.
(ii) Indo-Bangladesh Relations.
(iii) Indo-Nepal Relations.
(iv) Indo-Srilanka Relations.

7. II Sem
Paper- III
International
Organisation

CC1: (i) Nature and Evolution of International
organizations.
CC2: (i) The United Nations: Structure and
Functions, Various organs of the UN,
need of reforms in the UN structure.

forces that are influencing
state and nation building
processes in Pakistan
CO3Understand
the
structures and processes of
both governments and other
political instrumentalities in
South Asia
CO4Understand
the
problems and challenges
confronting the international
community in general and
South Asia in particular. The
students should be able to
comprehend the issue and
nature of these problems. An
attempt will also be made to
illustrate and evaluate the
actions of the international
community to address these
burning issues.
By the end of this course
the students will be able to
:
CO1History
and
significance of International
organizations

CC3: (i) pacific settlement and Forceful Settlement
of International Disputes and Enforcement
Action.
CC4: (i) UN in the post Cold War Era, Socio Economic
and Humanitarian role.
(ii) UN as peace keeper & Politics Within UN.

CO2:Familiarize
students
with the workings and
functioning of International
Organizations, especially the
United Nations and enable
CC5: (i) UN’s role in Disarmament.
(ii) Contribution of Third world’s to Achieve goal them to understand the
different issues taken up by
of U.N.
theUN.
CO3-Understand the UN, the
general
assembly
and
security council and to also
know
the
international
conflicts.
CO4-Understand Role of UN
in World Politics, End of
Cold War and Post-Cold War
World Order and as a peacekeeping agency.
CO5-Evaluate the working of
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UN and its organs; Peace
keeping Function and Human
Rights.

8.

II Sem
Paper- IV
Research
Methology

CC1: (i) Nature of social Research: Importance and uses,
Difference between Pure and Applied Research,
Identification of research Problem, Research
Design.
CC2: (i) Hypothesis, Concepts and Variable, Typologies,
Hypotheses Formulation and testing, Sampling
Method.
CC3: (i) Tools and techniques of data collection.
(ii) Observation: Characteristics of observation,
Kinds of observation,merits and Demerits
Questionnaire, Scheduledand Interviews,
Sampling and Survey Technique.
CC4: (i) Nature of Study: Case Study, Technique, Role
and importance of case studies, Pilot studies
and panel Studies.
CC5: (i) Theory Formation in social sconces, survey
Analysis, Types, Merits, Demerits, Report
writing,Purpose and contents of a Report.

CO6- Study the arms control
and disarmaments.
By the end of this course
the students will be able to:
CO1-Critically
analyze
existing
social
science
research on the basis of
research methods but will
also train them in specifying
research questions, research
design,
quarantine
data
analysis and basic use of
statistical methods.
CO2- Understand Tools and
Techniques of Data Collection
– Observation, Questionnaire,
Interviews.
CO3- Understand Sampling,
its meaning, significance,
types and selection
CO4Understand
the
components
of
scholarly
writing and evaluate its quality

9. III Sem
Paper- I
Indian
Government
And Politics

CC1:(i) Constitution Assembly, Composition and
working
(ii) Making of the Indian Constitution ,Salient
features of the Indian Constitution.
CC2: (i) Preamble.
(ii) Fundamental Rights and Duties.
(iii) Directive Principles of state policy.
(iv) Amendment Procedure.
CC3: (i) Union Executive: President ,Prime Minister,
And Council Of Ministers.
CC4 (i) Union Legislature: Lok Sabha and RajyaSabha,
Union Judiciary:The Supreme Court Of India.
CC5: (i) Nature of Indian Politics.
(ii) Nature of Indian Party Syestem.
(iii) Challenges Before Indian Polity.
(iv) Casteism.
(v) Regionalism.

CO5-Understand
the
feasibility and practically of
research methodology for a
proposed project: case study,
pilot project
By the end of this course
the students will be able to
:
CO1- Understand the Indian
Constitution and the Preamble,
meaning of the Preamble and
objectives of the Preamble
CO2. Understand the Salient
Features
of
Indian
Constitution.
CO3.
Understand
the
Fundamental
Rights,
its
meaning, types, importance
and restriction.
CO4.
Understand
Fundamental
Duties

the
and
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(vi) Linguist.
(vii) Communalism.
(viii) Corruption &Criminalization.
(ix) Naxalism.

Directive Principles of State
Policy, its meaning, nature and
importance.
CO5. Understand the President
Parliament
and
Prime
Minister. Power and functions
of the president, power and
functions of the Parliament
and power and functions of the
Prime Minister. And Supreme
Courts and its Jurisdictions.
CO6-Understand
Process
Electoral Politics, Pressure
Groups,
and
Social
Movements and the Issues in
Indian Politics, Caste, Class,
Gender, Language, Region.

10. III Sem
Paper- II
State Politics
In India

11 III Sem

CC1: (i) State Executive: Governor, Chief Minister and
Council Of minister.
CC2: (i) State Legislature: Vidhan Sabha and Vidhan
Parishad.
CC3: (i) Judicary: High Court and Subordinate courts
Courts.
CC4: Problem Areas.
(i) Increasing Demand for State Autonomy.
(ii) Demand for The Creation of new states.
(iii) State Politics in the era of the Globalization and
Coalition Politics
(iv) Inter States river water Disputes.
(v) Factor Influencing state politics in India.
CC5: (i) Inter-State Council.
(ii) State Planning Commission.
(iii) State Finance Commission.
(iv) State Election Commission.
(v) Broad Patterns of state Politics in India.

CO7Understand
Development, Communalism
and Violence, Globalization,
Terrorism, corruption and
Naxalism
By the end of this course
the students will be able to:
CO1- Understand Structure
of Governance, Indian
Federalism, Union
Government and Parliament.
CO2- Evaluate the structures
of government at the State
level.
Democracy and institutions:
i)Executive
ii)Legislature
iii)Judiciary
CO3-Understand Issues in
Politics- Demand of autonomy
and small states, border and
river water sharing, Caste and
Ethnic
inclusion
and
exclusion.

CO 4- Study the Election,
Finance
and
planning
commission at state level and
their organization and process
in India.
CC1: (i) Origin and Development of International Law, By the end of this course the
Meaning,nature, Scope and Source of
students will be able to :
International Law.
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Paper- III
International
Law

CC2: (i) Relationship Between international Law and
National Law, Codification and Progressive
Development of International Law.
CC3: (i) International Legal principles: Recognition,
Equality, Law of Sea, Diplomatic Immunities
and privileges,Extradition

CO1.
Understand
the
principles of sovereignty and
of
the
operation
of
jurisdiction

CO2.
Define,
explain,
distinguishand apply the
basic
concepts
and
CC4: (i) Law of Neutrality. Right and Duties of neutral terminology of international
powers, Violations of Neutrality.
law
.
CC5: (i) Laws of air: Land and sea warfares Treatment CO3. Define and distinguish
of Prisoners of War, 1949 Geneva.
amongst
a
variety
of
processes
by
which
international law is formed
and roles played by the
important
bodies
and
institutions involved in the
international legal system
CO4. Define and contrast
inmany aspects of the
international law relating to
treaties and the use of force

12.

III Sem
Paper- IV
Indian
Foreign
Policy

CC1: (i) Foreign Policy: Meaning, Nature and
determinates.
(ii) Determinants of Indian Foreign Policy :Internal
and External.
(iii) Principles and objectives of Indian Foreign
Policy.
CC2: (i) India and The USA.
(ii) India and Russia.
(iii) India and China.
CC3: (i) India and Pakistan.
(ii) India and Bangladesh.
(iii) India and Srilanka.
CC4: (i) India and Nepal.
(ii) India and Bhutan.
(iii) SAARC and India.
CC5: (i) India and The U.N.O.
(ii) India and Nuclear Disarmament.
(iii) Challenges before Indian Foreign
policy in the 21Century.

CO5. Understand the concept
of
international
legal
personality and the identity
of the subject of international
law
By the end of this course the
students will be able to:
CO1: StudyIndia’s foreign
policy, its determinants,
objectives in the post
independence period

CO2: Internal and external
determinants
of
Indian
Foreign Policy
CO3: Relations between
Indian and its neighboring
countries
CO4: Relationship between
India and China, USA,
CO5-Discuss India’s growing
interaction
with
global
players
and
multilateral
429

organizations andforum

13.

IV Sem
Paper- I
Federation
In India
And Local
Self
Government

CC1: (i) Nature of Indian Federal System.
(ii) Center State Relations in India Legislative,
Administrative and Financial.
CC2: (i) Sarkaria Commission Report: An Analytical
Study.
(ii) Regional Parties and Their effect on Indian
Federation
CC3: (i) Emerging trend in Indian Federalism.
(ii) Developmentof local-Self Government after
independence: 73th and 71th Constitutional
amendments.

By the end of this course the
students will be able to:
CO1- Get knowledge about
the various institutions and
their functioning in the
Indian Federalism
CO2- Know about the
emerging trends in Indian
federalism
with
various
commission and regional
partie

CC4: (i) Rural Local Self Government: Origination
CO3- Demonstrate the basic
powers and Functions.
concept of Local Self
(ii) Urban Local Self government: organization,
Government, process of
Powers and Functions.
CC5:(i) Finance and Local Self govt: Bureaucracy and devolution and delegation,
Local self Govt Women rest values in Panchayat Autonomy, coordination and
Citizens participation : urban
and its effect. Local autonomy and its
and local.
Importance.
CO4- Describe the process of
Financial autonomy and
control over Urban and rural
Local Self Government, the
emerging trends, challenges
and prospects in Local selfGovernment in India and the
bureaucracy.
IV Sem
14. Paper- II
Govt. And
Politics In
Madhya
Pradesh

CC1: (i) Reorganization of states (1956) and Formation By the end of this course the
of Madhya Pradesh, Division of
students will be able to :
Madhya Pradesh, Determinants and
Characteristics of Madhya Pradesh politics.
CO1- Understand historical
(ii) Party System and main Political Parties In
background of state of
Madhya Pradesh
Madhya
Pradesh
and
Reorganization of statesreports
of
various
commissions and committees
and
Understand
major
CC2: (i) Governor: Power, Position and Role.
political parties in MP.
(ii) Chief Minister and Council of ministers:
Powers, Position and Role.
CO2- To deal with the
(iii) State Legislative Assembly: Organisation
various dynamics of the
and Powers.
institutions
(executive
(iv) high Court : Jurisdiction and Role.
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CC3:(i) Administration in Madhya Pradesh :
Secretariat, Chief Secretary,
Commissioner.
(ii) District Administration In Madhya
Pradesh : Role of Collector.
CC4: (i) Rural Local Self- Government in
Madhya Pradesh : Organisation &
Powers.
(ii) Urban Local Self- Government in Madhya
Pradesh : Organisation & Powers.
(iii) Importance of Finance, Bureaucracy and
autonomy in Local Self Government.
CC5: (i) Emerging Trend in Madhya Pradesh
Politics: Politics of Tribal’s Politics of
Dalits , Naxalite Problem, Women and
Politics.
(ii) Electoral Politics and Voting Behaviour
,Politics of Development in Madhya
Pradesh.

CC1: (i)
15. IV Sem
Paper- III
Advance
Political
Theory

Meaning, Nature and Significance of
Political Theory
(ii) Different Interpretation in Political Theory and
Problems.
(iii) Limitations of Classical Tradition.
CC2: (i) Decline Of Political Theory and Modern
Political
(ii) Behaviouralism and Post Behaviouralism.
CC3:(i) Arguments of Isaiah Berlin, Jean
Blandael, Gean Willendel, Leo Status
about Revival of Political Theory.
CC4:(i) End of Ideology and its effect on Political
Theory, New Trends in Political Theory
CC5: (i) Democracy, idealism, Marxism,Socialism,
Feminism.

legislative and judiciary)
state level
a) Understand Governor and
its power, functions and role.
b) Understand Legislature of
the State Government and its
power and functions
c)Understand Chief Minister
of the State and its power and
functions and role
CO3-Elaborate how the
district administration takes
place in MP and various
duties and roles of collector
in a district.
CO4Understand
the
organization, power and
working of Urban and Rural
Self Government in India
with special reference to MP
By the end of this course the
students will be able to:
CO 1- Explain nature and
scope of Political Science.
Discussing different
Approaches: (a) Normative
approach (b) Behavioural
Approach (c) Marxist
Approach.
CO2: Understand the global
and
interdisciplinary
orientation
of
Political
Theory. It also emphasizes
the interplay of theory and
practice in the political
process.
CO3- Understand the various
traditional
and
modern
theories of political science
CO4- Demonstrate the ability
to apply abstract theory to
concrete problems by using
the ideas of political theorists
to address politico-social
issues
CO5- Explain the theories of
Nationalism, Internationalism
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and feminism, democracy,
idealism

16.

IV Sem
Paper-IV
Diplomacy
And
Human
Rights

CC1: (i) Meaning, & objectives of Diplomacy,Relation By the end of this course the
of Diplomacy With International Relations
students will be able to:
Foreign Policy and International Law, Historical
CO1-Understand Diplomacy
evolution of Diplomatic theory, Methods and
meaning, nature ,scope and
Techniques upto Present day. Limitations of
Understand Evolution of
Diplomacy.
Diplomatic theory
CC2: (i) Types of Diplomacy,Functions & Duties of a
Diplomat, Diplomatic Procedure, Diplomatic
CO2-Understand
Language
Negotiations, Treaties, and
Alliance.
CC3: (i) Diplomacy as an Instrument of
national policy, organization of the
ministry of External Affairs in India
and Department of State in U.S.A.
Cold war Diplomacy Between Two
Super Powers Decline of Diplomacy in
the 20th Century.
CC4:(i) Meaning and Nature of Human Rights
Origin of Development of Concept of
Human Rights.
CC5: (i) International Protection of Human
Rights: Civic, political, Social and
Economic rights, Collective Rights,
Basis of Self Decisions, Problems and
solutions.

CO3 -Understand Instrument
of National Policy and
Recent
Changes
and
diplomatic relations between
countries.
CO4: Understand concepts,
nature and evolution of
human rights

CO5: Think analytically
about the implementation of
international human rights
law and its limits in national
setting for protection and
promotion of human rights
.
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A. Program Outcomes and Program Specific Outcomes

Name of the
programme
(UG/PG)

Programme Outcomes (PO)

Program Specific Outcomes (PSO)

Students will gain
Students will be able to
PO1: Nk=ksa dks n’kZu 'kkL= ds PSO1: n’kZu esa Lukrd iwjk djus ds ckn
mn~Hko]fodkl ,oa n’kZfud izfof/k;ksa ,d Nk= O;ofLFkr ;k fof/kiwoZd dqN
dk Kku izkIr gqvkA
le>us ,oa le>kus ds fy, rS;kj gks tkrk gSA
PO2: Nk=ksa ls ;g vis{kk dh tkrh gS fd PSO2:,d Nk= vius egRoiw.kZ dk;Z ,oa
Hkkjrh; ,oa ik’pkR; n’kZfud ijEijkvksa dk lksp dkS’ky esa lq/kkj dj ldrk gSA
xgu v/;;u djsaA
PO3: Nk=ksa ls ;g vis{kk dh tkrh gS fd PSO3: ,d Nk= vius lapkj dkS’ky] fyf[kr
fofHkUu nk’kZfud fopkj /kkjkvksa dks vkSj ekSf[kd izLrqfr;ksa esa izklafxdrk ds
vkRelkr djsA
vk/kj ij lq/kkj dj ldrk gSA
PO4: Nk=ksa ls ;g vis{kk gS fd lkekftd ,oa PSO4: uSfrd ;k uSfrd :Ik ls dk;Z djus dh
jktuhfrd vo/kkj.kkas dk xgu v/;;u djsaA
{kerk fodflr dj ldrk gSA

UG (B.A.)

PO5: Nk=ksa ls vis{kk gS fd Hkkjrh; ,oa
PSO5: viuh lksp vkSj Hkk"kk ds mi;ksx
ik’pkR; uhfr’kkL= ds fofHkUu fl)kUrksa
ds ek/;e ls tkx:drk yk ldrk gSA
dh lE;d tkudkjh izkIr djsaA
PO6: Nk= Hkkjrh; n’kZu ds oSfnd vkSj PSO6:
,d Nk= ;g tku ldrk gS fd n’kZu
voSfnd ijEijk dk v/;;u djsaA
rdZ egkekjh foKku rRoehekalk] uSfrd
fofHkUu eqn~ns vkSj izd`fr ds fu;eksa]
dkj.k laca/kksa vkSj nqfu;k esa ekStwn
phtksa ds ckjsa esa tkx:drk fodflr dj ldrk
gSA
PO7: Nk= u dsoy ykSfdd fo"k;ksa dk PSO7: ,d Nk= /keZ ls lacaf/kr fofHkUu
fpUru djsa cfYd vykSfdd vo/kkj.kkvkssa fopkjksa ls voxr gks ldrk gSA
dks tkuus dk iz;kl djssA
PO8: Nk= ik’pkR; n’kZu dh Kku ehekalh;
,d Nk= viuh rkfdZd {kerk dks
,oa rRoehekalh; vo/kkj.kkvksa ls voxr PSO8:
fodflr dj ldrk gSA
gksdj vius Kku ds {ks= dk foLrkj djsaA
PO9: Nk=ksa ls vis{kk dh tkrh gS fd
rdZ’kkL=
dh
vkxeu
,oa
fuxeu
i)fr;ksa]vukdkfjd
rdZnks"kksa]rkfdZd
la;kstdksa lR;rk ,oa cS|rk ds lkFk
oSKkfud ,ao voSKkfud O;k[;kvksa ds }kjk
vius Kku dk ijektZu djsA
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PO10: Nk=ks ls vis{kk gS fd /keZn’kZu
dh
fofHkUu
leL;kvksa
/kkfeZdHkk"kk]/kkfeZd
fo’okl]bZ’oj]vkRek]eks{k]iqutZUe vkfn
dk foLr`r KkuktZu djsaA
PO11: Nk=ksa ls vis{kk gS fd og vius
vUnj nk’kZfud lksp fodflr djds viuk
ekSfyd fpUru ds }kjk lqUnj lekt dh jpuk
esa ;ksxnku ns vkSj uSfrdrk dk izpkj izlkj
djsA
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S.
No. Year- Paper

1.

First
Year
Paper-I

Lkekftd
,oa
jktuhfrd
n’kZu

2.

First Year
Paper-II

Ukhfr’kkL
=

3.

Second
Year
Paper-I

Hkkjrh;

Course Content
CC1% ¼v½ lekt ,oa jktn’kZu dh izd`fr ,oa {ks=]
lekt’kkL= ,oa uhfr’kkL= ls jktn’kZu dk
laca/kA
CC2: ¼v½ lkekftd ,oa jktuhfrd fopkj/kkjk&lekurk]
U;k;]Lora=rkA
¼c½
lEizHkqrk& vkWfLVu] cksMhu] ykLdh]
dkSfVY;A
CC3: ¼v½ O;fDr ,oa jkT;& vf/kdkj] drZO; ,oa
mRrjnkf;RoA
¼c½ 'kklu ds izdkj & jktra=] /keZra=]
yksdra=A
CC4: ¼v½ jktuSfrd fopkj/kkjk,W& vjktdrkokn]
ekDlZokn]lektokn]
QkWlhokn]
xkW/khoknA
CC5:
¼v½
ekuookn]
/keZfujis{krkokn]
cgqlaLd`froknA
¼c½ fyaxHksn ¼L=hHkzw.k gR;k]
efgyk
vf/kdkj ,oa l’kkfDrdj.k½
tkfrHksn ¼xkW/kh ,oa vEcsMdj½
CC1: ¼v½ uhfr’kkL= dh ifjHkk"kk] uhfr’kkL= dk Lo:Ik
,oa egRo] uhfr’kkL= dk vU; foKkuksa ls
laca/kA
CC2: ¼v½ uSfrd izR;; & 'kqHk] mfpr] drZO;] vfgalk]
ln~xq.k] Lora=rk ,oa mRrjnkf;RoA
¼c½ uSfrdfu.kZ;&Lo:Ik ,oa fo"k;oLrqA
CC3: ¼v½ Jhen~Hkxorxhrk dk uhfr’kkL= &
fu"dkedeZ;ksx]Lo/keZA
¼c½ euqLe`fr & lk/kkj.k /keZA
¼x½ tSu uhfr’kkL= & iapegkozr ,o
f=jRuA
CC4: ¼v½ lq[kokn & fey ,oa csUFkeA
¼c½ dkaV dk uhfr’kkL=& drZO; ds
fy, drZO;] uSfrd lw=] fujis{k
vkns’kA
CC5: ¼v½ v’kqHk dh leL;k& iki ,oa vijk/kA
¼c½ n.M ds fl)kar] e`R;qnaM]
lkewfgd fgalk ,oa ujlagkjA
CC1: ¼v½ Hkkjrh; n’kZu dh izeq[k fo’ks"krk,a
¼c½ oSfnd ,oa voSfnd ijEijk]
pkokZd n’kZu & HkkSfrdokn]
KkuehekalkA
CC2: ¼v½ tSu n’kZu & L;knokn] vusdkUrokn]
tho&vtho] ca/ku ,oa eks{kA
¼c½ ckS) n’kZu & pkj vk;ZlR;] {kf.kdokn]
vukReoknA

Course Outcome
lkekftd ,oa jktuhfrd
n’kZu&bl iz’ui= ds ek/;e ls
fo|kFkhZ
lkekftd
,oa
jktuhfrdfopkj
/kkjkvksa&lekurk]
U;k;]
LorU=rk ]lEizHkqrk] vf/kdkj]
drZO;] mRrjnkf;Ro] jktrU=]
/keZra=] yksdrU=] vjktdrkokn]
lektokn]
xkW/khokn]
QkWlhokn] vkfn dk xgu v/;;u
dj ldsaxsaA blds vfrfjDr
ekuookn]
/keZfujis{krkokn]
cgqlaLd`frokn] efgykl’kfDrdj.k]
fyaxHksn tkfrHksn vkfn dk
v/;;u dj KkuksiktZu djsxsA
CO1:

ikB~;Øe
esa uhfr’kkL= dk Lo:Ik ,oa
egRo]
izeq[k
uSfrd
izO;;]uSfrd fu.kZ;]Hkxorxhrk
euqLe`fr ,oa tSu uhfr’kkL= dk
v/;;u]fey] csUFke ,oa dk.V
dh uSfrd vo/kkj.kk,a v’kqHk
dh leL;k iki ,oa vijk/k] n.M ds
ckjs esa foLr`r v/;;u dj
ldssxssaA
CO2:uhfr’kkL=&bl

CO3: Hkkjrh; n’kZu&bl ikB~;Øe

esa oSfnd ,oa voSfnd ijEijk dh
Kku ehekalk ,oa rRrehekalk]Kku
ds lk/ku] Kku ds L=ksr] Kku dh
lhek,a] izR;{k] vuqeku] mieku]
'kCn] vFkkZifRr] vuqiyfC/k vkfn
dk
foospu]tSu]
ckS)]
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n’kZu

B2.

CC3: ¼v½ U;k; n’kZu & Kkuehekalk] izR;{k] vuqeku]
mieku] 'kCnA
¼c½ oS’ksf"kd n’kZu & lIr inkFkZ] ijek.kqoknA
CC4: ¼v½ lka[; n’kZu& lRdk;Zokn] izd`fr ,oa iq:"k]
fodkloknA
¼c½
;ksx n’kZu& v"Vkax ;ksx] bZ’oj] ;ksx dk
egRoA
CC5: ¼v½ ehekalk & Kku dk fl)karA
¼c½ v)Sr osnkar & 'kadjkpk;Z czá] tho] txr] ek;k
,oa eks{kA
¼l½ fof’k"Vk)Sr& jkekuqt] czá] tho] txr ,oa eks{k]
ek;kokn dk [k.MuA

U;k;&oS’ksf"kd lka[;&;ksx]v)Sr
,oa fof’k"Vk}Sr n’kZu esa
czá]bZ’oj] vkRek] tho]txr] eks{k
rFkk eks{k izkIr djus ds lk/ku ,oa
;ksx dh O;ogkfjd mi;ksfxrk dk
v/;;u dj ldsaA

Course Outcomes of all programmes offered by the Department Name

of the Programme

: B.A. philosophy
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4.

Second
Year
Paper-II

ik’pkR;
n’kZu

5.

Third
Year
Paper-I

vk/kqf
ud
rdZ’kkL
=

CC1: ¼v½ ik’pkR; n’kZu dk Lo:i] lqdjkrh; i)fr]
IysVks& Kku fl)akr] vjLrq dk
dkj.krkokn] nzO; ,oa vkdkjA
CC2: ¼v½ e/;;qxhu n’kZu dh fo’ks"krk,W] lar
vkxLVkbu& bZ’oj ,oa txr dk lac/k]
lar vUlsYe& bZ’oj dk Lo:i] lar Fkkel]
,Dohukl& bZ’oj dk Lo:iA
CC3: ¼v½ cqf)okn dk Lo:i MsdkVZ & lUnsg
i)fr] nzO; dh ifjHkk"kk] }Srokn
¼’kjhj
,oa eu½
¼c½ fLiukstk & nzO; fopkj] xq.k ,oa Ik;kZ;]
lekukUrjoknA
¼l½
ykbcfuV~t& fpn~foUnqokn] iwoZ
LFkkfir
lkeatL; dk fl)karA
CC4: ¼v½ vuqHkookn dk Lo:i] tkWu ykWd &
tUetkr izR;;ksa dk [k.Mu] Kku
ehekalkA
¼c½ cdZys& izkFkfed ,oa f}rh;d xq.kksa ds
foHkktu dk [k.Mu] lRrk n`’;rk gS]
vkRefu"B izR;;oknA
¼l½ MsfoM à;we & lUnsgokn] vkRek dk
[k.MuA
CC5: ¼v½ ,eSuqvy dkUV& leh{kkokn] cqf) dh
dksfV;kW] ns’k ,oa dkYk
¼c½ ghxy& fujis{k izR;;okn] }U}kRed i)frA
CC1: ¼v½ rdZ’kkL= dk Lo:Ik ,oa ifjHkk"kk]
vkxeu
,oa fuxeu i)fr] rdZokD; ,oa muds
izdkj] vukdkfjd rdZnks"kA
CC2: ¼v½ fujis{k rdZokD;ksa esa xq.k] ifjek.k
,oa
inO;kfIr] ;qfDr dk Lo:i] ijEijkxr
fojks/k oxZ] fujis{k rdZokD;ksa ds ekud
vkdkjA
CC3: ¼v½ U;k; okD;ksa ds fu;e ,oa rdZnks"k]
U;k;
;qfDr;ks ds vkdkj ,oa voLFkk,W]
osu js[kk
fp= i)fr] rkfdZd la;kstd& la;kstu
fu"ks/k] fo;kstu] vkiknu] lerqY;rk]
lR;rkQyu ,oa lR;ek lkfj.khA
CC4: ¼v½ dFku & ljy ,oa fefJr] lR;rk ,oa
oS/krk]iqu:fDr]lka;ksfxd
,oa
O;k?kkrh dFku]
fey dh fof/k;kWA

ik’pkR; n’kZu& bl ikB~;Øe esa
lqdjkr]IysVks vkSj vjLrq dh Kku ehekalk] e/;
;qxhu n’kZu esa rRoehekalk dk v/;;u djk;k
tk,xkA fo|kFkhZ cqf)okn] vuqHkookn] vkSj
leh{kkokn ds vUrZxr ykWd] cdZys] áwe]
nsdkrZ]fLiukstk ,oa ykbcfuV~Tk] dk.V ,oa ghxy
ds n’kZfud fopkjksa dk v/;;u dj ldsxsaA
CO4:

CO5: vk/kqfud rdZ’kkL=&bl ikB~;Øe esa

fo|kFkhZ vkxeu ,oa fuxeu rdZ’kkL=]vukdkfjd
rdZnks"k] rdZokD;] ijEijkxr fojks/k oxZ] U;k;
;qfDr;ksa ]rkfdZd la;kstdksa ]izdFkuksa lR;rk
Qyu ,oa lR;rk lkj.kh ds v/;;u ds lkFk gh Hkkjrh;
ijEijk esa ckS) ,oa U;k; n’kZu dh Kku ehekalk dk
Hkh v/;;u dj ldsxsA
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6.

CC5: ¼v½ izkDdYiuk] oSKkfud ,oa voSKkfud
O;k[;k]
ckS) ,oa U;k; n’kZu esa vuqeku dk
Lo:Ik
,oa izdkj] gsRokHkklA
CC1: ¼v½ /keZ dk vFkZ] /keZn’kZu dk Lo:Ik
Third Year ,oa
Paper-II
leL;k;sa] ekuo thou esa /keZ ds
LFkku ij
/keZn’kZu
fofHkUu fopkj] /keZ dk n’kZu ,oa foKku
ls
laca/kA
CC2: ¼v½ /kkfeZd vuqHko] jgL;okn] /kfeZd
vuqHko dk
lk/kkj.k dk vuqHko ls vUrj] /kkfeZd
Hkk"kk]
/kkfeZd fo’okl dh izd`fr] /keZ fujis{krk]
/keZkUrj.k ¼/keZ ifjoRkZu½
CC3: ¼v½ cqf) ,oa vUr% izKk] vkLFkk] bZ’oj
ds
vfLrRo ds izek.k] vuh’ojokn] bZ’oj
ds
fcuk /keZA
CC4: ¼v½ vkRek dh vejrk] eks{k ,oa mldh
izkfIr ds
mik;] iqutZUe dk fl)kar] /keZ ,oa
uSfrdrkA
CC5: ¼v½
Lokeh foosdkuUn& lkoZHkkSe
/keZA
¼c½ egkRek xkW/kh& loZ/keZ leHkkoA
¼l½ johUnzukFk VSxksj & ekuo /keZA
¼n½
/kkfeZd vusdrkokn ,oa fujis{k
¼vafre½
lR; dh leh{kkA

CO6:
/keZ n’kZu& bl ikB~;Øe es
/keZn’kZu dk Lo:i]/kkfeZd vuqHko]
/kkfeZdHkk"kk] /kkfeZd fo’okl] bZ’ojokn
,oa vuh’ojokn] vkRek] eks{k] iqutZUe vkfn
ds v/;;u ds lkFk /keZ ifjorZu] /keZ fujis{krk]
lkoZHkSke /keZ] ekuo /keZ] loZ/keZ
leHkko] /kkfeZd vusdrkokn vkfn dk v/;;u
fo|kFkhZ dj ldsxsA
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B1.Course Outcomes of all programmes offered by the Department of Philosophy
Name of the Programme

Name of the
programme

: M.A. Philosophy

Programme Outcomes (PO)

Program Specific Outcomes (PSO)

(PG)
PG (M.A.)

PO1: The students acquire in depth
knowledge in the field of social
sciences, literature and humanities
which make them sensitive and
sensible enough to solve the issues
related with mankind.
PO2: The postgraduates will be
acquainted with the social, economical,
historical,
geographical,
political,
ideological and philosophical tradition
and thinking of their respective
subjects.
PO3: The program also empowers the
post-graduates to appear for various
competitive examinations or choose the
any post graduate or research
programme of their choice.
PO4: The M. A. program enables the
students to aquire the knowledge with
human values framing the base to deal
with various problems in life with
courage and humanity.

PO5: The students will be ignited
enough through the knowledge of the
special PG programme to think and act
over for the solution of various issues
prevailed in the human life to make this
world better than ever.
PO6: Through the PG programme the
students will come know about
research in their respective subject. It
may also provide the information to the
students for collection of Data, enquiry,
primary and secondary methods of
collection of data, classification and
tabulation of data. Students get
knowledge of various research methods
and can realize the importance of
research to find solutions of a specific
issue.

PSO1. : Post Graduate Programme in
Philosophy will enrich the potential of
knowledge by creating a critical,
comprehensive and will ensure the
capacity of inquiring mind.
PSO2. : The domain of the history of
Indian and Western Philosophy is an
aspiring and inspiring discourses on
thought and life.

PSO3. : The study of reasoning
provides the anatomy of examining
thought and argument and will provide
an essential skill of reasoning.
PSO4. : Philosophy is not only an
abstract thinking but it preludes the
potential of thinking beyond the
structural boundaries. The skill of
philosophizing will develop the
potential to create an out of box
thinking.
PSO5. : A skill of critical inquiry which
is necessary and should be inevitably
attained for the philosophical discourse.
The skill of critical inquiry gives an
insight to generate creative thought.
PSO6. : Philosophical thinking is not an
alienated discourse which subjugates
life. Life is panorama of philosophical
thinking. Philosophy cannot exclude life
as Dr. Radhakrishnan has rightly said
“That philosophy is alive it can not be
remote from the life of the people.” In
this respect the skill of philosophizing
connect and substantiate life.
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B2.

Course Outcomes of all programmes offered by the Department

Name of the Programme

S.
No.

YearPaper

: M.A. Philosophy

Course Content

CO1:
Hkkjrh; Kku
ehekalk & bl ikB~;Øe
I Sem
¼c½ Kku dk oxhZdj.k % çek ,oa vçek
esa
Kku
dk
Paper- I
¼l½ la’k;] rdZ ,oa Hkze
Lo:i]izek]vizek]
la’k;]
Hkkjrh;
¼n½ [;kfrokn% vkRe[;kfr] vlr~[;kfr]
rdZ] Hkze] [;kfrokn]
Kku
vU;Fkk[;kfr vfuoZpuh; [;kfrA
izek.k] izkek.;] izR;{k]
ehekalk CC2: ¼v½ izkek.; dh ifjHkk"kk ,oa Lo:i
vuqeku] mieku] 'kCn]
¼c½ izkek.; dk
vFkZkifUr]
vuqiyfC/k
oxhZdj.k%Lor%izkek.;]ijr%izkek.;
¼l½ izek.k dk vFkZ ,oa izdkj] izek.k&O;oLFkk vkfn dk fo|kFkhZ foLr`r
v/;;u dj ldsxsA
¼n½ pkokZd% izR;{k izek.k dk Lo:i] vU;
izek.kksa dk
[k.Mu
CC3: ¼v½ tSu n’kZu dk u; fopkj
¼c½ vusdkarokn
¼l½ ckS) n’kZu dk viksgokn
¼n½ U;k; ,oa ehekalk ds vuqlkj izR;{k fopkj
CC4: ¼v½ vuqeku dk Lo:i ,oa izdkj
¼c½ O;kfIr dk Lo:i ,oa çdkj
¼l½ gsRokHkkl
¼n½ mieku
CC5: ¼v½ 'kCn çek.k dk Lo:i
¼c½ vfHkfgrkUo;okn ,oa vfUorkfHk/kkuokn
¼l½ vFkkZifÙk
¼n½ vuqiyfC/k
CO2:
ik’pkR;
Kku
C1: ¼v½ fo’okl vkSj Kku] çR;; dk
ehekalk&
bl
ikB~;Øe
esa
Lo#i@çR;;kRed Kku
I Sem
fo|kFkhZ Kku]fo’okl ,oa
Paper- II
¼c½ }ankRed i)fr & lqdjkr ls iwoZ IysVks rd
izR;; dk Lo:i] Kku ds
L=ksr]
cqf)okn
]
ik’pkR;
C2: ¼v½ Kku ds L=ksr] dkfVZfl;u i)fr] Kku ds L=ksr vuqHkookn] leh{kkokn]
Kku
¼c½ tUetkr çR;; dk Lo#i ¼vk/kqfud ;qx cqf)okn½ lR; ds fofHkUu fl)kUrksa
ehekalk
dk v/;;u dj ldsxsaA
C3: ¼v½
çR;{k& çkFkfed ,oa xkS.k] tUetkr çR;;ksa
dk
[k.Mu
¼c½ ykWd ds n’kZu esa Kku dh lhek,aA
¼vk/kqfud ;qx%
vuqHkookn½
C4: ¼v½
varKkZu dk Lo#i] cqf) dh dksfV;k¡]
fu.kZ;ksa ds
çdkj
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¼c½ la’ys"k.kkRed çkxuqHkkfod fu.kZ;ksa dh
CC1: ¼v½ Kku dk vFkZ] ifjHkk"kk ,oa Lo:i

1.

2.

Course Outcomes

laHkkouk
¼dk.V½

C5: ¼v½

lR; ds fl)kUr & Lor% çek.;okn
vuqdwyrkokn
¼c½ lkeatL;oknh fl)kUr] vFkZfØ;koknh fl)kUr

C1: ¼v½ rdZ’kkL= dh fo"k;oLrq
3.

v- rdZ’kkL= dk Lo#i c- vkxeu vkSj fuxeu
l- rdZokD; nlR;rk vkSj oS|rk
¼c½ vukdkfjd ;k vukSipkfjd rdZnks"k
vk/kqfud
v- çklafxdRo rdZnks"k c-lafnX/kkFkZ ;k
rdZ’kkL=
Hkk"kkxr nks"k
l- rdZnks"kksa dk ifjgkj
I Sem
Paper- III

C2: 1- ifjHkk"kk

v- ifjHkk"kk dk mn~ns’; c-ifjHkk"kk ds çdkj

CO3:
vk/kqfud
rdZ’kkL=& bl ikB~;Øe
esa fo|kFkhZ rdZ’kkL=
ds Lo:Ik] vkxeu] fuxeu]
lR;rk vkSj oS|rk vukdkfjd
rdZnks"kksa] ifjHkk"kk]
mHk;rksik’k]
vuqeku]
lRrkRed
rkRi;Z]
izrhdkRed]
rdZ’kkL=
rFkk dk;Z&dkj.k ds
laca/k esa fey dh
fof/k;ksa dk v/;;u dj
ldsxsaA

l- ifjHkk"kk dh i)fr;kW
2- mHk;rksik’k&v&mHk;rksik’k ds fu"d"kZ djus
ds rhu
mik;
C3: 1- rdZokD; dk oxhZdj.k
v- fu#ikf/kd rdZokD;ksa dk ekud vkdkj

4.

c ijaEijkxr oxZ fojks/k
2- vU; O;ofgr vuqeku
v- ifjorZu cçfrorZu
l- çfr ifjorZu
C4: 1- lÙkkRed rkRi;Z
2- çrhdhdj.k ,oa fujs{k rdZokD; dk vkjs[k
3- fujis{k U;k; okD;&v- fujis{k U;k; okD;ksa dk
ekud vkdkj
c- fujis{k U;k; okD; dk Lo#i
l- U;k; okD;ksa dk ijh{k.k gsrq osu js[kk i)fr
n- fu;e ,oa nks"k
C5: 1. dk;Zdkj.k lEca/k
v- fey dh fof/k;ka cfey dh fof/k;ksa dh
vkykspuk
C1: ¼v½ Hkkjrh; uhfr’kkL= ds lkekU; y{k.k] Hkkjrh; CO4:
Hkkjrh;
uhfr’kkL= dk fodkl fjr ,oa lr _.k
uhfr’kkL=& bl ikB~;Øe
I Sem
,oa ;K] ;ksx ,oa {kse] iq:"kkFkZ
esa Hkkjrh; uhfr’kkL= ds
Paper- IV
C2: ¼v½ Hkxon~xhrk ¼fu"dke deZ;ksx] Lo/keZ] fodkl] oSfnd uhfr’kkL=]
Hkkjrh;
yksdlaxzg½
ckS) fparu esa mik;dkS’ky ¼c);ku½ rFkkxhrk ,oa tSu rFkk ckS)
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uhfr’kkL= czáfcgkj
uhfr’kkL= ds vfrfjDr ;ksx
¼eS=h] d:.kk] eqfnrk] mis{kk½ tSu ijEijk esa
uhfr’kkL=] fonqj ,oa
f=jRu ¼n’kZu] Kku ,oa pfj=½
dkSfVY; uhfr] ehekalk
C3: ¼v½ ;ksx n’kZu ds vuqlkj ;e rFkk fu;e] fonqj
uhfr rFkk foosdkuUn]
uhfr]
xkW/kh ,ao fouksok ds
dkSfVY; uhfr
C4:¼v½
ehekalk
ds
vuqlkj
/keZ
¼ uSfrd fpUru dk v/;;u dj
ldsxsA
fof/k&fu"ks/k]vFkZokn½
¼c½ 'kkL=ksins’k] viwoZ] lk/;&lk/ku]
bfrdÙkZO;rk]
deZ&fl)kUr ds uSfrd viknku
C5: ¼v½ ledkyhu Hkkjrh; uhfr 'kkL=
¼c½ foosdkuUn ¼ln~xq.k½] xk¡/kh
¼,dkn’k&ozr½] fouksok
¼Hkwnku ,oa oSf’od uSfrdrk½

C1: ¼v½ oSfnd n’kZu dk cgqnsookn

5.

II Sem
Paper- I

Hkkjrh;
rRo
ehekalk

CO5:
Hkkjrh;
rRo
¼c½ vkSifu"kfnd ijEijk esa czEg fopkj
ehekalk& bl ikB~;Øe esa
¼l½ xhrk ds vuqlkj Kku;ksx] deZ;ksx ,oa Hkfä;ksx fo|kFkhZ
osn]
fopkj
mifu"kn~]xhrk] pkokZd]
¼n½ pkokZd n’kZu esa HkkSfrdoknh fopkj
tSu ]ckS)] lka[;] ;ksx]
oS’ksf"kd] ’kadjkpk;Z]
C2: ¼v½ tSu n’kZu esa tho & vtho fopkj
,oa jkekuqt dh rRo
¼c½ tSu n’kZu esa ca/ku ,oa eks{k fopkj
ehekalh; vo/kkj.kkvksa
¼l½ ckS) n’kZu dk vukReokn fopkj
dk v/;;u dj ldsxsA
¼n½ ckS) n’kZu dk fuokZ.k fopkj
C3: ¼v½ lka[; dk lRdk;Zokn
¼c½ lak[; dk izd`fr ,oa iq#"k fopkj
¼l½ lka[; dk fodklokn
¼n½ ikrUtfy n’kZu esa fpÙko`fÙk ,oa v"Vkax ;ksx
fopkj
C4: ¼v½ oS’ksf"kd n’kZu esa inkFkZ dk Lo:i ,oa
izdkj
¼c½ nzO;] xq.k ,oa deZ fopkj
¼l½ lkekU;] fo’ks"k] leok; ,oa vHkko fopkj
¼n½ iwoZ ehekalk dk viwoZ fl)kUr
C5: ¼v½ 'kkadj n’kZu esa czEg fopkj
¼c½ 'kkadj n’kZu esa ek;k fopkj
¼l½ 'kkadj n’kZu esa eks{k fopkj
¼n½ jkekuqt ds vuqlkj 'kadj ds ek;kokn dh
vkykspukA
C1: ¼v½ rRoehekalk dk Lo#i ,oa dk;Z{ks=
CO6:
ik’pkR;
rRo
¼c½
rRoehekalk ,oa foKku
eheaklk& bl ikB~;Øe esa
¼l½ rRoehekalk ,oa /keZ
fo|kFkhZ rRoehekalk dk
¼n½ rRoehekalk ,oa jgL;okn ¼IykfVul½
Lo:i ,oa dk;Z{ks=] IysVks]
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6.

II Sem
Paper- II

C2: ¼v½ çR;; dh fo’ks"krk,a ¼IysVks½

¼c½ çR;; ,oa oLrq,a ¼IysVks½
¼l½ dkj.krk ds çdkj ¼vjLrq½
ik’pkR;
¼n½ æO;a ,oa vkdkj ¼vjLrq½
rRo
C3: ¼v½ }Srokn ¼nsdkrZ½
ehekalk
¼c½ cgqrRookn ¼ykbofuRt½
¼l½ ’kjhj&eu dh leL;k ,oa fujk/kkj dYiuk
¼n½ la’k;okn
¼fØ;k&çfrfØ;kokn]
lkekUkkUrjokn]
iwoZ LFkkfir lkeatL;½
C4: ¼v½ vkRefu"B çR;okn ¼odZys½
¼c½ vKs;okn ¼dk.V½
¼l½ oLrqfu"Brk ¼gsxsy½
C5: ¼v½ bZ’oj % xfr jfgr xfrnkrk ds #i esa ¼vjLrq½
¼c½ bZ’oj % fufeRr dkj.k ds #i esa ¼nsdkrZ½
¼l½ bZ’oj % æO; ds #i esa ¼fLiukstk½
C1: 1- çrhdkRed rdZ’kkL= dk fodkl vkSj bldk ç;ksx
II Sem
Paper- III

7.

vk/kqfud
rdZ’kkL=

¼v½ ljy ,oa fefJr dFku
¼c½ la;kstd] fo;kstd
¼l½ oLrqxr viknku
C2: 1- rkfdZd vkdkj ,oa rdZ

¼v½ rkfdZd vkdkj ,oa lR;rk lkfj.kh
¼c½ çfrKfIr dk vkdkj vkSj dFku
1- iqu#fä 2- vkRe O;k?kkrh
3- lka;ksfxd
¼l½ voS/krk dk çek.k

C3:

1- fuxeu fof/k
¼v½ vuqeku ds fu;e
¼c½ oS/krk dk
vkdkfjd çek.k
¼l½ voS/krk dk çek.k

C4:

1- rdZokD;ksa ds dk;Z ,oa xq.k
¼v½ ,d opukRed vkSj lkekU; rdZokD;
¼c½ loZO;kih ,oa vfLrRo ijd ifjek.k
2- laca/kkRed rdZ’kkL=
¼v½ lEca/kksa dk çrhdhdj.k
¼c½ lEca/kksa dh dqN fo’ks"krk,a
¼l½ rknkE; vkSj fuf’pr o.kZu

vjLrq]
nsdkrZ]
ykbcfuV~t] odZys] dk.V]
ghxy] fLiukstk vkfn ds
rRoehekalh;
vo/kkj.kkvksa dk v/;;u dj
ldsxsA

CO7:
vk/kqfud
rdZ’kkL=& bl ikB~;Øe es
fo|kFkhZ
izrhdkRed
rdZ’kkL= ds fodkl ,oa
iz;ksx] izkdFku] rkfdZd
vkdkj] oS|rk dk izek.k]
voS|rk
dk
izek.k]
rdZokD;ksa ds dk;Z ,oa
xq.k] oSKkfud O;k[;k]
lR;kifu;rk ,oa vlR;kifu;rk dk
v/;;u dj ldsxsA
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C5: 1- foKku vkSj lkekU; psruk

8.

¼v½ oSKkfud ,oa voSKkfud O;k[;k
¼c½ oSKkfud O;k[;k dk ewY;kadu
¼l½ lR;kiuh;rk ,oa vlR;kiuh;rk
C1: 1- ik’pkR; uhfr’kkL= dk bfrgkl
2- ik’pkR; uhfr’kkL= dk Lo#i

CO8:
ik’pkR;
uhfr’kkL=& bl ikB~;Øe
II Sem
esa fo|kFkhZ ik’pkR;
Paper- IV
C2: 1- dk.V dk uhfr’kkL=
uhfr’kkL= dk bfrgkl ,oa
ik’pkR;
¼v½ lfnPNk dk çR;; ¼c½ dÙkZO; dk çR;;
Lo:Ik] dk.V ,oa ewj dk
uhfr’kkL=
¼l½ fujis{k vkns’k
¼n½ ladYi dh Lora=rk
uhfr’kkL=
laKkukRed
¼b½ ewY;kadu
fl)kUr rFkk vlaKkukRed
C3: 1- ewj dk uhfr’kkL=
fl)kUrksa dk v/;;u dj
¼v½ uhfr’kkL= dh fo"k;oLrq ¼c½’kqHk dk ldsxsA
çR;;
¼l½ çÑfroknh nks"k ¼n½ vkafxd iw.kZrk dk
çR;;
¼b½ lq[kokn dh vkykspuk
C4: vf/kuhfr’kkL= & laKkukRed fl)kUr
1- uO;% var% çKkokn
¼v½ ewyHkwr ekU;rk,a
¼c½ ewY;kadu
2- uSfrd çÑfrokn
¼v½ ewyHkwr ekU;rk,a
¼c½ ewY;kadu
C5: vlaKkukRed fl)kUr

1- laosxokn

9.

III Sem
Paper- I

ledkyhu
ik’pkR;
n’kZu

¼v½ ,-ts- ,;j
¼c½ lh-,y- LVhosa’ku CO9: ledkyhu ik’pkR;
n’kZu& bl ikB~;Øe esa
2- fu;kstuokn
fo|kFkhZ
ewj
dk
¼v½ vkj-,e- gs;j
¼c½ uksosy fLeFk
C1:
th-bZ- ewj & çR;;okn dk [k.Mu] cká vkSj izR;;okn]ch-jlsy dk Kku
fl)kUr] rkfdZd v.kqokn
vkarfjd
foV~xsLVkbu
dk
laca/k
C2:
ch- jlsy ifjp;kRed Kku ,oa o.kZukRed Kku] nk’kZfud fo’ys"k.k ,oa
Hkk"kk;h [ksy] ,s;j dk
rkfdZd
lR;kiu fl)kUr] oxZlk dk
v.kqokn
C3: foaVxsaLVkbu & nk’kZfud fo’ys"k.k] Hkk"kk;h fodkl fl)kUr rFkk gqlyZ
dk n`’; iziap 'kkL= dk
[ksy
v/;;u djsxsA
C4:
,-ts- ,;j] lR;kiu fl)kUr] n’kZu dk dk;Z
C5:

cxZlk dk fodkl fl)kUr] gqlZy dk n`’;çiap ’kkL=
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C1:
10. III Sem
Paper- II

v}Sr
osnkUr
¼oSdfYid
½

v/;kl
¼v½ v/;kl dk y{k.k ,oa Lo#i
¼c½ v/;kl dk çdkj ,oa egRo
¼l½ v/;kl ,oa [;kfrokn
¼n½ v/;kl dh izklafxdrk

prq%lw=h
¼v½ vFkkrks czã ftKklk
¼c½ tUek|L; ;r%

C2:

CO10: v}Sr oSnkUr& bl
ikB~;Øe esa v}Sr osnkUr
ds
vuqlkj
v/;kl]
prqlwZ=h] rdZikn] rFkk
tSu] ckS)] lka[; ,oa U;k;
er dk [k.Mu vkfn dk
v/;;u dj ldsxsA

¼v½ 'kkL=;ksfuRokr~
¼c½ rÙkq leUo;kr~
C4: ¼v½ rdZikn
¼c½ lka[;er dk [k.Mu] U;k; oS’ksf"kd er dk
[k.Mu
C5: ¼v½ foKkuokn dk [k.Mu
¼c½ tSu er dk [k.Mu
C3:

CO11: /keZn’kZu& bl
ikB~;Øe esa fo|kFkhZ
C2: /keZ dh mRifÙk ds fl)kUr] Hkkjrh; n’kZu esa /keZ
dh
mRifRr
bZ’oj dh vo/kkj.kk
/keZn’kZu dk Lo:i] bZ’oj
C3:
/kkfeZd vuqHko vkSj /kkfeZd psruk] bZ’oj ds ds vfLrRo ds izek.k]
vuh’ojokn bZ’oj] euq";
vfLrRo
vkSj txr esa laca/k vkfn
ds çek.k
dk foLr`r v/;;u djsxsA
C4: bZ’oj ds vfLrRo ds foi{k esa rdZ] bZ’ojokn]
losZ’ojokn ] iq#"kksÙkeokn
C5: bZ’oj] euq";] txr] var%lEca/k] /keZ
fujis{krkokn
C1: n’kZu dh i`"BHkwfe] eq[; fo’ks"krk,a
CO12:
vk/kqfud
Hkkjrh;
fpUru&
bl
C2: Lokeh jkeÑ".k ijegal & vkRelk{kkRdkj] loZ/keZ ikB~;Øe esa vk/kqfud
Hkkjrh;
fpUru
dh
leUo;
fo’ks"krkvksa ds lkFk
C3: Lokeh foosdkuan & lkoZHkkSe/keZ] ;ksx ds
Lokeh
pkj çdkj
jked`".k]foosdkuUn]VSx
C4: jfoUæukFk VSxksj] ekuo ,oa bZ’oj ] ekuo /keZ ksj ,oa egkRek xkW/kh
C5: ,e-ds- xka/kh & lR; vkSj bZ’oj] vfgalk] lR;kxzg ds nk’kZfud fopkjksa dk
v/;;u dj ldsxsA
CO13: ledkyhu ik’pkR;
C1: vFkZfØ;kokn & fofy;e tsEl] tkWu Mh-ohn’kZu& bl ikB~;Øe esa
fo|kFkhZ
fofy;e
C2: fxycVZ jkW;y & dksfV nks"k ] vFkZ dh
tsEl]tkWu Mhoh] fxyoVZ
vo/kkj.kk
jkW;y]
dhdSxkMZ]
C3: ¼v½ vfLrRookn] vfLrRookn dh lkekU;
ekfVZu gkbMsxj]T;kW
fo’ks"krk,a
ikWy lk= ds nk’kZfud
¼c½ lkjsu fddsZxkMZ & vfLrRooknh
fopkjksa dk v/;;u dj
vkRefu"Brk dk
ldsxsA
Lo#i] vfLrRooknh vkRe lk{kkRdkj
C1:

11. III Sem
Paper- III

/keZ
n’kZu

12.

III
Sem
PaperIV

vk/kqf
ud
Hkkjrh
; fparu
IV Sem
PaperI
13.

ledkyhu
ik’pkR;
n’kZu

/keZ dk Lo#i] foKku] n’kZu vkSj /keZ
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C4:

C5:

ekfVZu gkbMsxj & vfLrRoijdrk] dky ,oa lr]
lr ,oa voLrqRo
T;ka ikWy lk=Z &Lora=rk dh vo/kkj.kk]

ekuorkokn
C1: ek.MwD;dkfjdk & psruk ds pkj Lrj] feF;kRo
fopkj
14.

IV
Sem
Paper
- II

v}Sr
osnkar

C2:

czá fopkj] vtkfrokn

C3:

¼v½ Hkkerh ,oa fooj.k ijEijk
¼c½ voPNsnokn ] çfrfcEcokn

C4:

vfo|k ,oa ek;k] vfo|k dk ,dRo ,oa vusdRo]
vfo|k dk vkJ; ,oa fo"k;

CO14: v}Sr oSnkUr& bl
ikB~;Øe esa psruk ds Lrj]
feF;kRo fopkj] czgk
fopkj]vtkfrokn] Hkkerh
,oa fooj.k ijEijk voPNsn
,oa izfrfoEcokn] vfo|k]
ek;k rFkk 'kadjkpk;Z ds
vuqlkj eks{k ds Lo:Ik ,oa
lk/kuksa dk v/;;u dj
ldsxsA

’kadjkpk;Z & eks{k dk y{k.k ,oa Lo:i] eks{k ds
lk/ku vkSj Jo.k] euu ,oa fufn/;klu

C5:

15.

16.

IV
Sem
Paper
- III
/keZ
n’kZu

IV Sem
PaperIV

vk/kqf
ud
Hkkjrh
; fparu

vkRek dh vo/kkj.kk] ikieqfDr ,oa ekuo fu;fr

CO15: /keZ n’kZu& bl
ikB~;Øe esa fo|kFkhZ
C2: v’kqHk dh leL;k ,oa iki] ladYi dh Lora=rk]
vkRek
dh
deZ ,oa iqutZUe] iq#"kkFkZ
vo/kkj.kk]ikieqfDr]ekuof
u;fr] v’kqHk dh leL;k]
C3: bZ’ojokn ,oa çrhdokn] HkfDr] vkLFkk ]
bZ’ojokn]
izrhdokn]
çkFkZuk ,oa
jgL;okn]
xkW/kh]
iwtk
foosdkuUn
,oa
C4: jgL;okn] lkdkj&vorkj
egkefrizk.kukFk
dh
C5:
fo’o/keZ dh laHkkouk] egkRek xka/kh dh /kkfeZd vo/kkj.kkvksa
dk v/;;u dj ldsxsA
loZ/keZ
C1:

leHkko dh vo/kkj.kk egkefr çk.kukFk dh loZ/keZ
leUo; dh vo/kkj.kk
vFkok
’kS{kf.kd Hkze.k
C1: Jh vjfoUn & lfPpnkuUn dh vo/kkj.kk] fodkl dk CO16:
vk/kqfud
fl)kar] vfrekul
Hkkjrh;
fpUru&
bl
C2: MkW- ,l-jk/kk d`".ku & cqf) ,oa varKZku] iwoZ ikB~;Øe esa vk/kqfud
Hkkjrh;
fpUru
dh
,oa if’pe
fo’ks"krkvksa ds lkFk
dk leUo;A
lfPpnkuUn]
ds-lhC3: ds lh HkV~Vkpk;Z & n’kZu dh vo/kkj.kk]psruk HkV~Vkpk;Z] ,e-,u-jk; ,o
ds LrjA
ach-vkj-vEcsMdj
ds
nk’kZfud fopkjksa dk
C4: ,e-,u-jk; & lkE;okn dh vykspuk] vkewykRed]
v/;;u dj ldsxsA
ekuooknA
452

ch-vkj-vEcsMdj &lkekftd mRFkku] tsd`".kewfrZ &
Lora=rk dk izR;;
je.kegf"kZ &vkRe dh [kkst
C5:
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Session: 2019-2020
India Name of the Department

: Department of Sanskrit

Academic Year

: 2019-20

A. Program Outcomes and Program Specific Outcomes

Name of the
programme
(UG)
UG (B.A.)

Programme Outcomes (PO)
Students will gain
PO1: Nk=ksa dks laLd`r Hkk"kk ds
mn~Hko]fodkl]x| ,oa i| dkO; Hksnksa
dk Kku izkIr gqvkA
PO2: Nk=kssa dks O;kdj.k laf/k
]lekl]’kCn:i]/kkrq:i] laKk]izR;kgkj vkfn
dk iz;ksxkRed Kku izkIr gqvkA

Program Specific Outcomes
(PSO)
Students will be able to
PSO1: laLd`r Hkk"kk dk O;ofLFkr
vkSj ;Fkksfpr KkuA

PSO2: uSfrd] lkekftd vkSj jk"Vªh;
HkkoukRed fodklA

PO3: Nk=ksa esa laLd`r lkfgR; ds
bfrgkl]egkdkO; x|dkO; vkSj okD; jpuk
PSO3: vuqokn ,oa okrkZyki dyk dk
dkS’ky ds laca/k esa ;Fkksfpr n`f"Vdks.k fodklA
fodflr gqvkA
PO4: Nk=ksa dks Hkk"kk foKku ds
ek/;e ls laLd`r Hkk"kk ds o.kZ]mPpkj.k
LFkku] iz;Ru]/ofu]in]okD;]vFkZ ifjorZu
ds dkj.kkssa dk O;ofLFkr vkSj ;Fkksfpr
iz;ksx dk Kku izkIr gqvkA

PSO4: egkdkO;] ukVd vkfn dk
lkjka’k ys[kuA

PO5: Nk= laLd`r lkfgR; ds oSfnd ,o
ykSfdd lkfgR; ls ifjfpr gq;sA

PSO5: laLd`r esa lEHkk"k.k] vuqokn
dkS’ky] vuqoknd cuus dh {kerk fodflr
gqbZA

PO6: Nk=ksa esa laLd`r Hkk"kk
vkSj lkfgR; dks le>us]v/;;u
vkLoknu vkSj ewY;kdau dh
{kerk fodflr gqbZA

PSO6: fgUnh ls laLd`r ,oa
laLd`r ls fgUnh esa vuqoknA
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PO7: laLd`r dh fofHkUu fo/kkvksa&x|]
i|] O;kdj.k ]n’kZu] laLdkj vkfn ds ek/;e PSO7: ,e-,-]ch-,M-]
nwjlapkj lsuk esa /keZxq:A
ls Nk=ksa dk HkkoukRed fodkl gqvkA
PO8: Nk=ksa esa laLd`r lkfgR; ds ek/;e
ls osn] jkek;.k] egkHkkjr] n’kZu]
ukVdkfn esa of.kZr uSfrd] jk"Vªh; vkSj
lkekftd ewY;ksa ds izfr vkLFkk fuekZ.k
gqbZA
PO9: Nk=ksa dks laLd`r esa okD; jpuk]
fuca/k ys[ku dk ifjp; izkIr gqvkA

PSO8: osn] osnakr] jkek;.k] egkHkkjr]
uhfrxzUFk] vkfn esa of.kZr lwfDr;ksa
ds ek/;e ls ewY; lao}Zu%&
uSfrd]jk"Vªh; ewY;ksa dk lao/kZuA
PSO9:jk"Vªh; ,drk] lekurk
]cU/kqrk] mRrjnkf;Ro vkSj
Hkk"kk dh oSKkfudrk dk fodklA
PSO10: fofHkUu lsokvksa dh
ijh{kkA
PSO11: fo|ky;ksa esa laLd`r f’k{kd
,oa eafnjks esa iqtkjhA

B1.Course Outcomes of all programmes offered by the Department of Sankrit
Name of the Programme

: B.A. Sanskrit

*On completion of the courses students will be able:
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S. YearNo.
Paper
First
Year
Paper-I

Course Name Course Outcomes

Oksn] O;kdj.k
,oa Hkk"kk
uSiq.;

1.

CO1: Nk=ksa dks oSfnd lafgrkvksa dk ifjp;]oSfnd vkSj ykSfdd
laLd`r dh fo’ks"krkvksa vkfn dk ifjp; izkIr gqvkA
CO2: Nk=ksa dks 'kCn :Ik] /kkrq:Ik] izR;kgkj] laKk] vuqokn
vkfn dk Kku izkIr gqvkA
CO3: Nk=ksa dks osn ea=ksa dk mPpkj.k ,oa vuqokn dk
Kku izkIr gqvkA

2.

First
Year
Paper-II

vk"kZdkO; ,oa
ykSfdd dkO;

CO1: Nk=ksa dks jkek;.k] egkHkkjr] vk"kZdkO;ksa dk
cks/k gqvkA
CO2: egkdkO;] ,oa ukVd dh ifjHkk"kk,a ,oa ifjp; izkIr gqvkA
CO3: Nk=ksa dks y?kq=;h ,oa o`g=;h dk Kku izkIr gqvkA
CO1: Nk=ksa esa x|ikB ds izfr :fp tkxzr gqbZA

Second
Year
Paper-I

Xk?kn’kZu ,oa
O;kdj.k

CO2: Nk=ksa dks vkfLrd ,oa ukfLrd n’kZuksa dk lkekU; ifjp;
Kku izkIr gqvkA

CO3: Nk=ksa esa laLdkj dk vFkZ egRo ,oa laLdkjksa dh
fof/k;ksa dk Kku izkIr gqvkA
3.

CO4: Nk=ksa esa dr`Z]deZ] ,oa HkkookP; ifjorZu]
fuca/kys[ku {kerk fodflr gqbZA
CO5: lekl&lekl foxzg&lekfld inksa dk Kku fodflr gqvkA
CO6: Nk=ksa esa x|] n’kZu ,oa O;kdj.k ds izfr :fp
fodflr gqbZA

4.

Second
Year
Paper-II

egkdkO; ,oa
ukVd

CO1: j?kqoa’k egkdkO; ifjp;]f}rh; lxZ 'yksdksa dh O;k[;k
dk Kku izkIr gqvkA
CO2: ukV~;’kkL= ]ukV~;ksRifUr iz;kstu dk Kku izkIr gqvkA
CO3: ukV~;’kkL= ds fofHkUUk ikfjHkkf"kd 'kCnksa dk cks/k
gqvkA
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CO1: Nk=ksa dks xhrk ds Lo:Ik dk Kku izkIr gqvkA
5.

Third
Year
Paper-I

Xkhrk]n’kZu
O;kdj.k vkSj
Hkk"kk foKku

CO2: Nk=ksa dks o.kkZJe O;oLFkk dk Kku izkIr gqvkA
CO3: mifu"kn~ dk vFkZ ifjp; ,oa dBksifu"kn~ dk Kku
izkIr gqvkA
CO4: izR;; yxkdj okD; jpuk dk iz;ksxkRed Kku izkIr gqvkA
CO5: Nk=ksa dks Hkk"kk dk vFkZ]Hkk"kk vkSj Hkk"kk foKku
dk Kku izkIr gqvkA

6.

Third
Year
Paper-II

dkO;] ]Nan
,oa vaydkj]

CO6: Hkk"kkfoKku dh 'kk[kkvksa ¼/ofu] :i] vFkZ] vkSj okD;½
dk Kku izkIr gqvkA
CO1: Hkkjfo ,oa muds egkdkO; fdjkrktqZuh;e~ dk Kku izkIr
gqvkA
CO2: HkoHkwfr ,oa muds ukVd mRrjjkepfjr dk Kku izkIr
gqvkA
CO3: vk/kqfud dfo;ksa dh jpukvksa esa of.kZr iq:"kkFkZ dk
Kku izkIr gqvkA
CO4: laLd`r dkO; ds rRo ,oa dkO; fo/kkvksa dk
Kku izkIr gqvkA
CO5: Nk=ksa dks Nan ,oa vaydkjksa ds cks/k dk Kku izkIr
gqvkA
CO6: Nk=kss esa x|] i| dh fo/kkvksa ds lkFk&lkFk Nan ,oa
vaydkj igpku cks/k {kerk dk fodkl gqvkA
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mPp f'k{kk foHkkx e-iz-'kklu LukrdksRrj d{kkvksa ds fy, lsesLVj ijh{kk i)fr ds vuqlkj
dsUnzh; v/;;u eaMy }kjk vuq'kaflr rFkk e-iz- ds jkT;iky }kjk vuqeksfnr ikB~;Øe
SESSION 2019-2020

Name of the Department

:

Department

Academic Year

: 2019-20

of

Sanskrit

A. Program Outcomes and Program Specific Outcomes

Name of the
programme
(PG)
PG (M.A.)

Programme Outcomes (PO)
Students will gain
PO1: Nk=ksa dks laLd`r lkfgR; dh
fofHkUu fo/kkvksa ]izo`fr;ksa]
jpukvksa vkSj jpukdkjksa dk ifjp; izkIr
gqvkA
PO2: osn] osnkÔ ] dkO;’kkL=] O;kdj.k
vkSj n’kZu dk lS)kafrd vkSj
vuqiz;ksxkRed Kku izkIr gqvkA

Program Specific Outcomes (PSO)
Students will be able to

PSO1: laLd`r Hkk"kk dk O;ofLFkr vkSj
;Fkksfpr KkuA

PSO2: HkkokRed vkSj dkO; lkS"Bo
iw.kZ fodklA

PO3: Nk=ksa esa leh{kkRed n`f"Vdks.k
PSO3: vuqla/kku dyk dk fodklA
fodflr gqvkA
PO4: Hkk"kk vkSj lkfgR; ds v/;;u]
vkLoknu] vkSj ewY;kadu dh {kerk dk
fodkl gqvkA

PSO4: fuosnd vkSj lw= lapkyd ,oa
laLd`r lEHkk"k.k dyk dk fodklA

PO5: laLd`r lkfgR; vkSj ekuo thou dk
laca/k fo’kn djus dk n`f"Vdks.k fodflr
gqvkA

PSO5: lkfgR; ij fVIi.kh
ys[ku]lw=flf)]laokn ]ys[kd]foKkiu
ys[kdA

PO6: lkfgR; dh fofHkUu fo/kkvksa
¼osn]osnk³] n’kZu]
egkdkO;] ukVd½ ds ek/;e
ls Nk=ksa dk HkkokRed
fodkl gqvkA

PSO6:izdk’kd]laiknd]laoknnkr
kA

PO7: Nk=ksa esa laLd`r lkfgR; ds ek/;e
ls uSfrd ewY;]lkekftd ewY; rFkk jk"Vªh; PSO7: nqHkkf"k;k] vuqoknd]
iwzQ 'kks/kdA
ewY;ska ds izfr vkLFkk dk fuekZ.k
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gqvkA

PO8: Nk=ksa dks laLd`r ls fgUnh ,oa
laLd`r esa i=ys[ku]fuca/k ys[ku Hkk"kk
dk ifjp; izkIr gqvkA
PO9: vuqla/kku djus dh {kerk fodflr
gqbZA

PSO8: ekuoh; ewY; lao/kZu uSfrd]
lkekftd ,oa jk"Vªh; ewY;ksa dk lao/kZuA
PSO9: jk"Vªh; ,dkRedrk] lekurk]
ca/kqrk] mRrjknkf;Ro vkSj
oSKkfudrk dk fodklA

PO10: vuqoknd vkSj nqHkkf"k;k cuus
dh {kerk fodflr gqbZA

PSO10: 'kks/k ij[k l`tukRed ys[kuA

PO11: /keZn’kZu]deZdk.M Lojkstxkj
dh {kerk fodflr gqbZA

PSO11: NET/JRF/SET ijh{kkA

PSO12: v/;kid] izk/;kid] /keZxq:]
/kekZpk;Z] dFkkokpd] lykgdkj] laLd`r
funs’kdA

PSO13: mins’kd]deZdk.MA

B1. Course Outcomes of all programmes offered by the Department of Sankrit Name
of the Programme

: M.A. Sanskrit

*On completion of the courses students will be able:

S.
No.

YearPaper

Course Name

Course Outcomes
CO1: Nk=ksa dks _Xosn ds vfXu] bUnz] fo’okfe=&unh
laokn]okd~ ]itZU; vkfn nsorkvksa ls lacf/kr lwDrksa dk
ifjp; izkIr gqvkA
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1.

First
Semester
Paper-I

CO2: _Xosn ds fgj.;xxZ] uklnh;] iq:"k] fdro
lwDrksa dh O;k[;k ,oa l`f"V izfdz;k dk ifjp; izkIr
gqvkA
osn
CO3: ;tqosZn ,oa vFkoZosn ds eu ,oa jk"Vª dh mUufr ls
lacaf/kr lwDrksa dks i<+dj mudk ifjp; izkIr gqvkA
CO4: Nk=ksa esa osnksa ds izfr leh{kkRed n`f"V fodflr
gqbZA
CO5: czká.k ,oa vkj.;d xzUFkksa ls ifjfpr gq;sA
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CO1: Nk=ksa dks osn ds vaxks osnkaxksa dk ifjp; izkIr
gqvkA
CO2: oSfnd 'kCnksa dh O;k[;k ¼fuoZpu½ dk Kku izkIr djukA
Oksnk³~x
First
Semester
Paper-II

2.

CO3: fu:Dr D;k gS fu:Dr ds jpukdkj dk ifjp; izkIr djukA
CO4: oSfnd f’k{kk]oSfnd Lojksa ds ikB dk Kku izkIr djukA
CO5: Nk=ksa esa 'kCn]vFkZ Kku ds vk/kkj ij leh{kk dh {kerk
fodflr gqbZA
CO1: Nk=ksa dks ikfy Hkk"kk dk ifjp; izkIr gqvkA
¼/kEein dk Kku gqvkA½
CO2: Nk=ksa dks vfHkys[kh; izkd`r Hkk"kk dk Kku izkIr
gqvkA
CO3: Nk=ksa dks Hkk"kk’kkL=h; fpUrdksa ,oa mudh
jpukvksa dk Kku izkIr gqvkA

First Semester Ikfy izkd`r rFkk
Paper-III
Hkk"kk foKku

3.

CO4: Hkk"kk]Hkk"kkfoKku ,oa Hkk"kk ifjokj dk Kku
izkIr gqvkA
CO5: Hkk"kk foKku ds fl+}kUrksa]ifjorZuksa dk Kku izkIr
gqvkA
CO6: Nk=ksa esa leh{kkRed n`f"V fodflr gqbZA

CO7: Nk=ksa esa Hkk"kk ds iz;ksx ds laca/k esa leqfpr
n`f"Vdks.k fodflr gqvkA
CO1: Nk=ksa dks egkdfo dkfynkl ds d`frRo ,oa O;fDrRo
dk ifjp; izkIr gqvkA
First Semester
Paper-IV

4.

dkO;

CO2: es?knwr dk ifjp; ,oa HkkSxksfyd {ks= dk ifjp; izkIr
gqvkA
CO3: Nk= dkfynkl dh dkO; dyk ls ifjfpr gq;sA
CO4: Nk= dqekjlaHkoe~ egkdkO; ls ifjfpr gq;sA
CO5: Nk=ksa esa dkfynkl ds leh{k.k dk ;Fkksfpr fodkl
gqvkA

B.
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C.

CO1: Hkkjrh; n’kZu dk ifjp; izkIr gqvkA
1.

Second
Semester
Paper-I

Hkkjrh; n’kZu
CO2: Nk= rdZHkk"kk] izek] izek.k ds Kku ls voxr
gq;sA
CO3: osnkUrlkj ds Kku ls ifjfpr gq;sA

CO4: n’kZu ds n`f"Vdks.k ls leh{kkRed n`f"V fodflr gqbZA

CO5: vkfLrd ,oa ukfLrd n’kZuksa dk leh{kkRed Kku izkIr
gqvkA
CO1: Nk= lka[; n’kZu ,oa lka[;dkfjdk ls ifjfpr gq;sA

CO2: Nk= ehekalk n’kZuk ,oa ehekalk ls ifjfpr gq;sA

2.

Second
Semester
Paper-II

Lkka[; ,oa
ehekalk

CO3: vkfLrd n’kZukssa dk leh{kkRed Kku izkIr gqvkA

CO4: Nk= n’kZuksa ds izek.k Kku ls ifjfpr
gq;sA
CO5: Nk=]l`f"V]bZ’oj]vkRek vkfn ij leh{kkRed
n`f"Vdks.k ls ifjfpr gq;sA
CO6: Nk= rkfRod Lo:Ik ls ifjfpr gq;sA

CO1: Nk=ksa dks dkO;’kkL= ,oa dkO;’kkL=h; fpUrdksa
dk ifjp; izkIr gqvkA
CO2: dkO;’kkL= ds fodkl dk Øe ,oa fl)kUrksa dk Kku izkIr
gqvkA

3.

Second
Semester
Paper-III

dkO;’kkL=

CO3: lkfgR;niZ.k izFke ifjPNsn dk ifjp; izkIr gqvkA

CO4: /oU;kyksd dk Kku izkIr gqvkA

CO5: Nk=ksa esa leh{kkRed n`f"Vdks.k fodflr gqvkA
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CO1: Nk= /keZ ds rkfRod Lo:Ik ls ifjfpr gq;sA
Second
Semester
Paper-IV

4.

Hkkjrh; laLd`fr
rFkk i;kZoj.k

CO2: Nk=ksa dks laLd`fr ,oa lH;rk dk Kku izkIr
gqvkA
CO3: laLd`r lkfgR; esa lkekftd ewY; ]jk"Vªh; ewY;
,oa uokpkj dk fodkl gqvkA

CO4: Ik;kZoj.k laj{k.k dk Kku izkIr gqvkA

CO5: bfrgkl ds Lo:Ik ,oa iqjk.kksa dk ifjp; izkIr gqvkA

CO6: leh{kkRed ,oa 'kks/kijd n`f"Vdks.k fodflr gqvkA

D.

CO1: Nk=ksa dks lkfgR;’kkL= dk ifjp; izkIr gqvkA
1.

Third
Semester
Paper-I

lkfgR;’kkL=
CO2: Nk=ksa dks lkfgR;’kkL= dh leh{kk dk egRo
Kkr gqvkA
CO3: Nk=ksa dks dkO;Hksn dkO; xq.k]jl ,oa
vaydkjksa dk Kku gqvkA

CO4: Nk=ksa esa leh{kkRed n`f"Vdks.k fodflr gqvkA
CO1: Nk=ksa dks laaLd`r okM~e; dk ifjp; izkIr gqvkA

2.

Third
Semester
Paper-II

laLd`r ok³~~e; ,oa
CO2: Nk=ksa dks dkSfVY; vFkZ’kkL= ds leh{kkRed egRo dk Kku
vk/kqfud fo’o
izkIr gqvkA
CO3: vk"kZdkO;ksa ¼jkek;.k]egkHkkjr½ esa of.kZr
ekuo]lkekftd ,oa jk"Vªh; ewY;ksa dh vk/kqfud ;qx esa mi;ksfxrk
dk cks/k gqvkA
CO4: /keZ] fookg Hksn] jkt/keZ vkfn esa leh{kkRed Kku izkIr
gqvkA
CO5: iqjk.kksa esa of.kZRk bfrgkl dk Kku izkIr gqvkA
CO6: Nk=ksa esa 'kks/kijd leh{kkRed n`f"V fodflr gqbZA
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CO1: egkdkO; ds y{k.k ,oa Lo:Ik ls ifjfpr gqvkA

3.

Third
Semester
Paper-III

egkdkO;

CO2: Nk=ksa dks f’k’kqikyo/k egkdkO; dk Kku izkIr gqvkA
CO3: j?kqoa’ke egkdkO; dk Kku izkIr gqvkA
CO4: Nk=ksa esa leh{kkRed cks/k n`f"V fodflr gqbZA
CO5: Nk=ksa esa ekuo ewY;]thou’kSyh ,oa HkkokRed cks/k gqvkA
CO1: Nk= izeq[k ukV~;’kkL=h; xzUFkksa ,oa ukVddkjksa ls ifjfpr gq;sA

4.

Third
Semester
Paper-IV

ukV~;’kkL=

CO2: Hkjreqfu ds ukV~;’kkL= dk ifjp; izkIr gqvkA
CO3: Nk=ksa esa leh{kkRed n`f"Vdks.k fodflr gqvkA
CO4: Nk= :idksa ls ifjfpr gq, ] uk;d ,oa ukf;dk Hksn dk Kku
izkIr gqvkA
CO5: Nk=ksa dks ekuoh; lkekftd ,oa jk"Vªh; ewY;ksa dk cks/k gqvkA
CO6: mRre ukxfjd cuus dh n`f"V fodflr gqbZA
CO7: HkkoukRed n`f"Vdks.k fodflr gqvkA

CO1: Nk= fuca/k ys[ku 'kSyh ls ifjfpr gq;sA
1.

Fourth
Semester
Paper-I

O;kdj.k fuca/k ,oa
vuqokn
CO2: Nk= O;kdj.k ds mn~Hko ,oa fodkl ls ifjfpr gq;sA
CO3: Nk=ksa esa vuqokn dkS’ky fodflr gqvkA
CO4: lw= flf) ls O;kdj.k dk iz;ksxkRed Kku izkIr gqvkA
CO5: vuqokn ,oa fuca/kys[ku dh leh{kkRed 'kSyh dk xq.k
fodflr gqvkA
CO1: Nk=ksa dks :id ,aoa :iddkjksa dk ifjp; izkIr gqvkA

2.

Fourth
Semester
Paper-II

:id
CO2: Nk=ksa esa leh{kkRed n`f"Vdks.k fodflr gqvkA
CO3: ukV~;’kkL=ksa esa of.kZr ekuo LoHkkoksa dk cks/k
gqvkA
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CO4: uSfrd ewY; ,oa lkekftd ewY;ks dk cks/k gqvkA

CO5: 'kks/k ijd leh{kkRed n`f"V fodflr gqbZA

CO1: Nk= lkfgR; dh fofHkUu fo/kkvksa ls ifjfpr gq;saA
CO2: dknEcjh esa of.kZr ekuoh; pfj=ksa ls ifjfpr gq;sA

3.

Fourth
Semester
Paper-III

Xk|]i| rFkk pEiw
dkO;

CO3: Nk= j?kqoa’k]uS"k/kh; pfjr egkdkO; ls ifjfpr gq;sA
CO4: Nk=ksa esa vfHkO;fDr o ewY;kadu {kerk fodflr gqbZA

CO5: uypEiw ds ek/;e ls Nk=ksa esa Hkk"kk ds iz;ksx ds laca/k es
leqfpr n`f"Vdks.k fodflr gqvkA
CO6: Nk=kas esa dkO; ds vkLoknu vkSj leh{kkRed n`f"Vdks.k fodflr
gqvkA
CO1: Nk=kas dks dkfynkl dk O;fDrRo ,oa d`frRo dk ifjp; izkIr gqvkA

4.

Fourth
Semester
Paper-IV

oSdfYid&
fo’ks"kdfo&
dkfynkl

CO2: dkfynkl dh dkO;xr 'kfDr vkSj lhekvksa ls ifjfpr gq;sA

CO3: Nk= dkfynkl ds dkO; dh izklafxdrk ls voxr gq,A

CO4: Nk=ksa esa dkfynkl ds leh{k.k dh ;Fkksfpr n`f"V dk fodkl
gqvkA
CO5: Nk=kas esa izd`fr ,oa i;kZoj.k laj{k.k dk cks/k gqvkA
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mPp f'k{kk foHkkx e-iz-'kklu Lukrd d{kkvksa ds fy, f} iz'ui= iz.kkyh ,oa
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Name of the Department

: Department of Sociology

Academic Year

: 2019-2020

P. Program Outcome and Program Specific Outcomes
Name of the
programme
(UG/PG)
UG (B. A.)

Programme Outcomes (PO)
Students will gain
PO1: The students acquire knowledge in the field
of social sciences, literature and humanities
which make them sensitive and sensible
enough.
PO2: The B.A. graduates wi II be acquainted with
the social, economical, historical, geographical,
political, ideological and philosophical
tradition and thinking.

Program Specific Outcomes (PSO)
Students will be able to

PSO1: Curriculum or Syllabus of the sociology
department attempted to provide social sense
amongst the students.
PSO2: It also tried to give them sociological
understanding of various concepts which we
found in the society and at the same time it gave
them a sociological perspective to analysis social
issues, social movements, social structure, social
thinkers and their theoretical contribution in the
sociology, teaching faculties of the sociology
department took initiative to make students
familiar with the sociological discourse.

PO3: The program also empowers the graduates
to appear for various competitive exami nations
or choose the post graduate programme of their
choice.

PSO3: It can be defiantly observed that specific
outcome of these programme students became
more familiar with sociological discourse.

PO4: The B. A. program enables the
students to aquire the knowledge with
human values framing the base to deal with
various problems in life with courage and
humanity.

PSO4: They have got sociological understanding
of social issues social movements, social thinkers
and their work in sociology, social structure and
concepts which found in the society

PO5: The students will be ignited enough to think
and act over for the solution of various issues
prevailed in the human life to make this world
better than ever. Programme provides the
base to be the responsible citizen .

PSO5: Another very useful outcome also we
found that academic study of the papers related to
social research methods, social welfare policies,
human rights and society played very vital role to
provide useful knowledge to students for their
careers in social research, NGO’s government job.
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mPp f'k{kk foHkkx e-iz-'kklu Lukrd d{kkvksa ds fy, f} iz'ui= iz.kkyh ,oa
okf"kZd ijh{kk
i)fr ds vuqlkj dsUnzh; v/;;u eaMy }kjk vuq'kaflr rFkk e-iz- ds jkT;iky }kjk
vuqeksfnr ikB~;Øe
B1.

Course Content of all programmes offered by the Department of Sociology
Name of the Programme

: B.A. Sociology

*On completion of the courses students will be able:

S.
No.
1.

YearPaper
First Year
Paper-I
Basic Concept
of Sociology

Course Content

Course outcome

CC1: Sociology- Meaning, Defination, Nature of Sociology. Subject
matter, scope and importance, origin and development of
sociology. Sociology and other social science.

C01: Nature and Scope of
Sociology

CC2: Society, Social Groups, Community, Institutions, Association,
Intrest group & Pressure group.

C02: Basic concepts- society,
community,
institution,
association etc.

CC3: Social structure. Status, Role, Culture, Socialization.
C03: S o c i a l G r o u p s
CC4: Social control, values, Norms, Social Stratification, Social
Mobility, Social Inequality and Status Group.

CC5: Social change- Meaning, Types, Factors ,Evolution,
Development, Progress, Revolution.
2.

First Year
Paper-II
Indian Society

C04: So cial Str at ifi cat io n

C05: Social change and Social
processes.

CC1: Dharma, Verna- System, Ashram-System, Purushartha,
Karma, Sanskar.

C01: Introduction to Indian
Society.

CC2: Caste, Class, Family, Marriage, Kinship, Lineage &
Descent, Race.

C02:
marriage,
religion and kinship.

CC3: Structure of Indian Society, Village, City, Rural-Urban
Continunm, Diversity of Indian Society-Demographic, Cultural,
Religious and Linguistic, Civil Society, Minority.

C03: Caste sy stem in Ind ia.

family,
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CC4: Family Problems- Dowry, Divorce, Domestic Violence,
Problems of the Elderly, Youth Tension.
CC5: Casteism, Regionalism, Cummunalism, Cyber- Crime,
Gender Inequality, Secularism.

3.

4.

Second Year
Paper-I
Social
Processes and
Change

Second Year
Paper-II
Rural, Urban
and Tribal
Society

CC1: Social Structure-Concept
and Characteristics, FunctionConcept and Characteristics, Social Structure and Function,
(According to Redcliffe-Brown and T. Parsons)
CC2: Social Organization-Concept and Characteristics,
Social Process-Cooperation, Accomodation, Assimililation,
Adaptation, Adjustment. Social organization of work in different
types of society slave society feudal society, industrial, capatilist
society.
CC3: Social Disorganization-Concept and
Characteristics,
Process of
Social
Disorganization-Compitition, Conflict, Devient behaviour, War.

C04: Statu s
In d ia.

of

wo m en

in

C05: Perspective of studying
Indian society .
CO1: Origin and development
of western sociology.

CO2: Contribution of modern
thinkers.

CO3:
Interactionism,
phenomenology
and
postmodernism.

CC4: Social Legislation-Domestic Violance Act 2005, The
scheduled caste and tribes (Prevention of Atrocities Act 1989),
Human Right Act 1993, Right to information 2005, Protection
of women under Indian constitution and criminal law,
environment protection act 1986, consumer protection act
1986, information technology act 2000, madhya pradesh
public service guarantees act 2010

CO4: Contribution of classical
thinkers

CC5: Process of Social Change- Social Movement, Planning,
Urbanization, Industrilization, Modernization.

CO5: Contributions of Indian
sociologists.

CC1: Characteristics of Rural and Peasant Societies, Rural Family,
Caste, Occupation and its Changing Status, Jajmani System.

CO1:Define Rural Sociology and
demonstrate nature, subjectmatter and importance of
studying Rural Sociology.

CC2: Rural Leadership and Factions, Peasant Tensions,
Cooperatives, Changing Status of Rural Women, Migration,
panchayati raj and decentralization of authority.

CO2:Understand and analyze
social, economic and political
aspects of rural society.

CC3: Urban Society- Housing, Slums, Juvenile Delinquencey,
Alcoholism, Drug, Addiction, Environmental Pollution.

CO3:Demonstrate how caste
system
operates
and
its
importance in rural society.

CC4: Urban Society- Social Disorganization- Meaning,
Characteristics and Causes, Crime, Poverty, and unemployment,
Impact of Information technology on soeiety, curruption and its
prevention.

CC5: Tribes- Meaning and Characteristics, Tribal Problems,
Indebtedness, Land Alienation, Life Style of Gond, Bhil, Bhilala
and Korku tribes.

CO4:Define and demonstrate
democratic decentralization of
power
and
importance
of
Panchayati Raj Institution in
bringing about changes in rural
society.
CO5:Understand the changes that
are taking place in rural society with
reference to agrarian reforms and
rural development programmes
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5.

6.

Third Year
Paper-I
Basic of
Sociological
Thought

Third Year
Paper-II
Methods of
Social
Research

CC1: Auguste Comte - Hierarchy of sciences, Law of Three Stages,
positivism,
Emile Durkheim - Theory of Suicide, Theory of Religion.
Pitirim Sorokin-Theory of Culural Change.
CC2: Max Weber - Theory of Authority, Bureaucracy, social
action, Ideal type
Karl Marx - Class Struggle, Theory of Surplus Value, dialectical
materelism
Thorstein Veblen -Technological Change, Theory of Leisure Class.
CC3: R. K. Merton - Theory of Functionalism, Reference. Group.
Conformity and deviance.
Vilfredo Pareto - Circulation of Elites, Resdues and Derivations
Talcott Parsons - Theory of Social Action, Social System . pattern
variables.
G.H. Mead- self and identity.
CC4: Mahatma Gandhi - Non - Violance, Satyagraha, Trusteeship.
Radhakamal Mukerjee - Sociology of Values
Dr. B. R. Ambedkar - Social Justice, Casteless Equalitarian Society.
G.S. Ghureye- indology
CC5: M. N. Srinivas -Sanskritization, Westernization,
Secularization. A. R. Desai- Social background of Nationalism
in India.
Yogendra Singh - Modernization of Indian Tradition.
CC1: Social Research - meaning, importance and
characteristics. Basic steps of Scientific Reserach, Importance
of Scientific Method, Fact, Objectivity, Formulation of
Hypothesis & Testing Research Design, Social Survey-Meaning
Definition, Characteristics, Objectives, Types.
CC2: Research Methodology- Case Study Method, Sampling
Method, Qualitative & Quantitative Method.
Techniques of Data Collection- Questionnaire, Schedu]e,
Interview, Observation.
CC3: Scaling Techniques- Types of Scales: Liken and Bogardus
Scales.
Classification and Tabulation of Data - Meaning, Characteristics,
Objectives and Basis. Report Writing.
CC4: Meaning of Statistics, Utility and Limitations.
Central Tendency- Meaning, Characteristics and Importance.
Measures of Central Tendency- Mean, Median, Mode.
CC5: Presentation of Data, Diagrammatic and Graphic
Presentation, Use of Computer in Social Research.

CO1: Social change, its related
concepts.

CO2: Th eo ri es
ch an g e.

of

so cia l

CO3: Fa cto r s
ch an g e.

of

so cia l

CO4:
So ci al
scen ario .

ch an g in g

CO5: Ob stacles
chang e.

CO1: So cial
research.

to

social

surv ey

and

CO2: R e s e a r c h d e s i g n .

CO3: S a m p l i n g m e t h o d .

CO4: Techniques of
collection and statistics.

data

CO5: Report writing. COURSE
CODE: SOCM-
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Name of the Department

: Department of Sociology

Academic Year

: 2019-2020

Q. Program Outcome and Program Specific Outcomes

Name of the
programme
(UG/PG)
PG (M. A.)

Programme Outcomes (PO)
Students will gain
PO1: The students acquire in depth
knowledge in the field of social sciences,
literature and humanities which make them
sensitive and sensible enough to solve the
issues related with mankind.

PO2: The postgraduates wi II be acquainted
with the social, economical, historical,
geographical, political, ideological and
philosophical tradition and thinking of
their respective subjects

PO3: The program also empowers the
post-graduates to appear for various
competitive examinations or choose the
any post graduate or research program
me of their choice.

Program Specific Outcomes
(PSO)
Students will be able to
PSO1: Develop a strong foundation of
Sociology as a distinctive discipline in
Social Science arena, its nature, scope and
relationship with other social sciences, basic
concepts principles and different
perspectives in studying macro social
structures- social groups, social
stratification, basic social institutions, social
processes, social problems etc, and their
applications to understand and analyze the
inherent complexity of social life as a whole.
PSO2: Conceptualise with critical appraisal
the grand theories of Sociology and
contemporary social issues along with the
History of the emergence of Sociology in
the Classical era, the Western Classical
Sociological thought and the contributions
of the pioneers of Sociology in India.
PSO3: Understand the significance of
Sociology in studying human societies with
variable features and attaining different
positions across a variable continuum of
stages of technological, economic and social
development and change. Conceptualize the
process of social change, development of
modern organizations, and the importance of
demography in bringing about social
change.
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PO4: The M. A. program enablesthe
students to aquire the knowledge with
human values framing the base to deal
with various problems in life with
courage and humanity.

PSO4: Understand the methodology of
Sociological research, its importance and
application of different approaches to
understand, analyze and resolve social issues
for a better life in society as a whole.

PO5: The students will be ignited enough
through the knowledge of the special PG
programmed to think and act over for the
solution of various issues prevailed in the
human life to make this world better than
ever.
PO6: Through the PG programme the
students will come know about research in
their respective subject. It may also
provide the information to the students
for collection of Data, enquiry, primary
and secondary methods of collection of
data, classification and tabulation of data.
Students get knowledge of various
research methods and can realize the
importance of research to find solutions
of a specific issue.

PSO5: Undertake a first hand experience of
sociological research in form of a surveybased dissertation with social issues of
individual interest.

PSO6: Be competent to analyze, understand
the problem at hand through literature
survey; to develop the research question, to
decide on proper methodology and
limitations; to collect, analyze and interpret
the data to arrive at unbiased conclusions
and offer suggestions (if any). Troubleshoot
problems and devise alternatives to existing
procedures.
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B2.

Course Content of all programmes offered by the Department
Name of the Programme

: M. A. Sociology

*On completion of the courses students will be able to:

S.
No.

SemesterPaper

1.

Semester-I
Paper-I
Classical
Sociological
Tradition - 1

Course Content

Course outcome

CC1: A-Historical socio-economic
background of the emergence of sociology
A Comte heiarchy of science.
B. Brief history of development of social
thought (renaissance its Impact) industrial
revaluation.

CO 01: Development of sociology

CC2: Karl Marx-Mark`s theory of social
change. Marxian dialectical materialism as
a Philosophical perspective of change and
its laws. Materialism interpretation of
history. As a perspective of explaining
transformation of human society through
different stages, economic determinison.

CO2:Social Change Theory

CC3: Emile Durkheim : Intellectual
background. Social disintefration as a
legacy of industrial Revolution.
Mechanical and Organic Solidarities.
Explanation of increasing division of
labour. Pathological forms of division of
labour.
CC4: Max Weber – Intellectual
background analysis of modern
capitalism. Theory of Authority –
Authority and Power – Types of Authority
and bases of their legitimacy. Views on
the role of ideas an values in social change
with refrence to the relationship between
protestant ethane and emergence of
capitalism.

CO3: Development of sociology

CO4: Social Change Theory

CO5: Development of sociology
CC5: Thirstiern Veblen : Theory of
conspicuous consumption theory of leisure
class, theory for social change.
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2.

Semester-I
Paper-II
Methodology of
Social Research
-1

CO1: Techniques of social research
CC1: Concept of Method and
Methodology technique of research,
meaning and nature of social research
CO2: Meth od s of social Science
CC2: Scientific Method in social sicence,
types of social research. Research design,
basic steps in social research.
CO3: Meth od s of soci al Science .
CC3: Nature of social reality and
approaches. Methodological perspectives
in sociological theory. Logic of inquiry in
social research.
CO4: Meth od s of social Science .
CC4: Inductive and deductive method
theory building, objective its value &
Neautrality. Significance of Hypothesis in
social research.
CO5: Meth od s of social Science.
CC5: Quantitative research techniques :
Techniques and methods of quantitative
research. Participant observation,
ethnography, interview

3.

Semester-I
Paper-III
Rural Society in
India - 1

CC1: Rural Society – Meaning,
Definitions, Characteristics, Agrarian,
Peasant and Folk society : Concept and
characteristics. Village : concept, types,
rural-urban distinction and continuum

C01: Introduction of Rural Society.

C02: Indian social system.
CC2: Rural social institution : Family,
religion, marriage, caste system and
changes taking place.
C03: Agrarian society.
CC3: Agrarian relation in Rural India :
Land ownership and its types. Land and
labour, Rural class structure, jajmani
system. Agrarian movements in India.
CC4: Rural Political Life, Rural Elite and
Leadership – Past and present. Faction and
factionalism in Rural India. Dominate
caste in India. Emerging rural Leadership
and Development

C04: Rural political.
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C05: Rural Problems.
CC5: Rural problems : Rural Povery,
Land-less labour, untouchability.
Emigraton of People
4.

Semester-I
Paper-IV
Urban Society
in India-I

CC1: Urban Sociology :
(a) Concept of urban sociology and
importance of urban study.
(b) Urban community and spatial
dimensions.
(c) Changing urban society.
CC2: Urban Sociology in India :
(a) Urban society in India.
(b) Emerging trends and factors of
Urbanization

CC3: (a) Classification of urban centers :
Cities and Town.
(b) Indian city and its growth

5.

Semester-II
Paper-I
Classical
Sociological
Tradition-II

CO1:Define urban sociology and demonstrate
the nature and scope of urban sociology.

CO2:Develop an understanding about trends
of urbanization in India and impact of
urbanization on Indian society.

CO3:Develop awareness about urban problems
and policies adopted to solve such problems.

CC4 Urban social structure and problems :
(a) Changing occupation structure and its
impact on social stratification-family caste
and class.
(b) Migration and Poverty.
(c) Urban environmental problems.
CC5: Town Planning :
(a) Factors affecting urban planning.
(b) Urban planning – meaning and
agencies.
(c) Problems of urban management in
India.
CC1: Impact off industrial revoluation and
of new mode of production on society and
economy.
Aguste Comte : Study of statistics and
dynamics, Law of three stages, positivism,
Religion of humanity.
CC2: Mar’x analysis of emergence and
development of capitalism concentration
of concepts of surplus value and
exploitation. Emergence of classes and
class conflict, future of capitalism and
alienation in capitalism society. Theory of
ideology – Ideology as a part of super
structure.

CO4:Define industrial sociology and demonstrate
the nature and scope of industrial sociology.

CC3: Theory of suicide – Emile Durkrim :
Methodology by E Durkeim. Theory of
religion : Scared and profane source of
religion. Religious rituals. Their types,
social role of religion.

CO3: Society & Human behavior.

CO5: Develop an understanding of the process
and trends of industrialization in India and
impact of industrialization on Indian society.

CO1: Development of sociology.

CO2: Emergence of capitalisen.
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CC4: Max Weber : Theory of Bureaucracy
– Capitalism and growing rationalism and
emergence of modern bureaucracy, ideal
types of bureaucracy, concepts of status,
class and power. Contribution of the
Methodology of social sicence, verstehen
ideal types
CC5: Vilfredo Pareto : Intellectual
background.Contribution to the
methodology – His logic experimental
method.
Classification of logical and non-logical
actions.Explanation of non-logical actions
in terms his theory of residues and
derivatves.
Theory of social change – Circulation of
Elites
6.

Semester-II
Paper-II
Methodology of
Social Research

CC1: Quantitative Methods and survey
research. Assumption of quantification
and measurement. Survey techniques,
Limitation of Survey.

CC2: Sampling design. Questionnaire
construction, interview schedule.
Measurement and scaling.

CC3: Case study method, content analysis.
Life history, Sociomettry, Panel study.

7.

Semester-II
Paper-III
Rural Society in
India-II

CC4: Statistics in social research :
Measures of central tendency : Mean,
Median, Mode.
Measures of dispersion : standard
deviation : mean deviation quantative
deviation.
CC5: Correlation analysis : Test of
significance. Graphic and diagrammatic
presentation of Data. Use of stitistics in
social research. Its advantages and
Limitations. Application of computer in
social research
CC1 Rural Development : - Meaning and
Significance of Rural Development in
society Panchayati Raj Institution.
Panchayat before and after 73rd
amendment.
Panchayati Raj in Madhaya Pradesh.

CO4:Theory of Bureaucracy

CO5: Theory of social change.

CO1: Understanding Sociology as a science,
concepts and steps in research

CO02: Differentiate between the Quantitative and
Qualitative Research and understand different types
of Research Design

CO3:Understand the various techniques of Data
Collection- Observation, Questionnaire, Interview
Schedule; Case Study, Social Survey, Content
Analysis
C04: Describing various types of Sampling

CO5: Elaborate on Data Processing and Data
Analysis

C01: Define Rural Sociology and demonstrate
nature, subject-matter and importance of
studying Rural Sociology.
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8.

Semester-II
Paper-IV
Urban Society
in India-II

CC2: Rural Reconstruction and planning,
Community development program. Five
year plans. Co-operative, efforts and Cooperation. Self help groups, gender and
development.

C02: Understand and analyze social, economic
and political aspects of rural society.

CC3: Issues and strategies for rural
development. Rural social structure and
culture. Development and socio economic
disparities.

C03: Demonstrate how caste system operates
and its importance in rural society.

CC4: Significance of village studies in
India. Changing rural society. Green
revolution and social change.
Changing aspects of rural leadership,
factionalism, empowerment of people.

C04: Define and demonstrate democratic
decentralization of power and importance of
Panchayati Raj Institution in bringing about
changes in rural society.

CC5: Social change in Rural India.
Sanskritization. Modernization,
globalization information in flow and its
impact on rural India. Planned Change for
Rural Society.

C05: Understand the changes that are taking place
in rural society with reference to agrarian reforms
and rural development programmes.

CC1: Changing occupational structure and
its impact on social stratification caste,
class and gender and family.

CC2: Indian city and its growth, mega
polis, problems and housing, slum
development, urban environment
problems, urban poverty.
CC3: Differences between town, city,
metropolis and mega polis, sociological
studies in Indian cities : Chandigarh,
Jaipur and Ahemadnagar.
.
CC4: Problems of Urban cities : Poverty,
Crime, Alchohilism, Drug-abuse,
migration, problems of housing
environment pollution

CC5: Politics in Indian cities, educational
centers in Urban India. the role of Mass
Media, Computer and IT in Urban centers.

CO1:Define urban sociology and demonstrate
the nature and scope of urban sociology.

CO2:Develop an understanding about trends
of urbanization in India and impact of
urbanization on Indian society.

CO3:Develop awareness about urban problems
and policies adopted to solve such problems.

CO4:Define industrial sociology and demonstrate
the nature and scope of industrial sociology.

CO5: Develop an understanding of the process
and trends of industrialization in India and
impact of industrialization on Indian society.
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9.

Semester-III
Paper-I
Sociology of
Kinship,
marriage &
family

CO1: Indian Social system
CC1: Kinship : defination ,types usages,
and classificatory kinship.
CO2: Indian Social system
CC2: Marriage : Defination, types, ways
to acquiring mates, preferential marriage
sociological significance of marriage
CO3: Indian Social system
CC3: Family : an a universal concept
function of family . typolorgy of family a
polyandrous and matrilineal family

10.

Semester-III
Paper-II
Indian Society
and culture

CC4: Problems
A. Distances in kinship behavior
B. Divorce and widows
C. Broken family , old age person
loneliness in family. Gerontology, child
problems.
CC5: A. Changing attitudes towards
kinship.
B. Recent changes in marriage. & family
system.
C. Impact of globalization on Indian
family system.
CC1: Components of Indian society
a) Demographic . Religious Linguistic,
Regional and cultural group.
b) Caste and Dominant Caste.
c) Class and Class formation in recent
India.

CO4: Social problems.

CC2: Culture :a) Definition attributes and Component of
culture.
b) Little and great tradition in India.
c) Acculturation and Enculturation.

CO2:Know economy, polity and society of
ancient, medieval and modern India.

CC3: Organization and Institution :
a) Family and Marriage.
b) Kinship and Clan.
c) Rural and Urban Contineum.
CC4: Group:
a) Rural India. (Structure &
Characteristics)
b) Tribal India. (Different arias)
c) Urban India. (Structure &
Characteristics).

CO5: Understand &analyze the concept of
social change.

CO1: Explore the roots of Indian civilization.

CO3:Understand and analyze the key concepts of
Hinduism, Jainism, Buddhism, Islam and impact
of these religions on society.

CO4:Understand and analyze the areas of
interrelations between India and South Asia.
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CC5: Monographs: (Basics)
a) An Indian Village : S.C. Dube.
b) The Kumar : S.C. Dube.
c) The City : D’Souza.
11.

Semester-III
Paper-III
Sociological
Essay

12

Semester-III/IV
PaperIV(XII/XIII)
Optional
Industrial
Sociology

CC1: 1. Women Impowerment
2. Child Labour
3. Domestic Violence
4. Panchayati Raj
5. Rural Development
6. Social Change
7. N.G.O.
8. Human Rights
9. Self Help Group
10. Environment
11. Pranami Dharm

C01: Undertand & analyze the types of social
problems & Human Rights.

CC1: a) Industrial Sociology: Nature
and Scope.
b) Development of Industrial Structure:
Informal and Formal Industry.
c) Division of Labour, Alienation Labour
Unrest and Class-Struggle.

CO1: Define urban sociology and demonstrate
the nature and scope of urban sociology.

CC2: a) Industrial Bureaucracy.
b) Labour Organization.
c) Labour Movement.

CC3: a) Work Concept: Nature; Word
ethics
b) Labour Migration
c) Labour relation in India.

CC4: a) Industrial Society.
b) Women and Child Labour
c) Industry in Tribal area

CC5: a) Contemporary Industrial Reality.
b) Power, Industry and Capitalism.
c) Labour security and Social welfare.
13.

Semester-III/IV
Paper-IV
Optional
Social
Demography

CO5:Demonstrate social, economic, political
transformation of Indian society under colonial
rule.

CC1: Concept :
a) Social demography: Definition method
of study. Utility relationship between.
b) Demography and social sciences.
(Sociology Economics and political
Science).
c) Population structure in India and

CO2: Develop an understanding about trends of
urbanization in India and impact of

CO3: urbanization on Indian society. Develop
awareness about urban problems and policies
adopted to solve such problems.

CO4:. Define industrial sociology and
demonstrate the nature and scope of industrial
sociology.

CO5: Develop an understanding of the process
and trends of industrialization in India and

C01: Explain Nature and Scope of Social
Demography
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policies.

CC2: Census :
a. Importance of Census, census policy in
India
b. Methods of finding and analyzing birth
& death rate.
c. Crude birth and death rate..
CC3: Theories:
a. Malthus and Neo Malthusian theories.
b. Biological, Economical, Socio– cultural
theories
c. Optimum theory of population.

14.

Semester-III/IV
Paper-IV
Criminology

CC4: Welfare :
a. Family welfare program in India.
b. Critical evaluation of family welfare
programme
in India.
c . Family welfare and health.
CC5: A. Policies: Demographic role in
India
B. Govt policies regarding populahan
control. In Indian context.
C. Role of N. G . O in the field of
betterment of Indian population
CC1: Criminology –
A. Criminology mearing, scope subject
matter
B. Concept of white color crime .
C. Crime against women crime and
Women .

Elaborate on Sources of Demographic Data —
Census, Vital Registration, Sample Surveys and
Population Registers.

CO3: Describe Population Theories —
Malthusian Theory, Demographic Transition
Theory.

CO4: Analyse the Composition of Population in
India and the trends in population growth in India.

CO5: Describe Population Processes and types,
factors and consequences of Migration.

C01: Concept of criminology.

CO2: Types of social crime.
CC2: Theories & Types.:A. Sociological theories of crime
B. Typology of crime
C. Juvenile Deliquency
CC3: Correctional program :A. Educational , vocational
B. Human Rights & prision management
C. Reformatary institutions

CO3: Human Rights & Reformatory
institutions.

CO4: Concept & types of Punishment.
CC4: Punishment ;
A Meaning nature and aims
B Theories of punishment
C Probation and parole
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CC5:Prision
concept of prison
role of police in crime prevention
C- Open prision after care &
rehabitalization compensation to victim
15.

Semester-III/IV
Paper- Optional
Social
Psychology

CC1: Social Psychology, Definition,
Nature and Scope of Social Psychology,
Method of social Psychology.

CO5: Concept & types of Punishment.

C01:. Nature, Scope and development of social
psychology.

CC2: Psychological Factor in social
Psychology, sociology and social
Psychology, Main Foundations of Human
behavior heredity, instinet, limitation
suggestion, sympathy.

CO2:. Psychological factors.

CC3: Feeling and Emotion, Reason and
Will in Human behavior, Motivation,
Attitude, Factors of Human learning,
Socialization, Individual and Society.

CO3: Psychological factors.

CO4: Personality Development.
CC4: Personality and Social Relations,
culture and personality, role theory, social
norms and conformity.
CO5: Psychological issues.
CC5: Social factors in perceptional
Cognitive, Development of self.
Interaction person perceptions, social
psychology & health leadership.
16.

Semester-IV
Paper-I
Compulsory
Theoretical
Perspective in
Sociology

CC1: Nature of Formation of
Sociological Theory: a) Meaning and Nature of sociological
theory.
b) Formation process of sociological
theory.
c) Levels of theorization.
CC2: Social structure and Social
Anomie:
a) The Idea of Social StructureRadcliffe Brown and S.F. Nadel.
b) Social Anomie_Emile Durkheim and
R.K. Merton.
c) Neo Structuralism - M.Foucault and
J.Alexender
CC3: Theory of Functionalism:a) Functionalism (Early theories) Malinowaski and Emile Durkheim.
b) Functional Diomentions of social
system-T.Parsons.
c) Paradigm for functional theory in
Sociology R.K.Merton.

C01: Define sociological theory, understand its
features and describe and illustrate the role of
theory in building sociological knowledge.

C02: Introduce themselves to the classical theories
of Sociology and contributions of different thinkers
in this regard.

C03: Know the contributions of founding fathers
of Sociology in developing sociology as an
academic discipline.
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CC4: Conflict theory:a) Conflict theory - Karl Marx
b) Critique of Marxism by Ralf
Dahrendorf
c) Functional Analysis of conflict- L.A.
Coser.
CC5: Interactionist perspective and
Recent trends in Sociological theory:
a) Symbolic interactionism (G.H.mead
and H.Blumer)
b) Phrenomenological sociology
(A.Schutz and Edmund Husserl)
c) Ethnomethodology (H.Garfinkel)

17.

Semester-IV
Paper-II
Compulsory
Sociology of
Change and
Development

CC1: Social Change:
a) Meaning and forms of social change:
progress, evolution, and development.
b) Theories of social change: linear,
cyclical and diffusionism.
c) Factors of social change
demographic economic religious and
educational.
CC2: Social Process:
a) Process of social change
sanskritization and westernization.
b) Concept of Modernization and
secularization.
c) Concept of Democratization and
Globlization.
CC3: Development :
a) Culture and Development, Post
modernism.
b) Changing conceptions of
development: Economic growth, human
development and Sustainable
development.
c) Approaches and strategies of planning
and
development.
CC4: Agencies of Development and
Change:
a) Paths and Ways: of development
Capitalist, Socialist and Gandhian
thoughts.
b) Culture and development; culture as
an aid to development, Development
and change of tradition.
c) Role of NGO’s in the process of
Development.

C04: Understand the concepts and contributions
of Indian social thinkers in the reform of Indian
society as well as to enhance knowledge about
society.

C05: Know the contributions of Indian
Sociologists in the development of sociological
thought.

CO1: Elaborating the concepts of Development and
Underdevelopment

Describing the Concepts and Indicators of
development; Human Development and Economic
Growth; Concepts of Social Development,
Economic Development, and Sustainable
Development

C03: Explaining the theoretical Perspectives on
Development and Contemporary critical
perspectives on development

C04: Understanding the role of International
Institutions (World Bank, IMF, WTO, ILO, UNO,
UNICEF) in Development Policies
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18.

Semester-IV
Paper-III
Compulsory
Political
Sociology

CC5: Indian experiences of
Development:
a) Transition From Welfare state to
Capitalist Society.
b) Cultural Transfomation.
c) Social impact of IT revolution.
CC1: 1) Political Sociology : Definition,
Subject Matter and Scope
2) Political Development, Political
Sociolizaton.
3) Political Participation.
CC2: Political System:- Definition,
Classification
Political Elite : Pareto, Mosca & Mills.
Political Culture.

19.

Semester-III/IV
PaperIV(XII/XIII)
Optional
Industrial
Sociology

CO5: Interface between Democracy and People's
participation for development; Modenuzation,
Globalization and Development.

C01: Provides knowledge of major theoretical
approaches in political sociology.

C02: Provides a broad introduction to the rich
research about civil society, citizens, c
behavior, how these fields have developed over
time and where they stand today.

CC3: a) Democratic System:Definition, Characteristics, Merits and
Types of Democracy, b) Democracy in
India.
c) Totalitarian System:- Definition,
Types: cephalic and accphalic.
CC4: a) Pressure and Interest group,
Political Parties
b) Voting behavior, Political Processes in
India.
c) Bureaucracy : Concept,
Characteristics, Views of Max Weber on
Bureaucracy

C03: Acquire habits of socio-political
information: finding, sorting and critical
examining.

CC5: Significance of Public opinion in
Democracy. Policies of Protective
discrimination and subaltern polity.
Decentralization of Polity and Panchayati
Raj.

C05: Reflect on the utility of political sociology
as a way to understand social problems.

CC1: a) Industrial Sociology: Nature
and Scope.
b) Development of Industrial Structure:
Informal and Formal Industry.
c) Division of Labour, Alienation Labour
Unrest and Class-Struggle.

C01: Define urban sociology and demonstrate
the nature and scope of urban sociology.

CC2: a) Industrial Bureaucracy.
b) Labour Organization.
c) Labour Movement.

CC3: a) Work Concept: Nature; Word
ethics
b) Labour Migration
c) Labour relation in India.

C04: Reflect on the utility of political sociology
as a way to understand social problems.

C02: Develop an understanding about trends
of urbanization in India and impact of
urbanization on Indian society.

C03: Develop awareness about urban problems
and policies adopted to solve such problems.
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CC4: a) Industrial Society.
b) Women and Child Labour
c) Industry in Tribal area.

CC5: a) Contemporary Industrial Reality.
b) Power, Industry and Capitalism.
c) Labour security and Social welfare.
20.

Semester-III/IV
Paper-IV
Criminology

CC1: Criminology:A. criminology – mearing ,scope subject
mather
B. concept of white color crime .
C. crime against women crine and women
.

C04: Define industrial sociology and demonstrate
the nature and scope of industrial sociology.

C05: Develop an understanding of the process
and trends of industrialization in India and
impact of industrialization on Indian society.

C01: Concept of criminology.

CO2: Types of social crime.
CC2: Theories & Types.:A Sociological theories of crime
B .Typology of crime
C. juvenile Deliquency
CC3: Correctional programe .:A. Educational , vocational
B. Human Rights & prison management
C. Reformatary institutions

21.

Semester-III/IV
Paper-IV
Optional
Social
Demography

CO3: Human Rights & Reformatory
institutions.

CC4: Punishment ;
A meaning nature and aims
B Theories of punishment
C probation and parole
CC4: Prison
A- Concept of prison
B- Role of police in crime prevention
Open prison after care & rehabilitation
compensation to victim
CC1: Concept :
a)Social demography: Definition method
of study. Utility relationship between.
b) Demography and social sciences.
(Sociology Economics and political
Science.
c) Population structure in India and
policies
CC2: Census :
a. Importance of Census, census policy in
India
b. Methods of finding and analyzing birth
& death rate.
c. Crude birth and death rate.

CO4: Concept & types of Punishment.

CC3: Theories:
a. Malthus and Neo Malthusian theories.
b. Biological, Economical, Socio –

CO3: Theories of population.

CO5: Concept & types of Punishment.

CO1: Key concepts of Social Demography.

CO2: Demographic factors of social change.
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cultural theories
c. optimum theory of population
CC4: Welfare :
a. Family welfare program in India.
b. Critical evaluation of family welfare
program in
India.
c .family welfare and health
CC5: A. Policies: Demographic role in
India
B.Govt policies regarding populahan
control. In
Indian context.
C. Role of N. G . O in the filed of
betterment of
Indian population
22.

SemesterIII&IV
PaperOptional
Social
Psychology

CC1: Social Psychology, Definition,
Nature and scops of social Psychology,
Method of social Psychology.
CC2: Psychological Factor in social
Psychology, sociology and Psychology,
Main Foundations of Human Behaviour
Heredity. Instinct, Imitation suggestion.
Sympathy.
CC3: Feeling and Emotion, Reason and
will in human behaiour, Motivation,
Attitude, Factors of Human learning,
socialization, Individual and society.
CC4: Personality and social Relation,
Culture and Personality, Role Theory,
social Norms and Conformity.
CC5: Social Factors in Perceptual Cognitive, Development of Self, Interaction
Person-Perceptions, social Psychology &
Health, Leadership.

CO4: Factors affecting mortality and fertility.

CO5: Population policy in India.

C01:. Nature, Scope and development of social
psychology.

CO2:. Psychological factors.

CO3: Psychological factors.

CO4: Personality Development.

CO5: Psychological issues.
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